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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1-1. PURPOSE. The purpose of this document is to provide the test teams with
information of a general and technical nature which may be useful during their
evaluation of wideband communications systems. It is basically a compendium
of instructional notes and technical papers developed, or compiled, by the
6th Signal Command TEP Detachment.

1-2. SCOPE.GChapter 2 of this handbook covers the general administrative
and logistical information on the conduct of the tests, care and protection
of assigned equipment and the basic responsibilities of the test personnel.
Chapter 3 covers report processing and submission, and contains instructional
information.

CAppendix A is a sample TEP reportD

Appendix B provides information and procedures for preparing predicted
performance levels on which to compare the data measured by the field test
teams Transmitter deviation, receiver quieting curves and bandwidth calc-
ulati(s are discussed in this section. This calculated data along with thepath performance calculations provides a base of theoretical data that can

be compared with measured results to determine the performance quality of a
system. An attempt has been made to cover the basic analysis procedures
necessary to arrive at an intelligent conclusion as to system performance.

It should not, however be considered the answer to all problems that may be
encountered by the field test teams. It is anticipated that this document
will be updated as additional information and improved test procedures are
developed by evaluation personnel.

- Appendix C contains detailed information on the analysis of the

measured test results and the correlating of this information into a mean-
ingful analysis of system performance.- In this appendix the major test
results are examined with respect to system performance, and with applica-
tion to trouble shooting and equipment improvement.

SAppendix Dprovides a method of sunvarizlng the test results and
comparing the results to the calculated performance values., This will

provide the team chief with a final look at the collected da a and aid
in the preparation of Volume 1 of the final test report.

Appendix E contains typical noise performance specifications for
various multiplex equipments, and block and level diagrams of selected
equipment. It also provides a listing of microwave and troposcatter equip-
ment employe within each subordinate command, and includes typical block
and level drawngs, noise power ratio curves and receiver quieting curves
bdsed on the ma ufacturer's specifications cr empirical data collected by
the test teams. The manufacturer's specification for each test comparedto the design ob ctives contained in the applicable MILSTD's are also

included for use n comparing measured results to expected performance.

\-
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-Appendix F contains extracts of technical literature obtained from
commercial sources that will aid in the calculation of system performance.-,-

As stated previously, this document is not the answer to all problems /

or anomalies that may be encountered by the test teams. The teams will
find that in many cases extensive research will be required in order to
arrive at a logical conclusion to a problem area, and when this research
results in new information that will be of value to other Team Chiefs,
they are encouraged to provide the information for inclusion into this CCP.

1-3. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND REFERENCES. The US Army Communications Command
expresses its appreciation to the following for material used directly, or
indirectly, in this CCP:

Telecommunications Technology, Inc. "Taking The Mystery Out of Phase Jitter
Measurement", by Elton Cookson and Charles Volkland, Telephony Magazine,
September 1972.

James G. Biddle Co. "Getting Down To Earth", Booklet 25T, 1970.

Hewlett-Packard Co. "Noise Figure Primer", HP Application Note 57,

January 1965.

Microflect Co., Inc. "Radiation Patterns And The Passive Repeater", 1971.

The Lenkurt Demodulator. "Take The Mystery Out of Microwave Literature",
July 1962.

The Bell System Technical Journal. "Intermodulation In Tropospheric Radio
Systems", January 1963.

IRE Transactions On Communications Systems. "Microwave System Engineering
Using Large Passive Reflectors", April 1962.

Carlson, Bruce A. "Communications Systems: On Introduction To Signals
And Noise In Electrical Communications"; Chapter 6, McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1968.

Panter, P.F. "Communications System Uesign"; McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1972.

National Bureau Of Standards. "Transmission Loss Predictions For Tropo-
spheric Communications Circuits"; Technical Note 101, Volumes I and II,
January 1967.

HQ, Air Force Communications Service. AFCS 100-35 and 100-61.
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1-4. COMMENTS ON PUBLICATION. Users of this publication are encouraged to
submit recommended changes or comments to improve the publication. Comments
should be keyed to the specific page, paragraph, and line of the text in which
the change is recommended. Rationale should be provided for each comment to
insure understanding and complete evaluation. Comments should be prepared
using DA Form 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications) and submitted
directly to "Commanding General, US Army Communications Command, ATTN: CC-
OPS-OX, Fort Huachuca, Arizona 85613".
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CHAPTER 2. PROGRAM CONCEPTS AND REQUIREMENTS

2-1. GENERAL. This chapter provides general administrative procedures to
the test team for accomlishing the program directives as outlined in DCAC
310-70-57.

2-2. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND BACKGROUND.

a. The USACC Technical Evaluation Program was established in 1970 to
provide for regularly scheduled technical evaluations of the DCS wideband
facilities operated and maintained by USACC worldwide. The results of these
evaluations are to be used to identify those systems requiring replacement
or upgrade, standardization and improvement of on-site operating, maintenance,
and logistical procedures; establishment of a baseline of equipment and system
performance; and to develop a data base of equipment and system performance
(:hart cteristics to be used for cost effective time phased modernization of
the DCS facilities.

b. The initial evaluation program established by DCAC 300-195-4 provided
for the evaluation of wideband systems only. This program has since been
expanded by DCAC 310-70-57 to include; the evaluation of AUTOSEVOCON, SATELLITE
and f"TOVON subsystems of the DCS, It is anticipated that additional subsystem
of the DCS and eventually thq non-DCS facilities will be incorporated into the
program. This CCP is designed prinarily around the evaluatior of wideband
line of sight (LOS) and tropospheric scatter systems, however, some of the data

' contained he-ein may be apolicable to types of other subsystems.

c. With the installation of the World Wide Technical Control Imrovement
Program (WWTCIP) and automation equipment under the Automated Technical Control
Program (ATEC), it is anticipated that the role of the evaluation teams will
change during the late 1970's. Currently, the test teams are deployed on a
scheduled cyclic basis with an objective of evaluating all systems a
minimum of every two years, or more often if required. The completion of the
Automated Technical Control Program (ATEC) should result in the test teams
assuming a more positive role in the overall Quality Assurance Program. It
is anticipated that the data obtained from the automation techniques will
provide for more efficient scheduling of the resources. These teams would
provide a nucleus of highly trained and experienced personnel that could
be deployed on short notice to restore a system to an operational condition
and to improve system performance when analysis of the data provided by
ATEC reveals the system is approaching a threshold condition. It must be
recognized that not all stations will be equipped with ATEC and these must
still be scheduled for a routine evaluation. Further, the test teams will
still be required for the forseeable future in order to establish or revise
the threshold parameters for ATEC.

2-1
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2-3 OPERATIONS.

a. The wideband evaluation test teams have been provided to accom-
plish the objectives outlined in DCAC 310-70-57. These teams will not
normally be diverted to other missions except when an emergency situation
arises which necessitates a temporary diversion from their primary mission.

b. The test teams will be deployed based on the master test schedule
and the period of deployment will vary depending on the complexity of the
facility to be evaluated, transpor-tation problems and the amount of effort
requir,d to optimize the equipment and link parameters. As a general rule
an objective of three wideband links will be successively scheduled for
each test team. It is anticipated that the three link tests should not
exceed 60 days in duration (with an objective of 45 days), at which time
the test teams would return to their parent station.

c. During the time that the test teams are not on TDY performing
an evaluation of wideband systems in accordance with the master test
schedule, they will analyze the raw tett data, reviewtest procedures,
develop revised and/or new procedures, and prepare detailed maintenance
and operations procedures for the communications equipment employed within
USACC. Additionally, the systems located in the proximity of the test
teams base will be scheduled for a cyclic evaluation during the times that
the teams are not on TDY to other geographical areas.

2-4. RESPONSIBILITIES.

a. TEAM CHIEF (7750/7601/0856)

(1) Supervising the test team activities and insuring all data is
collected and analyzed on a daily basis and that required reports are
prepared as outlined in Chapter 3.

(2) Implementing deviations to test procedures as may be required and/or
approved to insure the collected data is complete and valid.

(3) Assisting the test technicians in monitoring, setting up of test
configurations and data collection.

(4) Coordinating test activities with the command point of contact,
other test teams and personnel as required.

(5) Insuring that all test equipment is accounted for, properly main-
tained, and protected from loss.

(6) Coordinating system downtime as may be required and maintaining a
historical journal of all activities while on site.

2-2
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(7) Formulating test procedures when the procedures contained in
DCAC 310-70-57 are incomplete or are not adaptable to the particular
equipment being evaluated. Authorizing minor deviations to the
established procedures, fully documenting the change and insuring the
data elements remain essentially urchanged.

(8) Directing system adjustments to improve the performance and
the validity of the test data being collected.

(9) Reviewing the test procedures contained in DCAC 310-70-57 and
providing recommended changes or additions that may be required to
improve the program.

(10) Insuring that the completed data package and summary of the
test results are forwarded to the TEP detachment within five days of
test completion.

(11) Notifying the in-country coordinator of the desired date and
time recommended for the out briefing. Notification should be
given at least four working days prior to the date scheduled for the
briefing.

(12) Providing the operating unit, site personnel, O& Commander and

the local DCA representative with an out briefing at the conclusion of the
eval uatlon.

(13) Providing the O&M Command in writing, a list of on-going
corrective actions required to improve the system performance.

(14) Directing sufficient diagnostic testing to isolate a problem
or potential problem and providing positive recommendations to correct
any noted anomalies.

(15) Providing the in-country coordinator a telephonic report on a
daily basis as to the status of testing, problems encountered or other
areas that may be of interest to the TEP detachment headquarters.

(16) Advising the in-country coordinator nf TMDE that has become
non-operational on a daily basis.

(17) Performing a detailed inventory of all equipment in conjunction
with the replacement team chief or in-country coordinator.

(18) Advising the detachment headquarters directly of any problems
encountered which would influence the test results or cause an alteration
of the test schedule.

(19) Insuring that the final test data is representative of the system
capability.

2-3
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(20) Maintaining a journal throughout the period of testing to reflect
all significant items occurring during the evaluation. As a minimum the
journal will include:

(a) Start and stop time for all testing.

(b) Acquisition of systems or circuits for testing and release to the
uset ,r time of notification to the technical controller or site personnel
that the test sequence has been completed.

(c) Arrival and departure times of tet personnel.

(d) Difficulties encountered in technical, logistical or admi-
nistrative areas.

(2I) Assuming responsibility for the health, welfare, morale and

ionduct of assigned team members when in a test status.

I (22) Reviewing and submitting team travel vouchers as a single
package to the Commander, TED within 3 working days upon return toI detachment headquarters.

(23) Assuring adherence of all team members to locally published

dress standards within the command being evaluated.

(24) Other duties as assigned. (
b. SENIOR MICROWAVE TECHINICIANS

(1) Conducting the test and nxasurements in accordance with DCAC

310-70-,- and CUP Regulalon 105-4.

(,,) Lompletinq the required data elements for all test data collected
,And insuring the data is valid, legible and is representative of the
,ystem potential.

(3) Initiating corrective adjustment, maintenance and/or alignment of
the radio and multiplex equipment in coordination with site personnel.

(4) Insuring the test equipment is performing properly, testing
techniques are correct and the data being collected is accurate.

(5) Performing organizational maintenance on all assigned equipment.I
(6) Other duties as assigned.

c. IN-COUNTRY COORDINATOR.

(1) Providing a centralized point of contact for all test activities

within the geographical area being evaluated.

2-4
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(2) Remaining cognizant of daily testing activities and maintaining
a journal of these activities. A copy of the journal will be turned into
the detachment for review, and action as required, on a monthly basis.

(3) Initiating requests for authorized outage as may be required
and initiating follow-up action as necessary in monitoring the
progress of the request. The request will oe provided the O&M Command
ir. writing approximately 30 days in advance of the requested outage.

(4) Coordinating with the team chiefs and the O&M Commar.d to establish
a mutually agreeable date and time for briefing the O&M Command on the
condition of each link evaluated. Notification of the date and time for
the briefing will be in writing and will also be provided to the appropriate
in-country DCA representative.

(5) Receiving defective or non-operational test equipment from the
test teams and replacing the equipment from the Operational Readiness
Float (ORF) insofar as possible.

(6) Insuring that non-operational test equipment is turned into the
appropriate maintenance activity on an expedited basis. In-country repair
facilities will be used to the maximum extent possible; however, equipment
may be evacuated to the detachment when deemed appropriate. Equipment
evacuated to the detachment must be adequately packed for protection in
transit and insured where applicable. The U.S., Mail Service will be
used for evacuating defective equipment to the detachment whenever possible.

(7) Maintaining adequate records to reflect the status of all
detachment test equipment located in the geographical area being
evaluated.

(8) Arranging for movement of test equipment between test teams
when necessary to insure that the required on site tests are completed.

(9) Planning in-country transportation requirements for personnel
and equipment and insuring that the O&M Commands are provided the
requirements in writing far enough in advance to precluee changes to
the test schedule. An objective of not less than 10 days prior notice
is established for this purpose.

(10) Controlling, issuing, shipping, accounting for, and turn-in of
ORF equipment.

(11) Performing periodic inventories of all detachment assets located
in the area being evaluated.

(12) Inventorying, securing and maintaining operational cont.o1 over
all vans and equipment not on hand receipt to a team'chief. On
completing the in',entory, the receiving party will receipt for and be
responsible for tte equipment.

2-5
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(13) Arranging for billeting, messing, and transportation for test
personnel prior to their arrival in-country. To accomplish this, it may
be necessary for the coordinator to visit the sites to be.evaluated.
Resul+s of the visit or coordination on the availability of transportation,
quarters, messing and related information will be provided the detachmentI( headquartets by electrical transmission after coordinating with the O&M
Command.

(14) Providing arriving test personnel with an in-briefing on local
customs, regulations, policies, and restrictions that may influence their
activities.

(15) Other duties as assigned and as delineated by the Detachment
Convnnder.

2-5. ADMIINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS.

a. WEARING THE UNIFORM. All personnel are required to comply with
the uniform standards outlined in Department of Army Regulations.

Additionally, personnel are required to review and comply with the local
command policies on wearing the uniform pertaining to the geographical
TDY area. The appropriate uniform will be worn during normal duty hours
unless the wearing of civilian clothing is encouraged by the host command.

b. TOY ORDERS. All TOY Orders will be prepared dnd processed by Q
the detachment in sufficient time to permit orderly planning by affected
personnel. The orders will normally require that personnel utilize, to
the maximum extent possible, government quarters, mess and transportation
to include MAC Facilities. When it is impracticable to use these facilities
or their use would adversely affect the test teams mission, or they are not
available, the orders will be appropriately annotated. In the event quarters
and rations are available in a particular area and the team chief determines
iat the use of such facilities would adversely affect the mission, he will

prepare and submit a written certification so that an appropriate amendment
to the original orders can be initiated.

2-6. LOGISTICAL SUPPORT.

USACC Subordinate Commanders have been assigned responsibility for logistical
support of the TEP. This support includes, but is not limited to; transpor-
tation, billeting and messing. Prior to arrival of the test teams in the
test area, the Commander, TED will insure that adequate coordination has been
effected with the supporting USACC Commander. To this end, team chiefs will
be responsible for insuring that their personnel comply with any and all
support agreements.
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CHAPTER 3. REPORT PROCESSING AND SUBMISSION

3-1. GENERAL.

,i. The fEP raw test data is to be analyzed and reduced to the format
shown in Appendix A. The data entered in this report will be based on
the final test data, after all preliminary tests, adjustments and/or repairs
have been accomplished.

b. The TEP report will consist of three volumes for each link and will
be assembled as follows:

(1) Volume I: Results of the data reduction and analysis of the
final test data for both ends of the link. The required content and format
for this volume is shown in Appendix A.

(2) Volume II: Copies of the final raw test data for Station A
(less chart recordings, which are to be retained by the TEP activity until
the link is reevaluated).

(3) Volume III: Copies of the final raw test data for Station B
(less chart recordings, which are to be retained by the TEP activity until
the link is reevaluated).

c. Entries on the raw test data forms included in Volumes II and III
are to be typed or printed to assure they are legible. Further, the data
entries should be checked for completeness, accuracy, neatness and validity
(Reproduced copies must be fully legible).

d. An index of the report contents will be inserted in the front of
each volume similar to the format contained in Appendix A.

e. The data used for completing Volume 1, and the raw test data
provided in Volumes II and III will be the final test data, taken after all
possible maintenance and/or adjustments have been accomplished by the TEP
teams and/or site personnel. Preliminary test data will not be included in
these reports, however, it may be used by the TEP team in preparing the
team chief's comments.

f. The team chief will maintain a journal throughout the test period.
The journal should be used as a historical record of events during the time
that Lest personnel are on site, and as a source of information for out-
briefing the O&M commander. The journal will contain information such as
the following:

(1) Start and stop times of all tests.

(2) Problems encountered with on-site equipment or equipment organic
to the AN/TSM-125 test set.

(3) Transportation, billetirg, mess, and related support facilities.
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S(4) Acquisition time for any system outage and the time that the

system was turned back for operations to the local personnel.

3-2 LINK PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (VOLUME I). This volume of the
test report contains the evaluation of the performance characteristics
dnd tabulition of pertinent'data on the DCS link or subsystem teste.
lhe required content and format for this report is shown in Appendix A.
A brief description of the contents to be contained in each paragraph
of the report is shown below. Paragraphs below correspond to those
listed in Appendix A, and are therefore keyed to the format of Appendix A.

1.0 General: This paragraph contains a short description of the reports
content including such information as the test period, O&N element, test
team composition, key personnel contacted and selected link and equipment
parameters as shown in Tables I and II of Appendix A. Details should also
be included in this paragraph on any denial of requests for AO to perform
the required tests.

2.0 Include information on the design number of channels on which path
performance calculations and equipment NPR loading tests were based and a
tabulation of median noise as shown in Tables III and IV of Appendix A.

2.1 thru 2.XXX These paragraphs contain interpretive discussion of the
test results, any anomalies, discrepancies or deviations from expected
results (path calculations, design standards, manufacturer's specifications
ind test and acceptance data) must be included in the discussion.
Deficiencies attributed to the O&M element which were not corrected by the
test teims or site personnel prior to collecting the final test data must
be discussed in detail with supporting documentation. Deficiencies which
ari, corrected by either the test team or site personnel prior to recording
of the final test data will be documented in the team chief's comments of
the applicable data sheets.

3.0 This paragraph of the report will be used to list the graphical
presentation of the performance characteristics of the major equipment on
the link. As a minimum the following will be included in the report for
each station tested:

d. Equipment NPR vs Baseband Loading.

b. Receiver AGC & FM Quieting vs RSt.

1he fl,:11rw numlt,-r outlined in App,'ndix A will he expanded within the
( 'dll~e ,iumerlcdl designation (link ur loopback) at iry le requirtd to include

all comibinations tested.

4.0 This paragiaph of the report will be used to list the graphical
presentation of thp link's transmission quality as determined ,at each end
of the link. Thest. transmission quality indicator graphs will be obtained
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primarily from the strip chart recordings. As a minimum, the graphs listed
in Appendix A will be included in the report. The figure numbers may be
expanded within the same numerical designation as required to cover
additional tests or for clarification of the test data.

3.0 Omitted and Incomplete Tests: A listing in tabular form of all
tests which were omitted, incomplete or which orovided invalid data will be
contained in Table V. As shown in Appendix A, a concise statement will be
entered in the remarks column to explain the reason for the incomplete or
invalid test data.

6.0 Conclusions: This paragraph should contain the conclusions
reached as a result of the evaluation of the reduced data and test results.

7.0 Technical Recommendations: The recommendations should provide a
reasonable solution for correcting any problems or deficiencies which could
not be corrected on site. Recommendations must be in sufficient detail to
insure that timely corrective actions can be accomplished.

8.0 Link Data Tabulation: The contents of this paragraph will include
those elements listed in Appendix A. All elements will be listed and NA
will be entered for elements not applicable to a particular station. DNA
will be entered where the required data was not available. Separate data
sheets for troposcatter and microwave links are inclosed.

9.0 Station Data Tabulation: The required data elements are shown in
Appendix A. All elements will be listed and NA will be entered for
elements not applicable to a particular station. DNA will be entered where

and microwave links are inclosed.

10.0 Miscellaneous Station Information: The information required in
this paragraph is listed in Appendix A and is self-explanatory.

3-3. REQUIRED TESTS. The tests listed below are the minimum required to
be performed at each end of the link in order to provide a complete and
comprehensive test report. Test procedures used and documentation of test
results will be in accordance with DCAC 310-70-57. All audio series tests
are to be performed at the equal level board on a minimum of three channels
per group unless noted otherwise.

a. Audio Series Tests

(1) In-Service Customer Levels (T-3)

(2) 1 kHz Test Tone Level (T-4)

(3) Idle Channel Noise (T-8)

(4) Impulse Noise (T-9). Record the impulse noise on three
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chdnnels per group for a minimum of 15 minutes per channel. After complet-
ing the initial 15 minute impulse noise count test, establish a long term
impulse measurement on a minimum of three channels from those previously
testpd. The long term impulse count will be a minimum of eight (8) hours
duration arid should be conducted during a period of heavy traffic loading.

(5) Voice Channel Frequency Response (T-1O or T-ll)

(6) Voice Channel Delay Distortion (T-12 or T-13)

(7) Voice Channel Harmonic Distortion (T-14)

() Voice Channel Frequency Translation (T-15)

(9) Voice Channel Phase Jitter (T-16 or T-17)

(10) Voice Channel Crosstalk (T-18)

(11) Voice Channel Bit Error Rate (T-19). A minimum of one channel
per link at each station will be evaluated. The measurements will be time
correlated with other recorded parameters as listed under the recording
Lests. The tests will be for a minimum of eight hours on each channel
Lested and the results will be graphically depicted in paragraph 4 of the
report.,

b. Radio Series Tests

(1) Radio Equipment Noise Power Ratio vs Baseband Loading, RF
and/or IF Loopback (T-22).

(2) Link Noise Power Ratio vs Baseband Loading (T-23)

(3) Baseband Level and Frequency Response (T-24)

(4) RF/IF Spurious Emissions (T-25)

S5) Transmitter Carrier Frequency Accuracy (T-27)

(6) Transmitter Modulator Frequency Deviation (T-29)

(7) Transmitter Output Power and VSWR (T-30)

(8) RF Exciter and Power Amplifier Bandwidth (T-31)

(9) Receiver RSL vs AGC, IF and FM Quieting (T-34)

(10) RF Receiver Pre-awlifier Gain and Bandwidth (T-35)

(11) Total Receiver Noise Figure (T-36)
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(12) Pre-amplifier and Preselector Bandwidth, Gain and Noise
Figure (T-35)

(13) Receiver Local Oscillator Accuracy (T-37)

(14) Receiver IF Bandpass, FM Discriminator Characteristics (T-39)

(15) Transmit and Receive Baseband Sween: This test consists of
examining the baseband spectrum with the Sierra 128 and display unit with
particular attention to carrier leak, low level interference or other
extraneous signals. All extraneous signals in excess of -70 dBmO will be
identified and reported in the test data summary of Volume 1 of the report.

c. Multiplex Tests (T-40)

(1) Noise Power Ratio and Basic Noise Ratio of the Multiplex (Back-
to-Back): Prior to performing this test the multiplex must be completely
aligned and adjusted.

(2) Pilot Levels and Alarm Activation (Link Basis) (T-41)

d. Recording Tests

(1) The following data are to be recorded and used to prepare the
graphs listed in Paragraph 4.0 of Appendix A.

(a) Received signal level microwave - both receivers)

(tropo - at least 3 receivers)

(b) Idle channel noise "C" message.

(c) Phase jitter and phase impulses (when jitter meters
become available).

(d) Test tone stability.

(e) Received baseband level.

(2) The RSL of all active receivers, baseband loading and idle
channel noise should be recorded throughout the test period. However, a
minimum of three days (72 hours) will be recorded after all maintenance
and/or adjustments have been accomplished. This is considered the minimum
recording period for completing the information outlined in Paragraph 4.0
of Appendix A.

e. Additional tests may be performed at the option of the team chief.

3-4. DATA SUBMISSION. The completed test report in draft will be forwarded
to the analysis section within five days after the evaluation has been

* concluded.
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APPENDIX A

Sample TEP Report

TECHNICAL EVALUATION PROGRAM

RCS: DCA (AR) A070-1

SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

FOR

DCS LINK M-O000

STATION A

TO

STATION B

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
6TH SIGNAL COMMAND

TECHNICAL EVALUATION DETACHMENT
BOX 3, APO SF 96263
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1.0 GINERAL

The performance of DCS Link M-0000 between Station A

and Station B was evaluated in accordance with DCAC 310-70-57.

The performance of this link and its capability are reflected

in this summary of test results. The link and equipment

parameters are shown in Tables I and III, respectively; the

raw test data for each station is contained in Volumes II and

III. Omitted tests, and reasons for omission, are given in

Table V.

1.1 PERIOD OF EVALUATION: 21 APRIL to 1 MAY 1975.

1,2 O&M AGENCY AND MAILING ADDRESS

Headwuarters

USACC - (Organization/Country)

ATTN: (Office Symbol)

APO SF 96824

1.'3 6TH (or 5TH or 7TH) SIGNAL COMMAND TECHNICAL EVALUATION
TEST TEAM COMPOSITION.

1.3 .1 STATION A

Name Rank Position

Smith, R.L. Cpt Team Chief

Brown, R. Q. SFC NCOIC

Green, J. R. SSG Technician

1-2.2 STATION B

Hartman, G. L. 1 LT Team Chief

Charles, B. G. SFC NCOIC

Richmond, T. R. SSG Technician
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S 1.4 KEY PERSONNEL CONTACTED

Name Grade Organization Position

ICartwfight, B.A. Col CCPXX-CO Commnander

Hoss, C. B. Maj CCPXX-OP Co Ops Div.

Little, J. Civ ITT-FEC Site Tech Supervisor
(Station A)

Spock, S. 0. Civ ITT-FEC Site Tech Supervisor
(Station B)

Kirk, J. T. Cpt CCPXX-LOG Logistics Officer
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: U ',UMMARY OF TEST RESULTS,

?'.. I MEDIAN NOISE (T-l)

This link is currently configured for transmission of 12 voice

chdnnels; however, path performance calculations and the evalua-

tion in this report are based on the 300 channel design capacity.

A summary of measured and potential median noise perfonmnco for

Station A and Station B are given In lables Ill end IV,.respec-

Lively. Analysis of the idle channel noise recordings at Station

i indicated a isodian of 19.4 dBrnCO for the perforoance of the

Station C to Station 8 systm. A problem in the ink flowt system

in the chart recorder precluded any long-term recordings;, however,

no significant variations In recordings were observed during this

period. A composite average of short-tern measurements taken at

.tation C and Station B was 17.5 dBrnCO, disregarding the one

noisy channel (SG2 GP4 012) at Station C. At the current low

loading level, this appears to be a more realistic representation

of iystuu performance.

MEDIAN RECEIVE SIGNAL LEVEL (RSL) (T-l)

Analysis of the recorded data taken at Station A revealed con-

siderable variation in the receive signal level. Similar varia-

tions were also noted on the Station C to Station A link during a

previous evaluation. rhese variations are attributed to in-

stability of the antenna structure at Station A which results in

excursions of as much as 5 dB whenever the antenna is subjected to
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only moderate winds. There is a possibility that during high winds

the antenna alignment would be sufficiently altered so as to result

in major comaunicatlons outage. To preclude this, action should

be taken to install stabilizing bars or guys on the antenna system.

Considering the signal level variations discussed above, a median

of -39.4 dDm was obtained at Station A, which is approximately 4.3

d lower than the predicted level. This is primprily attributed

to the low output power of the transmitter at Stition B as outlined

in Paragraph 2.17 of this report.

Recordings at Station B were suspended after severel hours due

to a defective chart recorder. An interpolated Iedian for the

short recording period, owver, provided a favorable reverse path

correlation.

2.3 1 kHz TEST TONE LEVEL QlECK (T-4)

The internal multiplex levels deviated considerably from the

required level at both sites with the worst case being the receive

group distribution point at Station B. Reviewing the block and

level diagram [KHAOS drawing 15872-G1-676( .45 (B)] reveals that

the 0 dBmO level at the group receive is -8 dBm; however, the

measured levels at this point were 15.6 to 17.5 dB higher than the

required level. An attempt was made to adjust the group modules

to the correct output level, but to no avail. Consideration was

given to installing attenuators at the group to reduce the output

level and bring the equipment within specifications; however, the
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majority of the channel modems did not have sufficient gain to

compensate for the level di-screpancies. The high levels are a

potential source of crosstalk and intermodulation, and action

should'be taken to properly align the multiplex and ascertain the

specific cause of the high levels. At Station C the group levelk

varied from 5 to 7 dB from the required level, while the levels

at the HF distribution were within specifications. The multiple

on this end of the line should alto be completely aligned to

insure that it is within specifications at the various test points.

2.4 IDLE CHANNEL NOISE (T-8)

None of the channels tested at Station C or Station B exceeded

the DCA standard of 27 dBrnCO as contained in DCAC 300-175-9.

This was to be expected due to the extremely light loading on the

system. A significant difference exists at both ends of the lilk

when measuring in C-message weighting as opposed to flat weighting.

This is primarily attributed to the 60 Hz components and various

harmonics that are passed by the 3 kHz flat filter but are not

within the bandpass of the C-message filter. The installation of

an effective station ground at both stations and reducing the

rectifier ripple voltage at Station C should result in a corre-

sponding improvement in flat weighted measurements.

2.5 IDLE CHANNEl IMPULSE NOISE (T-9)

The channels evaluated at both ends of the link met the speci-

fication of 15 counts per fifteen minutes at 72 dBrnCO. The
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cuiulative long-term results were also well within the prescribed

to jerance.

2.6 VOICE CHANNEL FREQUENCY RESPONSE (T-11)

Only one channel (SG2 GP4 0111) at Station B met the specifica-

tion as outlined in Paragraph 5.3.2.3.1 of MIL-STD 188-300, while

at Station C all of the channels evaluated failed to meet this

requirement. The majority of channels, however, did meet the less

stringent manufacturer's design objective.

2.7 ENVELOPE DELAY DISTORTION (T412)

All of the channels failed to meet the standards as specified

in MIL-STO 188-300. The fact that the channels do not meet these

objectives is not considered a serious limitation since external

equalization equipment would normally be used to condition those

circuits carrying data traffic. The unusual characteristic noted

at Station C is apparently attributed to the test equipment and

not the channel modem.

2.8 VOICE CHANNEL HARMONIC DISTORTION (T-14)

Of the channels tested at Station C, only one channel met the

l specification, while at Station B all channels were within

specifications. A manual sweep of the channels displaying high

distortion levels revealed that the second harmonic of the 700 Hz

fundamental tone was prevalent in the channels. A signal appear-

ing outside the normal channel bandpass characteristics was also

detected at the VF patch board.
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2 ?.9 VOICE CHAINNL FREQUENCY TRApSLATION (T-15)

No frequency translation was observed on any of the channels

tested. These were short-term measurements, however, and would

not necessarily reflect an accurate portrayal over an extended

period of time.

2.10 VOICE CHANNEL PHASE JITTER (T-1T)

The phase Jitter measurements were performed using the

oscilloscope method. Therefore, the accuracy of the test results

are subject to interpretatio,. Considering this, the measured

phase variations were approximately 5.70 at Station B and 1.250 or

less at Station C. These measurements are substantially, lower

than the maximum allowable variation of 150 as contained in DCAC

300:-175-9. P 'ore accurate and precise measurement of this (
parameter will be possible when the test teams are equipped with a

phase Jitter meter.

2.11 VOICE CHANNEL CROSSTALK (T-18)

Both near and far end crosstalk measurements on all of the

channel tested met the specification outlined in Paragraph 5.2.1.6

of MIL-STD 188-300. At Station C it was found that the -10 dBmO

test tone on channel 12 increased idle channel noise measurements

taken on channel 11. The test team noted a difference of about 1

dB additional noise with the tone on as opposed to tone off

condition. Moreover, ICN's appeared to follow a periodic

sinusoidal response of 1 cycle per minute.
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~ 2.12 RADIO LINK NOISE POWER RATIO (T-23)

The radio link noise power ratio (NPR) was measured for a

maximum of 240 channels, although the equipment was designed for

300 channel rCIR loading. The test equipment contained in the

AN/TS-125 test set does not provide the capability for evaluating

equipment beyond 240 channel loading. A review of the test data

indicates that the overall NPR performance for this link is

extremely poor in comparison to the generally accepted standard of

55 dB. Also the data indicates that the equipment is operating

below the manufacturer's performance specification as stated in

T14 11-5820-684-15.

The NPR curves plotted from the data taken at Station A peak

at typical NPR values but occur below the CCIR or DCA recommended

loading levels. At Station B the NPR's were extremely poor in all

slots and configurations tested even at current traffic loading

levels. Although the NPR's were poor, BNR values were typical.

Therefore, the low NPR's appear to be attributed to poor klystron

linearization and receiver equalization.

,.1 RADIO LINK BASEBAND LEVEL AND FREQUENCY RESPONS

During pre-liminary testing it was found that the transmitters

were incorrectly strapped resulting in the baseband being double

terminated. The test teams corrected the strapping in the "B"

transmitters and also installed appropriate pads in the baseband

filter units to insure that the proper level was being provided
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the modulators. Final test results showed that all transmitter-

receiver combinations wev with4W the tO.5 dB requirement except

for those taken with the "B" tronsmitter at Station B which

reflected abnormal frequency Weraterstics below 100 kHz. Further

investigation of this qyii4& be accomplished Jy the O&Mt~.rq,,, .. accop .s. -yteO

Command.

2.14 SPURIOUS EMISSIONS (T- ,

Examinations of the RF and IF spectrums revealed hat all

discernable emissions were well" below the DCA specifications at

both stations.

L.15 TRANSMITTER CARRIER FREOUENCY ACCURACY (T-27)

Only 'the "A" transiuittor at Station A and the "B" transmitter

at Station B met the DCA objective of ±150 kHz from the assigned

frequency. All transmitters, however, were,well within the

manufacturer's specification of 0.02%.

/'.16 TRANSMITTER MODULATOR FR!JUENCY DEVIATION (T-29)

At Station A the initial setting of modulator deviation was

measured to be 214.3 kHz RMS an d 229.6 kHz RMS for the "A" and "B"

transmitters respectively. At Station B deviation was found to be

178 kHz RMS and 176 kHz RMS for the "A" and "B" transmitters

respectively. Deviation was adjusted by /the test teams to the

required level of 200 kHz RM$. Modulator linearity checks were

accomplished on all transmitters using the carrier drop out methud.

Minor deviations were noted between the measured versus calculated
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values at both sites.

TRANSHITTER OUTPUT POWER & VSWR (T-30)

Neither the "A" nor the "B" transmitter at Station B met the

manufacturer's minimum requirement of 0.562 watts. The "A"

transmitter, being the lower of the two with an output power of

only 0.372 watts, should be replaced imediately, while the "B"

transmitter can be programmed for replacement during the next

uaintenance period. At Station A the measured output power was

0.776 watts and 1.349 watts for the "A" and "B" transmitters

respectively. VSWR measurements of the waveguide system at both

ends reflected realistic test results for this equipment,

although not meeting the DCA standards of 1.05:1.

IH RF RECEIVER INPUT POWER VERSUS AGC AND FM QUIETING.CHARACTERISTICS
r34)

Receiver quieting characteristics at Station A were typical for

this type of equipment, with FM thresholds slightly better than the

nomal value of -81 dBm on both receivers. The quieting curves

the 70 kHz slot at RF input levels above -75 dBm. From previous

experience it was determined that the Alfred 650 RF generator

contained high intrinsic noise components which drastically affect

the low slot with less serious effect on the mid and high slots at

input signal levels above -45 dBm as shown by the graphs. Test

;i results, however, are still considered valid below RF input signal

A
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levels of -75 dBm. FM thresholds of -81 dO and -82 dOm were

extrapolated froi; the quieting curves for the "A" and "B"

receivers respectively, using the mid slot as a reference. A

review of the quieting data also indicates that the "B" receiver

at Station B has a slightly lower IF gain than nomal.

2.19 RF RECEIVER LOCAL OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY ACCURACY (T-37)

An indirect approach to detemine the local oscillator fre-

quency accuracy was attempted at Station A by inserting the

assigned signal into the fret end of the receiver and measuring

the resultant IF frequency at the IF monitor point. Measurements

taken with the AFC circuitry disabled compared closely with those

taken with the AFC circuitry activated. The calculated results,

however, indicated that the local oscillator frequency accuracy

exceeded the DCA requirements of 0.02%. The AN/FRC-109 LO cannot

be measured directly and, therefore, the method used provides

only a relative indication of the LO frequency.

2.20 RECEIVER IF BANOPASS AND DISCRIMINATOR CHARACTERISTICS (T-39

The IF bandpass test was not attempted at either station due

to the lack of appropriate subminiature connectors used to inter-

face the IF amplifier output to the instrumentation. The

discriminator characteristics for both rec" wers at Station A

appear to be linear over the required bandwidth. The zero crossover

frequency was detected at 70 MHz and 71 MHz for the "A" and-"B"

receivers respectively. The discriminator for both receivers at
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Station B tends to indicate minor non-linearities; however, the

data was taken with an HP 410C voltmeter which does not provide

sufficient accuracy. Additional measurements should be accom-

plished by the ON1 Command with a microwave link analyzer similar

to the HP 3701 to verify and/or correct any non-linearities in

the equipment.

2.21 MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS

a. Group pilot equipment is not Installed at Station B.

b. It was observed that the TA-182 signalling converters

introduced noise in the baseband whenever the ringers were

activated.

c. The waveguide system at Station B contains excessive

amounts of flexible waveguide which could result in unnecessary

signal attenuation.

d. The waveguide pressurization system at Station B and

Station A consists of a reserve air tank and a hand pump.

e. There are no audible alarms installed on either the

multiplex or radio equipment. This could result in unnecessarily

extended outages since a failure could go unnoticed for a period

of time.

f. The radio orderwire between the two sites does not provide

for a ringdown capability or otber convenient means of signalling

other than the "shoutdown" method.

g. On-site test equipment is not available to perform the
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test required by DCAC 310-70-1, DCAC 310-70-57, and USAC -PAC

Regulation 105-4.

h. No provision is made for monitoring voice circuits at th.

VF patch bays. Both jacks on the VF patch strip are "reak" type

jacks.

EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

ising the data obtained during the evaluation, the p'rfoniane

of the major radio equipment are contained in the figures listed

below. (Actual figures not part of this sample)

FIGURE DESCRIPTION

I Receiver AGC & FM Quieting Characteristics, "A" Receiver
at SUttion A

la Receiver AGC A FM Quieting Characteristics, "B" kectiver
at Station A

2 Receiver AGC & FM Quieting Characteristics, "A" Receiver
at Station B

2a Receiver AGC & FM Quieting Characteristics, "B" Receiver
at Station B

3 Typical Quieting Characteristics of the AN/FRC-109 Bdsed

on the Manufacturer's Data

4.0 TRANSMISSION .., - NDICATORS

From the reduced test data, transmission quality as determined

from each end of the link is reflected in the figures listed belo%
(Actual figures not part of this sample)
4 Dstribution of Median Receivbd Signal Level (RSL),Station A

5. Distribution of Median Idle Channel Noise (ICN).
Station 6
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FIGURE DESCRIPTION

6 NPR vs Baseband Loading, "A" Transmitter at Station B to
NA" Receiver at Station A

6a NPR vs Baseband Loading, "A" Transmitter at Station B to
"B" Receiver at Station A

6b NPR vs Baseband Loading, "A" Transmitter at Station B to
Receiver Combined at Station A

6c NPR vs Baseband Loading, "O" Transmitter at Station B to
"A" Receiver at Station A

6d NPR vs Baseband Loading, "B" Transmitter at Station B to
Receiver at Station A

6e NPR vs Baseband "oading, "B" Transmitter at Station B to
Receiver Combined at Station A

7 NPR vs Baseband Loading, "A" Transmitter at Station A to
"A" Receiver at Station B

7a NPR vs Basiband Loading, "A" Transmitter at Station A to
"B" Receiver at Station B

7b NPR vs Baseband Loading, "A" Transmitter at Station A to
Receiver Combined at Station B

7c NPR vs Baseband Loading, "B" Transmitter at Station A to
"A" Receiver at Station B

7d NPR vs Baseband Loading, "B" Transmitter at Station A to
"B" Receiver at Station B

7e NPR vs Baseband Loading, "B" Transmitter at Station A to
Receiver Combined at Station B

5.0 OMITTED AND/OR INCOMPLETE TESTS

The tests listed in Table V of this report were either not per-

formed at all or were performed in such a way as to yield incomplete

or invalid data.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS
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Considerable on-site maintenance, adjustments, and alignment

dre required to bring the systefp up to its peak performance

capability.I.0 TECHNICAL RECOI4ENDATIONS

a. The recommended standard for idle channel noise under the
performance monitoring program for the Station A - Station B -

Station C system is 18 dBrnCO. The recommended standard for

receive signal level for the Station A - Station B link is -34.5

dBm. The recommended standard at current loading levels for base-

band loading for this system is +1 dbnO.

b. The antenna support structure at Station A should be rein-

forced to stabilize the antenna.

c. A routine quality assurance program should be established

at both sites to insure that channel levels are being maintained

within the required tolerance. This program should include the

measurement and adjustment of the channel output, group, super-

group, and baseband level on a periodic basis using a 1 kHz test

tone referenced to the engineered level.

d. Further investigation of the hot levels at the group

distribution point at Station B should be accomplished and the

levels adjusted to -8 dm.

e. The 60 Hz components which are affecting the flat weight-

ing measurementE should be investigated and eliminated. This

investigation should include a survey and measurement of the
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station ground, potential between equipments, bonding, shielding,

and proper termination of the distribution cables.

f. The DC rectifier at Station C should be replaced with a

DC power distribution system that is OCA compliant. The power

system currently being installed at a number of locations in this

geographical area should be considered for all sites that do not

have a power distribution system that meets DCA requirements.

g. A complete realignment of the multiplex equipment is

necessary at both sites, and this should reduce the inter-

modulation, crosstalk, and harmonic distortion so that the

equipment meets the manufacturer's specifications.

h. The radio equipment at both ends of the link should be

optimized and procedures established to insure that the equipment

is maintained to specifications. To optimize the radio equipment

and to obtain the best possible noise power ratio performance, a

delay and linearity test set similar to the HP 3710 will be

required.

i. Further investigation of the 0B" transmitter at Station 8

should be accomplished to determine the specific problem that is

limiting the frequency response below 100 kHz. From previous

testing of the AN/FRC-109 radio equipment in this area, there is

a possibility that the "B" transmitter has not been properly

strapped for hot standby operation.

J. The modulator linearity should be verified at both sites
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with a link analyzer.

k. The transmit klystrons for both radios at Station 8 should

be replaced. The 0N Command should establish a record at each

site that will show the date the klystron was installed and that
outputpowr msureets and klystro activity cheks wer

accomplished. This record should be reviewed to insure that th.

manufacturer's recommendations for klystron life-cycle is being

observed.

1. The output power on the "AN transmitter at Station A

should be measured periodi c1y 'nd the klystron replaced when it

can no longer meet the manufacturer's minimum specifications.

m. The *BU receiver at Station S should be examined using a

link analyzer to ascertain the reason for the low IF gain.

n. The local oscillator on all receivers should be tuned to (

the correct crossover frequency using a link analyzer with

internal adjustments of the IF amplifiers as required.
o. A master multiplex synchronizing plan should be developed

and implemented as soon as possible. This plan should include all

existing and proposed OCS links.

p. Future installations of radio equipment should include

provisions and be configured to facilitate measurements such as

receiver noise figure, VSWR, output power, equipment NPR's, etc.,

without disassembly of the wavevuide.
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q. The TA-182 signalling converters should be replaced with

a modern solid-state unit similar to the CV-1548. If not repidred,

action should be taken to insure the output tone does not exceed

-10 dhmO. Further, a contingency plan should be developed to

insure uninterrupted service to the subscriber in the event of

failure of the primary power to these units.

r. The waveguide system at Station B should be reengineered

to reduce the amount of flexible waveguide and to provide a

transmission line that is in accordance with good engineering

practices.

s. The waveguide p"essurizatlon system at Station B and

Station B should be replaced with one that will automatically

maintain pressure to the transmission line.

t. Audible alarms should be installed at both sites to alert

personnel of equipment or system failure.

u. The orderwire should be reengineered at both sites to

provide a better method for coordinating system alignment,

maintenance, and/or system restoral.

v. The sites should be provided as-built drawings, required

technical publications, operational standards, and test and

acceptance data.

w. The patch and test facilities at both sites should be

engineered to provide standardization throughout the system in

accordance with MIL-STD 188-310.
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x. The sites should be provided the test equipment required

to perform the test outlined in DCAC 310-70-1 and 6th Signal

Command Regulation 105-4.

A

I

I
Ii
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SIMMAIW orurn puro ALE III P6M~iARY OF LMIK FEINi"WR wwv....._oF___PM

STATION UNDER TIEST CCS LINK NO.

RECIVE SIGNAL LEVEL 4110

A POTI 49.

S PATH' NA

RADIO UNK NOISE NPR * ONN b NPR PWCO

A PATH Low 70OK~v 49 71

MID 534 K(Hz 45.5 69

WON 1002 L 45. 1 5nun8

8 PATH LOW 70z 43 72

No 534 X1% 47 71

HIH 100 2 KN - 50 71 54.2 / 204.8

COmSNO W t 48.5 72

MID L34_ 45 67

NH 48 72 54.2 / 204.8

MULTIPLEX NOW WPM41 010b NO e6 " pw o

LOW _._J NA NA DNA DNA

MID AJ _-i_ .A L

HIGH -. NA NA 25.3 338.3

RADOIO AND MULTIPLEX NOISE idiqO PwOO 0900 PwOO

LOADED NA NA 27.3 543.1

TRAFFIC WOADED I M N) ..A_ NA

OCA OPERATIONAL STANDARD 27 awooO,.. 501

(OCAC 300-175-9)

RECOMMENDED STANDARD 18"* mco voo 63

__ * NPR/BNR meaurimmnto are shown at +14.8 dhO loadinl.

** Applicable for the Station 5 thru Station A to Station C 4ystem.
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SUlMARY OIF LMII PIEWO A Pt _OF_._ PAMS"

STATION UNDER TEST .CS LI NO.
Station B MO0

RIE j]NE S6NAL LEVE' dbm dlm

A PATIf 39.5*
-34.5

S PATH: NA

RADIO LNK NOISE ww NPR db BNRd NPR 7 PWCO

A PATH LOW 70-KH DNA 68
MID 534 KHz DNA 66

HIGH 1 002 KHt DNA 61 54.2 l 204.8

S PATH LOW _70042 DNA 68

MID 53404z 28 69

HIGH 10 02K DNA 64 54.2 ./ 204.8

COMBNED LOW 70wt DNA 69

MID _34__., 31 68
HIGH1002 DNA 65 54.2 / 204.8

MULTIPLEX NOISE NPR ib SNA "b dM o pWGO

LOW ._.,. DNA DNA DNA DNA

MID . Kft DNA DNA DNA DNA

NIGH , KHxDNA DNA 25.3 338.1

RADIO AND MLJTIPLEX NOISE ebii-O pwO0 u pwcO

LOAD DNA DNA 27.3 543.1

TRAFFIC WADED (MEDIAN) 18.7* 74.1

OCA OFERATIONAL STANDARD 27 dbruo p" 501

(oCAC 300175-91

RECOMMENOED STANDARD 18*** dCO pwo 63

Short term recordings.
** NPR/BNR measurements are shown at +14.8 dBuO loading.
***Applicable for the Station B thru Station A tt Station C system.
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8.0 LINK DATA TMUATIO - LOS N STATION

8.1 DCS Link Number ........................ )

8.2 DCA Area .......... ......................

8.3 TEP Testing MILDEP .....................

8.4 Test Period ............................

8.5 Operating MILDEP .......................
8.6 Path Length (smi/k/ura) ................

8.7 Diversity:

a. Order ..........................

b. Type ...........................

8.8 Transmitter Output Power (watts) .......

8.9 Path Antenna Gain (dB) .................

8.10 Transmission Line & Miscellaneous
Loss (d ) ..............................

8.11 Path Transmission Loss (NB) ............ ( )

8.12 Calculated Median RSL (do.) ............ ( )

8.13 Measured Receive Signal Level (db):

a. Receiver #1

(1) Exceeded 10% of Tim ......

(2) Exceeded 50% of Time ......

(3) Exceeded 90% of Tim ......
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LINK DATA TABULATION LOS (CONT'D) FR STATION TO

b. Receiver #2

(1) Exceeded 10 of Tim ......

(2) Exceeded 505 of Tim ......

(3) Exceeded 90% of Tim ......

:. Recommended PNP Level
(Suppl 4. DCAC 310-70-57) ......

8.14 Fade Margin (Differenwe between Median
RSL and RSL at FM Improvemnt Threshold
(dB):

a. Value from Path Loss Calculation
(d ) ..........

b. Measured:

(1) Receiver 1 ...............

(2) Receiver #2 ...............

8,15 Link NPR/BNR (d) at _ dBO Loading:

a. Measured (TX No RX No._J:

(1) Low (k~z) ........

(2) Mid (kz) .........

(3) High (kHz) .........

(4) Median RSL During Test
(db)............... .

b. Measured (TX No RX No._)J:
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STATION
LINK DATA TABULATiOM! LOS (CONT'D) FROM TO

(1) Low ( z) .........

(2) Mid (kiz) ........

(3) High_ (kHz) .........

(4) Median RSL During Test
(dem) ..............

C. Combined:

(1) Low (kz' .........

(2) Mid (kHz) .........

(3) High . (kHz) .........

{4) Median RSL During Test
(dBm) (Best Receiver) .....

8.16 Voice Channel Noise (dBrnCO):

a. DCA Standard .....................

b. Measured (from recorded data):

(1) Exceeded 10% of Time ......

(2) Exceeded 501 of Time ......

(3) Exceeded 90% of Time ......

8.17 Impulse Noise (for 8 - hour period)
(counts):

a. Measured (_ _ SG._.J:

(1) Low dBrnCO ........
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STATION
I-INK DATA TABULATION LOS (CONT'D) FROM TO

(2) Mid - dnrnCO ........

(3) High dBrnCO ........

b. Measured (CkI GP. SG :

(1) Low darnCO ........

(2) Mid dBrnCO ........

(3) High dBrnCO ........

c. Measured (CH___ SP SG._ J:

(1) Low darnCo ........

(2) Mid dBrnCO ........

(3) High dBrnCO ........

8.18 Baseband Loading:

a. Calculated (see Suppi 49
DCAC 310-70-57) ................

b. Exceeded 10% of Tim ...........

c. Exceeded 50% of Tim (median)

d. Recomended PV Level ..........
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9.0 STATION DATA TABNIATI - LOS STATION
FROM TO

9.1 Type Terminal ..........................

q. ? VF Channel Data:

a. Design Capacity ................

b. Number of Channels Installed ...

c. Number of Channels in Use ......

d. Number of VF Channels ..........

e. Number of Data Channels ........

f. Number of Thru Groups ..........

g. Number of Thru Supergroups .....

9.3 Multiplex Equipment Type ..............

9.4 Radio Equipment Type ...................

Antenna System:

a. Antenna Size (ft):

(1) Parabolic .................

(2) Near Field Passive ........

(3) Far Field Passive .........

b. Antenna Gain (dB):

(1) Parabolic .................

(2) Paraiholic and Passive .....
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STATION DATA TABULATION-LOS (CONT' D) TATION
FROM '0

(3) Far Field Passive .........

c. Transmissio" Line:

(1) Type (RB/MR. etc) .........

(2) Length (meters) ...........

(3) Loss (d ) .................

9.6 VSWR:

a. ICA Standard ...................

b. Measured:

(1) Transmission Line 01 ......

(2) Transmission Line #2 ......

9.7 Transmitter Frequency Assigment (OIz):

a. Transmitter 01 .................

b. Transmitter #2 .................

9.8 Transmitter Frequency Accuracy (%):

a. DCA Standard ..............

b. Manufacturer's Specifications

c. Measured:

(1) Transmitter #1 ............

(2) Transmitter #2 ............
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STATION DATA TABULATION-LOS (CONT'D) STATION
FROM TO

9.9 Transmitter Power (watts):

a. Manufacturer's Specifications *

b. Measured:

(1) Tranmitter # ......

(2) Transmitter *2 ......

9.10 Transmitter Deviation (kHz IN):

a. Manufacturer's Specifications

b. Measured/Adjusted to:

(1) Transmitter 01.......

(2) Transmitter 02 ............ (
9.11 Transmitter Spurious Emissions (dkGz):

&. OCA Standard ................... ()
b. Manufacturer's Specifications *

c. Measured:

(1) Transmitter 91 ......

(2) Traotsmitter 0 ......

9.12 RF Pre-Amplifier Gain A Noise Figure
(dB/dB):

a. DCA Standard ......... *.......... C
b. Manufacturer's Specifications
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STATION DATA TABULATION-LOS (CONT'D) STATION

FRON TO

c. Measured:

(1) Receiver #1 ...............

(2) Receiver #2 ...............

9.13 Total Receiver Noise Figure (dB):

a. OCA Standard ...................

b. Manufacturer's Specifications

c. Measured:

(1) Receiver #1 ...............

(2) Receiver #2 ...............

9.14 Receiver LO Frequency Accuracy (%):

a. DCA Standard ...................

b. Manufacturer's Specifications

c. Measured:

(1) Receiver #1 ...........

(2) Receiver #2 ...............

9.15 Receiver FM Threshold (dom):

a. Manufacturer's Specifications

b. Measured:

(1) Receiver #1 ...............
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i(2) Reever #2 ...............

r. I Threshold Exteasion Iprovemet (03):

a. ODC Standard ..................

b. Manufacturer's Specifications

c. Measured:

(1) Receiver #I ...............

(2) Receiver f2 ...............

'. I / ,eceiver IF Bandwidth (lHz):

a. Manufacturer's Specifications

b. Measured:

(1) Receiver l .........

(2) Receiver f2 ...............

91,8 11 Frequency at Zero Discriminator
Output (H*)

a. Manufacturer's Specifications

b. Measured:

(1) Receiver f1 ...............

(2) Receiver f2 ...............

9.19 Receiver Discriminator Characteristics
(% of Non-Linearity):
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STATION DATA TABULATION-LOS (COUT'D) STM IO
FNm TO

a. ICS Standard ...................

- b. hmitacters Specificatios

c. Measured:

(1) Receiver I1 ...............

(2) Receiver 02 ...............

9.20 bd o Equlpmnt WP/e (dS) for W
or IF_ Loop at dk Loading:

a. OCA Standard ... ..............

b. Nmufacturer's Specifications

c. Nsasure4 (TXNo _RX No :

(1) Low (dk) .........

(2) Mid (kHz) .........

(3) Hgh . (kit) .........

(4) RSL During Tat (dh) .....

a. Measured (TX No __ No__:

(1) Low (kHz) .........

(2) Mid - (kHz) .........

(3) High (kilz) .........

(4) RSL During Test (dm) .....
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STATION DAiTA TABULATION-LOS (CONT'D) FME TO

9.F21 NIltiplex Equipmenit LOWp 41WMU NO
for dkO Loading:

a. Nanufactuers Specifications

b. Neasured:

(1) Low .......

(2) Mid _____(kHz).....

(3) High _ (kilz).....
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.STATION
8.0 U (DTA TAULAT1IN-FiO)M TO

8.1 OCS Link Number .......... s.............)

H.? DC, Area ........................

8.3 TEP Testing MILEP ....................
8|.4 Teit Period ............................

,.S Operating MILO£P .......................

R.6 Path Length (smi/lin/m) ...............

8.7 Scatter Angle (or) .....................

8.8 Diversity:

a. Order ..... ................. ( )
b. Type .......................... ( )

p~q Transmitter Output Power (watts) Design. ( )

A,10 Path Antenna Gain (dB) ................. ( )

8,11 Transmission Line i MiscellaneousLoss (dB) ..............................

8.12 Path Transmission Loss (d) ............ ( )

8.13 Calculated Median RSL (dl.) ............ (

R.14 Meaqured Receive Signal Level (dlm):

a. Receiver #1

(1) Exceeded 10% of Time

(2) Exceeded 50% of Time ......

(3) Exceeded 90% of Time ......
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STATION

LINK DATA TABULATION-TROPO (CONTVD) FRoN TO

b. Receiver 12

(1) Exceeded 10% of Tim ......

(2) Exceeded 50% of Tim ......

(3) Exceeded 90% of Tim ......

c. Receiver 3

(1) Exceeded 10% of Time ......

(2) Exceeded 50% of Tim ......

(3) Exceeded 90% of Tim ......

d. Receiver f4

(1) Exceeded 10% of Tim ...... (
(2) Exceeded 50% of Tim ......

(3) Exceeded 90% of Tim ......

e. Recnmnded PNP Level
(Suppl 4. OCA 310-70-57) ...

8.15 Fade Margin (Difference between NMdian
RSL and RSL at FM Ipromomnt Threshold
(dB):

a. Value from Path Loss Calculation
(d ) ...........................

b. Mesured:

(1) Receiver f1 ...............

(2) Receiver f2 ...............
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STATION

LINK DATA TABULATION-TROPO (CONT'D) TROM TO

(3) Receiver 93 ...............

(4) Receiver #4 ...............

8.16 Link NPR/BNR (dB) at - dBm Loading:

a. Measured (TX No RX No__J:

(1) Low - (kHz) .........

(2) Mid - (kz) .........

(3) High (kHz) .........

(4) Median RSL During Test(d m) ............ 00........

b. Measured (TX No RX No)j:

(1) Low (kHz) o

(2) Mid (kHz)

(3) High (kHz)

(4) Median RSL During Test(dBm) .... .. o....00.....

c. Measured (TX No__. No ):

(1) Low (kHz)

(2) Mid (kHz)

(3) High__ (klz) .........

(4) Median RSL DIuring Test
(dhm) ..... ..... * ......
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I N. DATA IABULATION-TROPO (CONT'D) FROM STATI TO

d. Measured (TX No RX NO .J:

(1) Low (kIz) .........

(2) Nid (kHz) .........

(3) High (kHz) .........

(4,, Median RSL During Test
(d m) .....................

e. Combined:

(1) Low (kHz) .........

(2) Mid (kHz) .........

(3) High.__ (kHz) .........

(4) Combined (or average) RSL
During Test ...............

f. Combined:

(1) Low (kHz) .........

(2) Mid (kHz) .........

(3) High_ _ (kHz) .........

(4) Combined (or average) RSL
During Test ...............

8.17 Voice Channel Noise (dBrnCO):

a. DCA Standard ...................

b. Measured (from recorded date):

(1) Exceeded 10% of Tie ......
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STATION
LINK DATA TABULATION-TROPO (CONT'D) FROM TO

(2) Exceeded 50% of Time ......

(3) Exceeded 90% of Time ......

P.18 Impulse Noise (for a-hour period)
(counts).

a. Measured (CH GP SG__ :

(1) Low __ dBrnCO ........

(2) Mid dBrnCO ........

(3) High dBrnCO ........

b. Measured (CH GP SG

(1) Low dBrnCO ........

(2) Mid dBrnCO ........

(3) High dBrnCO ......

c. Measured (CH GP SG ):

(1) Low dBrnCO ........

(2) Mid dBrnCO ........

(3) High dBrnCO ........

8.19 Baseband Loading:

a. Calculated (see Suppl 4,
DCAC 310-70-57) ................

b. Exceeded 10% of Time ...........

c. Exceeded 50% of Time (median)

d. Recommended PMP Level ..........
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STA .(0N
9.0 STATIN DATA TABUATION - WO FROM TO

j I. I I I |
q.1 Type Terminal ..........................

9.2 VF Channel Data:

a. Design Capacity ................

b. Number of Channels Installed

c. Number of Channels in Use ......

d. Number of VF Channels ..........

e. Number of Data Channels ........

f. Number of Thru Groups ..........

g. Number of Thru Supergroups .....

3) Multiplex Equipment Type.

9.4 Radio Equipment Type ...................

9.b Antenna System:

a. Antenna Size (ft):

(1) Parabolic .................

(2) Near Field Passive ........

(3) Far Field Passive .........

b. Antenna Gain (dB):

(1) Parabolic .................

(2) Parabolic and Passive .....

(3) Far Field Passive .........
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CI',TATION DATA TABULATION-TROPO (CONT'D) FRON SAINTO

c. Transmission Line:

(1) Number 0

(a) Type (RG, WR, etc)

(b) Length (meters)...

(c) Loss (dB)......

(2) Niumber f

(a) Type (RG, WR, etc)

(b) Length (meters)...

(c) Loss (dB) ........

N-.(3) Number #

(a) Type (RG, WR, etc)

(b) Length (meters)...

(W Loss (dB) .....

(4) Number #

(a) Type (RG, WR. etc)

(b) Length (meters)...

Wc Loss (dB)......

9.6 VSWR:

a. DCA Standard()
b. Measured:
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TATtIN DATA TABULATION-TROPO (CONT'D) FROM STATION

(I) Ilrdwswission Line #I ......

(2) Transmission Line #2 ......

(J) TrdnbWl'.sion Line 03 ......

(4) Transniiss.ion Line #4 ......

I, Ir'nsmitLer FreqaenL., Assigment (GHz):

a. Transmitter ;11 .................

b. Transmitter 2 ............

Transmitter Frequency Accuracy (%):

a. ICA Standard ..................

b. Manufacturer's Specifications .. (
L. Measured:

(1) Transmitter 01 ............

(2) Transmitter 02 ............

9.9 lransmitter Power (watts):

a. Manufacturer's Specifications

b. Measured:

(1) Iransmitter #1 ............

(2) Transmitter 02 ............
19 1i ransmitter Deviation (kHz RMS):

a. Manufacturer's Specifications ..

b. Medsured/Adjusted to:
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IAIION DATA TABULATION-TROPO (CONT'D) STAT!ON
FROM TO

(1) Transmitter #1 .........

(2) Transmitter #2 ............

9~.11 Transmitter Spurious Emissions (dn/GHz):

a. TCA Standard .................

b. Manufacturer's Specifications

'.. Measured:

(1) Transmitter #1 ............

(2) Transmitter #2 ............

-.12 RF Pre-Amplifier Gain:

K:::- a. Manufacturer's Specifications ..

b. Measured:

(1) Receiver #1 ...............

(2) Receiver #2 ...............

(3) Receiver #3 ...............

(4) Receiver #4 ...............

'313 RF Pre-Anplifier Noise Figure:

a. DCA Standard ...................

b. Manufacturer's Specifications

c. Measured

j (1) Receiver #1 ...............

(2) Receiver #2 ...............
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(3) Receiver #3 ...............

(4) Receiver #4 ...............

t Pre-.mplifier Bandwidth:

d. Manufacturer's Specifications ..

b. Measured:

(1) Receiver 91 ...............

(2) Receiver 02 ...............

(3) Receiver 93 ..............

(4) Receiver #4 ...............

til Receiver Noise Figure (dg):

d. DCA Standard ...................

b. Manufacturer's Specifications

c. Measured:

(1) Receiver 91 ...............

(2) Receiver 02 ...............

(3) Receiver 03 ...............

(4) Receiver 94 ...............

Receiver LO Frequency Accuracy (%):

a. DCA Standard ...................

b. Manufacturer's Specifications

L. Measured:
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STATION
STATION DATA TABULATION-TROPO (CONT'D) FR T TO

(1) Receiver #1 ...............

(2) Receiver #2 ...............

(3) Receiver #3 ...............

(4) Receiver #4 ...............

9.17 Receiver FM Threshold (dBm):

a. Aanufacturer's Specifications

b. Measured:

(1) Receiver #1 ...............

(2) Reca\ 42 ..........

(3) Rcceiver #3 ...............

(4) Receiver #4 ...............

9.18 Threshold Extension Improvement (dB):

a.. OCA Standard ...................

b. Marufacturer's Specifications

c. Measured:

(1) Receiver #I ...............

(2) Receiver #2 ...........

(3) Receiver #3...........

(4) Receiver #4 ......

9.19 Receiver IF Bandwidth (M4z):
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STATION
5 :ATA TA['ULATION-TROPO (CONTID) FROMS TO

, l~ni.,facttier's Specifications

I. Mea;,,-Ed

( P c .piver #1 ..............

) Heceiver 02 ................

" 4eceiver #3 ................

(t Pecpivpr #4 ................

:e lat 7ero Discriminator', UL {MI~z)

j., Manuacturer's Speclfication...

,t; ). HedSl~led:

(') Receiver 01 ............

(Ul Receiver #2 ................

(3) Receiver #3 ................

(41 Receiver #4 ................

iv. Oiscriminator Characteristics
u, Non-i inearity):

,,, ltS Standard ....................

h. Morufacturer's Specifications ...

.. Measured:

(1) Receiver 01 ................

, Receiver #2 ......
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(3) Receiver #3 ................

(4) Receiver #4 ................

9 Z2 Radio Equipment NPR/BNR (dB) for RF Lo, p
at dBmO Loading:

a. DCA Standard ....................

b. Manufacturer's Specifications ...

c. Measured (TX N. RX No__

(1) Low (kHz) ..........

(2) Mid (kHz) ..........

(3) High _ (kHz) ..........

(4) RSL During Test (dBm) ......

d. Measured (TX No RX No___ :

(1) Low ...... (kHz) ..........

(2) Mid (kHz) ..........

(3) tligh (kHz) ..........

(4) RSL During Test (dBm) ......

e. Medsured (TX No RX No___

(1) Low (kHz) ..........

(2) Mid (kHz) ..........

(3) High - - (kHz) ..........

(4) RSL During Test (dBm) ......
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ST ATION
'-,1ON DATA TABULATION-TROPO (CONTD) STO TO

f. Measured (TX No f .No,_):

(1) Low - (kz) ..........

(2) Mid () ..........

(3) HIgh _ (kHz) ..........

(4) RSL During Test (O) ......

.23 Radio Equipment NPR/BNR (dB) for IF Loop

a. DCA Standard ....................

b. Manufacturer's Specifications ...

c. Measured (TX No RX No.__):

(1) Low (kHz) ..........

(2) Mid (kHz) ..........

(3) High _ (kHz) ..........

(4) RSL During Test (dbm) ......

d. Measured (TX No RX No___):

(1) Low ( z) ..........

(2) Rid (kHz) ..........

(3) High_ (z) ..........

(4) RSL During Test (dBr) ......

e. Measured (TX No RX No__):

(1) Low (kHz) ..........
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TArION DATA TABLILATION-TROPO (CO4T'D) T .

(2) Mid _ (kHz) ............

(3) Iligh.__ (kHz) ............

(4) RSL During Test (dBm) .......

f. Meisured (TX No RX No ):

(1) Low (KHZ) ............

(2) Mid (kHz) ............

(3) High (kHz) ............

(4) RSL During Test (dBm) ........

o.24 4ijltiplex Equipment Loop NPR/BNR (dB) for
dBmO Loading:

. a. Manufactuer's Specifications ......

b. Measured:

(I) Low (kHz) ............

(2) Mid (kHz) ............

(3) High (kHz) ............
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APPENDIX B CCP 702-1

Predicted Performance Levels

Section I - Instructions

B-1 GENERAL:

a. Prior to each wideband evaluation, certain calculations

must be performed so that a prediction of the key system

parameters (RSL, Receive Threshold, ICN, etc.) can be obtained.

These predictions will be used on arrival at the site to be

evaluated as a basis for fault isolation and determining

equipment performance under specified conditions. In order

that valid predictions can be made, certain parameters and

specifications are essential. Generally, these can be obtained

from the equipment technical manuals, engineering design plans

or site records. Table B-l contains a list of parameters that

are necessary to perform the required calculations.

b. The test teams must also review the CREDATA, PMP, and other

data available within the detachment prior to departing for an

evaluation. Pertinent data such as; on hand TMDE, site

coordinates, and etc., will be extracted from the CREDATA and

verified while on site. The PMP data will provide some

indication of the quality of the system and can be used to

isolate and correct problem areas while on site. This data

along with the preliminary testing should also provide informa-

tion on additional diagnostic test routines that must be

completed before the final data collection is initiated.
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B-2 PATH PROFILES

a. The first step in obtaining accurate system predictions

ii the preparation of a path profile for the link to be

evaluated. The profiles are used to obtain detailed informa-

tion about the terrain between the transmitting and receiving

antenna. Therefore, accuracy is of utmost importance in their

preparation. Detailed instructions on preparing the path

profile can be found in CCTh 105-50 and AFCS 100-61.

b. The path profile is to be prepared by the test teams and

dntered on the data sheft shown at Figure B-1. Entries on this

form must be legible and of sufficient quality to permit

reproduction without loss or degradation of the information.

B-3 PATH CALCULATIONS

a. Once the path profile has been completed, path predictions

dan be performed. Detailed instructions for the calculation of

LOS, tropospheric scatter, and transhorizon path parameters can

be found in CCTM 10-50, AFCS 100-61, and NBS Technical Note

101. The most important parameters derived from these

calculations are:

(1) Predicted Receive Signal Level.

(2) Fade Margin.

(3) RSL at FM Threshold.

(4) System outage probability.

(5) Predicted Receiver Thermal Noise.
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(6) Total Radio Noise.

(7) Total Link Noise.

A typical list of required parameters are shown in Table B-I.

b. The measured values of the preceeding parameters must be

compared to the predicted values to determine what problems, if

any, exist in the equipment. The Team Chiefs are required to

perform the necessary calculations and complete the data

elements shown in Figure B-2 through Bll , as applicable for

each system to be evaluated. The predicted performance levels

can be accomplished while the test teams are at the evaluated

station, however, it is recommended that they be completed

prior to.departing their home station. The calculations shown

in Figures 8-2 through B-1l are typical of links that have been

evaluated.

B-4 TRANSMITTER DEVIATION (FIRST CARRIER DROPOUT METHOD)

a. The proper amount of carrier deviation to be used on any

particular FM radio system is established during system design,

and depends upon the balance between thermal noise and inter-

modulation distortion to be permitted in the system. Before

proceeding further, it is necessary to remember that in FM

systems, noise of thermal origin appearing in the baseband after

frequency demodulation is inversely proportional to the received

RF carrier level and the square of carrier deviation; similarly,

baseband noise appearing as intermodulation products increases
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with the square of deviation. The absolute value of these

intemodulation products depends upon equipment linearity,

feeder echo distortion, and in the case of tropospheric scatter,

frequency selective fast fading due to multipath propagation.

All this means is that for any specific carrier level (RSL),

equipment configuration, and path geometry, thermal noise

decreases with increasing deviation, and intermodulation products

increase with increasing deviation. This would suggest that some

optimum deviation exists at which the sum total of thermal and

intermodulation noise is minimum. It is a proven fact that for

second order terms, the sum of thermal and inteodulation noise

is minimized when they are equal to each other (see Figure 0-12).

Thus to achieve the minimum amount of noise for the maximum

period of time, it is the usual practice of FM system designers

to calculate the test tone deviation which results in equal

contribution of thermal and intermodulation noise in the presence

of some specified RF signal level, usually the expected or median

value. When a specific optimum carrier deviation has been

established, It is a problem for the technician to set and

periodically check that the deviation is of the proper value;

remembering that all test tone power levels in the system are

proportional to the square of deviation, it should be apparent

that all system levels (and consequently channel noise) are

critically dependent upon carrier deviation.
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The method used by the TEP test teams to set deviation is the

first carrier dropout method. It is characteristic of all

frequency or phase modulated radio systems that for certain

frequencies of modulation tones, the carrier (in the modulated

signal) will disappear. This disappearance is due to phase

cancellation of certain components produced during modulation

and always occurs with mathematical precision. The mathematical

relationships describing this phenomenon are termed "Bessel

Functions." Specifically of interest here is the relationship:

This defines the modulation index and indicates the modula-

tion index equals the ratio of peak per channel carrier deviation

to the frequency of the tone used to produce it. When the mod-

ulation index (this ratio of carrier deviation to test tone

modulation frequency) equals 2.41, the carrier will disappear.

Knowing the carrier disappears when the modulating index equals

2.41, the desired "Optimum" deviation Dp can be substituted and

the above equation solved for ft, the so-called, Bessel drop-out

test tone frequency. This frequency at a level of 0 dBmO will

produce the required deviation if the system does not have pre-

emphasis. However, a number of the systems encountered by the

TEP teams during an evaluation will have pre-emphasis networks.

The problem can be summarized as follows: If modulator
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deviation is adjusted using the test tone (ft) above with a level

of 0 dhO in a pre-emphasized system, the actual baseband

traffic will not be represented. The mount of pre-emphasis

(and consequently, deviation) will be different.for other base-

band frequencies because of the pre-emphasis. Therefore, some

baseband frequency must be found at which the net pre-emphasis

effect is zero. This frequency is called the pivot frequency,

or in some references, mean baseband frequency. Below this

frequency, the modulator input. level is less and above this

frequency, the input level is greater. A fonmal definition of

pivot frequency would be that frequency in the baseband for

which the RPJS deviation in ar,. emphasized system with white noise

loading is equal to that of a flat system when the RM power

Input (modulating white noise level) to the modulator is the

same in both cases.

The problem now becomes one of determining the'pivut

frequency and the test tone level that must be used to set

deviation in an emphasized system. The first step In solving

this problem is to determine the type of pre, .,phasis in the

system. There are basically three types of pre-emphasis that

may be encountered in the field. These three types are

discussed in the succeeding paragraphs.

c ,.. REL Pre-eMphasis: REL type pre-emphasis provides a 12 dB boost

to the top baseband frequency. The characteristic curve for
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REL pre-emphasis is shown in Figure B-13. Figure B-13 is

plotted for any baseband configuration. The abscissa is the

normalized frequency (f/flMx) where f is the baseband frequency

of interest and fmax is the maximum baseband frequency. The

following equation is used to derive this curve:

Ip - 10 log 1 + 15 (f/fmx)2

where: Ip a Pre-emphasis improvement for the frequency of
interest

f - The baseband frequer'y of i,.erest

fmax M Maximum baseband frequency

The pivot frequency for this type of pre-emphasis can be

found by using the iollowing relationship:

Pre-emphasis improvement 12  i
(Ip) at pivot frequency = 10 log LI (Ip linear)dR

R1  dR

where: I linear - the linear portion of the pre-emphasisequation

I + 15 (f/fnax)2

R1 - f/fmax - Lowest baseband frequency divided by
the maximum baseband frequency

R2 - fmax/fmax = Maximum baseband frequency divided
by the maximum baseband frequency 1

As an example let's assume a 24 channel system with a

baseband of 12 kHz 108 kHz.

SI'
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Ip 10 log )RI (I p linear) dR

R2

R27
,10 log R1 (1 + IS2) dR where R f/fmx

SR2  dR

R2 R

10 log LR dR + 15)R d R2 d]

SR2  R3 ] R21
10 log R 1 +15 R1 I

Rt J R2(
L RI

10 log R2 - RI) + 5 (R2 3 R 3
.ioi~f ~ R2 - R

but

R1  12 x 103/108 x 103 • 0.11

R2 - 108 x 103/106 x 103 . 1.0

* tA ~ ~ 1.00 -0. 11~

10 log 0.98+ 5 (0.998669)

0.89
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• 10 log [6.61j

- 8.2 dB a pre-emphasis improvement at the pivot
frequency

In every case where REL pre-emphasis is used, this

integration will yield approximately 8 dB. Therefore, the

pivot frequency for any baseband can be found from the pre-

emphasis curve by finding the frequency corresponding to 8 dB.

Now that the pivot frequency is known, the level used to

set deviatior can be found. The RMS (or peak) deviation per

channel can usually be found in the Equipment Technical Manual

or Manufacturer's Specifications. This value is stated for

the pl~ot frequency. With this per channel RMS deviation value

and the pivot frequency obtained from the above calculations,

the test tone level can be determined from the following

equation:

Ln(dni0) a20 log

where:

Ln(dBmO) - required test tone level

fp modulating (pivot) frequency

DR14S - RS p , channel deviation desired

Using the pivot frequency at the test tone level calculated

above, the correct deviation can be set on a modulator with REL

pre-emphasis.
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d. CCIR Pre-emphasis: Probably the most conuon type of pre-

emphasis is that recomended by CCIR. The characteristic curve

for CCIR pre-emphasis is shown in Figure B-14. Once agafn the

pre-emphasis improvement is plotted versus f/fmax. The CCIR

pre-empbasis curve is defined by:

1 5 - 10 log + f)2

here:

fr circuit resonant frequency = 1.25 fmx

ff~x a the highest baseband frequency

f x the frequency of interest

The pivot frequency is once again found by the integration

method used on the REL curve. In the case of CCZR pre-siphasis,

-p linear would be:

Ip linear - 1 + 6.9
1 + 5.25

((fr/f - f/fr)2 )

If the integration is performed in the same manner as with

REL pre-emphasis, the results would be that the pivot frequency

ocLurs at the frequency corresponding to 0 dB on the curve.

As in the REL case, the test tone level is found using the

formula:
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t i dfullo) ,0 oq 2.4 f2_L DM
Us ,9 Lhe pivoL rlequenLy and the level calculated by the

foriula dbuvw, t, uivaLiun cart be set correctly on systems

utili.llti) pe-unphsl ti.i P ior recommended by CCIR.

e. S stU:w Defined , ,, i.u ,,art Sometimes a system will

have a tine consLdlit tWat differs from that recommended by REL.

If this is tlie tase, the eEL pre-emphasis curve will not

atcurdtel/ :d ,rie r(wI ;,r, 01phasis effects. Therefore, a

method is needed to pl t j ,re-emphasis curve, if only the pre-

emphasis circuit time constant is known. If this is the case,

the following relationshil, can be used:

Ip = 10 log (I 4 39.5 f2 T2)

where:

f Any baseband frequency in Hz

Pre-emphasis circuit time constant

The pre-emphasis improvement at the pivot frequency can be

found by th- same iiteration method that was used for the REL

curve. lp linear in this case would be:

Ip linear = I + 39.5 f2 T2

If the results of this integration is equated to Ip = 10 log

(, + 39.5 f2 2) a general formula can be derived to find the

pivot frequency. Pis formula is:

I _'' B-ti.
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where: 
fp a pivot frequency

fmax a maximm baseband frequency

fo - lowest baseband frequency

The test tone level can be cal.ulated in the same manner

as it was for CCIR and REL pre-emphasis.

f. It should be made clear that sometimes a technical manual will

prescribe a frequency and level other than the pivot frequency

at the appropriate level. There is nothing wrong with this as

long as the difference in pre-emphasis between the pivot

frequency and the new frequency is taken into account in the

new level. This is exactly what is done in the case of the

AI/FRC-84. On the NEC equipment, the pre-emphasis is removed

and replaced with a 5 dB pad and the deviation is set using a

200 kHz tone (fp * 810 kHz for this system). It is rea; that

the equipment technical specifications should be consultee to

detemine if special techniques are used to set deviation.

Table B-2 presents the pivot frequencies for different baseband

configurations for both REL and CCIR.

i B-5 QUIETING CURVE CALCULATIONS

a. Probably the most informative radio data obtained during an
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evaluation is the quieting data. Since the results of this

test are dependent upon IF bandwidth, receiver noi;e figure,

RSL, and frequency deviation, it can be used as d heck of the

results obtained during other tests. It is essential that the

data and plots be as accurate as possible. Slight variations

can result in large errors when the other parameters are

calculated.

b. Referring to Figure B-15, there are four distinct regions on

the quieting curve defining output idle noise as a function of

increasing RF carrier input. At minimum inputs, the output

noise has a constant value which does not vary with small

changes of input carrier. This portion may be considered the

first region. In well designed FM receivers,gain is sufficient

to cause limiter saturation by this noise. When this Is the

case, Increasing carrier input to the receiver rasults in the

output noise decreasing sharply. This may be considered the

second region. It represents capture of the limiters by the

carrier. At the end of this region is a transition point, the

threshold of limiter-capture curvature. This is also known

as FM threshold. Beyond this threshnld, noise output intensity

decreases linearly with carrier intensity. This is the third

region of the curve. In this region S/N increases 1 dB with

every I dB increase in RSL. Eventually, a final plateau of

asymptotic quieting is reached due to saturation of the IF
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amplifier by the carrier. 1he noise in this region represents

a fully quieted receiver. In this fourth region, further

increases in RSL will cause no change in the noise output, and

the noise output should be the same as would exist if the

receiver stages prior to the limiter were removed. Asymptotic

quieting usually occurs In the region of -75 to -85 dkmO noise

power. Back-to-back equipment performan ce loop tests should be

performed in this region so that parameters such as intermodu-

lation and test tone levels can be examined with minimum

masking effects from thermal noise.

c. Prior to each evaluation, calculations can be performed to

determine the signal to noise (S/N) for RSLs falling in the

linear portion of the quieting curves. These calculated values

can then be used as a "Quick check" of data as it is being -

measured.

lhe )Irst step of this process is determination of the

approximate extent of the linear portion of the quieting curve.

The following equation can be used to determine FM threshold:

FM Threshold - 10 log kT + 10 log Sw + NF + 10 dB

where:

k - Boltzmann's constant • 1.38 x 10-23 w - sec

T - 290 degrees (Kelvin)

NF =Noise Figure
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BW = IF Bandwidth (3 dB points) in H7

NOTE: 10 log kTB equals power in watts. This is converted
to Mw by subtracting 30 dB fron 10 log kTB

Substituting values for k and T gives:

FM Threshold = -164 + 10 log Bw + NF

The quieting curves can be assumed linear at RS.s above the

value obtained for the FM threshold. The limit of linearity

occurs at the asy,,ptotic quieting (Region IV) portion of the

curve.

Knowing the possihle extent of the linear portion, tfe S/N

for a signal receiver at any RSL in the region can be calculated

from the following equation:

S/N - RSL - 10 log kT - NF + 20 log Dp + - 10 log 2b

where:

S/N - Signal to thermal noise ratio (dB)

RSL - Receive Signal Level

k = Boltzmann's constant = 1.38 x 10-23 w - sec

fm - Frequency of interest (usually the top

frequency slot)

T * 290 a Kelvin

NF = Noise Figure

Dp = The per channel peak deviation at zero pre-
emphasis

Ip = Pre-emphasis improvement for the slot involved
(from equation or pre-emphasis curve)
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b = Channel bandwidth, Hz

Since we know the values of k and T the above equation can

be simplified to the following relationship:

S/N = RSL + 174 - NF + 20 log DP + Ip - 10 log 2b

d. At this point, several of the factors in the above equation

should be discussed since their meaning may not be obvious to

the engineer performing the analysis.

(1) Dp-this factor is the per channel peak deviation at the point

of zero pre-emphasis. It is most important that thts term be

calculated for systems using REL pre-emphasis. In the dis-

cussion on pi~ot frequency it was pointed out that the AM (or

peak) per channel deviation givqn in the Technical Manual or

Equipment Literature is stated for the pivot frequency. It 4

should also be remembered that the pivot frequency occurs at a

pre-empha5is Improvement of approximately 8 dB for REL pre-

emphasis. Since pre-emphasis improvement (Ip) is included in

the equation, the per channel M4S deviation has to be translated

back to 0 A pre-dophasis so that the equation accurately

defines the curve. The following procedures are used to

calculate D

a. From the equipment specification determine the per

channel RNS deviation.

b. From the deviation test (or Technical Manual) find the
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4 test tone frequency and level required to produce first carrier

dropout.

c. From the pre-emphasis curve (or appropriate equation)

find the pre-emphasis improvement for the above test tone/

frequency. /

d. Apply the above values to the following relationship:.
Dp2.4 fp

Antilog [n(O d BmO $ +Ip

where:

fp= Teq, tone pivet frequency required for first
carrier dropout

LW(O dBmO) - The level of ta test tone used for
first carrier dropout

Ip a Pre-emphasis improvement at the test tone
frequency ,

The value calculated from the above equation is to be used

in the quieting curve equations for any slot of interest. This

allows for the pre-mphasis improvement for the slot of

interest to be taken directly from the pre-mphasis curve or

calculated from the appropriate equation. It should be pointed

out that D0 only has to be calculated for systems using REL

pre-emphasis or systems where pre-mlphasis is defined by a time

constant. Transmitters with CCIR pre-emphasis don't require

the calculation of Op since the pivot frequency occurs at 0 dB

pre-emphasis.
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As a point of Interest, the per channel RS deviation for

any frequency in an emphasized baseband can be computed using

the following formula:

Dim - (Antilog (1',/ 20 )

where:(+
DIMs - Per channel R4$ frequency deviation for any

frequency in the baseband

11 a Pre-emphasis improvement for the desired
frequency

(2) Pre-emphasis improvement (Ip): The value of Ip is determined

directly from the pro-mphasis curve or with the appropriate

equation at the freWency of Interest. However, for system

utilizing REL type pro-ephasiss Dp mst be calculated and used

in the S/N equation as previously discussed to obtain accurate

results.

(3) Channel bandwidth: This refers to the test channels bandwidth.

In most cases the Sierra 128A frequency selective volteter or

equivalant is used for measuring the quietting data. The band-

width is 3.1 kHX, however, if other instruments are used, the

bandwidth of the test slot should be noted on the quieting data

sheet.

Applying the above information, assume a radio is to be

evaluated with the following specifications:

NF a 4 dB

IF Bw a 6 MHz at the 3 dB points
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Per channel RMS deviation - 100 kHz

Number of channels - 120

Baseband - 60 - 552 kHz

Type of pro-emphasis a REL (1.2) usec

The first step is to calculate a theoretical Fi threshold:

FM Threshold a -164 + 10 log Bw + NF

- -164 + 10 log (6 Y 106) + 4

- -92.2 dBm

Next, the S/N at any RSL on the linear portion of the curve

can be calculated. Before applying the S/N equation it should

be noted that the specifications call for REL pre-mphasis, thus

requiring that Dp be calculated.

2.4 fpOp-Anttlog L (0 dhmO),112)2

From the pre-emphasis curve we find:

fp - 337 kHz (equation shown on Page 2-12).

lp37kiz a 10 log ~l+ 15(g 2 337 8.19 A

L1(0 d~mO) - 20 log (2.4 (337 +IS 1. dBO

Dp (2.4 (337)

3 55 kHz
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Assume an RSL of -80 d~m and a 3.1 kHz channel:

For 80 kHz slot Ip -10iog 1 +1 (8021 1.2 d8

SAN- RSL + 174 - NF + 20 log + -,10 log 2b

a -80+ 174 -4 +20 log565 s1.2 -37.9

50.1 dB

For 270 k~z slot IP 10 log [1 + l5$70)2j6.6 dB

S/N* -80 +174 -4 +-20 log/(65+ 6.6 -37.9

*44.9 dB

For 550 kHz slot 1 10 lo1 + 15 (5j5jW I 12. 0 dB

S/N* -6-0 + 174 -4 +20 log + 12 -37.9

-44.1 dB

(4) The talus obtained for FN Threshold and S/N should be listed on

a form such as the one Illustrated in Figure B-16 and given to
the radio technicians prior to the mission. The values measured

in thie field can be compared to the calculated values for a
quick check of systm pev~ormance while the test is being

conducted. It should be nkted at this point that the calculated
value for the low slot may not always agree with the calculated
data. The accurady will Jepend on the residual modulation of

the signal generator used to perform the test.
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An important point that should be apparent from this

discussion is that S/N at RSLs above FM Threshold is not

affected by the IF bandwidth. Only FM Threshold is determined

by the IF bandwidth.

(5) One other factor that may be used to determine the quality of

FM quieting data is the degree of S/N improvement at threshold.

This is the noise reduction between noise saturation and FM

threshold. This can be calculated as follows:

S/N Improvment factor - 20 log D'p + 10 log Bw

where:

D'p - Per channel peak deviation for the modulating
frequency with the effects of pre-emphasii
included (kHz)

- 0 p Antilog

ifp - Pre-emphasis for the slot being investigated

fm a Baseband frequency, (kHz)

BW - IF bandwidth in Hz

b - Channel bandwidth in Oz

To illustrate the use of this relationship, consider the

receiver with the characteristics of the one used in the

preceeding example. 'he IF bandwidth was 6 MHz and p was

found to be 55 kHz. Therefore:

Dip Antilog D.
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For the 270 kHz slot;

D'p u (55) (Antilog 6.6)

- 117.6 kHz

F14 Improvement u20 log 117. (kiz)1+ 10 loq(x16(!. ,o 103)

* 22.6 dB for t.. 270 kHz slot

The value calculated above should equal the difference in

S/N between nolse saturation and FM Threshold on the quieting

curves.

(6) With the calculations of S/N, FM Treshold, and FM Improvement

at threshold, the validity of the quieting data can easily be

checked in the field. If the calculated values do not agree

with the measured values, problem exists which would require

further investigation.

8-6 EMIION BANDWIDTH

The mission bandwidth required for different channel

configurations varies according to the highest frequency in the

baseband and the desired per channel Ii deviation. The

required bandwidth for different channel configurations can be

calculated using the following relationships:

Sw * 2 fax + 2 DsK

where:

w W- Required bandwidth in kHz

fgx M axim.m modulating frequency

B-22
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Ds = Peak system deviation in kHz

DSa 4 DRMS Log- 1  +41o~,.., o,,,
DIR.S a RMS per channel deviation desired

K a A numerical factor depending upon allowable
distortion. The value commonly used is 0.9

N - Number of channels

The above relationship provides accurate results as long as

the deviation ratio (M) is less than 2. The deviation ratio A

defined as maximum carrier deviation/maximum modulating

frequency. If 2 t N S 10 the following relationship should be

used to find emission bandwidth:

B -w 4 fmax + 2DsK

The above formulas allow emission bandwidth (3 dB points

to be calculated if the ,umber of channels (N) is less than 240.

If the number of channels (N) is equal to or greater than 240

channels. -1 + 4 log N must be replaced with -15 + 10 log N.

For DCA loading use -10 + 10 log N for all channel capacities.

B-7 SUHARY

The preliminary analysis procedures are designed to provide

the test teams with a general idea of what to expect from the

systems during an evaluation. Many factors will cause

deviations from the predicted values, however, the predicted

values provide a basis for fault detection and correction. One

important consideration when evaluating the quieting data is

B-23
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that of test equipment capability. The accuracy of lower slot

data is limited by the residual noise of the signal generator

and this fact should be kept in mind during the data analysis.

The quieting data can, however, provide much insight into the

receWpe faults If properly ealuated.

B-24



T ECCP 702-1~TABLE B]-1

LIST OF PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR PATH CALCULATIONS

a. type Diversity

b. Transmit Power dBm

C. Transmit Antenna, Gain dB

d. Receive Antenna Gain dB

e. Receive Frequencies MHz

f. Line and Miscellaneous Losses:

1. Interface losses dB

Z. Insertion losses dB

3. Waveguide losses dB

4. Total transmit losses d8

5. Total receive losses dB

. 1 Bandwidth (3 dB points) MHz

h. Receiver Noise Figure .,, _dB

i. FM Threshold dm

j. Per Channel RMS Deviation kHz

k. Peak Deviation kHz

in. Modulation Index

n., Baseband Bandwidth kHz

o. Maximum Modulating Freuqency .... _kHz

p. Type of Pre-emphasis (from TM or equip specs) sec

q. Pre-enphasis Network Time Constant (REL only) dB

r. Noise Pcwer Ratio (high slot) dB
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TABLE B-1

LIST OF PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR PATH CALCULATIONS

a. type Diversity

b. Transmit Power _ dB

c. Transmit Antennt.Gain dB

d. Receive Antenna Gain dB

e. Receive Frequencies MHz

f. Line and Miscellaneous Losses:

1. Interface losses d8

2. Insertion losses dB

3., Waveguide losses ...... d8

4, Total transmit losses d8

5. Total receive losses dB

,. 1 Bandwidth (3 dB points) MHz

h. Receiver Noise Figure dB

i. FM Threshold dBm

j. Per Channel R4S Deviation kHz
k. Peak Deviation kHz

in. Modulation Index

n., Baseband Bandwidth kHz

o. Maximum Modulating Frequency kHz

p. Type of Pre-emphasis (from TM or equip specs) sec

q. Pre-enphasis Network Time Constant (REL only) dB

r,, Noise Pcwer Ratio (high slot) dB

B-25



it s--l (Cont'd)

.. Multiplex Noise Loaded _____dBaO or
pwCO

Awigtflfl Diameter _____ft

i, ype of Whveguide and/or Coaxial Cable_____

;,ith of Transmit Waveguide and/or Coaxial Cable Run _____ft/N

I'e:i th of Receive Wavegulde and/or Coaxial Cable Run - ft/M

fwiide Diameter of Waveguide in/cu

Pali Length _____ n/smi

tucwreti cal Asymptotic Quieting dB

B-26
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TABLE B-2

BASEBAND TEST FREQUENCIES FOR MODULATOR DEVIATION

Type of Pre-mphasts

NO. CHANNELS REL (kHz) CCIR (kHz) BAEBAND SPELTRUM

12 38.6 40.1 12-60

12 85.1 89.5 60-108

24 66.2 68.9 12-108

24 111,0 114 60-156

36 93.7 97.8 12-156

36 138 142 60-20.

48 121 127 12-204

48 166 171 60-252

60 149 157 12-252

60 193 200 60-300

72 177 185 12-3rA

72 211 222 12-360

72 277 235 60-360

120 322 337 12-552

120 337 352 6r,-552

180 482 504 60-804

240 625 654 30-1052

252 611 643 12-1052

300 770 810 60-1300

312 756 792 12-1300

360 896 945 12-1548
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TABL[ B-2 (Continued)

0 . CHANNEL.S REL kHZ) CCIR (kHz) BASEBAND.SPECTRUH

896 945 12-1548

420 1055 1105 60-1796

43? 1040 1090 12-1796

480 1205 1258 60-2044

492 1189 1245 12-2044

540 1340 1410 60-2292

S57 1327 1395 12-2292

600 1489 1555 60-2540

h12 1475 1550 12-2540
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KPIWITION $YMOL VALUE RIF~IRDWIUMOW

Path distance d 4.6k

Height of transmit antenna h to 2-5k (273 m*+0f.
above~ "alee 3rd order geodatic

aurvey
Height of receive antenna hg 11614= (1147.98 m + 43 ft.)
above sea levelr-

Surface refractivity reduced NO 305 Figure 4.1 (page 4-3)
to sa level0 -

Average value of N at the No 296.8 Pale 4-1
earth surface

Effective earth radius a 8428 km Equation 4.4 or Figure 4.2

Effective height of transmit h o166 km Page 5-8
antenna above ground 1

Effective height of receive h2 .315 ka Page 5-8
antenna above ground2

Carrier frequency f 37SM

Lose relative to free apace A 0 dB Section 5

Atmospheric absorption As 0.5 dD Section 3 and Figure 3.5

Basic median transmission Lb 144.ldD 20 log d + 20 log f +
loss 32.45 + A + A

Effective distance d a 43.8 ke Page 10-8

Type Climate (continental Jj Page 10-6 and 10-7
temperate/polar)
Correction factor V(0.5,d5 ) 0 d8 Figure 10.13 (page 10-26)

Predicted median long term L0(0.5) 144.1dD Lb~ - V(0.5 ,de)
transmission loss

Long term varibility for y(0.9999) 4.3 dII Section 10 and 111.7
99.991 of all hours

Transmission loss not Ln(q) 148.4 dD L a(0.5) - Y(0.9999)
exceeded for 99.992 of alln
hours

Figure B-2 B-30
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"e. - TROPOICATTIE TIANIISiON LOS$ WONKSHI[ET TET ENGINEER S SIGNATURE
REFERENCE: NBS TECH NOTE 101 )

OS L Na I AON$''uM UNDER ?EST
T-joHJ.__ .- TO PHIISANULOE (PSL-03)

DEFINITION SYMBOL VAL119 REPERENCE/I,:LAI "

P.1111 ,iStance d 170. ' 170.216878
29.29

Dthrance from transmit dLt km 18.2 mi - 29.3 ka
antenna to horizon

Distance from receive antenaa dLr lO.46 6.5 mi - 10.5 km
to horizoa

.2786Height of transmit antenna h toka 859' + 55'
above sea level

.0680 km
4(,ight of receive antenna hr. on 143' + 80'
.l,.ve sea level

.1853Neight of transmit horizon hLt km 608' a .1853 km
obntacle above sea level

.0613
Height of receivehorizon hLr km 201' - .0613 km
ob!tLacle above sea level

.2149
Eifective height of transmit hte km Page 6-4 750' = .2149 1r,

antenna above ground
.0244 k

ELfecrive height of receive hre km Page 6-4 80' - .0244 to
antenna above ground

Surfac,, refractLivity reduced No  362 Figure 4.1 (page 4-3)
to ,sea level

Av.'rnge value of N at the Ns  360 Equation 4.3
earth surfact.

9770El ft'ct ive earth radius a k Equation 4.4

-.00468
l, i zon elevation angle at ____rad (hLt-hts)/dLt - dLt/2a
transmit antenna

-.00118.Horizon elevation angle at eer rad (hLr-hrs)/dLr - dLr/2a
receive antenna

.01156
Angular distance (scatter rad d/a + eet + 8er,valld for
angle) ed less than Z

.00527
Angle between line joining aoo rad d/2a +6et +(hts-hrs)/d
antennas and transmit
horizon ray

Figure B -3 B-31
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CONTINUATION: TROPOSCATTE- TRANSMSSION LOSS WORKSHEET -2 TKL.02/PSLm03
________________ 

T1609:

DEFINITION SYML VALUE REFIRENCE /EQUATION

.00629
Akgle between line joining Soo.2red d/2a +Oer + (hrs'hts)/d
antennas and receive horizon

.01156
I'bstance angle assmng o red oo + 0 oo
-itraight 'rays for radius a

-.00168/
An',gular elevation of eot rad et + dLt/a
transmit horizon ray at
transmit horizon

-.00011
Anigular elevation of ror red ear + dLr/a

receive horizon ray at
receive horizon

63.3
Distance transmit horizon dst k d Boo/Roo - dLt
to horizon ray crossover

67.1
fistance receive horizon der -1 d moo/oo - dLr
to horizon ray crossover

Mstance between horizon Ds m 130kt + dr or d - dLt dLr
obstacles I

correction angle for NAred Pages 6-6 and 6-7
exponential atmosphere
(transmit)

:orrection angle for 8o red Pages 6-6 and 67
exponential atmosphere
(receive)

.00527
Corrected moo rao o+-o

.00629
Corrected 8oo Bo red Boo +Bo

.01156
Angular distance (scatter e red ao + 00, valid for all
angle) values of ed

.8378
Path asymmetry factor a 8o/0o

Attenuation function for F(ed) 1.7 VOL , page 9.12; VOL II,

scatter paths Pages 111.11, 111.12,
111.13, 11. , and 111.24.

Product of scatter angle Od .9677
and path distance

Figure B-3 (Cont'd) B-32
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CONTINUATION: TROPOSCATTER TRANSMISSION LOSS WORKSHT - T-16092/P8L-O

DEFINITION SYMBOL VALUE REFM WCE/EquATION

Height horizon ray crossover h o  .4881 km sed/(l+s) 2

above line connecting
antenna

Function of ho and Ns  ris .25873 Equation 9.3a

Carrier frequency f 1802.5Nz Mean

Pirameter for computing H0 ri 187.69 41.92 Ofhte
(transmit)

Parameter for computing Ho  r2  21.299 4!.92 efhre
( r ceive)

Frequency gain function Ho  .4 db Pages 9-3 and 9-4

Height of horizon ray hl .3742km sD8 /(1+s)2

crossover above line
connecting horizons

-0.076
Scattering efficiency Fo  db l.086(n/ho)(h-h-hLt-hLr)
correction

Atmospheric absorption A& 0.85 db Section 3 and Figure 3.6
factor

Reference value of long term Lbrs 194.1 db 30 log f - 20 log d + F(ed)
median transmission loss for + Ho - Fo + As
troposcatttr

Reference value of long term Lbd 271.8 db From diffraction worksheet
median transmission loss for
diffraction

Resultant reference value of Lcr 194.1 db Figure 9.9 (page 9-21)
long term median
transmission loss

EffecLve distance de 192.3 km Page 10-8

Type climate 4 1 Pages 10-6 and 10-7

Correction factor V(0.5,de) 5.7 db Section 111.7

Predicted median long term Ln(0.5) 188.4 db Lcr -
transmission loss

FigureB-3 Cont'd) B-33
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l i m i i

OWNrwMON TROPOSCTRr TRANSMSION LOSS VOMaYT - 4

DRIVTICE lu VAU RZIIUIUC3QUATION

Lon term variability for Y(0.9999: -33.8db Section 111.7
99.99% of all hours

Trensmission lose not Ln(q) 222.2db Ln(0.5) - Y(0.9999)
exceeded for 99.992 of all
hours

COMUNiWI

LIN T-1609 TKL-02/PSL-03

Figure B-3 (Cont'd) B-34
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(RIVER910CL. UNE TICWW 10TE

C8 uwv O. =11io UNDER TEST
T- 1091. ThRIu MTL-02) -To PRZSAMJLMK (SL-03)

DEFINITION SYMMO VALUE REFERENUEOATION

Path dI~tance d ke1 1 I 170.216678

DI~ltance from transmit dU na~jh
antenna to hortsoft

Distance' tro receive dg1  h.L10
antenni to horizon

Height of transmit antenna bt* .2786 m
*aove t.ea level

Heillt of receive antenna hn .0660 km
above X04 level

Height of tramt obstacle bt.t . I53It
abimv' 4.4a levelI

Haight of receive obstacle hT - 0613 ke
above no& levi I

Ef fect *ve Meght of transmit b" ?149 ha Pago 6-4
antenni above ground

affective height of receive hr .0244 ha Page 6-4
antennai above pround -

Surface refractivity No 362 higure 4.1 (page 4 -3)

reduced to sea level0-I

Averag.: value of V at the me 360 Equation 4.3

Effective earth radius a 9770 ha Equation 4.4 or Figure 4.2

1 -. 00466Hor izon elevation angle lot rad (bLghe)/4t - dLt/2&

Hori:;zoelvtion.5 sell %TCh01&d Lrr)/dLr - dLl/2& o

Angular distance 4 .15 e /.+Gt+Ir ai o

6d less mI

Angle between line joining co 00527 rad d/2& 4 eot + (hc.-hre)/d
antennas and treasmit
horizon ray

Figure 8433 _
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NINUUATI ROUGH ARu T .m DnflACTON VoRK8HXT - 2 " .

DEFINITION 60 VALUE /SM ON

Angie between line joining o 0 ed d/2a+eer+(h,,-hts)/d
antennsas and receive
horizon ray

Distance angle assuming 000 01 d ms + 8oo
straight 'rays for radius a

Angular elevation of Oot .00168d Ot+dLt/a
transmit horizon ray at
transimit horizon

Angular elevation of eor - 0etr+dLr/a
receive horizon ray at
receive horizon

Distance transmit horizon det ka d 0/0eoo - dLt
to horizon ray crossover
Distance receive horizon dot 67.1 ks d Ooo/0oo - dLr

& 1--rizon ray crossover
Distance between horizon D8 130.I dot + der ot d - dLt - dLr

obstacles I

Correction angle for Ao  NA red Pages 6-6 and 6-7
exponential atmosphere
(transmit)

Correction angle for A00 A red Page 6-6 and 6-7
exponential atmosphere
(receive)

.00527
Corrected aoo Go  red %6 + &ao

.00629
Corrected 0so 00 red 8so + 400

.01156Angular distance 6 0 red % + 0o. valid for all case

1996 2
Radius of terrain between & I k dLt/(2hte)
transmit antenna and
horizon

2242 2
Radius of terrain between a 2 2 42 km dlr/(2hre)
receive antenna and
horizon

Figure 8-4 (Cont'd) 3-36
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CONTINUATION* RoUG EARTH DIFFRACTION VK)1KSHEET - 3

DEFINITION SY1MBOL VALUE REFRCEEUATION

Radius of terrain between at 1065Lf Dgdf/(Od)
transmit horizon and s t
horizon ray crossover

Radius qf terrain between ar 1196k Dsdsr/(edst)

receive horizon and
horizon ray crossover

1802.5
Carrier frequency f - 9

Polarization p &-fV)

Dielectric constant E 25 Figure 8.1 (page 8-6)

Conductivity a .02 abae/m Figure 8.1 (page 8-6)

Diffraction parameter K(8497) .0003 Figure 8.1 (page 8-6)

Diffacton pramterCol .626811 (8497ad
Diffraction parameter C02 1.62901 (8497/a2)

Diffraction parameter Cot 1.59100921 (8497/at)f

Diffraction parameter Cot 0.242 (47a-

Diffraction parameter Cor .00821 C(8497r

Diffraction parameter T9 .00046203 C 02K(8497)

Diffraction parameter Kt .00046773 C02 K(8497)

Dif fraction parameter Kt .00026724 C rK(8..97)

Diffraction parameter br .00266 Figre 8 .2 pae-7

Diffraction parameter 9A1.02 Figure 8.2 (page 8-7)

Diffraction parameter B2 1.6025 Figure 8.3 (page 8-8)

Diffraction parameter Bt 1.6045 Figure 8.3 (page 8-8)

Diffraction parameter Br 1.604 Figure 8.3 (page 8-8)

Diffraction parameter CI(K&) 20 db Figure 8.4 (page 8-9)

Figure B-4 (Cont'd) B-37
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CONINUATIONI ROUGH EARTH DIFFRACTION WORrSHEET - 4

DEFI __ rION SYMOL VALUE UMFM /EQUATION

Diffraction parameter CI(Ig) db Figure 8.4 (paS 8-9)

f*C21I
Diffraction parameter BOL 51.21 f 1BI+2
Diffraction parameter B02 47.41 f Co2B2

2
Diffraction parameter Bot 16.79 ftCotBt

Diffraction parameter Bor 15.54 fCB
1499.94

Diffraction parameter Zl  km B0 1dLt

Diffraction parameter Z 495 87k Bu2dtr

Diffraction parameter X 4101.3& Btdst + Border + xj+ ,2
Diffraction parameter C(K1 , 2 ) 20 db ['-:IC(KI)+IiC1(Kz)J/(X 1 +x2)

199.74

Diffraction parameter G(zo ) db 0.05751xo-10 log x.

Diffraction parameter F(II) 55 db Figuzes 8.5 and 8.6

Diffraction parameter F(' -4 db Figures 8.5 and 8.6

Atmospheric absorption Aa 0.85 db Section 3 and Figure 3.6

Free space loss Lbf 142"9db 20 log d + 20 log f +32.45;
271.8

Refereice value of long term Lbd db l+G(Xo)
median transmission loss (K1,2)+Aa

for diffraction
194.1

Refernee value of long term Lbrs db From troposcatter vorkaheet
median transmission loss
for troposcatter

Resultant reference value Lcr 194.1 db Figure 9.9 (page 9-21)
of long term median
transmission loss

192.3
Effective distance d km Page 10-8

Type climate 4 # Pages 10-6 and 10-7

Correction factor VO.5, 5#7 db Section 111.7

Figure B-4 (Cont'd) B-38
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t NTMIUATlON: ROUQIRH DIFFRACVTIOU 3)KSHEET - 5

- Predicted long term median LU(O.5) 188.4 db Lcr - V(O.5,d*)
transmission loss

Long term variability fro r(0.9999 -33.8 b Section 10 and 111.7
99.992 of all hours

Transmission loss not LS(q) 222.2 db Ln(0.5) - Y(O.9999)
exceeded for 99.992
of all hours

COMMUNTII

Figure 8-4 (Cont'd) B-39
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(uNmupba M TMNUMI* )

ML M. WTU MlW TIn
T-1609 TAMIKLI (TKL-02) JO PHITSANULOKE (PSL-03)

DIFndT= T VALnE RKFUINI/ UATIOi

Antemna diminter (transmit) Dt 40 ft

Antenna diamter (receive) r 40 ft
1802.5

rarrier frequency f Mb
.00868

Utlf-pover emmi-beaidth at tad 626/Dtf
(transmit)

.00868atf-power sam-boqdth ar  " red 626/Drf

(receive)

.00527
Corrected coo Mored From troposcatter tranmis-

sion lose vorkbeet

.00629
Corrected 0 00 " red From troposcatter transmis-

sion loss iorkshoet

Function of h0 and N6  no .25873 From troposcatter tranesme-
sion lose worksheet

Parameter equal to V .12937 ng/2 '

one half via

Path asy m try factor a .8378 0/00

Antenna &symmetry factor I I ar16t

Product of path and s .3
antenna aymtry factors

Ratio used to determine t n .72465 Go/8 t,sukl or~o/Sr,8Pl

Contraction factor f(v) 1.0301 [1.36+.l1tvl [1+.36exp
(-0.56v)]"

Coupling lose paramter .70434 (p+0.03v)/f(v)

*dtipath coupling loss 2.5 db Figuo 9.8 (page 9-20)
For sp l,re"d Figure 9.8 for
1/Fe-

Figure B-5 34
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- ECHO rSToMTlr WOIKUT ITe ST ,

PmWUMN: THE U SSIM TKN *L A FMAL

INL YMO.IS- 9TALI (11-02) TO PITSALOKE (PSL-02)T- 1609 ...TT , O. ,

tug"" A W- vamlTRNSIT REV E

VS;WR at point A M.I 1 anufacturer's specs or

Re'turn l.oss A La 24.3o 2a1.1 da 2Olo 1VUrs +11

VSWR at point 3 .2 .1.2 Manufacturer's spae or
seasurement

, ,turn losl Lb .ZiLJdl 2 i 20 log I l

Tr.ne:aisuio , distance D 49 a 53 a

AtteaioatiOO constant a . O7813,, Manufacturer's data

Transmission loss A to B Lt 2.8 Bl 4.7 dD aD

Velocity of propagation v 24 LU/i 4143 is• Manufacturer's data

Echo delay T .L19 ti .44 a 2/v

RF signal-to-UP echo S/3 5.7 dB d1l3 B La + Lb + 2Lt
power ratio

Number of VF channels n 72 72

Top baseband frequency fm .300 mH .300 zl

Per channel deviation dm LjUI .1L4 Manufacturer's standard or
(R S) esurements

baseband white noise Pn . d72 5.72 dimO
power

White noise bandwidth Bn  288 m 288 iwx

System deviation (EMS) a ,j4I5 Lljfieb dn los1 (0.5Pn)

Deviation ratio a/f, .9150 .9150

Top baseband frequency faT .12
times echo delay

Interference ratio K 16 dl 15 d3 Figure 1

FIGURE B-6 B-.41
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.0K! ~ CH D~*W ii ISTORTION WOOKUSUT -2a

DEIITO guguNowrno w8m * ftUSSUS T"I

V 1"1I1 . ovetmft d5 3 43 d for CCIR empiale

i. at Lo dur Lo NRft. .7 as 69.3 a s/1, + + l

If .a13i-to-mille SIN _j6dB L7 a WK - Pn + 10 1og An~
veho + 25.1

me "Cho' noise 0.4 _C 0 Sunm of noise powers due to
echoo at both stations

llI Cn ')B4
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-. TECT ENSINEERS SIGNATURE

-W. fr slT%t TECHN!CAL. ~J#' I

TKI 12) P NTSALQKE (PSL -03)

IHN I I' I ON SY!4801 IVAL11 PE.FPNVIV!IN j

.1 1114 d 170.21~,j. 110 1'M

f -.HI 4i

seiberolt t t ''2/1

. fj- beawwid th 6 .008l6F 2' l

ic Ao i iln t RMS') d r4g HI4 -- ~ f~civ r' intard

lad tIlig p 572 dbtmfl -1 4 10(i (2/,3 f.)

atwidth Bn .288 Mllz

'..I/t 61 -S 24bH From Figure 2-8

sl~e 3ti
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LINK NOISE PERFOOMANCE WORKSPkT

OCLII NO 3A I T 05L- PHITSANULOKE (PSL-03)T"-1609 .. (

odi i, basic tr sLaston In(O.5) 188.4 dB From transmission loss
lost. /worksheet

rrann ,itter poe Pt 63 dl. 10 log Pt (illiwatts)

Antenna diameter (transmit) Dt 40 ft

Antenna diameter (receive) Dr 4 ft

:arrIer trequency f UGZ pz Mean

:,,, .p.,c a it(.nn gain Gt  44.7 dB Manufacturer's apeciftice-
(t:., ,v it) relative to tions or 20 log Dt + 20
tet ropl" radiator log f - 52.5 dB

'ree sp:tce antenna gain Gr 44.7 dB Manufacturer's epecifica-
(rtefelve) relative to tions or 20 log Dr +
isntiupic radistur 20 log f - 52.5 d3

Forw:ard scatter multipath Lp 2.5 dB From coupling lose
•otal, ing loss worksheat

Path antenna gain Cp 86.8 dB Gt + Gr - Lap

Total transmission line and Lt 7.5 d3 Manufacturer's specifica-
aRsociated losses tions and/or measuremints

Median receive carrier power Prc -46.1 d~a Pt + Gp - Ln(O.5) - Lt

Receiver noise figure 1 10.5 dB Hanufacturer's specifica-
tions or measurements

Receive*r IF bandwidth B 8 MIz Manufacturer's specifica-
tions or measurements

Receiver noise power Prn -94.5dbm 10 log B + F - 114
Median carrier-to-noise ratio C/N 48.4 dB Prc - Prn

Number of VF channels n 72

Top haseband frequency fa 300 kHz

R er channel deviation drug 142 klz Without pre-emphasis

Pre-emphasis improvement Ip 3 dB
for top channel

Figure B-9 B-49
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CONTINATIO- LINK lWE PERFORMANCE WOR...EET

_________ S1i3OL ALXREF ERENCE /EOUATIOW

FH improvement for top 'fm 30.6 dB ?O log dr*4 - 20 log f 4

channel 10 log B +'1lp + 25.1 aB
79.0

Unweighted median channel S/N(t) dB /N + Tfm
signal-to-thermal noise
ratio for top channel

C-message weighted thermal N(t) pwCO Log-1 o. 1[4.5-S! rt,"
noise power

Order of diversity 4

Median diversity improvement Id 6 dB

Combined weighted thermal N(tc) i .pwco
noise power

Equipment noise power ratio NPR 50 dB manufacturer's

specification

White noise loading n 5 "72dBmO -1 + 4 log (2/3 n)

Viite noise bandwidth Bn 288 knz

Equivalent channel signal-to- S/N(i) 64.0 dB NPR - + 10 log Bn  4.9 iF i
intermodulation noise ratio

C-message weighted inter- N(i) 283.9.pwCO Log -0.1[88.5-S/N(i)]
modulation noise power

C-message weighted noise N(fe) .46 PwCO From feeder echo woTrhe~f

power due to feeder echo

C-message welghted noise N(mp) 1?pwCO From path intermodulatlon
power due to multipath worksheet
propagation

Total median weighted noise N(total) 305 .76 pwCO N(tc) r N(i) + N(fe) + N(mp)
power

DCA median noise sal iastn N(DCA) 2 03 .9 pwcO 30.8 dBrnCO

Design margpn 6.0 dB 10 log [N(DCA)/N(totai)]

Figure B-9(Cont'd) B-50
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SMOOTH EARTH DIFFRACTION WORKSEET TEST ENGINEERS SINATURE

OCS LINK I STATIONS UNDER TEST
,,To

DEFINITION SMOL VALUE REFERENCE/QUATION

Path distance d I
Height of transmit antenna ht __i-k
above sea level

Height of receive antenna hrs
abode sea level

Surface refractivity reduced NO  Figure 4.1 (page 4-3)
to sea level

Average value of N at the N Page 4-1

earth surface P

Effective earth radius a km Equation 4.4 or Figure 4.2

Effective height of transmit ht km Page 6-4
antenna above ground

Effective height of receive hre ka Page 6-4

antenna above ground

Distance from transmit dLt k Ate/2aantenna to horizon

Distance from receive dLr ka VS /2a

antenna to horizon re

Carrier frequency f MHz

Polarization p

Dielectric constant Figure 8.1 (page 8-6)

Conductivity _ ho/ Figure 8.1 (page 8-6)

Diffraction parameter K(8497) Figure 8.1 (page 8-6)

Diffraction parameter co  (8497/a)

Diffraction parameter K(a) CoK(8497)

Diffraction parameter bo  0 Figure 8.2 (page 8-7)

Diffraction parameter B(K,b ° )' Figure 8.3 (page 8-8)

Figure B-IO J.51
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CONTINUATION: SMOOTH EARTH DIFFRACTION WORKSHEET - 2

DEFINITION -YBO VALUE ENCE/EQUATMO

Diffraction parameter Bo  - f CoG(K,b° )

T)!itraction parameter C(K,b°) 'i Figure 8.4 (page 8-(,

Diffraction pa-w-eter X°  km dB

Diffraction parameter X1  k dLtBo

Diffraction parameter X2  d LrB

Diffraction parameter G(Xo ) db Figures 8.5 and 8.6

)i~rract' parameter F.XI) ___db Figures 8.5 and 8.6

Diffractiun parameter F(X2) db Figures 8.5 and 8.6

Atmospheric absorption A It _db Section 3 and Figure 3.6

Fr - space loss Lbf db 20 log d + 20 log f +

32.45

Reference value of long Lbd db L f t G(Xo) - F(X1) -

term median transmission F(X2) - C(K,b) + Aa
loss for d'ffraction

Reference value of long I db From troposcatter
term medl,-i transmission worksheet
loss for Lroposcatter

Resultant reference value Lcr db Figure 9.9 (page 9-21)
of long term median
transmission loss

Effective distance de  km Page 10-8

Type climate # Page 10-6 and 10-7

Correction factor V(0.5,d db Figure 10.13 (page 10-26)

Predicted long term median Ln(0.5) db L - V(0.5,de)
transmission loss cr e

Long term variability for Y(O.9999 db Section 10 and I1.7
99.99% of all hours

Transmission loss not Ln(q) db Ln(O.5) - Y(0.9999)
exceeded for 99.99% of

Figure 10O(Cont'd) B-52
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KNIFE-EDGE DIFFRACTION WORKSHEET TEST ENGINEERS SIGNATURE

(REFERENCE NBS TECH NOTE 101)

OCS LINK NO STATIONI UNDER TEST

I ___--_T_.T0

DEFINITION SYMBOl. VALUE REFERENCE/EQUATION

Path distance d km

pistance from transmit dLt km

antenna to knife-edge

Distance, from receive dLr km
antenna to knlfe-edge

Height of transmit antenna hts km
above sea level

Height of receive antenna hrs km
above sea level

Height of knife-edge above hke km
sea level

Surface refractivity No  Figure 4.1 (page 4-3)
reduced to sea level

Average value o' " at the Ns  Page 4-1

earth surface

Effective earth radius a km Equation 4.4 or Figure 4.2

Horizon elevation angle at Bet _ ad (hKe-hts)/dLt - dLt/ 2a

transmit antenna

Horizon elevation angle at eer rad (hke-hrs)/dLr - dLr/ 2a

receive antenna

Knife-edge angle e rad d/a +6et +Oer

Carrier frequency f MHz

Knife-edge parameter v *2.5830/fdLtdl r/d

I)Itfraction loss ove,- single ', (vo) Figure 7.1 (page 7-11)

,,o., ,ed knife-edge, no 12.953 + 20 log v for v>3
ground reflections I

Residual height gain G(h1) Pages 7-3 and 7-6
tunction (transmit)

Residual height gain function G(h2 ) Pages 7-3 and 7-6
(receive)
Crest radius r km Page 7-4

index of curvature p 0.676rif '[d/(dLtdLr)1'

Figure &-11 B-53
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KNIFE-EDGE DIFFRACTION WORKSHEET TEST FNGINEEP e SIGNATURE
( REFERENCE NBS TECH NOTE 101)

OCS LINK NO' STATIONS UNDER T'EST ..

!)EFINITION SYMBOL VA LVE PLI FIENCE/EQUATION

I'.tLh d :,t ance d kll

i)iL-An e from Lransmit dlt km

amlienn.i to knifr-(_dg1

l .tani, 4 frn)m r(!ctive d, km

.reniuIa to knife-edge

IclghLt of transmit anltemid h ... km
above iea level

Height of receive antenna hrs kir.
,wovc ca leveJ

,t,,ghr of knife.-edge ,io'- hk, -kil

rt ic refractivity No Ciekre .1 page L-y)

Lcduced to sea level

Average value of N at the Ns  Pe 4-1

earth ;urface

Effective earth radius a km Equation 4.4 or Figure 4.2

iloilzon elevation angle at Bet rad (hKe-hts)/dLt - dLt/ 2 a

tialn~mit antenna

IHortzon elevation angle at Oer _ rad (hke-hrs)/dir - dLr/2a
rt- ,iVe antenna

KnIfc pdgt angle __ad d/i +Oet +hey

(ai r iot frequency f - Hz

Knite-tdge parameter v J2. 5830vt lrd ! r/d

l)iffraction lose over single A(v,o) Figure 7.1 (page 7-11)

isolated knife-edge, no 12.953 + 20 log v for v>3

Kround reflections

Rv.nidua[ height gain 6(h[) Pages 7-3 and 7-6

function (transmit)

Residu.iL height gain function 6(h2 ) Pages 7-J and 7-6
(receive)

Crest radius r km Page -

,l:dex (it curvature p 0.6;trif [ d/(ditdLr)]

i qure 13-l(Cont'd) B-54
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Great Circle Calculations (Tropo)

A. To determine the distance between stations A and B.

A equator

B - Place of greater latitude, i.e., nearer the pole.

LA a-Latitude of station A

Le a Latitude of station B

C - Difference of longitude between stations A and B.

Sin LB - LA

tan cot 2

2 L2)t( [WO LB +LA J
22

csLO LA -

2. 2 si Lo 'B + LA
st 2

Taking the arc tan of the above two equations, --

and -+L can be obtained.
2

B-61



rih, distance Z (in degrees) along the great circle bum

tweoi A and B is given by:

tan tan L 2
2 2 (sin Y -X)

L 2

Z (in d6grees) X 111.18 = kilometers

X 69.05 = statute miles

X 60.00 = nautical miles

B-61
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Path Distance Less Than~ 75 Miles or 120 K,

B (east)

A (west)

Ax Difference between longitudes of staJons

A and B.

Alsec m Converted dif'erence into seconds.

AO -Difference between latitudes of stations

A and S.

w~c-(yynve, difference into seconds.

(aiueof the station A
cloertothe equator) + A

1) Calculate

cot (W (6Asec)(Bm/Am)*(coas Om)
A~sec

obtain (W
2) Dstes *(axsec)(cos 08)
2 ) P o t e r s ( A) * c o s w )

*Bw/Am and Am from tables, for tabulated latitude

nearest to Is.
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Latitude BWAm  Latitude Bm/Ar Latitude BOiA m
degrees degrees degrees

00 1.00681343 25 1.00559107 50 1.00281541

01 1.00681343 26 1.00550446 51 1.00269766

02 1.00680648 27 1.00540954 52 1.00258222

03 1.00679488 28 1.00531231 53 1.00246911

04 1.00678098 29 1.00521278 54 1.00235371

05 1.00676243 30 1.00511094 55 1.00224293

06 1.00673925 31 1.00500680 J6 1.00213216

07 1.00671375 32 1.00490036 57 1.00202141

08 1.00668362 33 1.00479392 58 1.00191297

09 1.00664885 34 1.00468288 59 1.00180686

10 1.0D660944 35 1.00457184 60 1.00170306

11 1.00656772 36 1.00446082 61 1.00160158

12 1.00652137 37 1.00434749 62 1.00150241

13 1.00647038 38 1.00423187 63 1.00140556

14 1.00641708 39 1.00411626 64 1.00130872

15 1.00635915 40 1.00399835 65 1.00121650

16 1.00629659 41 1.00388277 66 1.00112660

17 1.00623171 42 1.00376258 67 1.00104131

18 1.00616452 43 1.00364471 68 1.00095603

19 1.00609271 44 1.00352686 69 1.00097537

20 1.00601858 45 1.00340671 70 1.00079701

21 1.00593982 46 1.00328888 71 1.00072097

22 1.00585875 47 1.00316816 72 1.00064954

23 1.00577538 48 1.00305097

24 1.00568738 49 1.00293318
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C~p 702-idtttuoe Am Latitude AmLdtitld A2
degrees degrees Am degrees

00 .03233903 25 .03231945 50 .0322746801 .03233896 26 .03231797 51 .0322728302 .03233888 27 .03231640 52 .0322709703 .03233873 28 .03231484 53 .0322691104 .03233844 29 .03231328 54 .0322672505 .03233814 30 .03231164 55 .0322654706 .03233784 31 .03230993 56 .03226369
07 .03233739 32 .03230822 57 .0322619008 .03233687 33 .03230661 58 .03226020
09 .03233635 34 .03230480 59 .03225849
10 .03233568 35 .03230301 60 .0322567811 .03233501 36 .03230115 61 .0322551512 .03233427 37 .03229937 62 .0322535913 .03233345 38 .03229751 63 .0322520314 .03233263 39 .0322956$ 64 .0322504715 .03233166 40 .03229371 65 .0322489816 .03233069 41 .03229186 66 .0322475017 .03232965 42 .03228985 67 .0322461618 .03232853 43 .03228806 68 .0322447519 .03232742 44 .03228613 69 .0322434920 .03232623 45 .03228420 70 .0322422221 .03232496 46 .03228234 71 .0322410422 .03232362 47 .03228041 72 .03223985

23 .03232228 48 .03227847
24 .03232087 49 .03227662
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APPENDIX C
CCP 702-1

DATA ANALYSIS

SECTION I - INSTRUCTIONS

C-i ANALYSIS OF THE DATA I

This section is intended to provide insight into the meaning

of data recorded during a technical evaluation. Fach individual

test performed provides information as to system quality and

certain faults that may exist in the radio or multiplex sub-

system. Analysis of the test results collectively, however, can

result in expeditious fault isolation and correction, eliminating

unnecessary and time consuming trial and error procedures. Every

te'st performed has a definite relationship to one or more of the

other tests In the sequence. This section will examine the

individual tests performed by the TEP Teams and their relation-

ships to other tests. The test results will be examined as

possible trouble shooting aids based on engineering information

and past experience.

C-2 IDLE CHANNEL NOISE RECORDINGS

Idle channel noise (ICN) is probably the key parameter in

system analysis. The ICN readings usually provide the first

indication that a problem exists in a system. The ICN is

determined by noise from all subsystems as shown below:

ICN = Radio equipment intrinsic noise + thermal noise +
equipment intermodulation + feeder echo distortion +
path intermodulation + multiplex noise

c-1
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a. The ICN recordings made by TEP show the noise on the system

under normal traffic loading conditions. Normally, the ICN will

be greater than the basic noise ratio (BNR)"(converted to the

same units as ICN) but less than the noise power ratio (NPR),

which is taken at system design loading. However, it is

possible for ICN to exceed the value measured for NPR if the

radio noise is low and the multiplex noise is predominate.

This is sometimes the case on line of sight (LOS) links.

Another case where the ICN may Pxceed the NPR value is where

the RSL is considerably lower during the ICN recording than

during the NPR tests such as on tropo paths where radio thermal

noise is usually greater than multiplex noise due to the lower

receive signal levels (RSL). As a general rule, as long as the

baseband loading is less than that for which the radio was

designed, it can be assumed that the RSL and ICN should vary in

direct relationship, if the multiplex does not provide

significant noise. However, since the multiplex will have a

certain relatively constant noise, this will limit improvements

in ICN below a certain level. Above this multiplex noise limit

the RSL and ICN will normally vary inversely. If the baseband

is overloaded, the idle channel noise should be considerably

higher than normal.

b. It should be pointed out that although ICN is a valuable

parameter in system analysis, it does not provide a great deal

c-2
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of information as to the cause of a problem. The first step in

fiult isolation when ICN is high is to determine if the problem

can be attributed to white noise problems or a fading RSL.

Beyond this point, other noise data is needed for effective

isolation of the problem. A check for white noise can be made

with a speaker or headset. Noise spikes and tones can be

identified easily and checked with a frequency selective volt-

meter. White noise can arise in a channel from thermal sourceE

or from Intermodulation products of complex signals. If there

are no noise spikes evident from the above checks, further

tests will be required to isolate the white noise problem.

c. An RSL problem can be identified by a check of the AGC voltage,

provided suitable site records of AC vs RSL exist on which to

derive a "Normal" median. If an RSL problem'does exist that

cannot be attributed to a fading condition, the waveguide

assembly, circulator, and/or antenna alignment would require

further Investigation.

J. If, however, the problem cannot be traced to white noise or low

RSLs; NPR/BNR tests, baseband level checks, quieting data, and

deviation checks will be required to isolate the problem.

C-3 NPR/BNR DATA

a. The NPR and BNR data provides a great deal of information

about the transmitter and receiver noise composition. Link BNRs

are generally a measure of transmitter and receiver intrinsic

c-3
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noise and thermal noise with the latter usually being the

predominate factor on tropo systems. Link NPRs include the

same factors governing loopback NPRs plus path intermodulation

noise due to multipath effects, however, the path contributions

are almost negligible on line of site links.

b. NPR/BNR measurements are extremely valuable as fault isolation

tools. For instance, if a problem is indicated by a high ICN

reading, loopback NPR/BNR tests can be performed to isolate the

problem (if thermal or intemod) to a particular in station

transmitter or receiver. The slot in which a low NPR or BNR

reading is observed is also an excellent indicator as to the

source of a problem. Considering that the BNR is acceptable

and the low slot NPR is bad, the problem is usually a result of

"Static Distortion." "Static Distortion" occurs while the

signal is in the form of amplitude variations (i.e. before the

modulation or after demodulation). Intermodulation products

can be attributed to any of the following factors:

(1) System deviation is improperly adjusted.

(2) Microphonic tubes/components.

(3) Defective coupling capacitors in limiter.

(4) Gassy electron tubes.

(5) Non-linearities in the transmitter or receiver circuits.

(6) Excessive power supply ripple.

(7) Non-linear discriminator response.

c-4
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(8) Non-linearities in the tranmit or receive baseband

amplifiers.

If the bad NPRs are measured in the high slot, the intenrodula-

tion is usually due to "Dynamic Distortion." "Dynamic

Distortion" occurs when the signal is carried as frequency

modulation, as in RF amplifiers, waveguide, receiver IF, etc.

Some of the causes of high slot distortion are as follows:

(1) RF interference.

(2) Impedance mismatches.

(3) Waveguide defects

(4) Antenna defects.

(5) Non-linearities in the IF amplifiers.

(6) Propagation time and phase characteristics of RF

filters.

VSWR tests would provide further information if bad high slot

NPRs are noted.

d. If the RSL and white noise problems have been eliminated as

causes of high ICN, loopback NPR/BNR tests should then be

performed (if possible) and the results compared with equipment

standards. The RSL should approximate the median operating RSL.

If both the NPR and BNR results are poor, thermal no;se masking

is indicated and the noise figure of the receiver involved

should be checked, If the noise figure meets specifications,

transmitter deviation should than be checked.

c-5



e. If the BNRs are satisfactory, while the NPRs are bad, an inter-

modulation problem is indicated. If possible, an IF loopback

should be performed to isolate the problem to the IF or RF

circuitry. If the IF loopback is satisfactory, a problem in

the exciters, power amplifiers, RF amplifiers, or mixers is

indicated. As discussed previously, the particular noise

slots will provide a key to the location of the problem.

f. If the loopback NPR/BNR tests prove to be good at both ends of

the link, the problem must lie in the multiplex, waveguide/

dntenna system or the path (least likely to affect LOS). If

this is the case, a link NPR/BNR test should be performed. If

the link NPR is not acceptable, waveguide/antenna problems or

path intermodulation is indicated and VSWR tests will be required.

Once again the individual noise slots will provide the best

information about the problem.

g. The usual problem encountered during an evaluation Is that of

NPRs not meeting specifications in any slot. If this is the

case, the most likely cause is a non-linear modulator (klystron).

The usual action for correction of this problem is adjustment of

the klystron tuning screw and possibly the discriminator

linearity adjustment. One other step to assure NPR optimization

is to assure that the deviation is properly set. If none of

these procedures correct the problem, replacement of the

klystron is indicated.
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h. An important consideration in NPR/BNR measurements is the

median RSL during the measurement period. Since the receiver

tnermal noise (thus BNR) is a function of RSL, it is important

that the RSL be recorded on the NPR/BNR data sheet. If this is

done, the BNRs can be compared to the quieting data at the same

RSL. The BNRs should compare within I dB or so (if link BNR is

used) of the quieting data at an equivalent RSL. This provides

an effective check on the data. To do this, BNR has to first

be converted to S/N. The following formula is used for this

conversion:

S/N = BNR + 10 log (Baseband Bandwidth -
\Channel Bandwidth /

Noise Loading Factor

where:

Channel Bandwidth = 3.1 kHz

Baseband Bandwidth is determined by Channel Capacity

Noise Loading Factor =[l + 4 log JN <240

[15 + 10 log IN 240j CCR

- -10 + 10 log N for DCA

loading all channels

N = number of channels

In most cases the S/N calculated from the link BNR will be

slightly lower than the S/N obtained from the quieting curves

(at equivalent RSLs) due to the fact that transmitter and path

thermal noise is included. However, the receiver thermal noise
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is usually predominate for tropo systems and the difference

should normall, be one dB or less. In no case, will the.S/N

calculated from the BNR be greater than that obtained from the

quieting curves unless a noisy generator was used to obtain

the quieting data.

lhe link NPR shows the noise performance of the radios and the

path (on tropo) under capacity loading conditions. If the same

RSL is used when measuring link NPR as was used when evaluating

the link BNR and quieting data, the link NPR should reflect

considerably more noise (per slot) than either the link BNR or

quieting data. This is assuming no thermal noise problems

exist. A difference of between 3 to 15 dB can be expected. If

the difference is not within this range, a thermal or inter-

modulation noise problem is usually indicated. In no caSe can

the NPR be greater than the BNR.

j.. Since the end product of noise generated anywhere in a system

is noise in a channel, it is desirable to convert NPR to per-

channel noise. This is accomplished in the same manner as BNR

is converted to S/N. In the equation NPR is substituted for

BNR. The value obtained in this manner indicates the amount of

noise which the subsystem evaluated will add to a channel when

the system rs fully loaded.

k, In summary, the NPR/BNR data measureo during an evaluation is

an extremely important trouble shooting tool. By performing in
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station RF and IF loopbacks and link tests, a problem can be

isolated to a certain portion (transmitter, receiver, etc.) of

the system. Furthermore, examination of the different slots

provides more information as to location of the abnormality.

When the BNR is examined in conjunction with the measured

quieting data, an effective check of the test results can be

accomplished. One point derived from this discussion is the

importance of accurate median RSL recordings during the measure-

ment period. The RSL recordings need to be clearly marked at

,.he beginning and ending of the measurement period. The RSL

and median baseband loading level recorded during this test

period should be annotated on the NPR/BNR data sheets. This

will provide the data analysts with a summary of all the informa-

tion requirod so that reference to the strip charts will

normally not be necessary.

C-4 NOISE POWER RATIO (NR) TESTING

a. Noise Power Ratio (NPR) testing is a special test technique

employing White Noi;.- loading of amplifiers, transmitters, and

transmission system. to determine or verify equipment or system

performance. The ivast common application of NPR testing

normally encountered in the DCS and other communications systems

is in the testing o" broadband transmission facilities such as

microwave, and trop,,spheric scatter lirks. The techniques may

be applied to a complete baseband of a transmission system or to
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groups or supergroup slots in testing of multiplex equipment

performance. It is also possible to test overall system per-

formance from audio breakout to audio breakout by use of special

white noise generators designed to load individual channels of a

frequency division multiplex (FDM) system. It should be noted

that NPR testing is generally not applicable to testing of PCM

transmissi'on systems. The following discussions wiil be limited

to application in testing of broadband microwave and

tropospheric scatter systems from baseband to baseband since

this is the most commonly encountered application.

b. NPR testing developed out of a need to test equipment and trans-

mission system performance under actual operating conditions.

When a transmission system is designed, the design is based on

providing a particular noise performance under maximum loading

conditions. Obviously it becomes impractical or impossible to

test the noise performance under normal operating cond.,ions

because the instantaneous loading is continually changing and

there is no practical method of controlling the channel activity

to insure all channels are in use and all levels are correct

during the test period. This problem hds been overcome by the

use of what is termed white noise as a test signal to simulate

a fully loaded system. White noise is noise that covers a

selected bandwidth and has the same level at all frequencies

across the frequency spectrum of interest. The noise is said
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to have a flat or gaussian distribution. It has been found

that white noise statistically has the same characteristics as

a complex signal composed of a multiple number of either voice

or data signals. Figure C-1 shows the difference between the

peak and RMS values of power for a comr;ex signal and a sine-

wave signal. The peak to average (P/A) value in dB for a sine

wave is readily calculated as 3 dB (20 log 1.414)6 calculating

the P/A of a complex waveform is exceedingly difficult and

becomes more of a statistical study. As may be seen from the

figure, there are many peaks occuring at various amplit!des.

The important point in determining the P/A of a complex signal

is in defining what percentage of time a certain level is

exceeded rather than the number of peaks, or what the maximum

peak level is. In this respect it has been determined that for

a P/A of 13 dB, that this level is not exceeded more than

approximately .001% of the time for both white noise and complex

signals composed of either multiple voice or data channels.

This is further illustrated in Figure C-2. As may be seen, the

P/A of voice signals varies from approximately 19 dB for one

channel down to about 13 dB when the number of voice signals

exceed approximately 60 channels. Data signals, however, start

at 3 dB for a single tone (sine wave) increasing to about 13 dB

at a loading of about 18 tones. White noise then can be used

to simulate multichannel baseband signals for testing purposes.
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c. When white noise is used tu simulate a baseband signal, the

white noise signal should occupy the same frequency spectrum as

the bandwidth of the baseband signal, and be at the design

level for a fully loaded system. Figure C-3 shows a white noise

signal and the formulas used to calculate the level required for

testing. The Noise Loading Ratio (NLR) is the level in dBmO or

dB referenced to the 0 TLP or Single Channel Test Tone (SCTT)

used in the system design. (NOTE: This SCTT corresponds to

0 dBmO and is not the same as a test tone used to test channels

etc., which is at a level of -10 dBmO). The first two formulas

are based on the International Consulting Committee on Radio

(CCIR) recommendations. Ihe first formula for N,240 takes into

account the more severe P/A for lower numbers of channels. The

third formula represents the so called "Military Loading" and

reflects higher average value of signal levels in channels of

military communications systems. This can be misleading since

many systems and eQuipment in use by the military were actually

designed to CCIR standards. Two examples in Japan are the Japan

Tropo System and 484N Kanto Plains Microwave System. The newer

IJCS-PAC Microwave Systeas in Taiwan and Okinawa, on the other

hand, were designed for military loading. The important thing

in using the white noise signal is that the bandwidth and level

must be accurately specified for, meaningful results.

d. References to NPR in various tpchnical publications give such
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definitions or descriptions as:

(1) Signal to noise ratio (S/N) n dB in a particular

channel or slot of the baseband of an amplifier, transmission

equipment or transmission path for some specified white noise

loading condition.

(2) NPR is an indication or measurement of intermodulation

noise for some specified loading condition.

Both of the above properly describe NPR but fall far short

of providing an easily understood explanation of what NPR is and

how NPR test results may be used and interpreted. To obtain

maxmum benefit from NPR testing and analysis of the results, a

good working knowledge of dB's and other logarithmic units, and

the method of performing NPR tests is required. A description

of NPR testing is contained in Supplement 1, DCAC 310-70-57, and

is briefly discussed in the following paragraph.

e. Figure C-4 shows a typical setup for white noise testing a trans-

mission s ste. or compon ents of a system to detemine its NPR

performance capability. The transmission system could be a

complete RF link or simply an in-house PF loopback of microwave

transmitters and receivers. In any case, the point of interface

would be at the baseband inputs and outputs. As shown in the

diagram, the output of a white noise generator is connected to

the system or device under test through the appropiate high

pass and low pass filter combination to band limit the spectrum

c- 1.3
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of white noise to tnat of the normal baseband signals. The

level of noise is then adjusted to the desired baseband level

in accordance with the appropriate NLR formula. At the receive

side, the white noise level in a selected slot is measured and

becones the reference level in determining the NPR. Next, a

band reject filter is connected into the circilit at the same

frequency as the slot measured and another measurement made.

The noise measured now should be due to intermodulation noise

and inherent basic or thermal noise only. (The band reject

filter is deliberately designed to have a 3.1 kHz bandwidth and

the receiver bandpass filter is 1 KHz wide to prevent white

noise frop "slopping" into the slot and causing erroneous

reading). The NPR is now simply tie difference in dB between

the two readings. For example, if the two readings were -16

dBmO and -71 dBmO, the NPR is the difference, or 55. It is

normal practice to perform this measurement at three slots

(preferably high, mid and low) in the baseband and at different

levels of white noise loading, ranging from -10 dBmO to +16

dBmO. The results are then drawn on a graph for further

analysis.

f. Another measurement that is used in analysis of the NPR is

called the Basic Noise Ratio (BNR) or Basic Intrinsic Noise

Ratio (BINR). Figure C-5 shows simply how BNR is measured.

The slot is first measured under loaded conditions and the
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white noise present becomes the reference. The white noise is

then completely removed so that only basic noise (BN) is left

(no intermodulation noise because there is no signal i.e. white

noise to cause interodulation) and the level is measured. The

difference in levels in dB is then the BNR. For example, the

white noise measures -16 dBaO and the BNR measures -76 dmO.

The BNR is 60 dB, the difference between -76 and -16 dBmO.

There are some NPR test sets that give measurements in terms of

signal to noise ratio (S/N) in dB for a voice channel instead

of NPR. One can be calculated from the other, however,

confusion can result in performing measurements if the measure-

ments are read in NPR when actually the redding represents an

S/N.

g. The question is sometimes raised as to what the effect of the

bandwidth of the noise slot measured has on the test results.

This involves what is termed Bandwidth Ratio (BWR) and is

illustrated in Figure C-'. BWR in dB is simply 10 times the

ratio of the 2 bandwidths Involved. It is easily understood

that if a slot that is Y cycles wide admits a certain imount of

noise then a slot 2Y cycles wide will admit twice as mu:h noise

power or 3 dB more power (10 log 2 - 3 dB). It is important then

in determining S/N of channels to know what the bandwidth is but

in performing NPR tests it is not important. Figure C-7
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demonstrates this fact very simply. The figure assumes a I kHz

slot for taking medsurements. If the baniwidth is widened to

2 kHz, twice as much noise is measured and the level', are 3 dB

higher than those measured with the 1 kHz slot. The NPR,

however, remains the same because it is the difference between

the two levels. The S/N of a channel, however, is another

matter because the reference is the 0 TLP, SCTT or 0 dBmO point

and the S/N's are therefore 76 and /3 dB respectively - a 3 dB

difference due to the difference in the bandwidth of the noise

slot measured.

Figure C-8 shows actual NPR tesL results obtained on an

active microwave system, and Figure C-9 shows the curves plotted

from the NPR results. Flgure '-10 is, some oC the information

that can be determined from an analysis of NPR data and curves.

These are also listed below.,

(1) Expected channel (or slot) 5/N for various loading

conditions.

(2) Optimum loading point.

(3) Amount of basic noise versus intermodulation noise.

(4) System and/or microwave equipment performance.

(5) Identification of possible microwave equipment

malfunction or maladjustment.

h. The above are discussed in the paragraphs below, with examples
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where applicable.

(1) The expected S/N in a channel or slot can be readily calculated

from the NPR measured by the formula:

S/N = PPR + BWR - NLR

Where S/N is the S/N for a certain bandwidth which is used

to calculate the BWR based on the slot or channel bandwidth and

the white noise bandwidth, the S/N is flat weighted and

conversion factors must be used to determine the expected S/N

for weighting such as "C" message etc. Since white noise

simulates actual signal conditions in the baseband, actual S/N

under operating conditions can be determined by considering the

actual baseband level (BBL) to be the same as the white noise

level used for the NPR test. Figure Cl shows how the above

formula is derived. The point of reference is the SCTT or

0 TLP. NLR is calculated in reference to the SCTT which pro-

duces a white noise level equal to BWR dB below the NLR. The

difference of the basic noise (BN) and intermodulation (IN)

noise from the white noise in the slot then equates to the slot

NPR in dB. The S/N is the level of the BN and IM noise below

the SCTT. The diagram rh.'Ms that the difference between the

SCTT and the white noise in the slot is BWR - NLR. The S/N then

is NPR + difference between SCTT and white noise in the slot, or

S/N = NPR + BWR - NLR.

Figure C-12 gives a summary of the expected S/N for 3.2 kHz
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channels in the baseband of the actual system during operation.

It should be noted that the best S/N's occur at the lower levels

of BBL and get increasingly worse as the BBL increases due to

the increase in intermodulation distortion. The apparent

improvement in S/N at -5 dBmO as opposed to -10 dBmO loading for

the 2438 kHz slot is probably attributed to instrumentdtion or

operator error in making the readings. It should be realized

that these S/N values apply only to the baseband signal and not

to the receive channel output because the multiplex will add

noise to the multiplexed channel. If it is assumed (or known)

that the multiplex contributes little noise, the value obtained

can be used as a fair representation of the expected channel

output noise at the frequencies tested.

(2) The optimum loading point for a transmission system can also be

determined from examination of the NPR test data and knowing

the range of the baseband levels encountered during normal

operation. Levels and adjustment of amplifier gains, frequency

deviation, etc., are generally specified in the technical manual,

but in many cases military systems are found to deviate from

these specifications. Conmoercial systems, however, are often

"optimized" to provide for the best S/N ratio. Figure C-13 is

used to illustrate how the system could be optimized by

utilizing the NPR test results. Assume that the normal BBL

is at the -10 NLR level (+7.8 dBmO). The expected S/N at this
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level is 69.2 dB. If the BL entering the system is increased

by 10 dB it will have the same effect as increasing the BBL to

the 0 NLR point where the expected S/N is 65.8 dB. By

Increasing the BBL or deviation we have effectively increased

the SCTT by 10 dB, therefore, the expected S/N is now 75.8 dB,

or an increase in S/N of 6.6 dB. Note, however, that if the

normal level was at 0 NLR, and deviation was Increased by 10

dB we would degrade our S/N by 21.8 dB (65.8 - 44). By the

same token, if the normal level of BBL was at the + 10 NLR point

and deviation or BBL were reduced by 10 dB, we could realize a

21.8 dB Increase in S/N. However, if the level was normally at

the 0 NLR we would degrade the S/N by 6.6 dB. The optimum point

occurs at the point of maximum NPR. Naturally the output of the

receiver requires adjustment if the transmit deviation or BBL is

changed to provide the proper levels to the receive multiplex

equipment. As a matter of note, the optimum point for loading

(best NPR) may not necessarily occur at the 0 NLR point.

(3) The amount of basic noise and intermodulation noise can be

readily calculated from the BNR and NPR data. Section III

provides details on how to calculate the values. Basically the

BNR and NPR values are used to calculate the levels in pWO

representing the BN and BN + IM levels. The level of IM is

simply the difference between the two. Figure C-14 shows a

tabulation for the 70 kHz slot data. It is interesting to note
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that as the NLR increases, the intermodulation noise increases

dt d lian-I ;iedr rate, the rate of i:icrease being greater as the

NLR lncredse .

lobati)dy ,, i;,wt iipo-'-ant ite:i t nat a microwave repainiian

is ilntere;-,.'d ;0, is: Dk92 tne eq, pment or system meet some

NPR (and sometimes BNR) specricaLlon In the technical manual?

It this is all that is desired, nor-nally it can be satisfied by

performing the NPR test at the 0 NLR point only. If NPR only is

desired, it is not necessary to check the BNR, but it should be

clear that if the BNR is lower than the required NPR, it is

impossible to ever get the desired 1IPR. Whether to perform NPR

checks at other than the 0 NLR point depends upon what type

information is desired from the aralvsis or in the case of the

military, what the official guidance is. In any case, perform-

inq NPR checks at loadings from 0 dhliO to 416 dBmO can serve as

a useful purpose to evaluate the overall system performance.

(4) One important factor that is not readily apparent in the testing

of microwave and tropo systems is the Received Signal Level

(RSL) that is used durng the test. This is very important

since, for all practical putposes, it determines the basic

noise, which in turn places a limit on the maximum NPR that can

be obtained. Figure C-I5 shows a typical quieting curve for a

microwave receiver (a tropo receiver is similar, but normally

the useable portion of the curve extends to lower RSL's). In
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testing of equipment, it is normal practice to adjust signal

levels so that operation occurs on the section of the curve

that is controlled by the thermal noise of the receiver, i.e.,

that portion in Figure C-l5 from -40 to -30 dBm. As a rule of

thumb, this will noinally be about 45 dB above the FM Improve-

ment Threshold, which in this case occurs at about -35 dBm of

RSL. In testing system performance on a link basis, the normal

signal level is used, or if the equipment is tested on a locdl

loopback, the normal RSL is simulated in adjustment of the

equipment used to feed the transmitter output back into the

receiver. Referring again to Figure C-15, assume NPR tests are

run at RSL's of -35 and -65 dBm and that the IM component is

150 pWO in each case and trie white noise level is -11.2 dBmO,

in the same 3.2 kHz slot. The BN at -35 dBm of RSL is about

-85 dBmO which corresponds to 5 dBrnO or 3 pWO. At -65 dBm the

BN is approximately -60 dBmO which corresponds to 30 dBrnO or

1000 pWO. The total noise at -35 dBm and -60 dBm is then 153

pWO and 1153 pWO respectively, or roughly -68 dBmO and -59.4

dBmO. The NPR's then will be 56.8 dB and 48.2 dB for the -35

and -60 dBm RSL's, a difference of 8.6 dB. The importance of

using the correct RSL can readily be seen from the above example.

(5) The shape of tne "classical" NPR curve is that of a boomerang

hanging from its elbow; the two sides rising at 45 degree

angles (equal dB scale for NLR and NPR) and flattening out at
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some peak value near the design loading level. This typeof

curve is not always encountered in practice and may not be

typical for some equipment. The actual shape of the NPR curve

depends upon the distributions of the BN compared to the IM

noise at various NLR levels as shown in Figures C -16 through

C-20. The NPR curves on the left sides of the figures are

calculated from the assumed noise distributions that are plotted

on the right hand side of the figures. All of the calculations

have been based on an assumed white noise signal of 60 to 2540

kHz at +17.8 dBmO (600 channel military loading). Noise is

measured in a 1 kHz slot, therefcre, the BNR is 34 dB. The

BNR is 65 dB except for Figure C-19 where it is also figured at

45 and 55 dB. White noise at 0 NLR is -16 dBmO per 3.2 kHz slot.

Figure C-16 shows an NPR slot usinq the BN only. As may be seen,

the curve is a straight line, Lne slope of which is 45 degrees.

Figure C-17 is a family of curves showing the expected NPR's for

the noise distributions shown. in these cases, the curves will

never peak or beyin to drop down again, but will flatten out at

some value and remain at a constant value of NPR. ThiP will

occur when the IM noise is approximarely 20 dB greater than the

BN. At this difference in level, the sum of BN plus IM is equal

to IM for all practical purposes and since it increases at the

same rate as the white noise lodding (NLR), the curve is flat.

Figure C-18 shows a family of curves of ihe NPR slots for the
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noise distributions shown. In this case the IN noise at the

0 NLR point is the same as in Figure C-17, but the rate change

is 2 dB per dB change ot NLR versus 1 dB as in Figure C-17.

The curves will in this case reach some maximum value and then

begin to decrease. The peak NPR will occur when the IN and BN

noise are equal, and the slope cf the left and right sides of

the curves will be roughly 45 degrees. Curve 1 of Figure C-18

is the "classical" NPR curve and only occurs when the IN and BN

noise are equal at the 0 NLR and the IN increases at a 2 dB

rate for each dB of increase in NLR. Figure C-19 shows a family

of NPR curves where the BN and IN noise are equal at the 0 NLR

but at -71, -81 and -91 dBmO. Note that the curves all have the

same shape and the peak occurs at the 0 NLR but at different

values of NPR. Figure C-20 is interesting and shows a type of

curve that is often encountered with certain tropospheric scatter

equipment. The noise distributions assume the noise rising

linearly at a 2 dB rate and then "breaking" at the 0 NLR point

and inrreastng at a 5 dB rate after that. The curves in all

cases show that the slope of the NPR curve is steeper oniithe

right sides due to the 5 dB rate of change of the IN noise. If

the IN noise changed at a greater rate (say 10 dB), the curves

would be steeper yet. The point of maximum NPR does not occur

at the same NLR point. The actual shape of the NPR curve

obtained in testing is due to the distribution of the noise
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components and rate change of the IM at different levels of

white noise loading. As such in a normally operating system it

is a function of the equipment design.

(6) NPR testing is a valuable tool in determining or verifying

performince of systems or equipment because it is a very simple

test to perform and the results would generally reflect any

malfunction or improper operation in the system or equipment.

On the other hand, since almost any problem can affect NPR test

results (make them poor) it is sometimes difficult to determine

where the problem is. Guidelines can be given for analysis of

NPR test results, however, only though experience will the

technician be cognizant of the types of problems that are

normally encountered on operational systems. These problems

generally follow a pattern, and analysis and repair is not

exceptionally difficult. As has previously been mentioned, it

is imp ssible to meet NPR requirements if the BNR does not exceed

the required NPR. Depending on the distribution of the IM noise,

the BNR should normally be at least 3 dB greater at the design

loading level than the required NPR, although this is not

necessary for all conditions. Where BNR requirements are

specified, they will normally be 4 or 6 dB greater than the NPR

specified. When BR r ,equl ,ents are met and NPR requirements

are not, the causes can be grouped under two general

classifications, i.e., static and dynamic distortion problems.
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D ynaric distot tion pr, bIem, qeneiI 'i y cZ3use problems in the

higher frequencies of the baseband, wliree,; static distotivn

affects thp lower frequenie,. Some evamnlps of problem, area,;

that cart cause dynamic a,- stati' tvre tstz' C-or ar - lirt-d

below:

a. Dynamic nlstor' io;

(1) RF inturferesice.

(2) Impedance mismatches (particularly iii L.he antenna

and waveguide system resulting in poor VSWR'.

(3) Defects in waveguides (dents, watpr, corrosion,

misaligned connecting flanges)

(4) Antenna defects

(5) Propagation time and phase; characteristics of RF

filters.

(6) Multipath reflections causing severe tlme

displacement between main signal and reflected signal.

b. Static Distortion

(1) System deviation adjustn.ts.

(2) Improper or missing terminations.

(3) Microphonic noise.

(4) Defective coupling capacitors in limiters.

(5) Gassy electron tubes (in older equipment).

(6) Linearity adjustments in transmitters and receivers.

(7) Defective power supplies.
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(7) Dynamic and static distortion does not only affect high and

low frequencies in the baseband, they also affect all frequen-

cies, however, their affects are more pronounced at the high and

low ends respectively. The choice of what corrective actions to

take, as mentioned previously, depends upon whether the problems

seem to be primarily static or dynamic and from past experience

with the particular equipment being tested a determination as to

the appropriate couse of action can be selected. When NPR

results show unsatisfactory for an unfami.,ar radio system,

probably,.)the best starting point in finding the problem is to

insure that the equipment is properly aligned and then repeating

the NPR tests. System alignment includes such tests and adjust-

ments as transmitter deviation, klystron sensitivity (where

applicable) klystron and discriminator linearity and phase delay

characteristics of the IF amplifiers, noise figure and receiver

sensitivity tests, etc. In cases where such tests are beyond

the scope of local on-site maintenance, corrective actions may

be limited to random substitution of basic modules and minor

adjustments. In event poor NPR's are not correctable on site,

extensive testing may be requtired by specialized teams, with

sophisticated test equipment.

The following are possible pitfalls that could give bad or

faise results during NPR testing.

a. Improper grounding of test equipment - insure that all

test equipment is properly grounded to a comon ground and
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isolated from any "hot" AC grounds.

b. Excessively long test leads (coaxial cable) causing

stray noise pick up.

c. Connected meters (e.g. wideband dB meter used to check

NLR) introducing noise when left connected during test.

d. Not using the maximum possible output level of the NPR

test set with maximum padding to get the desired NLR. This will

improve the S/N (signal here means the white noise) of the

output signal.

e. %FI from signal generators, local transmitters or other

outside sources.

f. Using the improper (low) RSL - this will affect the BNR.

g. Insure that when measuring NPR, the test s~t indicates

NPP and not SIi. "- e test sets indicate S/N instead of NPR

and therefore, the reading must be converted to obtain NPR.

S/N - NPR + BWR - NLR

or NPR - S/N + NLR -BWR

h. Improper level or handwidth of white noise - how many

channels? What are baseband limits? CCIR or military loading?

i. Reduction of white noise when *slotting" the white noise

signal for low capacity systems. If "slotting* causes a drop in

level, the output must be readjusted to the desired level.

J. Lack of knowledge of the proper testing technique.

As can be seen from the preceeding paragraphs, constructive
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inforifatio, may be derived from NPR testirg and analysis. The

results, however, may sometimes be ,misinterpreted and wrong or

mig:Ipadinc conclusions are reached. Take as an example, a

ransmission system consisting of a single microwave link with

multiplex terminals on both ends. Assume that the link NPR

resu;ts are satisfactory. Does it then follow that the system

performance from multiplex (MUX) input to MUX output is also

Sal ,fdctnry? Absolutely not; the MIJX was not included in this

test, and therefore, it could be comptetely inoperative or have

extreme intermodulation problems. Paragraph C-4h.(1)discusses

the ca!cuiation of S/N from NPR test results, but also notes

that this only applies to the equipment tested or that portion

of the system tested. Care should be exercised in estimatinq

S/N performance based on NPR tests. Consider another case

II wh~re the RF transmitters and receivers are locally tested in an

RF loopback configuration. Are the NPR test results applicable

on a link basis? Not necessarily; there could be seri,,us problems

in the waveguide or antenna system that may cause serious inter-

modulation problems at the higher end of the baseband spectrum.

Even though these two examples point out that NPR tests do not

give a complete picture of system noise performance, they can be

used to provide a good estimate of what can be expected. If

system noise performance (i.e. ICN) does not correlate closely

to NPR results, RSL and BBL, other problems are indicated and
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further investigation may be ne'essary.

C-5 BASEBAND FREQUENCY RESPONSE

a. Link baseband frequency response tests are used to determine

the frequency response characteristics from the transmitter

modulator input to the receiver demodulator output. Response

data can be compared to the manufacturer's specifications to

determine if any abnormalities exist for this portion tested.

Since circuitry from the transmit to the receive baseband

amplifier is included, other tests may be required to detect

the faulty unit,if abnormalities exist. The NPR/BNR slot data

will prsvide some help in isolating the fault as4iscussed in

Paragraph C-4. One of the most common problems is improper

voltage output from the discriminator which can be verified

from a plot of the discriminator characteristics.

b. Baseband frequency response is also useful in pin pointing

problems with the pre-emphasis or de-emphasis network. For

instance, suppose the pre-emphasis in the transmitter circuits

is functioning, but the receiver de-emphasis is not. If this is

the case, the baseband frequency response would have a sharp

upward slope as frequency increases. A sharp downward slope

would result if the de-emphasis is functioning but the pre-

emphasis is not. In most cases the pre-emphasis and de-emphasis

networks are not adjustable and require either component or

complete circuit replacement to correct any problems.
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C-6 FREQUENCY DEVIATION

The amount of frequency deviation of the RF carrier deter-

mines the amount of amplitude detected by the discriminator at

the distant receiver. If deviation is set too high, the

receive baseband levels will be hot (above specifications); if

deviation is set low, receive baseband levels will be cold.

The amount of deviation is determined by equipment design,

bandwidth requirements, and channel loading which are geared to

provide the best possible signal to noise ratio. The most

common procedure used by TED, is the first carrier dropout

method. This method is discussed in Appendix B,B-4. If the

carrier has not completely -opped out when the proper

frequency and level is inserted into the modulator, the modu-

lator sensitivity may have to be adjusted if determined

necessary. The power remaining in the carrier could present

distortion and non-linearity within the modulator. In the event

the carrier cannot be made to dropout, the klystron (in LOS

systems) will most likely nee replacement; however, if there

are amplifiers, multipliers o, power output stages, any of these

may be defective which would affect the dropout. On the AN/FRC-

109, the baseband transmit amplifier unit has been found to

cause a number of problems with deviation. Additionally,

faulty tubes, transistors, or circuit components may produce

noise that causes a distorted output with modulation appearing
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at points other than those desired. If a deviation problem is

noted, each stage should to be examined individually to isolate

and correct the problem.

C-7 RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE

a. The thermal noise contribution of a device can be expressed

in terms of a noise figure. Noise figure is defined as the

amount of noise added by a device as compared to an ideal device.

The noise figure depends on the temperature and bandwidth of the

device being tested (temperature is usually assumed to be 2900 k)

and in wideband system, the noise figure of the receiver is the

limiting factor in noise performance. The noise figure of

multi-stage amplifiers is usually determined by the first stage.

Thus, if a receiver has an RF amplifier, it is this device which

primarily governs the receiver noise figure. If there is no RF

amplifier, the mixer stage usually determines the noise figure

and on LOS systems such as the AN/FRC-109, a high noise figure

would most probably be an indication of mixer problems (or

possibly, but usually not likely an IF problem). The measured

noise figure must be compared to the manufacturer's specified

noise figure for the equipment in order to determine if a

problem exists. A deviation of 1.0 dB should be allowed for

measurement error and system degradation.

b. When considering a troposcatter system, the noise figure is

usually given as an overall noise figure for the receiver. This
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is a measure of the noise figure from the input terminals of

the receiver through the last stage that would contribute to

the noise reading (the IF stage in most cases). The overall

noise figure is equated to:

F F1 + F2 + F3 - I + ....... + Fn-

where:

F the equivalent noise figure

Fl the noise figure of the first stage

F2  the noise figure of the second stage

Gl = Gain of the first stage

G2 = Gain of the second stage

Fn the noise figure of the Nth stage

Gn = the gain of the Nth stage

Before using the above equation noise figures and gains

expressed in dB have to be converted to power gains as follows:

F - Antilog FdB

G - Antilog GdB

As an example, assume a receiver with the following

characteristics:

Preamp 2 Cable RFandIF

q ga =  20dBl 3 dB ga = +90 dB
IF 6 ]B 3dB H F= 13 dB
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Fpreamp =Antilog 6 = 4

Fcable a Antilog 3 a 2

Gcable = Antilog -3 = .5

Grf and IF = Antilog 90 1 x 109

Frf and IF 20

therefore:
F + F2  I + F3

-4+2- I + 20- 1 =4.39

FdB = 10 log F

FdB = 10 log 4.39

FdB a 6.42 dB

Therefore, the overall noise figure for the example is6.42 dB. This verifies that the major contributor to the noise

figure is the first stage of the subsystem. In this case, the

RF amp.

c. In some cases it is not possible to measure the receiver noise
figure and this can be attributed to the waveguide configuration
which does not allow room for the noise source to be connected;
or there may be a severe impedance mismatch between the test
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equipment and receiver (as is the case with the AN/FRC-84). In

the latter case an extremely high noise figure is usually

indicative of an impedance problem.

d. In the event the noise figure cannot be measured, it may be

approximated from the quieting and IF data. Using the quieting

data the noise figure may be calculated in the following manner:

(1) Select an RSL on the linear portion of the quieting

curve and note the corresponding S/N. (It is advisable to use

the high slot data)

(2) Assuming that the pre-emphasis is functioning properly,

use the value of pre-emphasis boost that is specified by the

manufacturer or that was calculated.

(3) The noise figure can now be approximated by the follow-

ing formula:

NF =174 + RSL + 20 log Dp +1P- 10 log 2b - S/N

where:

NF = noise figure (dB)

S/N = signal-to-thermal noise ratio (dB)

RSL receive signal level (dBm)

Dp - per channel peak deviation at zero
pre-emphasis (kHz)

fm slot frequency (kHz)

p= pre-emphasis boost for the slot involved

e. Another useful method that can be used in case some of the above
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data (such as Ip) is not available is the threshold method.

The noise figure can be approximated by using the following

formula:

NF = TF + 164 - 10 log Bw

where:

NF = noise figure (d)

TFM = measured FM threshold (dBm)

Bw = measured IF bandwidth (Hz)

f. Either of the two methods above will provide an approximate

noise figure. The value obtained in this manner can then be

compared to the manufacturer's noise figure specification for

the equipment tc determine if a problem does exist. If a high

noise figure is found, the circuitry involved must be considered.

The manufacturer's specification is usually for the first

receiver stage. As already discussed, some systems have RF

amplifiers while others do not. As an example, the noise figure

is measured from the input of the receiver through the IF stages

on the AN/FRC-109 and if a bad reading is encountered, either the

mixer or the IF is causing the problem. On tropo systems

utilizing an RF amplifier, this would also have to be included

as a probable cause for a bad noise figure reading.

g. In summary, the noise figure is a figure of merit of a receiver

performance. The manufacturer's specification refers to the

noise contribution of the first stage, however, if the receiver
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* noise fig0ure Is.' ad, ajl, stgesivlei-hem-srmn

measurements' cannot be-accomplished, an ,approxmation of the

receiver noise figyre-can be-arrived- at throughk the etinh~

between noise figure, threshold, and iF biandwidth;,.

c-8 QUIETING-CURVES

a. Thp -receiver %juleting curves proqvlide a great deu! -A inf'vim9a-

tion about receiver performance. (he- 20 dB. qujet:inq)ip1.

generally provides informmation ,on the, receiver-serisitv-O.y. T,

receiver FM threshold whichcqani, be-,directly extrap~jated fr(.w

the! curves,.provides. a cursory, examination of the 6oi~e fiut-'.

and -IF bandwidth performance,., Tile most -impyrtant, aspe-t.,

however, is the thermal, noise conitribution, of the receiver which (~

can be. determined, from ,the quicting- curves.

b. FM threshold. is, one of. the. mor.1 important paramneters, obtaitied

from the-quieting cureos. This ils ac~ompl-shdby.drawing a

tangent to the high noise slot curve, as shown in Figure C-21.

The,,point. where the,. tangent dekvlates~romhe- curve by 1 dL -

the.-FM threshold point., A second method-is to f ind the- RSL

corresponding. to. the 20 dB, quieting point, ;Rd increasing this

value by 4 dB.. This value .s to be coipp'are to the specifled

or Calculated-value.of the receiver FM threshold. Anydeviatli'

of more than.,1 dB shQujd bejnvestigated. Sincethe calculated

or specified valusof FM ,threshold is based on ideal IF
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bandwidth and noise figure, ;an expected value should be

calculated and compared ,tq: the~measured .value. This is

Accompl isjed by using the forpula shoWn below -and replacing. ttlfe

idea) values with the actual measured values.

Expected FiM Threshold = -164 + 10 log Bw + NF

where:

Bw measured IF banidwifth (Ni)

NF = measured noise figure

The value obtainea in this manner will provi.de a general

idea of what to e' pdct if the IF bandwidth or noise figure is

other than that specifiv.d for the system.

c. If FM threshold Is found to be greater then the calculated value,

indications are that a higher noise figure, a larger IF band-

width or a combirntion of both exists. A decrease in threshold

level from the norm would reflect reverse conditions. In most

Fcases it has been found that variations in the IF bandwidth

J account for major COanges noted in the threshold point. The

change in IF bandwidth referred to is the logarithmic change,

i.e.,

Change in Threshold (dB) 10 log Measured IF Bandwidth
IPredicted IF Bandwidth

As an example, assume a receiver has a predicted NF value of

9 dB and the value measured is 10 dB. In this case the thresh-

old must be adjusted upward by I dB. Further. assume a

C
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predicted .IF, bandwidth. -of, 2014Hz and:: a i easured' valueof' 18 z .

The predicted -thresho dWilI ailsodhave ,to be adjusted!by the,,
following Afctori

Change -in, threshold ,(dB) 10 log Measure'IF Bandwidth
Predicted IF Bandwidth

S-0.46, dB

Due to-the changer in: W bandwidth the thresholdt w111;-have

to be-adJusted-downward by,,O.46 dBi V the-predicted threshold

lbased son the,- deal, values).As--81-dl, then- the-expected, value

(based on measured-Values)-would:be

Expected RSL at Threshold a -81 + 1 -- 0.46

-80.46Adm .I
d. It should be noted that system loading, deviation, and proper

operation of the-pre-emphasis and de-emphasis circuits only

affect the value of S/N above threshold and not the RSL at

threshold. Therefore, only IF bandwidth, noise figure, and

possi )le errors introduced by the signal generator used to

perform the measurements need be considered as problem areas if

the threshold does not occur at the required RSL.

e. A second parameter derived from the quieting, curves is the 20 dB

quieting point. The 20 dB quieting is a measure of FM receiver

sensitivity. This is one of the best ways of checking.receiver

sensitivity b-cause it is easily obtained from the quieting
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curves and directly reflects receiver performance from input

to output terminals.

f. Sensitivity of a receiver as measured by the 20 dB method is

determined mainly by three parameters: (1) noise figure,

(2) IF bandwidth, and (3) effectiveness of limiters. The

effectiveness of the limiters can be considered to have been

optimized in equipment design and to be uniform from one

receiver to another of the same type. Therefore, it can be

eliminated in considering the 20 dB quieting point. Figure C-22

shows the empirical relationship between 20 dB quieting, noise

figure and receiver noise bandwidth. It is based primarily on

experimental data obtained on REL receivers. Because of the

many factors influencing the value of the 20 dB quieting, the

curves of Figure C-22 should not be regarded as an absolute or

mathematical relationship. The approximate accuracy is believed

fto be ±2 dB when applied to high quality receivers, however,

identical receivers should measure relative to each other +1 dB.

The curves can be used to provide the technicians and engineers

with an approximation of where the 20 dB quieting point should

occur during normal quieting measurements. If the measured 20 dB

quieting point deviates by 4 dB or more from the approximation,

an investigation should be made to determine the reason for

departure from the norm.

g. The 20 dB quieting point is obtained from the quieting curves
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by miding the point on the curve, where the S/N has increased

,y. 20 dB' ftroi L;v naise satUraited portion of the rve. The RSL

,t t.ihi pont is the value -that. shou'.d be r:-orded for the 20 d8

quieting 'point. The high slot should be used for dete'ifling

Lhe RS[. dt. 2p 0i quietin(,. The value obtained in this manner

shouid be compared to theapproximated value from the curvet of

f (gurt C-2 to deteimine if possible IF, noise figure, o, ltinter

problems exist. If a problem does e:ist, each individual, source

will have to be investigated.

h. The third parameter obtained from the quieting curves is the

thermal noise contribution of the receivers at the median

operating RSL. The thermal noise in a particular noise slot can

be obtaiAed by finding the median RSL recorded during the link

NPR tests on the quieting curves. Tne noise corresponding to Q-
this RSL is the receiver theruil and intrinsic noise contribution

for that particular noise slot. The particular slot noise should

comlpare closely with the link BNR for this given slot (after the

"INR has been converted to dBhO). The link BNR should show

slightly more noise (per slot) than the quieting data since it

'Iincludes small amounts of transmitter and multipath noise.

However, the receiver noise will usually be predominate and the

additional items.may only add a couple tenths of a dB if every-

thing is functioning correctly. In no case will the BNR noise

be less than the noise-quieting data unless a noisy signal
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generator was used to perforn the quieting curves (one dB of

tolerance should be allowed for measurement accuracy). 1i the

BNR noise exceeds 2 dB, a check should be made on the , ,.,.

of the mcpdian RSL recorded during the NPR/BNR tests, if tho .!

. is correct,, it is most likely that the difference is due I,,

r excessive noise generated by the trunsm',ute- (especlally ."n

I links). Probably the greatest valve of te ,ie-ine 'r,,'

F a. confirmation of a thermal noise problem indicate, 1y nnor

readings. If this situation occurs and -the quieti (, corv, s :1,,

that no excessive thermal noise is present, the re.=lvw

circuitry may be eliminated as the cause of the urobl ,,.

1F FR.UFNCY RES.ONSE

K aSince the IF bandwidth is usually the determiniig f.,(:Jor Ml

receiver noise bandwidth, it is important that the meat., *,.,

be as accurate as possible. The FM threshold of a rece,.r' i,

controlled by the IF bandwidtf (the smaller the IF bar 1.,th thi

lower the Fh threshold). If the threshold measured froin the

K qtuieting curves does not meet the equipment specification, the

V, fF data should be examined to determine if it is the major cause1; of problem. Moveover, if the IF bandwidth is too narrow,

intermoduiation noise will tend to increase due to sideband

distortion.

- Some items that should be closely examined in the IF data

are as follows:

i;, (~
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(1) The 3 dB IF bandwidth should'be ars close as- possible .to

that';specif led, by the Equipment Technical Manual.

(2) The 3 dB: points should be 4equspaced.from'the IF center

frequency.

(3) No-spurious oscillations should be noted.

(4) Response ripple should be at aminimum.

If the above statements prove to be- true, for the data, the

IF strip should not be.a causeof any-problems.

b. 'When 'performing measurements, several factors must beobserved

to assure that the data is accurate. These are:

(1) Close checks should be made for' impedance mismatch to

prevent distortion.

(2) Insure that test points are properly terminated when
(2)

performing the test.

(3) Use the minimum, sweepnecessary- for an adequate display.

This should prevent spurious inputs to the IF and provide a

convenient display on the oscilloscope.

(4) Assure that the AC voltage is not varying.

C-10 DISCRIMINATOR DATA

Probably the most important Information obtained from the

discriminator data is the range of linea'ity. If the curves

are not linear between the IF 3 dB points, distortion could

result and an increase in intermodulation noise may be noticed.

No single component in the receiver affects baseband response
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and- intemodulat1or. more -than the discriminatOr. The most

important factors that should be observed from the discriminator:

curves are as follows:

a. The discriminator cur've should be linear at least over

the-range of the IF 3 dB bandwidth. (Figuret -23 and C-24).

b. The zero voltage crossover point for the discriminator

curve should be at the IF center frequency. The exact affects

if not centered will depend on equipment design and when this

condition exists, the equipment manual should be consulted.

If the above factors are verified by the data, intermodulation

distortion and baseband frequency response will be normal

(unless other problems exist).

C-11 DC CONTROL VOLTAGE

DC control voltage is a very important measurement on tropo

systems utilizing maximal ratio cunbining. This voltage,

derived from individual receiver noise characteristics, assures

that proper combining action is taking place. A curve similar

to the one shown in Figure C-25 should be expected although the

voltage levels will vary for different types of equipment.

Two important factors should be observed from the curves:

a. The DC control voltage at a particular RSL should be

nearly the same for all receivers (of the same type). This

Iassures proper comoiner balance.

b. The RSL at which the curve levels (control voltage
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becomes constant as RSL increases)} shouldi be approximately the

same for all, receivers and should occur at a relatively high

(more positive) RSL. The maximal ratio combiner begins to

function as an equal gain combiner when the DC control voltage

becomes constant. It is for this r ason that the DC control

voltage will vary to as high an RSL as possible. For most

receivers the DC voltage becomes constant between an RSL of -45

dbm and -60 dBm.

If the above two conditions are met, proper combining should

take place providing there are no problems within the combiner

circuitry.

ANALYSIS OF AUDIO TEST RESULTS

If the radio subsystem has been cleared as a source of .j)

problems, the audio series tests should provide further informa-

tion as to an appropriate solution. In most cases the effects

t of out of specification data is evident. However, each of the

tests will be discussed briefly with emphasis placed on a few of

the tests whose results may require clarification and/or inter-

pretation. Comments for each test should be provided on-the

cover sheet (G-l), where appltcable, and should include

comparison results of the test data to the manufacturer's and/or

MIL-STD specifications.

Frequency respbnse, delay distortion, and impulse noise
tests must be performed on identical channels at both ends of
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the link, in order to obtain a more meaningful correlatio:, )f

these parameters within the system.

C I,1 kliz TEST TONE LEVEL

a. ,his test is used to measure and evaluate the voice

frequency channel -iI levwl characteri , i s tihr'(iqh

radio, multiplex and in-station equipment. If the measuieiT i.:

are not within the specified equipment tolerance, corre,'tiv.,

action should be taken during the preliminary evaluaticti .'

insure the final data is accurate. Test tone levels that ,,*i--

the prescribed level throughout the system may result in owcv.

loading of the baseband such that additional intermodulation

products are created. In some cases the hot levels will alo

I v cause adjacent channel crosstalk and degradation of the

subscriber service.

b. In some equipment, provisions have not been incorporated for

K adjusting the group and supergroup levels. In this case, on~ly

the channel and baseband levels can be adjusted to the proper

Klevel. If these adjustments do not correct the level disprity

4 at the group and supergroup test points, trouble shooting of the

individual circuits may be necessary to isolate the problem.

In most cases, this particular situation would be indicative

that changes in component values have occurred.

C-14 IDLE CHANNEL NOISE

a. This test measures and evaluates the degree of interference and
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noise introduced into a VF channel. This rparameter and its

affect on system performance as related to the radio ,equipment

and path have been discussed preViously. Additional 'noise,

contributions and isolation procedures are discussed:below.

b. Some major contributors to a high nOise level in the channels are;

in-station wiring, carrier leak, improper or ineffective ground-

ing systems and unbalanced power distribution systems. In the

event the measured ICN departs from the predicted value by more

than 2 or 3 dB, it will be necessary to investigate any or all

of the contributing factors to isolate and correct the 'problem.

c. The first stage in isolation is to measure the ICN at the

multiplex to eliminate any noise being induced by station

equipment. Once this has been accomplished, the noise should be 3)
measured from the multiplex line jacks to the primary patch

panel. This will provide an indication of the noise level being

introduced by in-house wiring. Additional measurements can be

performed from the primary patch panel toward the subscriber if

the outside cable plant is suspected of introducing excessive

noise into the radio system.

d. When a difference of 2 dB or more exists between ICN measure-

ments obtained using flat as opposed to C-message weighting,

alternating currents (AC) or interference is generally indicated.

The AC usually results from improper grounding or induction

while the interference can most probably be attributed to

C 4



carrier leak, extraneous signals such as broadcast stat-ions,

mixing of signals which results in unwanted compOnents failing

into the VF spectrum. The first step in isolating-these

interfering components is by sweeping the VF channel bandwidth

with a wave analyzer. In some cases audio-detection will be

useful in determining the type of signal being introduced into

the systems.

C. The data recorded during test T-4 should also be compared to

the ICN's recorded under test T-1. This comparison will provide

i a correlation of the median ICN to the predicted value and an

average of all channel measurements should approximate the

recorded median.

("'.15 CHANNEL IMPULSE NOISE

'. The purpose of the channel impulse noise test is to measure

and evaluate the degree of interference being introduced into

a VF channel by random impulse noise hits. Impulse noise can be

introduced into a VF channel at any point in a system. It can

be generated in the equipment itself, induced from power lines

or generated in the enviroment and radiated into the station.

Excessive impulse noise can have a detrimental effect on

teletype and data circuits. If excessive impulse noise is

measured during the evaluation, isolatior, procedures should be

initiated. On tandem hop links, the circuit exhibiting the

impulse noise should be terminated at the transmit end and
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mpulse:noise tests performed on sucessive links until the

problem has been isolated to a-particular link. Once-the

problemlink has been identified, the transmit end on that link

should be teminated and impulse noise measurements performed

at the receive end of the link 6n that particular channel. Once

this has been accomplished, measurements should be performed at

the group, supergroup, or baseband of the equipment in an effort

to isolate the problem to the multiplex or radio path.

b. The above isolation procedures are helpful only in isolating the

source of the impulse noise and verifyingwhether the radio,

multiplex and path are the cause of:the problem. Once these

have been eliminated as a potential tsorce, it may be necessary

to perfoni additional in-house tests to determine the specific Cj
cause of the impulse noise. The isolation process must consider

all those factors listed in Paragraph C-14 above to include

verification that the instrumentation is not being affected by

the test connections.

c. After the in-station equipment has been corrected to minimize

the impulse noiseover the path impulse noise should be recorded

on a long term basis during test T-1. Information from these

4 recordings should be analyzed in relation to the RSL and base-

band loading to determine if omal traffic loading is influenc-

ing the level of impulse noise. A close examination of the

baseband loading and RSL, time correlated to the impulse noise
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recording will provide an indication if intermodulation products

are influencing the impulse noise during ormal traffic loading.

{;- 16 CHANNEL INTELLIGIBLE CROSSTALK

a. The purpose of this test is to measure the total amount of

crosstalk within a voice channel from all sources and assess its

impact on normal communications. Whenever crosstalk is measured

in a VF channel or emanating within station equipment., the test

results must be anal d and compared to the manufacturer's

specifications and the MIL-STD.

b. Intelligible crosstalk may be caused by an impedance mismatch

in the circuit or capacitive and inductive coupling between

disturbing and disturbed channel. These conditions can occur

at any point in a communications system, particularly in the

distribution frames, wiring and cabling, crosstalk can also

result from improper filtering within the multiplex and mal-

adjusted channel levels.

c. One of the first steps during the preliminary evaluation of a

system or station is to isolate where the crosstalk is entering

the network. To accomplish this, measurements may. have to be

performed between the various test points (TP-I through TP-12).

Once isolated to high levels, improper filtering, wiring or

cabling, the team chief can then determine the course of action

* necessary to correct any levels that failed to meet
-specifications.
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d. To obtain accurate crosstalk measurements, considerable -attention-

to details is required. Particular care must be exercised to

insure the adequacy of the grounds, effectiveness 'of the shield-

ing, and correctness of terminations in order to avoid-gro ind

loops and to insure that the measured data is accurate.

C-17 VOItE CHANNEL FREQUENCY RESPONSE

a. The VF frequency response test, also referred to as an

insertion loss and amplitude versus frequency distortion test,

may be performed on any VF transmission path. Its purpose is

to measure the amount of attenuation incurred by the path at

various frequencies withfn the audio spectrum. This test basic-

ally measures the level of a received test signal at each of

the VF frequencies of interest. The loss at each frequency (j)
is then compared to the loss at 1 kHz to determine the frequency

response of the channel under test.

b. The results of the frequency response tests are used to deter-

mine if the VF channel equipment is operating properly. In

the event the circuit under test has equalizers or ringing

equipment installed* the test must be performed ahead of these

units. A separate test can be used to determine if the equal-

izers are operating properly.

c. Figure C-26 shows the data from a typical frequency response

test. The figures entered in the channel columns represent

the deviation of the test signal at the indicated frequencies
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from -the 1, kHz test tohe ref ice'. The test results are then'

compared to the equipment specificati6ns to ascertain if the

,systems are meeting the mininmUmmahufacturer's specifications.

The analysis should also include,a comparison of the measured

data to the applicable MIL-STD. The accepted standards are

listed as ranges of permissible losses over a specified

frequency range. This is shown in Figure C;27,-

c-14 VOICE CHANNEL ENVELOPE DELAY DISTORTION

The purpose of this test is to determine the relative trans-

mit time of the frequencies between 250 Hz to 3400 Hz. This is

accomplished by determining which frequency in the audio

spectrum arrives first, and comparing the arrival time of other

S .selected frequencies to that of the fastest one. In this way,

while the absolute delay (the actual transmit time from send to

receive) is not determined, the time differential across the

receive audio path is measured.

h. The results of the delay measurements are to detemine whethervi the multiplex equipment on the path is operating properly and

to ascertain if external equalizers are necessary to meet

circuit parameters. When delay equalizers are installed, the

test must be perfcmed before or after the equalizers to

determine whether the equalizers are properly adjusted.

c. The envelope delay data sheet shown in Figure C-28 reflects the

4 results of a typical evaluation for this parameter. The data
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rom- this worksheet has ,been transcribed ,in Figure c- 29 to ,

graphicaliy depict the test results, Theworksheet shown in

Figure C-28.is normally used when the measurements are made in

the manual mode. This form is not necessary when. using th,,

automatic sweep feature of the delay measuring set, howeyk.. if

the manual mode is used,. the data must be plotted on tho ,

shown in Figure C-29.

d. The left column in Figure C-28 represents the frequencie,.

which each measurement was performed. The next column r:'r,.z

the relative delay in microseconds compared to the refe, .cu

frequency of 1800 Hz. In some cases it may be desireable i-o

enter in the worksheet (Figure C-28) the actual reading. f

from the delay measuring set in one column of the workshe, -r' 4)

entering the computed relative delay in an adjacent colu;,;..

This is shown in Figure C-28 for clarification and' the reaoilu.;

in the last column have been substracted from the first co ut,,

to obtain the relative delay.

e. Comparison of the measuwrents to the applicable standards |h

easily seen when plotted on a graph as shown in Figure C-29. th-

this graph, the measurements from Figure C-20 have been plott'2d

along with the standard which readily shows whether the measured

channel was or was not within the prescribed standards.

c-iS VOICE CHANNEL PHASE JITTER

a. This test is used to measure the incremental changes in the
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phase ,of a single frequency transmitted On a, F path. Since

phase jjtter has little: npact on voice commufications,

minimum attention has been-given to this parameter during

earlier-evalutions. Today, with the increasing use of high

speed datacircuits,,phase jitter has bedome one of the primary

indicators of measuring system performance. As transmission

speeds increase, data pulses become ndrrower-with extremely

short time intervals between pulses. As this happens, it is

possible that the jitter would be seen as a pulse by the

receiving equipment and result in message errors. This situa-

tion is highly undesirable and could have serious consequences

considering the importance of the transmitted message.

b. Phase jitter on data transmissions systems can be defined as

an unwanted change in the phase or frequency of the transmitted

signal due to modulation products from another system or

source. The modulation process that causes phase jitter may be

either phase or frequency modulation depending on the source

which is generally in the terminal equipment and not generated

on the line. In multiplex units, phase jitter results from

incidental phase modulation of the oscillators used for

translation of the signals within the channel to a different

part of the spectrum for transmission. This incidental

modulation is caused by noise and line related ripple on office

batteries and on power and bias supplies, and within timing
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circuitsof F1M systems. This modulation is transferred to the

muliillex signal during frequency trantlations and ,enerally,,

the, greater the number of translations, the greater thr2 phtSL

jitter. Therefore, the siqnals transmitted over channeis il tf,-

higher supergroups have the most phase jitter.

c. Measurements have indicated that for long haul, multi-link

systems, the most serious components of incidental ph ."e (widla-

tion are power line related, both as hanitonics of the line

frequency as well as fractions of the line frequencies. Ph;,tw.

Jitter most commonly occurs at rates related to power line

frequency (60 Hz) and its harmonics and sul~ultiplpx, the

telephone ringing frequency and the interaction between thiz two

sources. If excessive phase jitter is measured during an "

evaluation, the sources discussed above should be investigatue.

d. Additional tutorial information of this parameter and it

relationship to transmission systems is contained in'Appendix P

Section IX of this document.

C-20 CHANNEL HARMONIC DISTORTION

a. 'The purpose of the harmonic distortion test is to determine

I whether any appreciable non-linearities exist within the

equipment during the evaluation. The non-linear operation of

amplifiers, filters, channel modulators, group modulators, etc..

can all contribute harmonic distortion and result in degraded

service.
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b. Should the harmonic distortion measured during an evaluation

exceed the equipment specifications, an inVestigatiod should be

accomplished to determine what component(s) is causing the

problem. From past experience, it has been found that the

primary cause for high harmonic distortion was attributed to the

channel modulators and demodulators. In any case high levels of

harmonic distortion could influence the idle channel noise

readings taken during test T-8.

c. Analysis of the test data must include a comparison of the

measured results with the equipment specifications and the applic-

able MIL-STD. Moreover, a conclusion must be drawn as to the

capability of the equipment to meet specifications and, whenever

possible, a concise description of the problem along with

recommended corrective action should be documented.

C-21 VOICE FREQUENCY TRANSLATION

a. This test will determine whether there is a frequency error

present in any of tha carrier frequency oscillators of the

multiplex equipment. If a carrier oscillator is off frequency,

the received signal will also be shifted in frequency. Small

errors of a few hertz are not noticeable on normal voice

circuits but digital transmissions are extremely sensitive to

any frequency errors.

b. The send frequency and received frequency are compared and the

difference is stated as the frequency translation or change in
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audio freluency. This amount in hertz is compared to the

"maximum allowable change in audio frequency" criteria for the

circuit. Should the measurmaeitt :exceed -the;a-.1 Ibl i'.MfL-STD,

it will be necessary to measure tand::adjutV the:master oscillator

frequency on all I .:ltiplex .equipmerlt,'n;the lrik/system.

C-22 STRIP CHART RECORDINGS, (T-I.)

a. The strip,.chart irqredlings prpvide the most valuable data on

which, tQ base .a ','4yna~i AJb.pa3yAis, ofv. Fyst i: performance. The

t! c,.-rqIM .jep jtngs will show the performance of a

system. Ma .Sif &pt~il 1 'p co@d4(p .'CLI thA .S tnoeson they
are an impgr t t, tp die Otawndurtng the

evaluation. The chart recordings provide reaj(Itme.data to the

test teams which ,qp,,be used-,whe*l ey..rAplf,a.IXggd, ; Q solve__

problems.oi,,tI ( telqjun, an epe ousmann~er.. ihe, vecordings

however, must include appropri ate , ranarks,.hen ao,.isconti nu i ty

or anomaly is noted in the data. These.notations~must be

entered at the time of occurrance, otherwise, it may be

impossible to determine the cause of the anomaly.

b. As stated in the previous paragraph, the strip charts are a

valuable aid in determining a system's operating performance.

Therefore, care must be exercised to insure that all required

data is entered on the strip charts. As a minimum6 the charts

are to be conspicuously marked with the link number, station

name, date, time (ZULU), and calibration for each parameter
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being recorded. The calibration should be verified on a daily

basis and new calibration chart prepared whenever necessary.

c. Preliminary analysis of the recordpnstmust.be on a-real time

basis if maximum, bpnpXiPdge. tibe mealized from the data.- In

this respect, all ,hg -nto ptai a,.time, .date an,:the

initials of the individuo n charts.,at leabt every

eight hours, preferably ever'y.,four hourv Due tothe minor' speea

differences between recorders, coordinatam of.'the, time- marks

must be accomplished between the statione bhin9AQ~uatdY'

d. The method of analyzing the strip chart data mayzvury.f'im team

to etn e hy ~re ~inentdata on the link perforfithbemust be

inclutde&'d:n.the mepoarr. To achieve this objective, it must be

kept in mind that the required recordings are: (1) receive

signal level., (2) idle ttannel noise, (3) baseband loading,

(4) phase jitter and hits, (5) test tone stability. If it is

not possible to record-these-paramet~rs simultaneously, the

order of priorities should follow that above. Since combined RSL

recordings cannot be accomplished in most cases, the RSL of both

receivers on an LOS system and at least three receivers on a

tropo system will be recorded simultaneously on both ends of the

link. The minimum continuous recording period for all parameters

is 72 hours, additional recordings may be performed when deemed

necessary by the team chief,

e. The first step in the reduction of the strip chart data is to
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scale the charts into 20 minute intervals. This is considered

the minimum number of intervals for 72 hours of recordings when

operating the recorder at 5 mm/min. On trupo systems and some

LOS systems it may be necessary to operate the recorders at a

higher speed such as 25 mm/min in order to obtain accurate

medians of the recorded parameters. In this case the minimum

interval will be 5 minute medians. It is essential that the

recorders at both ends of the link be operated at the same speed

if any reasonable correlation is to be obtained without consider-

able effort in the analysis process.

f. Several methods are available for determining the median value

of the recorded data, however, within limitations, the two most

accurate methods are: (1) The placing of a string or straight

edge along the data so that equal excursions with respect to the

interval period appear above and below the recording being

evaluated. The position of the string is considered the median

value of the data. (2) Taking a series of equally spaced

instantaneous values (the number depending on the time periods)

of the data within a time period (20 minutes, hourly, etc.) and

finding the median of these values. The accuracy of both methods

are approximately the same.

g. The next step in the data reduction is to find the median for

an entire run. (A run in this case is defined as 20 minutes

for LOS and 5 minutes for tropo). The best way to accomplish
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4 this, is to plot a histogram of the run medians. The median that

is found to have the most occurances during the run should be

recorded as the run median. Figure C-30, represents RSL medians

for LOS link while Figure C-31 shows a histogram plotted from

this data. It can be seen from the histogram that the median is

-28.8 dBm.

Ii. The final step is finding the median for the entire evaluation

period. One method of doing this, which would provide a very

accurate median of the data during the evaluation is to plot a

histogram for all individual medians for each run. The median

duringthe evaluation would be the value that occurs most

frequently on the histogram. This is the preferred method during

the TEP testing, however, some engineers take a median of all run

medians. This method is less accurate than the preferred method

because of the restricted number of data points that are obtained

using the individual run median method.

Si. The methods described above can also be used in arriving at the

&median of other recorded parameters. As previously stated, the

strip chart recordings can provide considerable information on

the performance of a system and application to trouble-shooting

techniques. This is only valid if the recordings are properly

conducted and the data is fully analyzed. The analysis must not

only be accomplished on a single station basis, but also on a sys-

tem basis if maximum benefits are to be realized from the test data.
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j. Luuring the recording period, it is essential that the test teams

analyze the recorded data on a near real time basis to detect

anomalies that would influence the test data. There are many

factors which can and will result in questionable test results.

A few of the influencing factors are listed in the following,

paragraphs; howexer, it must be realized that these are only

examples ana are not a compW/ehenstva listing.

(1) The idle, channel noise recordings can be influenced by improperly

uperating power supplies, carrier 1eak', cos stalk,'Interference,

etc. Should the' , cord f r(,V4fdelftdi'il "the expected level,

it will be necessary to inspectt.the power system for excessive

ripple by observing the channel spectrum with a wave analyzer to

detect'any'extraneous signals that may be interfering with the

recordinaq.,,"
d

(2) Impulseenoise recordings can be influenced by switching equipment,

ringing tones, radar pulses and etc; these should be investigated

on a case by case basis and whenever possible the cause

identified and eliminated.

(3) Baseband level recordings which exceed the calculated value,

based- on, actual traffic loading, are primarily influenced by hot

levels in the baseband. When this situation arises, a sweep of

the baseband will be necessary to identify the interfering

signals., The sweep should not only cover the traffic spectrum

but must extend below baseband to determine if the problem is
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4being introduced by out of band orderwires and signalling

equipment.

(4) Deficiencies in the receive signal level will be readily apparent

from the chart recordings. Extremely deep fades on microwave

links should be investigated to determine the cause of the fading.

The investigation should include, but not be limited to, an

examination of the path profile for adequate beam clearance and,

when necessary, physical inspection of the path for obstructions

that are not apparent from the path profile. On tropo systems
with maximal ratio combiners, t4e strip chart recordings will

,oadinn (if t e ba';C,
provide a method ascertaining that the combiners are

nroductb are pc ;' .
finction ng properly. When the combiners are functioning

properly, the ICN will be a function of the best received signal,

therefore, improper combining can be detected by plotting the

voice channel noise versus the receive signal level of each

receiver.

k. Results of all the recordings are to-be plotted on the

appropriate TEP Froms with the medians clearly identified as

shown in Figure C-31 throug;: C-33. As can be seen from these

figures, the data is plotted for ea:h parameter as a function of

time. As an example, the plot of run median RSL, as shown in

Figure C-31, graphically displays the distribution of all the run

medians obtained for the recorded period. Figure C-30 contains

the stroke data and also shows the respective percentages of
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time that the receive signal level exceeded the various median

levels. To calculate these percentages, first summiate all the

number of tick marks at each median level, then add all these

sub-totals. Begin from the highest median level noted during

this period and divide this sub-total by the total number of run

medians. Example:

% at -26 dBm =1/113 x 100% =0.9%

To obtain the percentage of time this parameter exceeded that

of the next level sumnlate the previous sub-total(s) with the sub-

'total at this level and perform the calculations as follows:

% at -26.5 dBm a 3/113 x 100% = 2.7%

Repeat the above procedure until the percentage for the

second to the last median run level is reached. Graphically plot

the median run levels with respect to the calculated percentages

as shown in Figure C-31 through C-33. Plots for other recorded

parameters such as idle channel noise, baseband loading, and test

tone stability could be arrived at using similar techniques.

C-23 SUMMARY his section has presented the basic tools for final

analysis of the data collected during an evaluation. It ';hould

be evident that each test can be utilized to formulate a picture

of system performance. Since many of the test results are

directly related to other test results, series of systematic

testing can be used to isolate problems in the system. As an

example, it was shon that the quieting curves were a function of
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the entire receiver, however, when the curves were evaluated

with respect to noise figure, and IF test data, problems could

be isolated to a particular receiver stage. Each major test

that was covered in this section was intended to place emphasis

on the analysis of the test data and the methods normally used

to isolate problem areas.

C
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BASIC NOISE RATIO - BNR U
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= 76 dB

2 kHz SLOT - 0 - (-73)
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NPR TEST RESULTS
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WHITE NOISE 60 TO 2540 kHz BAND

NLR

SLOT BNR -10 -5 0 +5 +10

70 kHz 65 51 55 56 51 32

53.4 kHz 62 54 53 55 52 31

1002 kHz 60 47 51 53 51 32
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Data Analysis

Section III - Noise Calculations

C-24 NOISE ANALYSIS
The following is an analysis of Basic Noise Ratio (BNR) and Noise

Power Ratio (NPR) in determininq actual levels of Basic and Interiodulation

noise components. BNR is a S/N in dB of a white noise signal in a slot

of certain bandwidth to the level of basic noise present when noise

modulation is completely removed and, therefore, no intermodulation noise

can be present. NPR is a S/N in dB of a white noise signal in a slot of

certain bandwidth to the level of basic noise plus intermodulation noise

present when a corresponding slot of white noise is removed from the white

noise signal used to load or modulate the system or equipment being tested.

a. To determine the actual levels of basic and intermodulation noise

present under various loading conditions, the following factors must be

known:

(1) Level of Noise Load Ratio (NLR) white noise signal used for test.

(2) Bandwidth of white noise signal.

(3) Measured BNR.

(4) Measured NPR.

(5) Bandwidth of slot desired for analysts. (Note, the bandwidth of

the slot used in measuring the BNR or NPR is not required).

b. To determine the actual levels of basic and intermodulati, -oise the

following procedures are used.

(1) The Bandwidth Ratio (BWR) is calculated based on the bandwidths of

the white noise signal and the desired slot for analysis purposes.
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(2) The level of the basic noise plus intermodulatiem is ;alculated

in the following manner.

(a) To determine the level of basic noise (MW) in pWO, convert

the BNR to S/N, S/N to dBmO, dBmO to dBrnO and finally converting dBrnO

to PWO.

(b) To determine the level of basic noise plus intermodulation

noise in pWO the conversion would be the same as in b(l) above.

(c) To determine the level of intermodulation noise in pWO,

subtract the level in pWO obtained in b(l) from that in b(2) above.

(d) The level of intermodulation noise in dBrnO or other units

can be determined by converting the level of pW0 to any desired unit.

C-25 NOISE CALCULATION EXAMPLE

White noise NLR = +17.8 dBmO, bandwidth 60 to 2540 kHz. BNR = 65,

NPR = 56. What are the levels of basic and intermodulation noise in

dBrnO atid dBmO in a 3.2 kHz slot?

a. From the above information the BWR = 29 dB (10 log 2540 -. 60)
3.2

b. Basic noise is calculated as follows:

S/N = BNR + BWR - NLR

= 65 + 29 - 17.8

= 76.2 dB

dBmO = -76.2 dBmO

dBrnO -76.2 + 90 = 13.8 dBrnO

! pWO 24.0 pW0
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c. Basic plus intermodulation noise is calculated as follows:

S/N = NPR + BWR - NLR

= 56 + 29 -17.8

= 67.2 dB

dBmO = -67.2 dB

dBrnO a -67.2 + 90 = 22.8 dBrnO

pWO = 190.6 pW0

d. Level of intermudulation noise is calculated as follows:

pWO = 190.6 - 24.0 = 166.6 pWO

dBrnO = 22.2 dBrnO

or -dBmO - 22.2 - 90 = -67.8 dBmO

C-26 Calculated NPR curves based on assumed noise distributions.

a. White noise +17.8 dBmO (0NLR) 60 to 2540 kHz

b. 1 kHz slot used for measurements.

c. BWR -34 dB, BNR - 65 dB

White noise level i kHz slot (OdBm) = -16 dBmO

Basic noise I kHz slot = -81 dBmO

NPR calculated from BN above - no IM noise

NLR -10 -5 0 +5 +10

NOISE -26 -21 -16 -11 -6

BN -81 -81 -81 -81 -81

NPR 55 60 65 70 75

NPR calculated from BN and IM noise varying at 1 dB per 1 dB change

of NLR, at levels of -81 dBmO, -71 dBmO and .91 dBmO at 0 NLR.
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NLR -10 -5 0 +5 +10

NOISE -26 -21 -)6 -11 -6

BN -81 -81 -81 -81 -81

IM 1 -91 -86 -81 -76 -71

IM 2 -81 -76 -71 -66 -61

IM 3 -101 -96 -91 -86 -81

BN+IM 1 -80.6 -79.8 -78 -74.8 -70.6

BN+IM 2 -78 -74.8 -70.6 -65.85 -60.9

BN+IM 3 -80.9 -80.85 -80.6 -79.8 -78

NPR 1 54.5 58.8 62 63.8 64.6

NPR 2 52 53.8 54.6 q4.85 54.9

NPR 3 54.9 59.85 64.6 68.8 72

NPR calculated from BN and IM noise varying at 2 dB per 1 dB change of

NLR at levels of -81 dBmO, -71 dBmO, and -91 dBmO at 0 NLR.

NLR -10 -7.5 -5 -2.5 0 +2.5 +5 +7.5 +10

NOISE -26 -23.5 -21 -18.5 -16 -13.5 -11 -8.5 -6

BN -81 -81 -81 -81 -81 -81 -81 -81 -81

IM 1 -101 -91 -86 -81 -76 -71 -61

IM 2 -91 -86 -81 -76 -71 -66 -61 -56 -51

IM 3 -111 -106 -101 -96 -91 -86 -81 -76 -71

BN+IM 1 -80.9 -80.6 -79.8 -78 -74.8 -70.6 0.9

BN+IM 2 -80.6 -79.8 -78 -74.8 -70.6 -65.8 -60.9 -56 -51

BN+IM 3 -81 -81 -80.9 -80.8 -80.6 -79.8 -78 -74.8 -70.6

NPR 1 54.9 59.6 61.3 62 61.3 59.6 54.9
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NPR 2 54.6 56.3 57 56.3 54.3 52.3 '".9 47.5 45

NPR 3 55 57.5 59.9 62.3 64.6 66.3 67 66.3 64.6

NPR calculated from BN and IM noise varying at 1 dB per 1 dB change of

NLR up to 0 NLR and 5 dB per 1 dB change above 0 NLR. Break point at

-81 dBmO, -71 dBmO, -61 dBmO and -91 dBmO.

NLR -10 -7.5 -5 -2.5 0 +2.5 +5 +7.5 +10

NOISE -26 -23.5 -21 -18.5 -16 -13.5 -11 -8.5 -5

BN -81 -81 -81 -81 -81 -81 -81 -81 -81

IM 1 -91 -88.5 -86 -83.5 -81 -68.5 -56 -43.5 -31

I 2 -81 -78.5 -76 -73.5 -71 -58.5 -46 -33.5 -21

IM 3 -71 -68.5 -66 -63.5 -61 -48.5 -36 -23.5 -11

IM 4 -101 -98.5 -96 -93.5 -91 -78.5 -66 -53.5 -41

BN+IM 1 -80.6 -80.3 -79.4 -79.2 -78 -68.3 -55.9 -43.5 -31

BN+IM 2 -78 -76,7 -74.8 -72.8 -70.6 -58.5 -46 -33.5 -21

BN+IM 3 -70.6 -68.2 -65.8 -61.4 -59.9 -48.5 -36 -23.5 -11

BN+IM 4 -80.9 -80.9 -80.4 -80.75 -80.6 -76.7 -68.8 -53.5 -41

NPR 1 54.6 56.8 58.8 60.7 62 54.8 44.9 35 25

NPR 2 52 53.2 54.25 54.3 54.6 45 35 25 15

NPR 3 44.6 44.7 44.8 44.9 44.9 35 25 15 5

NPR 4 54.9 57.4 59.9 62.25 64.6 63.2 54.85 45 35

NPR calculated from IM varying at 2 dB change in NLR and equal to BN

at 0 NLR for BN at levels of -81 dBmO, -71 dBmO and -91 dBmO. Curves are

the same shape as curve 1 of number 3 above with peaks occuring at 62, 52

and 72 on the NPR graph.
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Data Analysis

Section IV - Minimum Noise Capability

The MNC is derived from the BNR measured over the link, and added to

the multiplex contribution. To do this, it is necessary to convert the

BNR's to their respective powers, average, and add the value of their

average power to the multiplex contribution. The sum of this operation is

then reconverted to dBm, corrected to dBmO and then overlayed on the

composite noise contribution quieting curve. From a typical NPR/BNR data

sheet we find that at minimum loading condition the BNR value when

converted to dPm units is -82.5 dBm.

Average BNR: So as not to duplicate previous manual conversion
routines here, we will go right to the solution:

BNRavg = -82.5 dBm (5.6402945-9 watts)

For this example, we will assume the multiplex noise contribution to

be 1.26 "14 watts. The nominal multiplex noise contribution obtained from

that listed in Appendix E of this document. Adding the multiplex contri-

bution to the BNRavg causes only a minute increase in the total noise

power. We then end up with a fully quieted minimum noise capability (in

a nonloaded condition) of:

MNC = -82.5 - (-25)

= -57.5 dBmO (as measured across the baseband/averaged)

NOTE: -25 dBm = 0 dBmO at the baseband

This value can now be plotted across the composite noise quieting

curve as shown in Figure C-34. This brings us to a
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problem which has plagued the user's of 3 kHz flat idle channel noise

weighting. The power supply ripple content has a direct bearing on

precisely what level of noise signal will be measured in the channel out-

put. We will not debate the effects of the ripple signal on other analog

signals present in the channel, but will provide an approximation table

for determining the effects of ripple, and how it will effect the output

of the channel. The Ripple Correction Graph, is provided as Figure C-35

to this appendix. The correction factor derived from this table should

be added algebraically to the computed noise figures.

c.
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4L Data Analysis

Section V - Fault Isolation
C-27 FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED

a. There are basically four or five key tests that can influence the test

data for the majority of the tests accomplished by the TEP Teams. During

the course of the evaluation, unsatisfactory or questionable results from

one of the key tests will necessitate performing additional diagnostic

routines to determine the specific cause of the departure from expected

values. The method used in isolating a problem will vary from team to

team depending on the nature of the problem and methodology used during

the isolation process. Regardless of the technique used, each team must

develope a systematic and routine method to be used to identify, isolate

and correct problems noted during the evaluation.

b. The following factors and sequences are provided as a guide during the

process of isolating an anomally during the evaluation.

(1) Receive Signal Level

(a) Path Loss

(b) Antenna Orientation

(c) Transmission Line Loss

(d) Transmit Power

(2) Receiver Quieting Characteristics

(a) Demodulated Baseband Level

(b) Receiver Noise Figure

(c) Rece!ver IF Bandwidth & Insertion Loss
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(d) Demphasis Characteristics

(e) Radio Interference (Internal & External)

(f) Receiver AGC Voltage and Gain J
(g) IF Amplifier Gain and Linearity
(h) Receiver Limiting Action

(i) Mixer Noise Figure

(3) Radio Equipment Noise Power Ratio (NPR)

(a) Symmetry of Receiver and Transmitter Bandwidth

(b) Modulator Linearity

(c) Demodulator Linearity

(d) Discriminator Characteristics

(e) Receiver and Transmit Frequency

(f) Receiver Limiter Action

(g) Amplifier Distortion

(h) Mixer Characteristics

(4) Link Noise Power Ratio (NPR)

(a) Combination of: (1), (2), ard (3)

(b) Waveguide Echoes

(c) Transmission Multipath

(d) Radio Interference

(e) Spurious Emissions

(5) Baseband Response

(a) Impedance Mismfiatches

(b) Baseband Filter Response

C-104
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(c) Amplifier Gain and Tracking

(d) Composite Levels

(6) Idle Channel Noise

(a) ReceivelSignal Level , (1) through (5)

(b) Channel Modems

(c) Group Modems

(d) Improper Levels

(e) Capacitive and Inductive Coupling

(f) Distortion

(g) Ground Loops

(h) Ripple Voltage from Power Units

(i) Carrier Leak

() Switching Equipment

(k) Improper Combiner Operation

c. The list of potential problems that may be encountered is seemingly

endless and the above contains only a few of those items that would be

readily apparent. The team chiefs are encouraged to expand and modify

the list, to include a logical priority, and submission of their

recommendations for updating this appendix.

d. Figure C-36 reflects the primary and secondary factors to be

considered when the test data departs from the expected value.

C-106
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APPENDIX D

Final Analysis of the Test Data

Section I - Instruction

D-1 GENERAL

a. The post mission analysis consists simply of arranging the data

taken during an evaluation in a manner that permits a logical

summary of the overall link performance. This procedure will

provide a review of the measured data on which the team chief

can base his cover letter. Furthermore, it will place emphasis

once again on the "weak" spots in the system that will require

further maintenance actions.

b. Figure D-1 provides a comparison of the measured individual

receiver PSLs to the predicted and the expected. The predicted

RSL is that RSL obtained during the path calculations. The

expected RSL is a value calculated as in the path calculations

only with the actual measured distant end transmit power

considered. It should be remembered that when frequency diver-

sity Is utilized a given receiver's RSL is affected only by the

output power of the transmitter of the same frequency; with

space diversity a given receiver's RSL is affected by the output

power of each transmitter; and if space and polarization

diversity is used, a given receiver's RSL is affected almost

entirely by the output power of the transmitter with the same

polarity. These factors should be considered wfien calculating

the expected RSL.

-1-
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c. Figure D-2 compares the measured quieting curve data with the

predicted and the expected results. Part I of this figure lists

the RSL (on the linear portion of the curve) on which the

analysis will be made. The predicted values are those values

calculated and obtained as outlined in Appethdix B of this docu-

ment. The expected value is calculated in the same manner

except that the values actually measured for noise figure are

used in the calculations.

d. Figure D-3 provides a comparison of results obtained from BNR

data to the quieting data. The median RSL is that RSL measured

A'.r:lg the period that the BNR data was recorded. Part II of

this figure is a summary of all of the BNR data converted to

dBrnO by the method discussed in Appendix c of this document.

Part III of the figure summarizes the single receiver thermal

noise obtained from the quieting curves at the same median RSL

measured when collecting the loopback BNR data.

e. Figure D-4 is basically the same as Figure D-3 except in this

case the link BNR is cempared to the thermal noise obtained

from the quieting curalres.

f. Figure D-5 is a summary of the thermal noise data after combin-

ing. Part I of this figure presents the combined thermal noise

calculated in the patIl calculations. Part II give. the median

RSL for the test peri :.d. The expected combined thermal noise

is based on the link iNR data (or quieting data) and the

D-2
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predicted combiner action at the given RSL. With equal signal

to noise ratios in all receivers, the improvement due to the

combiner is theoretically; 3 dB for dual diversity and 6 dB for

quad diversity. Part III of Figure D-5 presents the measured

combined thermal noise based on BNR data measured through the

combiner. Part IV is the combined thermal noise adjusted by

the amount of thermal noise at the median RSL from the thermal

noise at the test period RSL.

g. Figure D16 is a summary of the measured loopback intermodulation

noise compared to the value calculated in the path calculations.

The meaaured intermodulation data is based on CCIR white noise

loading.

h. Figure D-7 is a summary of the link combined intermodulation(noise. Part I of this figure is based on data measured with the

system CCIR white noise loaded. Part II is based on data

measured with the system loaded with the median baseband loading

for the evaluation period.

i. Figure D-8 summarizes the multiplex noise measurements under

idle and loaded conditions. Part I compares the measured and

predicted'idle multiplex noise. The predicted value is obtained

from the manufacturer's specifications. Part 1I compares the

measured and predicted noise in a loopback configuration. One

value is listed for the multiplex fully loaded and one value for

the multiplex under present loading conditions. Part III

&
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compares the multiplex noise measured over the link to the . /

predicted value. The multiplex noise is measured under fully

loaded conditions and loaded for ie present multiplex

configuration.

j. The ultimate objective of the eval-iation is a

sumary of the total idle channel noise. The predicted value

is obtained directly from the path calculations. The predicted

value is compared to the median ICN from the strip chart

recordings and the measured ICN calculated from the measured

multiplex and radio noise. This last value is the sum of radio

combined thermal noise (at the median RSL), the median radio

intermod noise with present loading and the link multiplex noise

with present loading. This value is to be used only for (
correlation with the measured idle channel noise. (Actual

median).

When these procedures are completed, the team chief should be

able to arrive at a conclusion as to the systems noise perform-

ance. Any problems that might have been overlooked during the

evaluation should become evident. From these data forms the

team chief should be able to easily complete the evaluation

cover letter.
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"" RECEIVE SIGNAL LEVEL

I. Distant Station Output Power

a. Predicted (T.O. specification) ...._____ dhm
b. Measured:

Txfl ,#_ dm_.. 
_. _ dBm

2. Receive Signal Level

a. Predicted (from Path Calculations) _d%_

b. Expected (Based on calculations using measured power fromdistant station transmitter)

Rx #1 do Rx #2 -dm Rx #3 dor Rx #4 d m

c. Measured (Median from Strip Chart Data):

Rx -#1 dm Rx 02 d~m Rx #3 - dm Rx #4 - d

Figure D-1 -
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1. RSL (on liner Portion of curve) used to perform
the analysis dB

2. Receiver front end noise at the RSL above (based on calculations
performed prior to mission)

a. Low Slot _drnO

b. Nid Slot d~rnO

c. High Slot d~r;O

3. Expected receiver front end noise (calculated with measure NF
cmed) (mmO)

LOW SLOT MID SLOT HIGH'SLOT

Rcvr #1

Rcvr #2
Rcvr #3 _.. _

Rcvr #4
4. Receiver front end noise (measured frem quieting curves) (dBrnO)

LOW SLOT MID SLOT HIGH SLOT

Rcvr #1

Rcvr #2

Rcvr #3

Rcvr #4
5. Receiver fully ouieted noise (from path calculations) dBrnO

6. Receiver fully quieted noise (from quieting curves)

Figure D-2
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HIGH SLOT

Rcvri 02__

* ~Rcvr 12_ __ _

RcvrI __4_
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S7021LOOPSACK N VEMSUS QUIETING DATA

1. bIldan SL (during period Bi data ms measured) de

2. Single receiver loopback themal noise (based on BNR converted
*to rnO)

LOSLOT" KID SLOT HIGH SLOT

Tx #1 to Rx f

Tx #2 to Rx #1

Tx #12 to I& #2STx 12 to Ax 12__________ ____

Tx 12 to Ax #3

Tx 12 to Rx #4

3. Single receiver thermal noise from quieting curves (at RSL stated
above) (dBrnO)

LOW SLOT MID SLOT HIGH SLOT

Rcvr #1
Rcvr 02

Rcvr #3 ... ..

Rcvr #4

Figure D-3
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LIK 1iR VERSUS QUIETING DATA

1. Median RSL (during the period link iR was measured) dBm

2. Single receIver link therml noise (based on link MR converted to
s/N) (dirnO)

LOW SLOT MID SLOT HIGH SLOT

Dist Tx # to Local I& #

Dist Tx # to Local Rx I_

Dist Tx # to Local Rx __

Dist Tx f.to Local Rx #_

3. Single receiver thermal noise from quieting curve data (at RSL stated
above) (dBrnO)

LOW SLOT MID SLOT HIGH SLOT

Rcvr #1

Rcvr #2 ,,

Rcvr 13
Rcvr #4

Figure D-4 D-9
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CCP 7C-1 ( INED 7*EUW NOISE

1. Receiver thermal noise after combining (from path
calculations) dBm

2. RSL (during test period) dBm

3. Expected combined thermal noise (based on.single receiver thermal noise
and predicted combiner action using above RSL)

a. Low Slot dBrnO

b. Mid Slot dBrnO

c. High Slot dBrnO

4. Measured combined thermal noise (based on BNR converted to S/N)

a. Low Slot dBrnO

b. Kid Slot dBrnO

c. High Slot dBrnO

5. Measured combined thermal noise (extrapolated to the median evaluation
period RSL)

a. Low Slot dBrnO

b. Mid Slot dBrnO

c. High Slot dBrnO

Figure D-5 D-10
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LOOPBACK RADIO INTEIOOULATION NOISE

1. CCIR loading dBMO

2. Loopback intermodulation noise (predicted from path
calculations) d8rnO

3. Loopback intermodulation noise (measured, based on CCIR loading)
(dBrnD)

LOW SLOT MID SLOT HIGH SLOT

Tx #1 to Rx #1

Tx #1 to Rx #2

Tx #1 to Rx #3

Tx #1 to Rx #4

~Tx #2 to Rx #1

i Tx #2 to Rx f2

Tx #2 to Rx #3

Tx #2 to Rx #4

/ D
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CCP 702-1 LINK COMBINED INTERODULATION NOISE

1. Link combined intermodulation noise (based on link NPR and CCIR loading)
(dBrnO)

LOW SLOT MID SLOT HIGH SLOT

Dist Tx #1

Dist Tx #2

2. Link cabined intemodulation noise (based on link NPR and median
loading) (dBmo)

LOW SLOT MID SLOT HIGH SLOT

Dist Tx #1

Dist Tx #2

Figure D-7 D-112
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I Loopback idle multipley noisej

Predicted (manufactures's specs) ______/______BrnO/dBrnC)

Measured 
_______ ______BrnO/dBrnCoj

2. Loopback loaded multiplex noise

Predicted (path calculations) _______dBriO/dirnCO

Measured (fully loaded) _____ ___ BrnO/dBrnCo

3. Link niultipley noise

Predicted 
_______/_______BrnO/dBr.CO

Measured, thermal only __ ____/______dBrnO/dBrnCo

Measured, present loading _ _____/______dBrnO/dBrnCO

Measured, fully loaded _ _____/dBrnO, 1dBrnCo

Figure D-8 -1
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APPENDIX D

Final Analysis of the Test Data

Section III - Notes en r sts &
D-2 NOTES

This appendix relates only to certain forms which have been shown by

past experience to be ambiguous.

a. T-3 IN SERVICE CUSTOMER LEVELS: Currently this test is only performed

on continuous traffic t:hannels such as tone packs, etc. Selected voice

channels can be measured to observe peak levels after it has been

determined that the channel is in use by using the bridging acks.

b. T-4 1 kHz TEST TONE LEVELS: When filling out form T 4-2, it is

important to retrieve the proper data from station diagrams. TP 2, 3, 10

and 11 present no identification difficulties. In identifying TP 4, 5, 8

' " ' and 9, several points may offer GP and SGP appearances.

REMEMER THAT:

TP 4: Input of GP Modulator

TP 5: Input of SGP Modulator

TP 8: Output of SGP Demodulator

TP 9: Output of GP Demodulator

Do not be confused by associated filters, injection units, or

amplifiers prior to the modulators and demodulators.

In some cases the test points do not appear on a jack field. Instead,

they may be bridging test points isolated from the point of interest.

These test points may require FSVM settings other than the design input

impedance of the Mod/Demod units and yield levels difference from those

P15.
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At the input or output. Always reference these levels to the manufac-

tiorer's specifications. As an example:

TP 4: Manufacturer's specifications 135a -35 dBm

This is the 0 dBmO level. However, the monitor point will give a -60

dBm with the FSVM in 75a terminate.

Use the manufacturer's specifications in the appropriate blocks. If

the -10 dBmO tone is measured at -70 dBm at the monitor point, place -45

dBm on the data sheet. If the -10 dBmO tone reads -69.5 dBm at the

monitor point, place -44.5 dBm on the data form.

TIP dBmO line is for the manufacturer's specification at the 0 dBmO

level.

TLP dBm line must reflect 0 dBmO plus standard test tone for the test

(usually -10 dBmO). Thus, if TP dBmO was -25 dBm and standard test tone (
is -10 dBmO, TLP dBm would be -35 dP ;.

The -dBm column is where the measured tone level is recorded. The

dev. column is the difference ± between the - dBm value and the TIP dBm

value.

c. T-8 IDLE CHANNEL NOISE: When filling out T 8-2, the TLP [Reference

Test Tone Signal Power (ST)] is the 0 dBmO level from T 4-2.

Relative Test Signal Power ST) is -10 (0 dBmO + -10)

Sm is the measured received level of the channel. If performed the

same day as T-4, the data need not be reverified.

d. T-9 IDLE CHANNEL IMPULSE NOISE: When completing T 9-2, ST, S'T, and

Sm are the same as T 8-2.

D-16
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CCP 702-1
Present method for TED is take ICN data in voice band (C-Message).

The high count setting is never less than 72 dBrnCO (DCA specification

15 or less counts exceeding 72 dBrnCO).

Data channels should be tested in flat weighting.

e. T-15 VOICE CHANNEL FREQUENCY TRANSLATION: Current TED practice is to

utilize the square wave method outlined in AFCS 100-61 series manuals for

voice channel testing.

If "No frequency translation is observed", so state on cover sheet.

It is not necessary to fillout form.

f. T-19 DATA ERROR RATE: A "run" is defined as a period between printer

readouts. Since combined RSL cannot be obtained (with a-pre-detection

combiner) BER vs % time is-plotted instead.

g. T-23 LINK NPR VS BASEBAND LOADING: When filling out form T 23-1, observe

the following. (Numbers are keyed to example inclosed, Figure D-9)

1. Manufacturer's specification 0 dBmO of point where voice

generator is connected.

2. Manufacturer's specification 0 dBmO of point where noise

receiver is connected.

3. DCA loading -10 + 10 log N

NOTE: If the system was designed for CCIR loading, place this

data on the cover sheet as additional data.

4. l. + 3.

5. 2. + 3.

6, 7, 9 - 12. Values taken from Marconi equipment. 9 - 11 are those

I D-17
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values listed in DCAC 310-70-57, Suppl 1, for a specific channel capacity.

8. 3.1 kHz

13 - 20. Measurea data at DCA loading.

NOTE: If the system was designed for CCIR loading place NPR/BNR data

on cover sheet in tabular form as additional data.

21. Measured 0 dBmO receive. (i.e. distant end loads transmit +est

point with white noise to the level of item 1. The level is measured

with an RMS voltmeter at the receive end. The measured value goes in

item 21.

22. This is the median RSL of the receiver during the test. On Tropo,

this is best taken from the chart recordings. On LOS, a panel meter or dc

voltage from which RSL can be obtained will be adequate if chart record-

ings are not available.

23. Measured deviation at time of test.

24. Engineered. specified deviation for the link.

25 - 26. Mark appropriate blocks to identify the path on which data

is taken.

NOTE: For items 13 - 20, NPR is read to nearest 1/2 and BNR to the

nearest dB.

26. On some systems it has been found that the NPR's were so poor

at design loading that the noise test set had to oe re-referenced.

Whenever necessary, reference the instrument so that the actual NPR's can

be read rather than through extrapolation.

h. T-24 BASEBAND LEVEL VS FREQUENCY RESPONSE: Transmitter and receiver

D-18
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haseband levels (BB level in dBm, BB level out dBm) are

manufacturer's specified levels at th6 point test equipment is attached

to collect the data. Reference is taken at 100 kHz, whatever the receive

level is for 100 kHz becomes 0 dBmO for the purposer of plotting toe

graph and all data in the dBmO column are referenced to 100 kHz receive

levels.

NOTE: For systems less than 120 channels use 70 kHz as reference.

i. T-25 SPURIOUS FREQUENCY SIGNALS: Test conditions I, Il & IV are

observed.

Performing condition II depends upon the number of channels and

terminations available.

V0 VI & VII depend upon radio configuration and availability of turn-

around mixer.

If "No spurious emissionsare observed", so state on cover sheet.

J. 1-34 QUIETING CURVES: When filling out T 34-2, the Reference Test

Tone Level is measured by having the distant end send 0 dBmO using the F

in or Fp used fnr measuring deviation.

The RbL is measured in 5 dB steps except around calculated threshold.

Example: If calculated threshold is -79 dBm data is taken at 85, 83,

80, 79, 78, 77, 75 to get a more accurate plot in the area of interest.

The threshold taken from the graph should also be calculated from the raw

test data to insure that the data has been accurately plotted.
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TABLE E-1CC 70-

MULTIPLEX EQUI KENT-PACIFIC

AN/FCC-55 A/c- NTC1MX- 106 A/C- NTC1
A/C13AN/FCC-i AN/FCC.421AN/CC-13 AN/U C-4 AN/FCC-i7AN/CC-180 A/TCC-7 AN/FCC-55

AN/FCC-67 TCSr600 (AN/FCC-18) AN/FCC-.67
AN/FCC-3A AN/TCC-20

TABLE E-2

WiULTIPLEX EQUI tENT-CNUS

AN/FCC-55 MX-' 1034Bx
AN/FCC-18 HX-106 5X

TABLE E-3

MULTIPLEX EQUIPMENT-EUROPE

AN/-?CC-18 (TCS-600) Siemens VZ-12
AN/UCC-4 Siemens VZ-60



CCP 702-1 TABLE E-4

NOMINAL MULTIPLEX NOISE CONTRIBUTION

TYPE CONTRIBUTION IN PICOWATTS
NMLTIPLE.X MINIMUM MAXIMUM NOMINAL

*AN/FCC-55 126 252 189

*AN/FCC-17 126 252 182

*AN/FCC-18 600 1590 730

*AIF/CC-32 300 560 430

*AN/C-58 425 910 667

*AN/MC-12 140 252 180

*A1/TCC-13 126 252 189

*AN/UCC-2 126 252 183

*AN/UCC-4 126 252 182

A.T,, 420 1950 790

t-Type 110 190 140

L-Type 13 125 • 117

I-106 200 500 350

18-1 (11C) 250 1100 450

VZ-12/V60-120U 270 800 ,357

4531 150 .380 265

*OTg: FCC/NCCIUCC family of equipment is capable of providing
channel to channel noise contributions of less than 100 picoutts,
when peak power supply ripple content is les than 40 ntli-volts
peak
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TABLE E".5

IMPEDANECE OF LOAD

VOLTS 6 0  J3O~ n I501L 135i 75.a 72n 5041 351L VOLTS
10 =422d~m :44~ - tuaa. -- 732dB. +m 3

=.20 Z.:~ .26 Z' :-0 _3aZ,0 Z
7.9 -+2 :-2 +2 +

410 44 - . Z.+0 :--307 -. 20 r+24 7- 7, :- +2
+22~ =-44 =2 2+2
+- - :+24 =-_4: - -*96- 420 Z

7+8 22 :-+n -+
+10 - 7 20+wz6Z

-+14 - - + -7 +it 146 +I4, 7+16
+4 +12 7+12 4W 4+6 92 41 +14 9
4444 44

+2 +6 +192
44 76 +904

7+2 46 Z.. .942

-4 44+ +6 +.46

- 4 0 Z.46
_8 : 2 +2 :+2

4~: + 4
-04 70 0 7+

z3 -4 - :.2

L-I -2I L-2
1 0 91-9 -4 :-2

24 --9640 9

24 96 4-4

306 -4 -so

-24 26 2.-14 2-4 r-2

Z_7_-4 26 216 2-4 7

r4 --s0 U1 2 2
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CCP 702-1 Table E-5 (Continued)

IMPEDANCE OF LOAD

hUWAN 600a 300nI 150AI 135A 75A 72A~ 50n 3 5JL UHf
,r-3-634m M 30E3tf - 7_80 -1

:- -3do 26d0 a--- 40 -:-4._3-3

-- 30-3 - 32-
- -40 -7 3

-- 44 -- 3 - 3 4
7- :_2 - 8 _-40 --

-- 42 7_3 42 3036
- ~ ~ 4 --4040-3

- -- 44
:-4 r-48 -- 3 - -- 3 7IF :-2 - ~ -4 Z 2 -- 2

-r -- :---46 - 7-40 -- 4
40Aj =4 0Z4

- :--44 7-42
-5 :-5 -4-4

1-52 -_ 48 5 B
-50* :.S 7'S Z. - 1 4

50- 2 1_52 6 -7-

-4 -54 54 52
:6 -54 --5 --

7-0 -S0 750

-62 (
7 7-564

-4 74 7 54
7U 70-- -u 5-46 Li 70

3 0 :-Go 73765

46 5 __% -362

-W2 -6346
7 436 -46 N 36.0
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TABLE E-6

;4ULTIPLEX TRANSLATION

This table provides a ready reference source for determining the

channel, group, supergroup and baseband frequency as the signal is trans-

lated within the multiplex equipment. The translated pilot frequencies

are also included and are typical of the majority of equipment that will

be encountered.

Frequencies of 1-Ke Channel Tek Tones in the
Group, Supergroup, and Line Frequency Bands

TRANSLATED TEST TONE FREQUENCY, KC

GER C SGR IN THE LINE FREQUENCY BAND" 0 H GR . SGR
UABAND BAND 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 1 107 313 251 299 313 803 1051 1299 1547 1795 2043 2291 2539

2 103 317 247 295 .317 799 1047 1295 1543 1791 2039 2287 2535

3 99 321 243 291 321 795 1043 1291 1539 1787 2035 2283 2531

4 95 325 239 287 325 791 1039 1287 1535 1783 2031 2279 2527

5 91 329 235 283 329 787 1035 1283 1531 1779 2027 2275 2523

6 87 333 231 279 333 783 1031 1279 1527 1775 2023 2271 2519

7 83 337 227 275 331 779 1027 1275 1523 1771 2019 2267 2515

8 79 341 223 271 341 775 1023 1271 1519 1767 2015 2263 2511

9 75 345 219 267 345 771 1019 1267 1515 1763 2011 2259 2507

*Not a standard frequency allocation for Multiplexer Set AN/UCC-4(V)
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CCP 702-1 Table E-6 (Continued)

Frequencies of 1-Kc Cunel Test Tones in the Group,
Siergoq. ad Line Frequency Bands (Cont)

TRANSLATED TEST TONE FREQUENCY, KC

G
R CoR SGR IN THE LINE FREQUENCY BAND0 H GR SGR

U AND.B.ND ..
P BAD BAND *1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

10 71 349 215 263 349 767 1015 1263 1511 1759 2007 2255 2503

11 67 353 211 259 353 763 1011 1259 1507 1755 2003 2251 2499

12 63 357 207 255 357 759 1007 1255 1503 1751 1999 2247 2495

2 1 107 361 203 251 361 755 1003 1251 1499 1747 1995 2243 2491

2 103 366 199 247. 365 751 999 1247 1495 1743 1991 2239 2487

3 99 369 195 243 369 747 995 1243 1491 1739 1987 2235 2483

4 95 373 191 239 373 743 991 1239 1487 1735 1983 2231 2479

5 91 377 187 235 377 739 987 1235 1483 1731 1979 2227 2475

6 87 381 183 231 381 735 963 1231 1479 1727 1975 2223 2471

7 83 385 179 227 368 731 979 1227 1475 1723 1971 2219 2467

8 79 389 175 223 389 727 975 1223 1471 1719 1967 2215 2463

9 75 393 171 219 393 723 971 1219 1467 1715 1963 2211 2459

10 71 397 167 215 397 719 967 1215 1463 1711 1959 2207 2455

11 67 401 163 211 401 715 963 1211 1459 1707 1955 2203 9451

12 63 405 159 207 406 711 969 1207 1455 1703 1951 2199 2447

3 1 107 409 156 203 409 707 955 1203 1451 1699 1947 2195 2443

2 106 413 151 199 413- 703 961 1199 1447 1695 1943 2191 2439

3 99 417 147 196 417 699 947 1195 1443 1691 1939 2187 2435 J
*Not a standard frequency allocation Jbr Mtiplexer Set AN/UCC-4(V).
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Table E-6 (Continued) ccP 702-1

Frequencies of 1-Kc Chum! Test Tones in the Group,
Supergroup, and Line Frequency Bands (Cost)

TRANSLATED TEST TONE FREQUENCY. KC .

1RC SGR IN THE LINE FREQUENCY BAND
0 H GR SGRA BAND BAND -1UN *1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4 95 421 143 191 421 695 943 1191 1439 1687 1935 2183 2431

5 91 425 139 187 425 691 939 1187 1435 1683 A931 2179 2427

6 87 429 135 183 429 687 935 1183 1431 1679 1927 2175 2423

7 83 433 131 179 433 683 931 1179 1427 1675 1923 2171 2419

,8 79 437 127 176 437 679 927 1175 1423 1671 1919 2167 2415

9 75 441 123 171 441 675 923 117111419 1667 1915 2163 2411

10 71 445 119 167 445 671 919 1167 1415 1663 1911 2159 2407

11 67 449 115 163 449 667 915 1163 1411 1659 1907 2155 2403

12 63 453 111 159 453 663 911 1159 1407 1655 1903 2151 2399

4 1 107 457 107 155 457 659 907 1155 1403 1651 1899 2147 2395

2 103 461 103 151 461 655 903 1151 1399 1647 1895 2143 2391

3 99 465 99 147 465 651 899 1147 1395 1643 1891 2139 2387

4 95 469 95 143 469 647 895 1143 1391 1639 1887 2135 2383

5 91 473 91 139 473 643 891 1139 1387 1635 1883 2131. 2379

6 87 477 87 135 477 639 887 1135 1383 1631 1879 2127 2375

7 83 481 83 131 481 635 883 1131 1379 1627 1875 2123 2371

8 79 485 79 127 485 631 879 1127 1375 1623 1871 2119 2367

9 75 489 75 123 489 627 875 1123 1371 1619 1867 2115 2363

*Not a standard frequency allocation for Multiplexer Set AN/UCC-4(V).
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CCP 702-I Table E-6 (Continued) (
Frequencies of I-KO Chamel Teat Tones in the GrGup,
&-parpoup, and U. Frue~inoy Bands (Cont)

TRANSLATUD Ir TONE FREQUENCY, KC

cIo H R SGR 50K IN THE UK FREQUENCY BAND
U BAND BAND - -

PN *1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101

10 71 493 71 119 493 623 871 1119 1367 1615 1863 2111 2359

11 67 497 67 115 497 619 867 1115 1363 1611 1859 2107 2356

12 63 501 83 111 501 615 863 1111 1359 1607 1855 2103 2351

5 1 107 505 59 107 506 611 859 1107 1355 1603 1851 2099 2347

* 2 103 509 55 103 509 607 85 1103 1351 1599 1847 2095 2343

3 99 513 51 99 513 603 851 1099 1347 1595 1843 2091 2331)

4 95 517 47 95 517 599 847 1095 1343 1591 1839 2067 2335

5 91 521 43 91 521 596 843 1091 1339 1587 1835 2083 ?331

6 87 525 39 87 528 591 839 1087 1335 1583 1831 2079 2327

7 83 529 36 83 529 587 835 1083 1331 1579 1627 2075 2323

8 79 533 31 79 3 56 831 1079 1327 1575 1823 2071 ?,19

9 75 537 27 75 53? 579 827 1075 1323 1571 1819 2067 .315

10 71 541 23 71 541 575 82 1071 1319 1567 1815 2063 2311

11 67 545 19 67 645 571 819 1067 1315 1563 1811 2059 2307

12 63 549 15 63 49 567 815 1063 1311 1559 1807 2055 2303

*Nct a standard frequmq alloocatiom r Mu~plaxer so AN/UCC-4(V).
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Table E-6 (Continued)

Frequencies of Group Pilots In the Supergroup
and Line Frequency Bands

TRANSLATED GROUP PILOT FREQUENCY, KC J
GR I GR 2 GR 3 GR 4 GR5

312-552 KC 315.92 363.92 411.92 459.92 507.92
SGR BAND

*1 248.08 200.08 152.08 104.08 56.08

1 296.08 248.08 200.08 152.08 104.08

2 315.92 363.92 411.92 459.92 507.92

3 800.08 752.08 704.08 656.08 608.08

4 1048.08 1000.08 962.08 904.08 856.08
SOR
IN 5 1296.08 1248.08 1200.08 1152.08 1104.08
THE
LINE 6 1544.08 1496.08 1448.08 1400.08 1352.08
FREQ
BAND 7 1792.08 1744.08 1696.08 1648.08 1600.08

8 2040.08 1992.08 1944.08 1896.08 1848.06

9 2288.08 2240.08 2192.08 2144.08 2096,08

10 2536.08 2488.08 2440.08 2392.08 2344.08

*Not a standard frequency allocation for Multiplexer Bet AN/UCC-4(V).
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CCP 702-1 TA LE E-

DCS TECHNICAL SCHEDULES

Item Circuit
User-to-User Circuit Parameter

Number , Code

Voice

Nonsecure voice circuit. Vi

Facsimile

2 Includes facsimile transmission which can be V1
accommodated over a voice-grade channel with no
special conditioning. If the required facsimile
(including telephoto) service involves special
conditioning of the voice channel, the specific
circuit parameters will be developed based on the
characteristics of the equipment to be used in the Ccircuit.

Telegraph and Data

3 Less than 46 bauds. Includes 60-WPM teletypewriter NI
and other dc keying service below 46 bauds.

4 46 through 75 bauds. Includes 75-WPM and 100-WPM N21
teletypewriter service and other dc keying service
from 46 through 75 bauds.

5 76 through 150 bauds. Includes 100-baud teletype- N3
writer and other dc keying service from 76 through
150 bauds.

6 300 through 600 bauds. Includes data transmission D2
and other service operating at 300 through 600
bauds.

7 066-063 IBM (10 to 40 cards per minute). Vi
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Item Circuit
User-to-User 'Circuit Parameter

Number Code

8 1,200 bauds. Includes data card transmissiqn and 02
other service operating-at 1,200 bauds.

9 2,400 bauds. Includes all types of alternate Sl
voice/data service including secure voice operat-
ing at 2,400 bauds.

10 2,400 bauds. Limited to data service only. Dl

11 50,000 bits/sec (within 50 kHz) secure voice. Z1
This is a special schedule pertaining to
encrypted voice baseband transmission over long-
distance carrier facilities.

I Voice-Frequency Telegraph

V FTG_Systems
(Terminal-tF-Teiina OFS Facilities)

13 Voice-frequency ,one group, type 1. Up to 16 D2
teletypewriter coannels provided over a voice-
frequency circui:t between carrier terminals.

14 Voice-frequency tone group, type 2. Up to 26 Dl
teletypewriter channels provided over a voice-
frequency circuit between carrier terminals.

(Circuit parameters the same as D1 apply except
that the maximum change in audio frequency is plus
or minus 2 Hz insted of plus or minus 5 Hz).

Automatic Switched Networks

AUTOVON
(AccessI n"es)

15 Voice grade. V2

I E-If
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item Circuit
User-to-User Circuits Parameter

Number Code

16 Special grade, such as 4-wire AUTOVON switch V2

access (2,400 bits/sec).

(Trunks, Interswitch)

17 Voice grade. V2

18 Special grade (no regenerators at either end). S3

19 Special grade (regenerators at both ends). Si

20 Special grade (regenerators at one end). S2

A UTODIN
(Acicesis- nes)

21 1,200 or 2,400 bits/sec. D1

22 1,200 bits/sec multiplexed. Includes service where D2
user and AUTODII switching center provide modems
which are frequency-division multiplexed to provide a
number of channels on a single VF channel. This VF
channel may be multiplexid with any compatible
combination of 75-, 150-, 300-, or 600-baud modems no.t
to exceed 1,200-bauds total. VF bridging at trans-
mission nodal points is employed to serve
noncollocated users. See N2 and 13 for schedule
pertaining to 75- to 150-baud dc-keyed access lines.

(Trunks)

23 2,490 bits/sec dedicated circuit from one AUTODIN DI
switch to another.
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Item Circuit
User-to-User Circuits Parameter

Number Code

AUTOSEVOCOM
(Access Lines)

24 Secure voice terminal (2,400 bits/sec) to VOCOM Sl
switch.

25 Secure voice terminal (2,400 blts/sec) to 4-wire Sl
JOSS or 5-D switchboard, part of AUTOSEVOCOM.

26 Secure voice terminal (50 kilobit) to special 758 S1
switch, cordless switchboard, or VOCOM switch:

over metallic facilities without regenerators; Z2
over long-distance carrier facilities. Z4

27 Secure voice terminal (50 kilobit) to AN/FTC-31:

over metallic facilities without regenerators; Zi
over. long-distance carrier facilities. Z4

(Trunks)

28 50 kilobit, over metallic facilities without 3
regenerators.,

29 50 kilobit, over long-distance carrier facilities. Z4

30 2,400 bits/sec (VOCOM switch to either VOCOM
switch or special 758 switch). S1
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SC EDULES Z1, 7.2, AND Z3

Schedulel

Unit of Zl Z2 Z3
Characteristic Measure Subscriber Switch to

to Switch Subscriber

a. Lineup loss (Note 1) db
(k~z ) . .... _ _.... ..

0.01 +15 +15

0.1 +13 +13

1.0 +12 0 +12 0

10.0 +20 +20
50.0 +30 +30 -+30

0.01-50.0 -2 to +2 - to +2
1.0-40.0 -1 to +1 -1 to +1

b. Delay character- Microsecond ti0 ±10 ±10 ±10
istic

c. Maximum los vari- db ±4 ±4 4 ±4
aton (Note 2)

d. Noise character- db S+ 20 20 20 20

ist yItc e ot4 N3) te5NNoeNte

a. Ipulse noise Mim ax peaks 1 1 1 1
per second

exceedinu 12
db below peak

sienal level

f. Supervisory i13oh. Noe i m ote 5 Note 5 r ote 5
signal inputs

NOTES:

1. These are maximum values. Shorter circuits will have less and will

.enerally correspond to the slope characteristic shown.

2. Referred to lineup losses.

3. Signal plus noise of pseudorandom signal at normal transmission level
-,assured at the user terminal with a true rm voltmeter and with the

line terminated in 135 ohm . Noise is measured with sawe meter at the
user terminal with signal removed and input terminated.

4. Schedule Z1.

Ringing tone: 1 ,000 Hz (Range -6.5 to +5.0 dbm)

On hook: 2,600 Hz at -21 dbm
Voice: -17.5 dbm at 0.05 volt (rms)
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5. Schedules Z2 and Z3. C70-

Ringing tone: 1,000 Hz (Range -6.5 to +5.0 dbm)
On-hook: 2,600 Hz at -21 dbtu
Dial pulsing: 2,600 Hz burst at -9 dbm
On-hook return: 29600 Hz at -9 dbm for nominal 260 ms

(range 220 to 320 ms) followed by 2,600
Hz at -21 dbm.

Voi-e: -17.5 dbm at .0.05 volt (rms)

E- 19



CCP 702-1 tSCHEDULE Z4

Measure

Typical Value
4-Wire Carrier, Full-

Characteristic Unit Duplex Operation, Sub-
scriber to Subscribor
or Switch to Switch

,Nominal data signal am- Volts, peak to peak 1
plitud&. (input/output) (PP)

impedance (balanced in- Ohms 135
'.ut /output.)

Inat.a rate at basebaud Kilobits/secoad 50

i.;tter from terminal 7. Isochronous distor- 20
equ, ipment (max) tion (- PP jitter)

fitter to terminal 7 Isochronous distor- 33
aqJIpmenL (max) tion (- PP jitter)

(Assume 0-207. jitter
from terminal equipment)

E.rror rate objective Error rate/time k

On-hook signal from lz 2,600 at -21 dbm
te rminal equipment

,Inging signal to Hz 1,000 at -6.5 dbm
teriinal equipment

Dial signal from ter- Tone burst 2,600 Hz bursts at -9
minal equipment dbm, 10 PPS, 617. break

Io-hook signal follow- Hz 2,600 Hz at -9 dbm
.:ng oft-hook from for approx 260 milli-
h crminal equipment seconds

Forwarding switching Milliseconds 400 (following end
time (approx) of last dialed digit)

*The burst rate shall not exceed one error burst per minute averaled ove-
a 1-hour test period. One error burst is not to exceed 350 bits averaged
over a 1-hour test period. The average number of bits per burst is equal
to the total of bit errors divided by the number of bursts.
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-' TABLE E-10

RADIO EQUIPMENT-PACIFIC

AN/FRC-109 AN/TRC-120 AN/MRC-98
AN/FRC-109(76C) AN/FRC-104 AN/FRC-39A
AN/FRC-154 AN/msc-46 AN/TRC-90
MW-508D NEC M-288-2A AN/FRC-80
MW-608D AN/TRC-24 TR-450
AN/TRC-29 LRC-3 NUS-7300
AN/TRC-38 AN/TRC-132

TABLE E-11

RADIO EQUIPHENT-CONUS

AN/FRC-109 JM-68 MW-508

AN/FRC-109(76C) MWi-502 78F2

AN/ FRC- 159(V)

TABLE E-12

RADIO EQUIPMENT-EUROPE

AN/GRC-66 REL-2600
AN/FRC-80 AN/FRC-109
Siemens FM/8000

E -37
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FIGURE E-17

TYPICAL NPR CURVE, LRC-3

TO BE PUBLISHED
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CCI' 702-IDESIGN OBJECTIVES

~: --. TEST MIL-STD

Radio Equipment Noise 55 dB
Power Ratio (NPR)
(T-22)

Transmitter - ModIulator !MAnufacturer's specs
Frequency Deviation (mitn capability ±7 M~z)

(T-29) ______________

RF*Exciter &-Power 0.1 dB RF BW is 2.8 (a Fr + Fm)
Amplifier Bandwidth A F~ peak carrier deviation,

(131). E top B-B frequency

Receiver LO Frequency 0.0001% or 1 part in 10'
Accuracy
(T-37)

Frequency Division
Multi~lex

a) Noise Power Ratio 31 pWpO or -72.5 dBmO
(NPR)

b) Basic Noise Ratio 10 pWpO or -77.5 dBmO
(BN9)

Radio and Frequency
Division Multiplex

a), Radio Pilot -10 dBmO
b MUX Pilot -16 dBmO
c Group Pilot -20 dBmO
d-Alarm Activation Manufacturer's specs

Limits

TABLE B-13 (Continued)

E-78
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APPENDIX F CCP 702-1

MISCELLANEOUS DATASECTION I. FORMLAs AND EQUATIONS

Farth Curvature

d d
41 2

12.75 Ke

h (K - D) - 0

dI d2h (K0  -4/3) 17

d1 d2

h (Ke = 2/3)._...8.5

h - meters

d - kilometers

Reflection Point Relations

hI  d1  h2  d2For K -4/3;
0 d 17 d 17

1 2

hI  dI  h2  d2
For K .2/3;

e d 8.5 d 8.5
1 2

F-1



Cop 702-1

First Fresnel Zones Clearance

d1 d2

F = 17.3

GHz

F in meters, d's and D in kilometers

1F

FM Threshold

T FI4, - 164 dft +- 10 log (Bw) + NF

where: B a IF Bandwidth (Hz)

NF -Noise Figure (dB)

F-2



[I CCP 702-1

Noise Units Correlation

dBrnCO =10 log pWpO + 1.0

=dBaO + 6.0

=88.5 - SAN
flat

S/N fla 88.1- - dBrnCO

S/N =90 - dBrn0flat

S/N flat = 82.5 - dBaO

S/N = 87.5 - dBrnO
flat (pWp)

PWCO = log- (- ) X is in dBrnCO units

p~pO log' 10 Xsi nt

- ) si dBrnO(PWP)unt

pWO = log (- ) X is in dBrnO units
10

F -3



CC? 702-1

Noise PAmr Ratio (PR)

SIN N ?PR - NI. + .BWR

*here HL1 Noise Loading (d~mO)

CCIR Criteria:

NL -15 +10log N N >?40 channels

NL -1 + 4log N N <240 channels

Military:

OL - -10 + 10 log N

where W~A -Ba,~with Ratio

F-
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I -CC? 702-1

f -fo

Q=7el Capacity BWR = log ( - -
b

60 18.9

120 22.0

240 25.1

300 26.0

600 29.0

Thermal Noise (Receiver Quieting)

D

S/N RSL + 136 - NF + 20 log - + p

IM

where RSL = Receive Signal Leml (dBM)

NF Receiver Noise Figure (dB)

Dp = Peak Per Channel Deviation (kHz)

f = Channel Baseband Frequency of

Interest (kHz)

*Ip Pre-Emphas:s Improvement

p



CCP 702-1

VsA

.VSWR -1

Ieur + log- (L- )

VSm 20

[ -1 + log1 ( )

Useful Conversions

1 Nautical mile = 6076.1 ft

1 Nautical mile = 1.1508 Statute mile

1 Statute mile = 0.8690 Nautical mile

1 Statute mile = 1.609 Kilometers

1 Kilometer = 0.6214 Statute mile

I Foot = 30.48 Centimeters

1 Hater - 3.281 Feet

F-- t

: -6
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APPENDIX F CCP 702-1

MISCELLANEOUS DATA

SECTION II. SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS

b Channel bandwidth, Hz

Bw IF bandwidth in Hz

Dp The per channel peak deviation at zero pre-emphasis

D'p Per channel peak deiation for the modulating frequency withpthe effects of pre-emphasis included

= Dp Antilog 'p

DRMS  RMS per channel deviation (equipment specifications)

D'P1S Per channel RMS frequency deviation for any frequency in the
baseband having pre-emphasis

Ds  Peak system deviation in kHz

f The baseband frequency of interest

fmax Maximum baseband frequency

fo Lowest baseband frequency

fp Modulating (pivot) frequency

fr Circuit resonant frequency = 1.25 fmax

ft Test tone frequency required for first carrier dropout

Ip Pre-emphasis improvement for the frequency of interest

k Boltzmann's constant : 1.38 x 10-23 watts - sec
°Kel vi n

a K A numerical factor depending upon allowable distortion

Ln (dBmO) Required test Lone level for first carrier dropout

M Modulation index

N Numbor of chaiwels

F-7
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NF Noise figure

-t1  fo/fmax - Lmest baseband frequency divided by the maximum
basebud frequency

R2 fmax/fmax = Naximum baseband frequency divided by the maximum

bessbwA frequency 1 1

RSL Receive Signal Level (dhi)

S/N Signal to noise ratio (dB)

T Pre-emphasis circuit time constant

T 290 degrees (Kelvin)

TpM FM threshold (dft)

dBa (FIR) weighted circuit noise in dBa measured on a line by a
noise measuring set with FTA weighting

NOTE: I milliwatt of a 1 kHz modulating tone reads +85 dBa,
but the same white noise power (300-3400 Hz) will read
+82.5 dBa due to frequency weighting. (

dBaO Circuit noise power in dBa referred to or measured at a point
of zero relative transmission level (0 TLP)

NOTE: It is preferred to convert circuit noise readings from
dBa to dBaO as this makes it unnecessary to know or
state the relative transmission level at point of
actual measurement

dBm Power in dB relative to 1 milliwatt

dBmO dBm referred to or measured at a point of zero transmission
level

dffmp (dwpw vpb m rica~ly weighted) Unit of noise power in dBm
measured with psophametric weighting. Conversion as follows:

dBm (psoph) = dBm -2.5 (for flat noise 300 - 3400 Hz)

af d~mCitrct noise tnr ilmO measured on a line with a noise
measurng set having psophometric weighting

F-
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d rn (Decibels above reference noise) Weighted circuit noise power
in da reference 1 pw (-9O dBm) which is 0 dBrn. Type of
weighting indicated in parenthesis.

M4NTE: a. With "C" iessage weighting, a j mili 4watt 1 kHz tone
will read +90 drn, but the same power with white
no,,e randomly distributed over a 3 kHz band
(300 - 3LO0 Hz) will read +88.5 dBrn

b. With 14"-" weighting a I milliwatt 1 kHz tone w-i1
read +90 dBrn, but a 3 kHz band of white noise will
read +82.; c3rn due to the different frequency
weighting

c. With "FIA" weightinu a 1 milliwatt 1 kHz will read
+85 darn, but with a 3 kHz band of white noise will
read +82.5 dBrn due to the different frequency
weighting

dBrn (14P-line) Weighted circuit noise power in dBrn, measured on a
line by a noise measuring set with 144 line weighting

dBrn or (C-message) Weighted circuit noise power in dBrn, measured ondBrnC a line by a noise measuring set with C message weighting

dBrnCO Noise measured in dBrnC referred to zero transmission level:point. (0 TLP)

SpW (Picowatt equal to 10-1 watt or -90 dBm) A unit of absolute

power used for both weighted and unweighted noise

10 loglo pW = dBm -90

pWp (pW psophometrically weighted) Noise power measured in
picowatts via a CCIF psophometric filter.

F-
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MISCELLANEOUS DATA

SECTION III. STATION GROUND MEASUREMENT

T-49 RESISTANCE OF STATION GROUND

1. GENERAL

The purpose of this test is to determine by means of a Null Balance

Earth Tester the resistance of the station ground. An adequate station

ground and ground distribution system provides a coioion electrical

reference point for all equipment in an area and eliminates any differ-

ence of potential between pieces of equipment and between equipment and

the earth. The acceptable standard for this test is 5S or less. The

test method is the fall-of-potential earth -esistance test.

2. TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

Megger Null-Balance Earth Tester 63220, Accessory Kit 63579, Sledge

Hammer (for driving ground rods).

3. TEST PROCEDURE

With the aid of site drawings, locat, the connection of the station

ground to the earth electrode. After this elect-ode has been located,

the test instrument should be connected as shown in Figure 1. The Null

Balance Earth Tester should be located as close to the earth electrode

as possible. Terminals P! and Cl on the-test instrument are connected

to the earth electrode under test. (This configuration removes the

resistance of the test lead from the measured valued). The first

reference rod "C2" should be placed as far from the earth electrode as

practical; this distance ill probably be limited by the geography of

the surroundings. The distance should be a minimum of 100' from the

F-II
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ea.'th electrode.* Table A is a useful jida to P2 and C2 placement when

a grid ground is to be tested.

DIAGONAL- DUENSIN', DISTANCE E-P2 DISTANlCE E-C2

4- 62 100

6 78 i25

8 87 140

10 99 100

12. 105 170

14 118 120

16 124 200

18 130. 210

20 136 220

40 198 320

60 242 390

80 279 450

100 310 500

120 341 55a

140 366' 590'7

V 160 397 640'

180 422 680

26W 440 710

The potential-reference rod "P2' Is driven in a" a point. on a straight

line between te .rth electroda and 2ad at a distance frem the

nd a- -- I,;ji '



earth electrode that is 62% of the distance from the earth electrode

S= =i ference rod "C2". The leads 'should be co:;iPected to-the rods and

instrument. On Lhe instrument st the range swicch toxO.Ol and the

digital readout of the balancing resistor dial's to;999-. Turn h6

generator crank slowly and note the galvanometer deflection. If the

deflection is positiove (+), increase range factor to xO.i or higher

till the defection becomes negative (-). When the deflection is (-)

decrease value of the balancing resistor, digit by digit, starting

with the left knob, then the center and finally tne rightknob, until

the galvanometer is nulled. The generator must be cranked while all

adjustments on the balancing resistor are maae. The cranking speed

of the generator'should be a minimum of 160 rpi for maximum sensitiv-

ity. To avoid the effects of stray currents in the soil, it may be

necessary to increase the cranking speed to 200 r[An or more.

Resistance Under Test Dial reading x range factor

4. DATA RECORDING

a. Complete the top of Data Sheet G-l (Test Cover Page).

b. Make co~nients as necessary 3n Data She.c G-l, ,,icluding

historic data where available (stating resistance, date, and source

4 of information; and a listing of applicable drawings.

c. Complete the data requirements of Data Sheet T49-1 ds follows:

IF1
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1.0 STATION ROUD

1.1 Enter the measured resistance of the earth electrode.

1.2 Enter the distance E-C2; indicate feet or meters.

1.3 Enter the distance E-P2; indlcate feet or meters.

1.4 Describe the station ground cuuenting on the soil type, soil condition,

condition of the earth electrode assembly, marking, type of connections,

station ground distribution box,, provision for watering, etc.

1.5 Enter the size of the station ground conductor (i.e. - 1000 MCM, 4/0

AWG, 2 AWG,.3" xkc' Cu Bar, 2" x 10 GA.Cu Strap, braid, etc.)

1.6 Enter the type of chemical treatment used (i.e. None, Magnesium

Sulphate, Copper Sulphate, Sodium Nitrate, Calcium Chloride, Sodium

Chloride, Iron Sulphate, Potassium Nitrate, mmonum Nitrate, activated

charcoal, coke, etc.)

2.0 INTERIOR GROUND DISTRIBUTION

2.1 Describe the interior ground distribution commenting on condition,

marking, insulation, connectors, branching, etc.

.2 Enter the size of the interior ground feeder (i.e. - 750 MCM, 4/0 AWG,

2 AWG, etc.)

2.3 Enter the size of the rack ground feeder (i.e. - 2 AWG, 6 AWG, etc.)

3.0 EXTERIOR GROUND DISTRIBUTION

3.1 Describe the exterior ground distribution commenting on condition,

marking, method of connection and bonding, list of major items

connected.

F-14
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, 3.2 Enter the size of the exterior ground feedcr (i.e. - 500 MOIM, 2/0 AWG,

-2 AWG, etc.)

3.3 Enter the size of the exterior ground distribution conductor (i.e.

2/0 AVG. E M, etr-)

F- 15
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J--- OF PAGES

DATA B T: T49-1 ________

DATA LINK STATION UNDER TEST TEST E..3.

1.0 STATIONb GROUND L IEEC . 1;NEEP

1.1 RE=S41L 1TACE-C - 1)ANC -P

1.4 GENERAL DESCRIPTION Of STATION GROUND

1.5 STATION "OUND CDNOUCTOR 1. HEMICAI TRZATLST

2.0 INTERIOR GROUND DISTRIBUTION

2.1 OSERAI. 09WWI~'ION Of INTERIOR GROUND DISTRIBUTION

2.2 INTERIOR GROUN FEED1R coEUtcT* kz RACK GROUiL) e_0 CONDUCTOR

3.0 EXTERIOR GROUND DISTRIBUTION I
3.1 GNERAL DESCRIPTION OF EXTERIOR GROUND WSTRIBUTION

'4ETRO.RUDFEDRCNUTR,3 XEIRGON ISRBTO ODCO
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INItOIc uiICT I( -O i~untion (2) M!eines the available noise power from
the original resistance. Thle actual, noise power

111v 'IC111l sie isiti'ity of .1 d,'tectiol system 1,; Net dissipated ,in the load resistance could be!,affecett by
liv it, wn~ iprtsented to the svt mn with the bugnal. any loss in the connecting leads, a less than perfeet
iwat~iion..any detection sv ,tcm .ldosaddiuconal noise match to the original resistance-andthe noise power
in iv,. -letvctton and amplification process. Since the generated within the load resistance itself.
11114 kOntt'butlon of the detection system is usually
the -H11uge r Of these two, and since the level of input In systems operating at frequencies where voltages
,nulse is generally beyond our control, ourapproach I,, and reSiStances-cannotbe clearly definedi equiation (2)
to suuy esrand attem~pt to minimize the noiie becomes the usable expressidh,,contalning terms that
colu rtlmuoil of.thi: detection zvstem. can be measured.

BSCCUNSIlMERATl0NS In certain low noise applications, a .eliberate (and
carefully determined) mismatch, is, created' between
the input termination and the detection device. This

Af resitable nise poweerwhic it cneive r t- rs tecInic ae rpe eiver tha-he ainput terminationi
uunciited te r ein ion,volet 'rsut fir nripo noanenn o up k )ito the aetmohee noan evesrp,
rnlor.reIi mteiree w lcoshereal wecagor it Jumpd th~inpu temcnination is- eeyn ah mcoer of soie

I his *"nim voltage" on is Infinitely broadbandel rind sort. In either case, the termination has~an available'
dl)IS'(ifil~d henoise power given by I'l t.kflB, If, there were a per-,

by equtionf'ct amnplifier or ieceiver which added no noiso in the
(vjLj2/jjjflequvincy ,3' it amlification -process (and if it wereperfectly mtched

4~.Fit(vots)/un b~ndwdrhto its input termination) its, output, noise pow ei. would
be M~'G, where G is the power gain of-the-system.where

1I~ A figure of merit for an actual microwave receiver
k"llitzmann's constant, 1.374,x 1i-23 jouil./UK or IF amplifier is the ratio of -actual, output noise

nb~,itie teperture 0Kpower when T it 2900 to the theoretical minim-im,-T1 Nou'tmprtrO Noise Figure, F, is, this figure of merit referred to.
R -resistance (or resistive component of room temperature, (T n 290 0K.)

7 impedance)
B - bandwidth Thus N

Cenerally our-noise considerations will be concarned k (3)
ith afnotanddth qain.waaueb oefm where NI is the measured noise power output of the

lar otaton o theequaion.system when To - 2900. The perfect am~plifiex- would

2.. of course have a noise figure of 1, (0 db).
e11 - 4kTR3(

Of the total noise power output of-a .systen,(NI
It tilt resistance R is connected toa matched load reb. kToBGr) we know thiat a specific portion is thie result

istmic. (tL ), naiilmim ~inferofthe noi'e of amplitied input noise (kT0 BG). Theamountof noise
power, It wil ocR., mailli pow ,e ofdsiatdi h power added by the receiver (NO) is the difference, or
load rosisiance IlL due to the noise voltage generatedNrN T G
[in the original resistance R will have the value N ~B

P~~kTB~ (2(F - 1) krT3G(4

F- 19
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NOISIH FIGRIi 1: MEASUREMEiNTS WITH to compute noise figurewith nofurthermeasurements.
A SIGNAl. GENERATOR hince all independent variables of equation, (3) art

known.
Noise Figure (F - Nl/kToBG) can be calculated from
meaqirements taken byastable, well-attenuatedsipgnl Using the System of figure 1. colmistin. ofgin input
generator and suitable power meter. Wecan measure termination, an excess noise source, a receivterlin-
T. which Is the temperature of the input termination der test and an, output power detector, it is po'sibl.
in OK: NI can be mesured with a power mater at the to measure N! with the excess noise source "cold"
system output. and to, measure N2 with the excess source fired. NI

ia graphically illustrated In figure2(a), and consists of
To determine accurately the gain bandwidth product the amplified input termination noise plus the noise

(BG). it is necessarytoplottheresponseof the system generated within the receiver. N2, illustrated in fig-
and graphically integrate the curve ... time-consum- urn 2(b), consists of N, plus the amplified excess noise

ing proce.s. Approxlmatlonscanbemndeon the basis power viewed at the receiver output.
of the 3 db bandwidth, which shortens the process.
After measuring the 3 db points, therearegraphs that
may be entered to getanapproximaton of the effective
noise bandwidth. Gain, of course. maybeessily mea- EXCESS

sured with a proper signal generator and power meer. NOIS E

From this data, noise figuremaybecalculated. Often, "
however,'this is only a firststep. because the primary RECEIVER RECEIVER
objective is to mniimize noise-figure by repositioning ADDED ADDED
components, by substituting crystals or tubes, or NOISE' NOISE
tuning filter networks. Clearly, the many-step pro-

cen represented by the Signal Generator- Power Meter N1 N2
method has limited value in such a situation, sincea I
new measurement must be madeateach readjustment. INPUT +INPUT

__TERMINATION X $ TERMINATION, XG
TlE NOISE SOURCE AS A BROADBAND 4(bI

SIGNAL GENERATOR )

If a known level of broadband noise can be introduced Figure 2. Representation of total noise power output
at the input of a devlcn'.under test, a differential power of the system in figure I when the Excess Noise
measurement at theoutput would indicate igainband- Source is "cold" (NI), and when -the Exces
width product of the device. Noise Source is "fired" (N2).

A- gak discharge noise source operates as an input
termination at a very high temperature, and has an Taking the ratio of these measured powers we have:

available noise power much higher than the normal
ternmination. 'The effective thermal agitation of an
Argon tube noise source, for example, represents an N input \ - (exces
-qulvalet temperature of approximately 10,000 KO 2 termlnatonxio) (receiver) noise / XG: ~compared with room temperature of 2900K. "I input ',

a otermination) x (receiver)

Available excess power from the fired noise source
can be expressed In the same terms as the input term-,
ination, Substituting from preylo, ;,quations, and assuming

measurement conditions or T - To vi 2900K0
Pns " k(T2 - To)B

where T 2 is the equivalent absolute temperature of N2 k'roBG + (F-)kToBG + k(T 2 -TO) BG

the noise source. " x-oBG + (F-1)xT

Since a measurement of the device output both with
and without the additional noise power input will give (T2 To)
an Indication of pin-badwidth product, it is possible

"0

INPUT XCES UDEROWER

TERMINATION SOURCE (GAIN 0)

Figure 1. A typical noise figure measuring syste,.

F-20
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and,.finally 3) Vary the rotary vane attenuatof, until the orig-
-ifial power deteictor rdfeiii~e pit'is, idched.

(12 - TO) iThis creates-a conditi'on bi A2 - 2 Nj
F To Figure 4 Illustrates this condition, In which-the out-

- 1)put noise power contributed bytihe exceiss oise source
(:~ivertng t loaritmic otatonexactly eqluals the sum of the amr~plified input ti'rmi-Convetingto lgarihmicnotaionnat IIon ynoise plus the rdcei ver 'noise cofiiiuton.

(T2 -To) NSince this excess- noise ratio was -adjusied' with the

-10 iog (T2  o) log(NL 1 ) (5) attenuator to be equal to input termination noise plus
-** b T receiver noise (thereby cau.siag N2 i 2 NO). from

In euaton 5) he ati Cr2 - T)/Tis mesur of equation (5) It can be seen-thatthe attenuated excess
Ihn eluative (excte natose2 power, vl fanisamaue noise ratio Is equal to the noise figure of the receiver.
source and- is specified by the manufacturer. In the Intecs fa ro oreitcnb eda
case of argon gas tubes, this ratio Is 33.1; 10 log 1.2dmiuthatnuorstng(nb)
gr2 - T0)/To is 15.2 db. When using such a tube equa-
tion (5) simplifies to,

Idb, 15.2 - 10 log (N2/Nl - 1) NJ N2

NOISE FIGURE MEASUREMENT WITHAN EXCESS NOISE X. G
IXCESS NOISE SOURCE

Eiquation (5) opens the- door to several measurement
Etchntques utilizing the excess noise source. We RECEIVER ADDED NOISE
shall consider the "twice-power" and "Y-Factor'
manual techniques and an automatic approach tonoise
figure measurements. INPUT TERMINATION XC G

A. Twice-Power Method, of Manual Noise Figure
M -easurementI

lin actually measuring the "N1 " and "N2 " of equation
-(P, if -N2 was set to-be twice N1 then equation (5) Figure 4. Representation of total noise power output
reduces to: for the '1twice-power' me, thod of niianuA noise

( 0lg T 0  figure menasure ment.

~'dh T2TO l~lo (1)While the attenuiator -reduceb the imounr~ f-excess-
10 log (T T)T noise injected into the system, It has no effect on in-

4l' T0 f put termination noise power if the termination and

With the proper equipment, the condition of N2 "2 N1  attenuator are at the same temperature, since, regard-
ca1n be established by varying the relative excess less of the aMount of attenuation, ,when -the excess

* noise power of the noise source. With the equipment noise source is cold the receiver input is still looking
?f figure 3, the procedure would be: at a 'matched input at tetiiperature T.-

1Set a convenient reference on the power detector
with the excess noise source "cold"and the 3db B, "Y-Factor" Method-of Noise Figure Measurement
pad out. This is Nj. A method closely resembling the "Twice-Power"

method involves the determination-of the numerical
'2) Insert the 3- db pad and fire the excess-noise ratio N2/NI (which Is called Y-Factor) and the cal-

4 ,source, culation of noise figure by substitution in equation (S).

IU 3. Th "tic -wer" method ofmValn AeNiuEmau et
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In practice. the Y-Factor method generally makes use however, and in general has not achievedwideaccept-
of an IF a tenuator with a powerindicatorset to a con-- ance in this country.
-'enient reference. The IF atenuator change in going
fsom source C)FI-to source ONthenyieldsthe Y-Fac-
tor, which Is then entered in the equation. Graphs Anoiher method uses AGC in its IF amplifier'to hold
are also available for specific values of-relative ex- constant the-value (N2 4-N1)/2 aodm asurisN2 - NI.
cest nolse.withco-ordinatescalibritcdin"Y-Factor" This contains the necessary informnatiun to measurz
and noise figure. (See figure 5.) noise figure, and Is especially useful in very-high

noise (igure cases, where N1 is close in value to N2.
In such cases, the difference of the levels is more

20 defiitive than their ratio.

A third approach actually measures the ratio N2/N1
and displays this ratio on a meter face calibrated by
the equation: 

e fac

'T2 410I,IOOK

-1 Oi °( = .:28 O db 15.2 - 10 log (N2/N1 - 1)

to Such an instrument is shown in simplified block dia-
' - gram form in figure 6.

..... h operation, the gating source pulses thenolse source
. - at a rate of 500 cps; N, and'N2 pulses arriveat the

7 IF amplifier. Noise sources have a finite noise build-
up time, so the IF amplifier is gated to pass only the

- final amplitudes of N1 and N2 to the square law detec-
00... tor. The detected N2 pulse Is switched to an AGC
°o 5 10 5 o0' integrator, where a voltage for gain control of the IF

Y FACTOR amplifier is derived. The time constant of this cir-
cult is made long enough to control the IF amplifier
gain even when the N1 pulse is passing through it.

Figure 5, A "Y-Factor" chart for determining Since the AGC action keeps the detected N2 pulse at
noise figure with a 15.28 db excess noise source, a constant level, a measurement of the detected NI

pulse is, in effect, a measurement of the pulse ratio.
The NI pulse is measured by' switchingitto the meter

C. Automatic Noise Figure Measurements integrator and meter.

While manual measurements yield valid results, they Convenient internal calibration of themeterIsaccom-
still represent a tedious process...and are often not
easily accomplished by unskilled personnel. And plished by artificially creating readings of "+ -a" and

there n continuous indication of noise -". By pulsing the noise source during both thesigure ther ino aedconinu ous' inaion fnis de N2 and NJ time periods, we obtain a condition of N2 •

ably slowed by the necessity of a new measurement f in a noise fu of ( -Thi aftr eac ciruit cange condition results in a noise figure of + w,. The

artificial condition of F u -- would correspond toan
"Ni" value of "0". This can be created by gating
Toff" the IF amplifier during the "N," time peri6d.~~To fill the need for a direct-readinig, continuously Ifheeeigluiseiueoeainr di -

indiatig nisefigue mter atleas thee uto the metering circuit is designed tobe a linear indica-
- ~indicating noise figure meter, at least three auto-

mrtic systems have been devised. All detoend n or of the power of "NI" (square law detector) and themati sytem hae ben dvisd. ll dpen anthe meter minimum position is calibrated as. ,o and the
periodic insertion of known excess noise into thesys- full scale deflction s .alltra nd the~~~~term. This results in a pulse train of 2 pulse'levels, fulsaedletoas+e alotrpun otetmeter face can be calculated by the formula F
N2 and NI. The pulse train typically is amplified in 1 log (N2/N I  1). For example, an "NI/N2"
an IF strip and then separated into two distinct levels a.o of 1/2 would bring about a mid-scale reading.
by selctive gating. These levels, together with the r
byounelevess noise insertion, contain the inform- From the formula this mid-scale reading s calculated
amount of excess nto be 15.2. In a similar fashion the balance of the
ation needed to directly Indicate the noise figure on a scale is calibrated.
meter face.

Figure 7 is an actual meter face from an automatic-
The three automatic systems differ in their methodof noise figure meter. In addition to calibration for
indication. One approach uses a special ratioresolv. 15.2 db excess noise sources, it Is calibrated for
ing meter movement which responds tothe ratioof the 5.2 db temperatere-limited diode sources. The linear
two signal levels in a manner similar to a wattmeter current scale is used in adjusting noise source exit-
movement. Such a meter movement is quite expensive, stion current.27~-I~i- __._
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Ip~tl EXESS2 and 3, the noise power appears at the output as
TERINATIONk OUTS~ (F1 - 1) kTG10 2G . Similarly, the output doise coi;

tributed by n toK 2 is (172 -1) kTIBCG2G 3 :'and from
- network 3, (F3 -1) kTIlC3 . he system noise figure

I (Fs) I,, the ratio of actuial flC)15 p)ower OUtp,tt to 110i:-e
IGTDIII power ouitput cont ribuited by the .injmr. t' rmiiuat ha.

I Fs Totfal no~ise~ Iuiptit

I kTI3kTIKG

DETEO CT O Itdtt F 1k'3 2 3 +( 3 )kT 3G 

meaIuEOn kyrin 1 * I I) (G3 I) (" 3 1 12

5~ ~ 2 3 F
NETWORK IN 2ACA- 2 3 3, 3 (n)

The~~~~~~~~~NIGAO eecsothnoscnrdtio tcnh enta vralniefgr faycs
cascade~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~k*( ca beseGnfgrS h~iIrar, cddan~~igsse eed rmrl ' os

for passivegneworks withagannlesi-thane1nqiset stage' noise figure

whichr is Smplified b oc E llga tofL Autoniatle In caUptoetis ite hv eieaey goe eea

noisecniue mustr consideren thetepossih21ty of s)ystem-1

T'hects h noise contributo.0newr qtion 4 in Iror cased by miatch trllnieperaureo an cmas-
cascad -1) kT1 1 Wen infur8 apiill by ratiokn n pros epne.Teintuetacrc

show th inpt trmintio an Lhre n t~ik ac fgthe oiste souce sand. noie efieuremeterbshuldt

fo a ntokswt ain,, les tha L In te ' va in ofigeqton()

The caneledou tefanaio supmplicspathoiigupowe10log

at-~' the ampta-kBGG6 osben torepoferatur wa ti sueoie2m ene
-~ ~ ~ ecniue mt,; cosie - .(-T)(). 2 ithepvosstibiedtyemperytuem

Th os otiui. tntukIkyeuto 4) of err oised ouce minsptcifi teratven excess

oiste poe oanoie snoete maufacmtuer snowsd
alvale ofansderesh ueintrsotesad

Ard Temperature,20K(26).Avraino20

-~~~ ~I terrrivo of abot u.3dbion mesre5 oiefiue

B. Mismatch1

Noie powiert obmesallr pwer tasfme laws bue si0hnce
ITo isanldo in pase, terismactcheaue mbiguous

1,;K CkRENWMA j . (errosT1 ra isthe qkninamount fe poweras.re
A o theauoi noise figure. mnsetermsuing the ratios

Figue 7.Metr fae f~.m n at~.ticos powNer a moisac affretn th ulstue dosnots
noise~th fiuemve.affe accu drasic the rtueio trmis uncthsand.

ad teprtr,200 6403 -vraino 0iio tp assume 2900,---- fo example %---dcaus---
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(F3-I)k T BG3
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Filgiire R. effe~d(cts of noie conti iition of nucworks hii ractlte.

Th' orltival Iiiatching situation, then, Involves the noise figitre. This appar'ent noise figure can be cal-

* excesst noise soorce. Noise sources are rated In culated by the equation:
uivaiilihie exe'is nioise power: thus mismatches will

be colldto the system. Figure 9 sho ws the effect OertnFb tb(edn)+1lg(BB ,
of several possible conditions of mismatch,.hr i stettlbadaso h eie n

Note that the Imossible error is maximum at'low noise B U.Isthoprina nds.
figures where the greatest accuracyis usually desire& h prtoa adaa

Theiniortiice o- wllmathednoie surcs oer This equation is a convenient simplification that
the esitire frequency range of Interest Is apparent. asue cotntgi inhedveudrts.
)(owl0tt- Packa rd -waveguide sources are rated as 1.2 asne osatgi ntedvc ne et
maximium, and typically are better than I.. L Diode

*.'ources are 1.3 or better over most of their rated band. D. Excess Noise Source Accuracy

C. Intage anid Snurious Response At the present time, accuracy of pulse type gaseous
discharge noise source tubes is specified * 0.5 db,

fit uia ~a broadband excess noise source, an auto- for the National Bureau of Standards has not yet pro-
ittte tu.1te 11ttre meter measures the true noise fig- vided a certification for pulse-operated tubes. now-
it e Wf the total pass baind of the device under test. If ever, NBS does offer certification forcw operation at
mn its opi-ratin, the device does noit utilize the full 9.0, 9.8, and 11.2 go to * 0.1, db. The Red Bank
pass band for signal Information (as wouldbe the case Division of Bendix Corporation, Eatontown, N.J., also
(it a radar receiver with an image response) its oper- offers cw certification, with- sonme additional un-
.atitig noise figure will be higher than the measured certainty over that of NES.

I_7.
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Figure 9. Typical error effects for several possible conditions of

mismatch between noise source and receiver.
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Temperatur-liimited diode sources can be made-to between 30 and 200 me. Fourofthese-fr~quencies are
mu,,h closer specifications, but are limited tn the vhf (10, 70. 105 and 200 mn:-tih, fifth ts the basic 342A
regions andbelow. tuned amplifier fre'qneey oif 30 nu'

Correetion of the excess noise ratio of a noise source Model DY-344A Noise Figur. hi, ter. Prbvides coni-
is sometimes necessary to take into account conditions tinuous noise figure measurement onoperating radars.
of temperature varying from the standard 29(K (see Usable with radar receivers in any rf rangefor which
page 6). This is especially true of diode sources where noise sourqes are available, the 344Apermlts optim-
tie heat 6f the temperature-limited diode tends to ,izing thenoisefigureduringoperatlon. Hlghsensitivity
raise the aniblent temperature of the output resistor, permits decoupling the noise source up to 20 db from

the main transmitter line to minimize degradation of
E. Noise Figure Meter Accuracy the system.

The automatic noise. figure meters manufactured by Model 343VHF Noise Source. Specifv'.ally for IF and
the Hewlett-Packard Company are specified accurate rf amplifier noise measurement, a temperature-lim-
within 1 1/2 db over most of their range, *1 db over ited diode-source with broadband noise output from 10
the remainder. This accuracy specificatdon In~ludes to 600 mc.
the effecti of- meter tracking, variation from square
.law,. and aging effects. With- the current specifica- Model 345B IF Noise Source. Operates at either 30
'tiuns of noise sources, and the possible errors caused or 60 me, as selected by a switch (other frequencies,by mismatch and-temperature, such-meter accuracy between 10 and 60 n:n on speciatorder). Another sel-

would seern to be consistent with overall syltom ector permits matching- 50. 1(0,; 200 -and 400 ohna
accuracy. 4-impedances.

For measuring low-noise devices, a modified noise Model 347A Waveguide Noise Sources., Argon gas
figure meter which provides Increased resolution and discharge tubes mounted in waveguide sections. For
accuracy is available on special order. The modifi- all--frequencies from 2.6 through-18.0 gc, providiig
cation expands a 4-dbportion of the-scale (up to 6 db) uniformnoise throughout range: maximum swr of 1.2.
over the full-range of the meter scale. Noise figure
mieter accuracy in the expanded mode of operation is Model 349A UHF Noise Source. Argon dischargetube

0.2 db:-either expanded or norimal- operation can !or automatic noise figure readings on scatter com-
le selected. munications receivers, L-band radars, -parametric

amplifiers, or other devicos 400 to 4,000 mc. The
NOISE MGURtE INSTRUMENTATION source can also be furnished with a- neon discharge

- tube.
Howlett-Packard has the following, equipment pre-
sently available for -making automatic noise figure For detailed information and specifications on any of
measurements, - these noise figure devices, please contact your nearby

Hewlett-Packard field'engineer.HModel 340B, Noise 'Figure Meter. When used with an
Op noise source, automatically measures and contifi- ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
uously displays the noise figure of IF orrf amplifiers

-tned to 30 or 60 me and of radar or microwave re- Two issues of the 4 ltabratory publication, the Hew.
ceiver with intermediate frequencies ol30iand0mc. lett-Packard Journal, also contain information oli
(Collectively, 0 noise sources cover frequencies from noise figure and the operation of the noise.figure
10 mc to 18 go.) devices. A limited ntimber-of copies ar on hand,

and are yours foi the isking. For- a copy of each
Model 342A Noise Figure Meter. -Is similar to 40 issue (Vol. 9, No. 5 and Vol. 10, No. 6-7), simply
Model 340B except that it operates onfivefrequencies contact your local Hewlett-Packard field engineer.
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Microwave System Engifieering U~sing Large
Passive Reflectors*
N'RllIN 1, X(YIrTONt, tsniuii:

'Sunimary 'Ibis paper will provide the mnicrowave engineer
vith the basic techniques of microwave system engineering using p- ~-.
huxeI~ pesive retiectors and will outline the many advAztagoe of
th~eir use. Sinall passive re~flctors of the "periscope typo"l have
been used for many years onl microwave systems. Largo passive(a
reflectors have also been used but to a much lesser degree. Large )
passivets may be used at intermediate points on long (200 miles or -

inore)-mlcrowilve links in lieu of active repeaters. Most smicrowave --- -

engineers have little knowledge of system 6rgineering tiing these -A7-

reflectors. Tis paper describes their use In both the "-'sear" and --
"fax fields" in line-of-sight systems and describes how they may
bet used on eon-line-of-sight systems (tropospheric %Water and
diffraction sytins). Formiulas are developed and grapto provided -
which will enable the sntrowavc engineer to determli-i the path .-

loss of nullihop pssive reflector systems. Large pasi' t- refter-tors
should be considered as another tool which can he tied by dhe
mnicrowave engineer for planning and engineering cou . unlilti-
myutceins. When used effectively with lIne-of-sight, dih-action and - -- -

tropospheric scatter miodes of propagation, communidi.on systems -

r nmay be engineered more economically, with more rel~billty and
with a decrease In the operating and maintenance pfe ms. .-..

INTl U'TiolN

Olt OR MANY YEARS inicrowave syoten hi1;ave used
jlpassive. reflectors of the "periscope typ! operating--------
-in the "near-field" of thte Antenna (lVig. ,ts)), These

initill passive reflectors inay introdu~ce a rli,-ht gain or 7-
loss in the microwave system. Tile use of thetsi reflectors --- -

in the "ncar field" has beent adequately dikicribed.'"
Passive reflector$ may be used in microwvave 11ratemns in
boith thte "near filid" and the "far field." Even t x early als (d)

1911)b whtile nuicrowave syhtems wcre titill ins thv.niti faw,v, Fig I -Ty'pea of pasve antemna, iystems, (a) Periscoe type,
attd ~5tit~ of a. ix rc- (b) Two hop system uising sin os passive reflector. (c) '1'reo hopp~ionee'ring experimentittion n.tstnsfpa e C syswrnl using sll) e and do'i In passive reflectors, (d) Tree

Aflectors itt both the "near field' and "far field" wos being hop Syste ,singacicto-llack aintennas.
r.niii'Aed by the M. S. Army Signal Research lxtd Do-

"liinitLnlurtttory, Fort Monrnumtth, N. J., kfus-tierly between two active nmicrowave terminals or is lieu of
the Stgnttl Cr'ri'n Engitie'vrisg 1Aboratoriest.' Ibarg,, le. active microwave repeaters, A fewv articles have beets
Iitx'lors inity bes used in ta lulw to ex-(I' kht dat.11M pubhlished 'lie use of large passive reflectors operatintg

its the "far ficil."aOit

* llucive'i April 12, 19132 Thre viewa Wi toe auchur do not Most microwave engineers have very little knowledge of
sjecsrsariiy ri-fleet, tire pooitwnr oi o., ht q bsterr engineering using large passive reflectors even

11,.,Army Electroniis Itesesirel and Developmient Labora. though these reflectors have been widely used'in hundreds
tori', Fort Monmnouth N. J. of different locations primartly in- mountainous areas. It

L.G.Fuea"Rltchnnl u~v thn heiscomolybelee ht large passive reflectors are

pp,61--12,Octber196. 111. Mfueuski and Tr. F. Hoch, "Passive repeater badIiii er
Pf~bell " ~nocIREvol 41 pp,2 -74,Febrtir, 153 wave beam ' Elecfronics, vol, 26, p. 134; February, 1053.

D. i. Coaiy, Theoetial aicof lat uemavele'ec . F h. Yn,"alierepeater using double flat reflectors,"
_p17-57 IRE NATIONAL CoNvExTiIt~o vp l1 pp. 36-41.

R LGrenquit. nd A 7 la'no: An aalyis o pasiv F. Cappuccini and F, Caspani, " asive repeater using
reflcl~ antnnasystms, Pa., HE, ol 4, p. 113,178,doubl. fliat reflectors " PROC IRE, vol. 46, pp. 784-785; A Pril, 1958.
Juol. b94 0I ehe,"aav ly mcoaem~rr"7S fTV,

'1oIR '1'akasu,"Ilionene ov Antnn, o p .te41 t Pune ' Jo5 Rn T shd "Passive TVrelity and its practical possibilities,
Teleomm. fn,,Nippn IitgaphanoL 4r., eksITI'Reerence D~ata for Radio Engineers," Stratford Press,

F27



liitvl nyi they, aro used on microwave systems wherem

tile. relleetajr is located near one end of the -path. They-are.'n4
nilon-'eflicient if lot'ated' near one end of the microwave
piitlwho ever, they may aimn be used on pathseof 200 or{ o'rilcs,(lig. l(bY and 1(c)) including dlffiractioin'aid
'troj4)'Alph(rie ,weatter p'aths. V.usoftpshriI
~scutter type equipment (high power transmitters and very
aRellitive receivers) greatly increawes ih versatility of
lfrrj paissive reflectors. Two antennas connected biack-to-
11:111 by it shiirt transmission line may also be used asa
lp'.ivP relvater (Fig. 1(d)). However, they are moi'
vxfxs~liAve and less efficient. Io

F*orinulas are developed and graphs are provided which '(a)

will enable the microwave engineer to determine the path
Io of multihop passive reflector systems using reflectors
in hoth the "near" and "far" fields. This paper augments
thult information previously published and will attempt to
*tqitaint the microwave engineer with the basic tachniquej':- '
of mierowave systelm engineering us~ing laxrge passive re-
leelonA and to outline many advantages of their use, ,.- -

horetocalculate the-losit of a microwave systwo..~

thn lre passive reflectors it must be Ie'terminea'l"
whether th'reflectors are in the "near field" or."far field"
(it- thle terminal antenna. An antenna is normally con- (b)
Pidered at point source and transmits a spherical wave. Fig. 2"Detennination of the "am fieldl."
If this wave front varics from a plane wavo by a smaul
amount Ar,(Fig. 2(a))- thew the wave front may be con-
sidered as"'&-plane wave, The most 'commonly acceptedT 3.[(
definition of thle "far field" is that space in the'field of an " * T 1

-nenaWhere, over a given are, the spherical Wave varie
from a ln wave -by less than N/16 (Fig. 2(b))." If this A I fit
variattion is morethan-)X/16 the given are is normally T.~..I . '

conpideried to be in the "near field," Therefore the radius r +

of thle "near field" i8
21)' 2q'(1

r - or -IT

wherol witAinni diamneter D or reflector side a and )X aren ~" ~ '. ,.

in the same units. Expressing r, D and a in feet and-eon-
verting X to megacycles we have =

492-- or -!l (2)42 4912 Fg -aimo h 'laAd

The radius of the "near field" for different antenna and Tw Ho sTMUIGAPsvER u.co
pastsive reflector ses is plotted in Fig. 3.

Two different methods mre described in Wei paper for I E FRFz"
determining the syateiue low when passive reflector are Consider a passive reflector, of -projected ar e 'lo.
used. Them methods may be referred to as the "far field" cated in the "far field" of the teiinal anteanas (Figs. 1 (b)
and "near field" methods. and 4). A passve reflector last the gain of two back-to-

back aperture antenna. The- gain, 0. 61 a aperture
attn is

"S. Silver, "Microwave Antenna Theory apd Dedim 1 M.I.
Rad. 14b. 8w., McGraw-HillbBook Co., lria., New York, N. Y.,M
Vol. 12, pp. 196e-199; 1I49.

_ *4
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a ASill16 (7)

/K. ~where
A' =- the achlal aeict,

/ 0 = deflection anIgle.

/ \.Basic transston loss L, is the rak(w of trnsmitivit
- power P, to rov('ived~powcr P,

Fig, .1-1)ctermintion tf ptuoive reflector projected area. 1"

5 which assuitoing isotrtopic anitepirzs is

L. IT

wic xpres~,v andvlw~dd (!(nverting NA6t frc'y" oii'
eoines tho familiair frCII spati'oss)5 formula

L,- 361Af + 20 log f+ 20 log d1, 1(

~ l~ '~,I'X ocs ae piotted in Fig. 6 nd tlie~uin: o

Iv parabolic aniteiina are plIotted !in Fig, 7.
By combining the pai eletrgi , wt w

save lo-sc*, 4.. ((6) with (10)) we can determine the total
W loss. 14 uln A o hop systemn utting u ii mive reflector !in the

1" wK 171.1 + 20 logd(, + 20 log d, - 20 log a 0 1I)

1 UMMd_ 111 Twhere

a In fee d - distanve fromn Terminal A to passive rcfle.tor InI
Fig, 6-(iuin oif a pahwtIvo reflector il lie "far field." miles,

II=distance fionx Trerminial B to passive reflector inl

Thrfrtegi , offi itld 1he per~ eca ffcin pssv
'rector gm 4O eflicet paspreojted reaf passive reflector in square feO

an h an0 fa95 per cetefcetpsv elco s Saels"L ftohpSystems using aSNTe
flectors in the "far field" are plotted in Fig. 8,

Tixn= lar SysTaM UsINO PASSIVE REFLEc'Ros
which expressed !in decibels and conver'titg X~ to frequency IN TH ITArt FIELO9

- 4 lo! +20 og - 70Consider two passive reflectors of projected area i,
0, 4 log+ 20loge - 7.9. (6)and a,' located in the "far field"'of each, other and of the

whoreterminal antennas (Fig. I1(c)). By combining the -passiie
I - negcycasreflector gains G, wvith three space losses L. ((6) wiith (10))

egaco cesrai, qur et we can determine the total loss L, on a three hop systcin
ce pojetedare in quae fet.using two passive reflectors in the "far field"

Tho gain of a passive reflector in the "far field" is plottedL, 250+ 0loe 1 + 0lo),+2 gd
inl Fig. 5. Ile projected area is the effective area of theL, 356+2loIl+20ogd+20og3
reflector in a plane normal to the direction of transmis.-ion - 20 log 01l - 20 log el-20 log I, (12

F- 29
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where

dl- dtmlni:m from Te'riniiil .4 toi PaK-ive Rteflectoir I

dlistanie flroiol'iu~ llwvIte 'i-41*1 1 14 lb l'ive

7 I tefieitor *2 in miles.1~ ~ i. (list iuvie fromi l':L.Nive itellivt or 2 (o lvinogi'~l-BI

~ '4' a' pojeetedl itrea of l'issivo Rlet-iir I iisquare feel,.
- i ~ Aa,~ protjtited mra~ of itmsiveo lmtE r 2 in square f61t.

ii-4 It. should he noted that. for a threet hop microwave
system using two pa-,iive reflectors iii the "far field" Phe

*total s'pave lom' between iwitropi Alntunas is dependcnd
1tan Irejurey with -the 'los intereely proportional to the

Y-I square of the frequenly. Therefore the higher the frequenp,f de ksa the total spare loam betwen isotropi c terminal aamtnua
0on a a~rce hop tystem".

reflectors in the "near field" and the use of the more
common "periiscope type." The only differe'se is in the
site of anitnas audi refi mtorn and the spacing between
them. As can be seen front Fig, 3 the radius of the " near'

field can e qute l 70e. 0 M e, &f0foot antenna hax

reflcto efiviaviH ar pltte inFig 9.Themi reflector
afiince rt the gainos and loslies of the aistenna-re-

* *.*fleeter combination ax comptared to the antenna alone.
Consider a 7000 Me, 30-foot antenna with a passive

reflector of projected area of 1200 square feet (approxi-
I I ~'mately 35.foot projected square) located one mile away.

From Fig. 9, 1 is approximately 0.8, Ilk i8 approximately
.3 **, g*0.5 and there is no additional loss. Therefore the systent

' ' - has the same loss as if the terminal antenna was in the
B passive reflector location. lit effect we have moved fill-

Fig, 7-0alo of parkbolie atittflni. terminal antenna one mile with no additional loms

U8a OF DOUIILE PA8ssIVE RELacROMas
IN4 TrIM "1NzA FIzaw"

XSingle passive reflectors as previously described can be
- - efficiently used when the deflection anglo at a repeater site

;X. is greatt: than approximately 40Q or 500. When the
reqluired deflection angle is less than 400 or 50* double

1S . Lf passive reilctors will normally be more efficient. The
- efficiency of double passive reflectors as compared with It

* - single passive reflector is a function of the wave length,
projected area of the two reflectors and spacing. The use
of double pastsive reflectors hv,, beeni adequately described.'
Double passives have a gain or loss over the gain of a
single passive of projected area equal to the projected area.
of the smaller of the double passives. These gains or
lasses are plotted in Fig. 10.

11g. 8.-Spave loss on a two hop passive reflector system. The most efficient arrangement of double passives is two
1 reflectors with equal projected areas located close to each

F-30
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V of~ 1~-~:ther T1he additi oal lov.' wit he kept. below I (il) (F~ig,

4'h
IlLit

Ill A Wave li-,111l,
~~ .; ~d Np~~avinig be(tw~eena relitors.

I~ a2  projeoted orca of reflecto r.

Il 1; ~ f.- il he iaxitniun ri '!etor spacings in which t he addit d'ua
'!~~l~f~~Piiloss ean bc kept, lit-liw 1 (11) itio pilotted in Fig. 11. ;t

T, I thh hnoircd m iet.

Lcan be seen on flIip higher fwnqiece h paigcnb

I Li I; The snne installation pracie used for large parabolic
* Antennas shiould be used) for large pissh'e retleelors', fit

iktg 11, 1-16Iiify 4 pwive Mntk.tor4 In tio "iwar fid0'' torder for the piath loss cequvt ions used in t ids pa-per to be
accuraxte the pishe rellen~tors must be inst %ikd usingf ~ good microwave system engineering practicei. First

V4 Iffs fre suet l one clearuie o lie o maintained heu Alpths.
Il'IIf fis fre quel one el r iw o isno maintained n ei llpths.

i - ddi iooad lu,.s due to graing, dilfrawtion or trooplpleric
dii:.''- ~ -- scaittt'itig nimnst be considered.

-- Tiuro aie Additional consiurfIns retluirti when'i
Hduble pa"mive reflectors Are ittiliv.ed. Consider .donle

-J*- - passi v rollettor hintdla Iionsits 6hblowil in Fig. 12, Tha~:t,
~jj ijiportion of the wave front thatt is reflcted by cachi ieflector

must clear the other reflector by several wavelengths.

ij - jij]double passive roflectors it has been determined the

* ir- iclearance should be at least 15 wavelengths which is only
DMoble passive reflectors may be Arranged in at Rym-

1-ig. to mnfihq of duu~,o paivie relectoro. metrical or Asymmetrical configuration o shiown in Fig. 12.
The minimum spacing bevwccn reflectors is determined by

i-n' , - .. ~syrmmetry and the required 15 wavelengths clearance. The
4 spacing between reflectors. Consider two ins'ttd-itions

iJL~i~ i ji 4~ requiring 50' and MO0 defieetion angles. At 7000 Acte i
~ ~ I' ~ ~' minimum spacings are '67 feet and 140 feet (Fig. 12(a)

and (b)), Although an asymmbtriWa configuration requires
mnuch less 6pmtce (Fig. 12(c)) wider reflectors are required
in orlei o maintain the desired projected width. In Fig. 12

I JJ -1 Lt 11J ' l reflectors have a projected width of 30 feet.
'i ~ '~Y'~"An interference problem may develop when the require-d

r ~ deflection angle is zero or very small. The direct wave may
be propagated to the distant terminal due to diffraction,

4- scattering, ducting or other means. This direct wave may
be out of phase with the wave from the passive reflector

W In W a W 2 and cause fading-or cancellation. To prevent this type of
problem will require careful investigatin\ of the possible

I. -MaN[&um spcn fbum wv e tr fo = field strengths of the direct wave. If interference seems
<1cffgo dobuP8V elcr probable one possible solutitia is the use of two cros
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.VM! all.
(b)2

Fij. 13-Comparison of' terminal to terminal loss of a typical
00 mile finoof4ight, tropospheric scatter and pa.lve reflector

systems, each with 30 foot parabolic terminal antennas.

from 123 to 127 db. In cont rast 'a 7000-Mo three-hop
system with 30-foot passive reflectors will have a terminal.
to-terminal loss of 95 db and a two hop system with a 30-
foot passive ,reflectors will have ,a terminal-to-terminal
loss of only 72 db. This is an improvement of 29 db for a

Cc) three hop system and 61 db for a two hop system. These
FI, 12-1 tall tlona of double paWve reflecton. improvemente would be much greater if there were posi.

tive take off angles on the tropospheric scatter system or if

polarised back-to-back parabolic reflector antennas. This larger reflectors were used on the passive retfiector systems.will minimie the interference between the direct and Since the path loss on a pasive reflector system is pro-
reflecte es. iowefernctheetwparboldicrect an beportional to the product of the path distances, any re.:
refectedmwaves. However the paraboli reflectors may be duction in this product by proper site selection will alsom ore eeonomlea than either tropospheric satter or re u et ep h lo s a d g v an d ii nlim o e e t
line-of-sight active rep*ar systems. I back-t-back reduce the path loss and give an additional improvement
parabolic reflector antennas ara used they will b ay over a tropospheric scatter system.
have a diameter 50 per cent greater than the width cr A 120-channel military microwave system uning active
pasivo reflectors (assumingqua p ) repeaters is routed as shown in ig. 14. These active

egain (se Figs. 5 and 7). repeaters could be eliminated by increasing the 6-foot
to have the Me ga eeterminal antennas on the A-B link 'to a diameter of 20

feet, increasing the 4-foot terminal antennas on the
Sxs'v PLANNING B-C link to a diameter at 30 feet, and installing 30 foot

If a requirement exists between two non-line-of-sight square (projected area) double passive reflectors at relays
locations in which there are one or two intermediate pointa. 1, 2 and 3. The receive signal levels would be-approxi.
which are in line-of-sight of each other and tha teminal mately 30 db above the receiver threshold. The use of
locations, then the use of a two or three hop passive tropospheric scatter would be extremely difficult and
reflector system will normally provide less loss than costly. The scatter angle between Terminal A and Teri-
tropospheric scatter ,tnd may be more economical than nal B is 1.90 and between Terminal B and Terminal C
either tropospheric sLtter or a line-of-sight system. is 3.80. These two links would rejuire 60 foot or larger
Plotted in Fig. 13 are tkx- terminal-to-terminal loes of a antennas in space diversity with transmitter powers of
typical 100 mile line-of-sight, passive reflector and 1 kw or greater on the A-B link and 10 kw or greater on
tropospheric scatter sy.tems with 30-foot parabolie the B-C link.
terminal antonnas. The tropospheric scatter losses in- A military tropospheric scatter system efficiently uses
elude "anteona-to-medium" coupling loss. large passive reflectors in the "near field" (Fig. 15).

For example a 100-mile tropospheric scatter system with Double 52.5 foot (projected area) reflectors are located
0* take off angles will have a terminal-to-terminal loss of 1.4 miles from the 33-foot terminal antenna. The scatter

F-3(
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*" ,-'. *.. - lk('o~oI ( .'.l N ll.,ATiO N

A.Tlhere are. ieoy fe.t r., involved in he phnihgand

*1"'.. desgnil ,,f ofndixiewave ,y,,,(,. Eonomie considei-1
<:-.. t0ions may deth rmii, if a wiilli .nrqdrelnenL will

be mel hy a lilo.of.sight netiv repeator syslem, line-of-
j .. sigll p~assive |'4J'at(Sg .y.h, Iropouspheric seatler sy.teni
; or diffraction ,,yilen.

Pk Au aetive microwav'e repeater -requires Auilding.%
o. ,...,,..,... ,., _ ." '" primary aud emergency power', lilcrowave eqipnlent

.... , * ... "t Ac ('R'$5 I'Oalds, frec e uent m ainlten nl e, ai d in son . (ases,

full time operating perscunel. Ii contrast pao.,ivo re-
peaten may be in0 tallei in a, normally inihcessahln lo-
cation, There are (o requir,,ienis for buildings, power,microwave equipment aecvss roads or operational person-

ne1. The pasive reflveior ind all installation materials
may )dwelivereol by any means, even by heliropter.

1.-C.I . Vllia lsive reflectors are wied in lieu nif :ctive repeaters
nor,!Nlily at totenna of higher gain will be required at the

Fig. 14-Military oIcri votcii which could effiachnly . terminal hit,, ', coinpletely ww, active repeater site Posts14--M lar o pmi ve rele cs 14h fi~nl slars ji)uAv$ ret,6ctora.00. hi coiltrast a pIalsiva repiter

! I ng dloIhh p2lx.ve refleetors ittid high gain alltelitag at
"-0 1.6.1. ...O '. io c'rii-nls (30-foo t erinii anl enalsand 30-footdoublo
I,\. 'p.- A ,z. v fl(aeetor) will only cost approximately $80,000.

Tropospherih $caller ,z'steow normally require high
power tranimitters, very niiive receivers in dual,
quadruple mid in some catss oetuple diversity, Tle cot

14.. of tropospheric m-alter terminals in the typical 100-mile
* ,,-1.*..,~.,. system previously mentioned would normally ho much

\\ 'h greater than that of the passive reflector system due to
the higher )ystem lu, ses, in nany cases the-use of paitsive

'i.etor sytenms can Irovide the same grade of service
f much more economiically.

It addition to the reduction in the initial cost of micro-
, \wave systems using large pat,;,ivetvovei t m ihere is also a
/ ~great reduction in operational cost. Elimination of active

**"*,"*"*** repeaters or a reduction in tha power requirements and
complexity of the terminals results in a reduciion in thnt\ number of oprating and maintenance personnel, reduces
the (Inantity of spare parts, reduce, the cost for commercial
ahlnd emergency power andi reduces site operation and
maintenance eosl.

h...A.IIRELImABILIrY

Fi. 15- Military tropospheric scatter aystemn which uses largo There are maay fuctors.which determine the reliability
" paoiv(' refietora. of a communication system. Reliability is proportional to, the complexity and quantity of tihe electronic equipment

I path from the pa ssve reflectors to tile distant terminal is and to the quantity an d quality of operating personnel,
lit miles with a scatter angle (of 0.80. Communi.-ation be- oteqatt adqaiyo peaigpronle ominalsviatropospheri scatter wngef0.8. omni~thb- ~The use of large passive reflectors will in many insta'restween !hit two terminals vwa tropospheric scatter with.-euebt h uniyadcmlxt fteeetoi
out tho passive reflectors would be impossible since reduce both the quantity and complexity of tile eletr-nic
the scatter angle between the two terminals would be equipment and reduce thie quantity of operating personnel.
almost 12". From Figs. 0 and 10 it can be determined that These reductions will cause a corresponding increase
the additional loss introduced by the, passive reflectors in the reliability of the communication system.
is approximately 4 db more than tile loss from the passivo

It R. D. Chipp and T. Cosgrove. "Economic analysis of coni-reflector to the distant terminal. The transmitter power mumcaUon systems,' presented at 7Trt NAT', COMMUICATIONS

used on this link is only 100 w at 1800 Me. Symp., Utica, N. Y.; October 2-1, 1961.
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Couzuso~ Urge lpaH.ive reflectors arc aku evoooIiie:Wh n a .L Mi i o1t

1.3ugn patisive tellectors are extremnely Oractieal. They .replaceactive microwave repeate~rs or to) extend~ IL tVti(P"-
call bo u~d to replace active repeaters on line-fight opherie scatter or diffraction system-coiisiderahile ,zavitips
microwave sytitems slid can also be used Ion diffraction and ini initial and operating cost can be realin'ed. 'rho reliab~ility
tropospheri scatter Systemo. BY tile use of high power Of commuDicatioll Sy~tcMS using large passive retl'tor

I trn0initters aiid very sensitive receiveN~ lonig, two or will he considlcrally higher (fil to u rcdiwtion of Ilhe
mnore' hop oyidt-mii may be effictively utilized. Mhe space quantity And/or comnplexity of the electronic eqiiipnit.
lo~a oni a wo hop system is indepeiident of frequency and JArg passive reflectort;shodb loill (id~~lred as 111other
bit a three or more hop system'is depenekn on frequency tool,,which can be used by the tnicrownve enghii~er for
with le" loss it the higher frequencies. By the use of planiidng and etigincering commuinicatioii, sysems. WVhen,
fri-quenefrs of several gigac-ycles, with their higher gain used effectively with line-of-ight, diffraction ziiid- Jwo
anitennas, tile symtemn losses can be quite low. Uarge termi- tropospheric scattvr inode,, of lpopaationi, comniuni-
iual aintennas And pa..ive reflectors may be sited and cation systemns may ho etigineered more economicalyrinstalled using the same engineering and inatallation with more reliability nod with a dec-rease in the opelating

practices noirmally used for tropospheric scatter- sysems; and maintenance problems.
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RADIATION PATTERNM

PA~SSIVE REPEATER
bTHOMAS .i. WORIAING

Chielf Englneo'
Micyoflact C0, Inc,

SCOPY RICOT 1 971 OY WM I CO INC

One problem facing the microwave transmission engineer today'is that of interference calculations,
1I his -pa per dealIs wit h thle interlerente calculations as th ey relate to passive repeaters. Very it tle pructica I
milorination has beeni availablc to dcseribc or .ault radiation patterns for passive repeaters. Accord-

Accy tordming Mti cret; setldc abou to (ternempoy prtials rieat ofdelping thetheoreticald
P ttoer ora iveiipot.Oesihii:hdI..t ra h passive repeater. Tetorwas ealrd comparwrmadle wcivh pstaind
kvrai ae.nd pl othei ron ms ueielnservbtaine ened (lorn algmt of talaie ratin
lt sion.voe repeames ofs btese psare piTted prole igrs to mk 2. ehospacia and 3.nra

and yi ly r tin n at; .il .onitenition rfadiat ion pa e rataiefrs trenter mcasue etstebou

mAinordipe nd thaolt staoaut ~ ma oftermi e batain-etd o level pn 0.4 dB eo rmthea
maui loben pa.ot may. cIlo nseemn ogican durpiong atigthen eflectand difactsina leeel intll
not be hiSohe hi expe ASd ee onfo h anbaor the large angle tice the sidere a1d behind3

the refleuto surfa Ic. di-lhnttoso oatli 1Cpsier etr peetdm aue et buV1k 11HX1-)M1 JI ctRindaou 2 IS LiN~ct POSSIBLto WITH i PASie tre aR imesrdltlie eca ass i i epeater is o ttl inhd asr plvhng t s eort ial aen ot eaed ithas beene
twdthat the inl ivs mays beaot7 Bblwareie eindsignicat lehel Initonfji the anai !'oajsenstayncesi

thel allsumptaing at ab lv ou ihe th n 4045a, hc s prxna 2. dB down form ~deagsisovolycnratve
In si ome 6l, rnd ti, syastemlos Mneold hrabl elpet exntheapollowin codtions wheorea prttsen
tiniatoe thatan th tg aiaton frma hepasien m obted levbelw the4 reeie desin frmdian

ma. lobeierak Demsig M ea iavl a.smto -38 t dimelcedaddfratdsgallvlw
.behirante fully devdo n ro 60tvie han syeam wirth larg singles to toesd ne. ehn

Iiea b on thatsv fupel isntriterl deviation a n id isbourt isal28ed advnt paed belowstheen
almgnimvurdi at hs. Wihaemndsigna t--myb;aut70 elo 38 de~n midian signgl level. 10Im thee istaover
0dB solaption from ofthe raiaton fori theae spei45 cases. rwd age s biusycneraie

On so e note ad thG1t ytheM p itfc assv repeate maorlb alin the foltlowino lobeiios canre mren

it hedecae taeniit buhe of plottng th radiation patter of a passive ma e7 Bblwtereeter TesenaredthnF ' t~~~~~~~ol.Rdeceie plotiand thedeian glar eiel =lt Fgr 43 d is neapnoaplrdcblpo.Fgr
is Tranmer f raully deibe plot. Th0vie cnhrain forte thslsae s h oinTeI. Nt[ii 1 that uns th .na th.e ng le 0 ~anbor a tumns 10f ..d~dustng (Tiechniueis areuoseved fon

t shomnuldr dbel plotn rss that the ~ passi e repeater raorlbea diatinb atemnr ios ery ba mare
wirowthn ustth hll pwerbem idh f- civ eeae5ntnaPLTIGLHIATEN
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be dt'rivcd from,the general appearances of the plot, As this impression can be misleading it'is a recom- (
mevidvdl pia c ice dh;t the ceta ngu lar plot be accompanied by a corresp)ndinogipolar -)lot. 'lhe pol; phIt
provide, a bet tei visuali',atin of the spatial distributiol of tihe pattern.SIo i11a1ke a pal Iern plot tne could use the following proccdure.

(1- Review the information shown on Fig. 6 to assess what- paraniei s arerequled as "inlpt'" 1Ir
thelirohlem or tile "given" portion of the problem. At this tine also consider tilt effects ol
the qualifi"itions of the method with respect to the particular pattern required.

(2) With the given data, complete Table I1 as illustrated in the Example of Table 1.

(3) Complete the rectangular decibel plot from the "blank" form of the pattern shown as Fig. 7.
This plot is complete by affixing the proper scale for"e"Von the lower edge of the graph.The use
of this standard form eliminates the need to plot various shape curves, as only the scale of the
angle, 0, changes with different plots. This scale can be placed on the plot by using the "evala-
tion of sin 0 in terms of'the parameter u" as completed on Table If.

-(4) Make a polar plot from the completion of Table II. This plot is conveniently made from the
tabulation of the minor lobe peak values, as the plot represents the envelope of the radiation
pattern,

Because the dato does not cover the full 3600 one has to extrapolate or assume that the levels are no
higher than the last plotted-point from the tabulated data, Thuts, llhe curve is completed by itpproximating
this level thru the values of " for which the decibel levels are not calculated.

An examination of Figures 1, 2, &,3 shows a scale in "turns" of the adjusting mechanism horl.ontally
and the scale of 9 slanted and scaled in minutes or arc with the designation heing 9 Min. The light lines ol
the pattern indicate the calculated theoretical pattern and the -dark heavy lines the measured pattern.

In order to illustrate how these scales (turns and 9 Min,) may be affixed to the standard rectangular
plot the following example uses the data of Table I and Fig. 5. The installation drawings of a Microt'lect
2. x 30' passive indicate that ten turns of an adjusting handle will rotate the unit (panels)about a vertical
axis 20.2 minutes, or one turn corresponds to 2.02 minutes of rotation. In the plane of the, incident and
reflected beam axes, o'ie minute of passive rotation causes an angle, 0, o1" two minutes, Thus, the relation-ship is derived that one turn of the adjusting handle corresponds to 0 Min, = 4.04.

From Table I the relationship, sin 0 = (0.00239)(u), is shown derived. By choosing a convenient mul-
tiplyinti factor of u=10, one fin'ds the corresponding value of sin 0 = 0.0239; and for values of 0 less than
10, sin 0 approximately equals e in radians. Thus 0 = 0.0239 radians or about 1.37°.' (0 can also be evalu-
ated by using a table of natural trigonometric functions).The value of 0 Min. = (I .37)(60) = 82.2 Min, By
drawing a vertical line at Ithe point of u=10 and intersecting this with a scale placed with the beginning at
the "0 = 0" point and meeting the vertical line at the value of 82.2, a scale in 0 Min. can readily be marked
on the standard plot. (An englnee"s and/or a metric scale is handy for a variety of values). See Fig. 8.

From previous remarks 10 turns corresponded to 40.4 minutes for this specific example, If on the
S 0 Min. scale the 40.4 minute point is projected vertically to a horizontal line, a scale in turns can be con-

structed.
In applying the foregoing methods of radiation pattern plotting it must be remembered that "0" can-

not be evaluated for the entire 3600 by using "20 Log u" as the envelope. Large deviations from the major
lobe axis are not consistent with the original assumptions made for the mathematical development of the
formulas needed to make these plots. It shold also be noted that thequantitative accuracy of the plot de-
creases with angular deviation from the m;,jor lobe axis.

To return to more exacting methods of applying the complete mathematical relationships for diffrac-tion phenomena would greatly increase th6 difficulty of evaluating the radiation pattern for any cc-ru, iee.
cially available microwave aperture device, either parabolas or flat reflectors. Each set of patterns evalu-
ated could represent an effort beyond practical or economical engineering methods.

The methods of determination shown her9 are known to be reliably accurate to at least the fifth mi-
nor lobe, and probably are reasonably accurate for most interference studies to a level 30-40 dB down
from the major lobe. Beyond these ranges some comparisons could be made with complete radiation pat-
terns obtained on ant, anma ranges to make a rough extrapolation for the remainder of the pattern.

In sumnation, we have found the foregoing methods of plotting far field radiation patterns agrees
closely with measurements on actual installations. The correlation of measured plots compared to theo- C '
retical plots are such th, I we have placed radiation patterns for our standard passive repeaters opid tower-
mounted reflectors "on ale" with the Federal Communications Commission in Washington arid the De-
pertinent of Communications in Ottawa.
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TABULATION OF DATA FOR PLOT 'OF PASSIVE REPEATER RADIATION PATTERN

PASSIVE SIZE 24' x 30' PLANE OF PATTERN CUT HORIZONTAL

INCL UDED ANGLE BEiTWIEN INCIDENT AND REFLECTED BEAMS 90b

FREQUENCY (GHz) 6.175 08WAVELENGTH (T) ' 6.175

iVALUATION OF "SINe" IN TERMS OF PARAMETER "IT"
'U-(a} )(sino) = [(30)(cos 450)] (3.1416/0.1593)(sinE) 418.4 sine or

sinO= (0.002391(U)__

.VAtLUA'ION OF ANGLE "e" FOR 3dB, 10dB, and 40dB POINTS

3dl POINTS (U21,39) G = 0.190 (HALF POWER BEAM WIDTH 2E)

IOdB POINTS (U -2.32) E) 0.320 (COMMON REFERENCE FOR STRUCTURAL RIGIDITY)

40dB POINTS (U;3.11) = 0.430 (POINTS VERY NEAR Ist NULL POINT)
TABULATION OF M1NOR"LMM- PEAK VALUES

NOR u 20 Log U G MINOR U 20 Log U,
LOBE Degrees LOBE Degrees

1 4.5 13.3 0.62 21. 67,5 36.6 9.29

1 7.7 17.8 1.05 22 70.7 37.0 9.73

3 10.9 20.8 1.49 23 73.8 374 10.16

41 14.1 23.0 1V93 24 77.0 37.7 10.61
5 17.2 24.7 ,2.36 25 80.1 38.1 11.04

6 20.4 26.2 2.80 26 83.3 38.4 11.49

7 23.6 27.4 3.23 27 864 38.7 11.92

8 26.7 28.5 3.66 28 89.5 39.0 12.36

9 29.9 29.5 4.10 29 92.7 39.3 12.81

10 33.0 30.4 4.53 30 95.8 39.6 13.24

I 36.1 31.2 4.95 31 99.0 39.9 13.69

12 39.3 31.9 5.39 32 102.1 40.2 14.13

13 42.4 32.5 5.82 33 105.2 40.4 14.57

14 45.6 33.2 6.26 34 108.4 40.7 15.02

i5 48.7 33.8 6,69 35 111.5 41.0 15.46

16 51.8 34.3 7.11 36 114.7 41.2 15.92

17 55.0 34.8 7.56 37 117.8 41.4 16.36

18 58.1 35.3 7.99 38 121.0 41.7 16.82

19 61.3 35.7 8.43" 39 124.1 41.9 17.26

20 64.4 36.2 8.86 40 127.2 42.1 17.71
TABLE 1EXAMPLE OF DATA TABULATED FOR RADIATION PATTERN PLOTS
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TABULATION OF DATA FOR PLOT OF PASSIVE REPEATER RADIATION PATTERN

PASSIVE SIZE PLANE OF PATTERN CUT

INCLUDED ANGLE BETWEEN INCIDENT AND REFLECTED BEAMS

FREQUENCY (GHZ) wAVELENGTH (FT.) *

EVALUATION OF "SINO" IN TERMS OF PARAMETER "U"

EVALUATION OF ANGLE "e" FOR 3dB, l0dB, and 40dB POINTS

3dB POINTS (U1,m.39) e = (HALF POWER BEAM WIDTH = 2e)

l0dB POINTS (U -2.32) '0= (COMMON REFERENCE FOR STRUCTURAL RIGIDITY)

40-iB POINTS (UIs3.1I) 0 = (POINTS VERY NEAR Ist NULL POINT)

TABULATION OF MINOR LOBE PEAK VALUES

U 20 Log MINOR U 20 Log, j- '
LINORoBE Degrees LOBE Degrees.

1 4.5 13.3 21 67.5 36.6

2 7.7 17.8 22 70.7 37.0

3 10.9 20.8 23 73.8 37.4

4 14.1 23.0 24 77.0 37.7

5 17.2 24.7 25 80.1 38.1

6 20.4 26.2 26 83.3 38.4

7 23.6 27.4 27 86.4 38.7

8 267 28.5 28 89.5 39.0

9 29.9 29.5 29 92.7 39.3

10 33.0. 30.4 30 95.8 39.6

11 36.1 31.2 31 99.0 39.9

12 39.3 31.9 32 102.1 40.2

f 13 42.4 32.5 33 105.2 40.4

14 45.6 33.2 34 108.4 40.7

15 48.7 33.8 35 111.5 41.0

16 51.8 34.3 36 114.7 41.2

17 55.0 34.8 37 117.8 41.4

18 58.1 35.3 38 121.0 41.7

19 61.3 35.7 39 124.1 41.9

20 64.4 36.2 40 1272 42.1

TABLE IIEXAMPLE OF "BLANK" TABULAR FORM FOR RADIATION PATTERN DATA

.4.
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'THE APPLICATIONOF PASSIVE REPEATFRS

In a typical passive repeater application problem, the microwave
enineer is faced with a situation in which the frequency of the
System has:been selected,, the terminal stations are located, and
direct communication between the terminal stations is impossible
because of'an intervening obstruction of some sort. The problem
becomesone oft selecting the-moit suitable site for a passive
rflleaf-er, or If'f inding two sites, if a d6uble passive- repeater
application is indicated.

The parameters-which_,may be Varied to find, the most economical
installation are, (1) The size 6T 'the terminal parabolic antennas,
(2) the length of the sh6rtest path, (3) the',.included horiznntal
angle, and (4) the size of the passive repeater. Usually the most
economical combination will result by using large parabolicantenas
and minimi.ng-the shortest path length and the included horizontal
:angle.

The efficiency of any microwave system using passive repeaters
is directly related to the product of the path distances. Halve the
product of the path distances, and the size of the passive may be cut
in half. In effect this means that the closer the passive ,repeater
t.o either of the terminal stations, the smaller the passive repeater
may be.

The gain of a parabolic antenna, over an isotropic radiator,
may be given, by the following equation:

2'
-gain,, db = 10 Log i(D)where D' is the nominal diameter

of the antenna in feet and X is
the wavelength in feet.

Parabolic Antenna Gain, db

ADish diameter frequency
'in feet 2,000 mc 6,000 mc 11,000 me

4' 25.2 34.7 40.0
6' 28-.7 38.3 43M5
18' 3102 40 .7 46.0

10' 33.1 42.7 48.0,-

The attenuation of microwave energy, in free space, is 'the

result of the spreading out of the microwave beam and not from any
intrinsic loss of energy as the signal travels thr6ugh space., The
-gain of a passive repeater results from the interception of a part
of the energy transmitted from the antenna and the concentration of
this energy into a narrow beam which is redirected toward the

- receiving antenna. The "gain" of a passive repeater is thus divided
into two equal parts; that which pertains to the incoming beam and
the part which pertains to the reflected beam. For simplification,
the gain of a passive repeater, in this text, willminclude both the
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- incoming and the reflected beams and is given by the .following
equations

gain, db - 20 Log 4W A cone where "A cosk" is the effective
A area of the'passive in square

feet,, A is the wavelength in
feet, and 4 is half the included
horizontal angle.

The gain of a passive is thus seen to increase with an increase in
area and frequency, and with a decrease in the 'horizontal included
angle. The most effective use of a given passive reneater area will
be made with the passive located directly behind and above either of
the terminal stations.

The attenuation or loss of microwave energy in free space is
commonly given by the following two equations which have a different
form but will give the same results:

1. loss, db m 36.6 + 20Log f(MC) + 20 Log d(mi)

2. loss, db - 20 Log (where d1 i6 in feet)

The above equations give the attenuation between isotropic
radiators and are plotted on figures 39 and 40.

The passive repeater gain equation is plotted in figure 38 for all
14 standard passive repeater sizes and all frequencies from 2 Kmc to

C 11 Kmc. To illustrate the use of the curves,, suppose it was required
to find the gain of a 16'x20' passive repeater-at 6 Kmd if the included
horizontal angle were 90 degrees. Enter the chart at the lower left
hand sile at 45 degrees and proceed upwards to the curve- mArked 16'x20'.
From thAs point follow straight across to the line marked 6 Kmc. Read
straight down a gain of 100.4 db. The horizontal included angle is
assumed to be equal, or very nearly so, to the true'angle between the
incoming and reflected beams.

2 The effective area of a passive repeater is the projected Area in
the direction of transmission., To find the effective area--of a passive,
multiply the actual area by 'the cosine of one half the horizontal,
included angle and-also by the cosine of one half the vertical included
angle. Usually the vertical angle is small and is neglected.

The maximum included horizontal angle, beyond which it is
impractical to go, is 140 degrees. Beyond this point the effective
area of the passive is small and the installation becomes uneconomical.
Several Microflect passives are in service with horizontal angles in

j 'excess of 120 degrees with the maximum to date 137 degrees. Beyond
140 degrees a double passive repeater installation is indicated.
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O wf i 'a1

~ ~~~Figure 43. Filrst microflecf 24Ix ,0 ' " -

(nlt~ailed in 1966. No IPlntenanCO Or ./ '

inst. I

gu 4Figure 
46. o x 1,6 and'1Ox 16

passiveS getting final inape@
t

before being crated and hihpp~e&. Q

V i

* I'igure 47. Ooubie 24#, 30# passives instaLled and

* optically aLgflned by the transit method required, no
• * '- fu-ther adjustfeit. Note reflection of one passie

in the face of the other.

Figure 48. Final opti(mizing

.f'a 16#x 200 passive*
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A minimum spacing between two passive repeaters or between a
passive repeater and the illuminatingantenna, must be observed when
applying the gain equation for a passive repeater. in general, when
the gain of the passive repeater is within ten db of the-space loss,
the-"near field" method should be used to figure the net path
performance. Example problems Will explain this more fully.

'4 DOUBLE PASSTVE REPEATERS

Double passive repeaters are used when the transfer angle is lesA
than 50 degrees, or where no site exists from which one passive could
"see" both terminal stations. The transfer angle is the angle through
which it in req!iired to bend the microwave beam and it is also the
compliment of the horizontal included angle.

The calculations for a double passive repeater installation are
straightforward as subsequent examples will show. Several pairs of
Microflect liassive repeaters are presently working in double passive
syste m

Whn the spacing between the two passives is decreased to the
point that the space loss in the path between the two is less than,
or within seven db -of the gain of the larger of the two passives,
then the close-coupling effect of the passives must be considered.
A paper discussing this effect was presented to the IRE national
convention in 1957. by Richard F. H. Yang. A recent application of
two large passive repeaters spaced 801 apart has been evaluated and
found to agree with the results predicted by calculations based upon
Mr. Yang's paper. Sample problems have been included to illustrate
-the necessary calculations.

References

(1) Richard F. H. Yang, "Passive Repeater Using Double Flat
Reflectors". I.R.E. National Convention paper, 1957.

(2) P. W. Austin and C. W. Lund, "An 11,00 mc Passive Repeater
Application", A.I.E.E. Conference Paper 60'1073, 1960.

When this oaper was written, the author included information and
expressed opinions believed to be correct and reliable. Because of

3 the constant advance of technical knowledge, the widely differing
conditions of possible specific application, and the possibility of
-misapplication,- any application of the contents of this naper must-be
at the sole discretion and respon~ibility of the user.
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3AhU'LE PROBLI4S (.
The following' sample problems are included to illustrate the general

principles Involved In the theoretical and practical application of
passive repeaters. -The calculations will involve the path.f roe the
transmaitting antenna to the receiving antenna. No attempt will be made
to-evaluater the waveguide and filter~ losses, receiver threshold levels,
transmitter output# signal to noise ratios and so forth, as theme items
vary from syustem to system# tam manufacturers, as a safety factor,
add I db losn to each dish, path, and passive repeater in the system.
This allows some cushion above the guaranteed system performance.

Symbols

we total gain or loss In db for a microwave path including
the gain of the terminal parabolic antenna**

sit, A wA path attenuation In db.

Gt# Gr gain of the transmitting and receiving antennas. -This may
be the combined gain of a dish and reflector combination
where a vertical dish illuinates a ciarved or-flat tower-
%ounted refle'ctor.

G& gain of the smaller of two passives in a double passive
arrangement, or the gain of the passive In a single passive
arranirvoent (j

Gb gain of the larger of the two passives In a double passive
arrangeumente

gain or loss of a passive repeater in the nitar field of an
antenna compared with the gain of the antenna alone In the
position-of the passive.

we gain or loss when the smaller of two passivis replaces both
passives, in a double passive arrurnge"ent.

wavelength in feet -98S/f(mc)

a2 effective area in square feet of the passive repeater or of
the smaller of the two In a double passive arrangement.

b2 effective area in square feet of the larger of two passives.

A Actual passive repeater area in square feet

DI parabolic antenna diameter in feet.
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The following equations give the net gain or lose, in,,db units, of
the particular microwave path including the gain of the terminal parabholic

-,Gt + a($ + C.r Simple path, no passive

(2) QI . + a +*(+ 4Gr Single passive, fai,

(3) -Gt + (n, +~( 0 *t Single passive, near
field

(4) t 4. + a +4 + Gb +-?A+ Gr Double aivfa

fil
II

(S) 1 G ~o + a +0? +& +Gg~Double passives, close.

coiipled

Note that equation (3) is the same as equation (2) wdith oen replacing
* the terms do + Ga. Likewise# equation (5) is the same as equation (4)

with *(p replacing, the terms .4+ Gb-
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"-*xIm0Itr 1,. Find the-net path gain
for the system shon to K -th right. : " --

SGt + 06 + G r  40,~.

wJ /0 Lo, 4 a /,O Lv4 IS- iL-4 4,40-A . . (qss4,)Z e & o,

,0 (3.e3) -.*+ 36.g -- "

-. 4 * 37 * 20 Lo4 DP.o "" 20 Lo4 ic,.,)

317 Z 2 L04 397 20 104 6#00

-37- zo(+.c .20-1,3.76) - I . j,

Example 2, Find the net path gain fro -to pMeLf.

for the system shown to W aloy7#Sd
the rsm the a witte frequency tOL

of 6,-000 mc i a 2F n a

..= 1' +r 33.1 J from the table o n age 34

0 - 3. & ro12 the .4 from the curves on P tge 29 a

1.201f ai repeater .# 74. .,-

r + e.7 - 103 + 73..IZ9 ' 33.1 1 -- &1 J- . (
.xample 3, Assume the same path an in example 2 with a system frequency' +of 6,000 mc instead of 2,000-etc. Find net hath gain.

'~t +" 3S.3 e C, rv 42, -7 from Page 34.

+++~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ i +1+ +1 + kt I9 from page 29.

4 4 1731, d from the curves on page 27 showing the gain

!- .of passive repeaters.
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S Example 4, Find the net gain a e° -'- - -) I
* for the system to

the right. I"U

ow5a A.a#'

First, determine miether or not the passive is in the near field with
respect to the antenna.

7. A i . ;r (_._ . } e 0.717 t 2.IF inspection of the curvet
K - - (q )t7L on page 32 will show

that values for 1/K of less than 2.5 indicate that the passive is in the
-* near field with respect to the antenna. se -enuation 3.

P + *+ K
Gt = r -,12.7 d6 , 0 - -I Z.3JS

I - , .33 for a value of 0.33 for "I"

( n) 'and 0.717 for "I/Kw read
on the graph on page 32 for (n a value of * D.±4

+ 42.7 + 0. C '4 .3-#qt7 C4 5~7J

Example 5, Same as example 4 except with the short leg incr~eased to 2*5 mi
mwhich would make the long leg 31.75 miles.

This is practically on the boarderline between the near and the tar zones.

The oroblem will be solved both ways for comparison.

Near field method: A = 033 s Swuiza. FPOM CHAAT, V(Ah ,J

o(~ -7 V of.SMV LS

ItJt.-7 -I--- )42.7 4 2.7 x - Sj.7

Par field methods

* &,..ao L04 ±- I 4 L4K aeLi34As I
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L 4Z.7- 142.7 P *5 1 0.0- j.8tV.7a - A.-J-- --

The ,ath losses &re tho same by both methods an they should be, within
LI. a-cit-acy of the charts and !zraphs used for the soluttions.

IEXAMPI.E 6, Fisid the net gain for the system showm
to the ri,,ht. Check to datermine wether
the two onssives .re in the a:ear fiel-. with
respect to each other And alse check
to see if the smaller terminal ieg puts
the nassive in the near field with respectV ;to the dish.

+~ *? 7 4 hr Is' A's/ts 6. &

17500 PAINe. A 0I 0IS g
2* "i PAt#, M,z 14&.3 J,.

A$*.* PArh, 0(0 -10.8 JL

CIL- L'a o t O, qr At c .s a( (_I 7(. w 400, e , 020)

Consider the 7,5001 nath:
rAd$ U 7r ( .44X 7VO)

' G, - ,Q + $or.-lk ifl.6J

Thus the first passive is on the boarder between the near and the
A-far field and the love is the me, within the accuracy of the charts,~for both methods.

SConsider the two Passives:
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This indicates that the two nassives are slit.wtly less effective when
tie calculations are based on the near field nethod when compared with
the far field method.

net path, far field .6 + 4 t + .+3 +*4 CV - -1Z.

( V =12.7-6. • - IOC 4- 1.8 *6 -N&3 +qZ.7 - -70.3 A

net Path, near field for both the first leg and the two nassives

A- , *F7- 10.6 - , .- .3'- Z.7 a - S70. JA

Thus, in boarderline cases, both methods give the same results.

Example 7, Find the net

shomn to the right.

If soLst __1)i~w

. L s,) DLf sd

I' Am 4,. .,'-Z pi-

Check to see if the 5.4 mile path in short enough to nut the first
passive in the near field of the antenna.

I- " 1), * m(-,,XX~. I 2. fz > Z. - so else theK 4 el (*.X7.zo Cos 17")

far field scheme for the dish and the passive. The two vassives, only
80' apart are clearly close-coupled.

a' = "ZO COS 3' V * A, ," LOSat 7 ZO Cos 47" U (Pot. A .

. = I. * .Xoo,,sX .J oC.oa

F9#A-f PA66' 33,) *(P 0

P RaO, PA4 2 7, 4.a20. J dfi
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For very. --mall valises of 1/K2 , di - 0 db regardless of tie size of the
la-rger passive.

Example 8, Assume, one was sunaware of the close-couipling effect of tw~o
* passives. Solve problem ?, incorrectly by the far field

mnethod ,

FP"A4 PAt.U 27,. Cw&-'*25sJ

Fwom PAWr 28~ ,fz-i* J&

lo i -#-roi -r t (4 6 4* 0( Ail.

a(=-e s.S 13z./ 4I~- ,~ 1Z.3- N*.Ct2 am -IZ.17 JA-.-

! !norin-- the coupfing effect wotld thus result:- in an error of 40 db and

.11,t41 donmtless result in failure of the path.

" x.Wple 9, Prove thpat thp citrvw on figutre 4-3 ,Pa"e 3Z , aives the same
results as the far field method when 1/K is greater than 25

If this is trite then o~fl - < * C

O~n* 2 LO ZO L., 7rqo . zo Lo -- ~4a

a6 -- ZO L06, Aa d

Ge -20 Lofr4 'ire;
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Example 10. For the system to the rilgt, psi* ,W Io
determine-

1. Face angle, 4 -

2. Horizontal corctioe angl, A a'
3. Effective r.assivo area
4. Vertical ard horizontal G a s

bea width in degees.

Elev. of P.R. center, 4525'+ 18' - 454*3

Elev. of dish lt 3020'+ 40' - 3060' As .uf

Elev. of dish #2, 9210'+ 20' = 42301

• 1 -I 0.134

70381 downward from the passive ObI A correction for the curvature of the earth should
be applied to paths over a few miles long.

Path #2, Curvature correction, 45,80) - 1,350'

02 m tan"1 4941-(4210-1350) ,,, 166100

45(520) -238,000 .007 A 20' rewgsf
~02 - 00241 downward GAP. EMY. 4210"

Calculations based on the equations shown on page 17 are made on the
calculation sheet on the next page for the face angle and the horizontal
correction angle. The calculations indicate a face angle of 40413 down-
ward and a correction angle of 00083 towards path #2 which is the path
with the least vertical angle. The horizontal correcticn always rotates
the bearing of the passive, in the direction of the path with the least
vertical angle, regardless of whether the angle is upward or downward from
the passive.

Effective Area - A coso( cos 0, 0 - 70381-00241 - 70141

- (24X30)(cos 310) (cos 70141)

- 6i2 square feet.

For beenwidth calculationss effective width - 30 cos 310 - 25.7'

effective heigth- 24 cos 70143 - 23.8'

Horizontal beamwidth - Sh - 58.7 A*. (8.7)(0.164) - 0.374 degrees
25.7 25.7

Vertical beanwidth, *v -B5 I)0.1 - 0.404 degrees.
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,SITE rFP-- r=R BL. C.a. ATION SUU.ET (Sarple ca,cu.ation)J

SAn any

I 11z , -s t'ucluded anle betvee= paths: 2,-C - 620
2 1 2 ac-,if the horizontal inclded angle C< " 313 dcr~res.

VIvertical angle fro= horizontal to path 1: 4 1 - 00 2t degreeso

- _ _ __ _ _ ___ _ _ IX- Iuo'.rn
4 ericl angle fromt horizntl to path 2: '2 - 7' 30t degee up&

-Cos 0 ! 0.99998 8 Cas ,0.99993
6 cos 2 0.9914L. 91 o os 0.991d.

7 F c,, o s f- o.,o921.99142 9 cos - Cos -= 0.0085k I

0.00698 tan C-C= 0.60086
21jsin0 0-0.13053 (Cos C -857

161 t. A-< -La< Cos +Cos _ ( 0.69086 )( 0.00854 0 0-

____ ____ __ _ ____ ____(7)

~t. -- -- COAO< i-- --
S-cosfr(< sin 41 + sin -02 -(1.000 ( .371

Coso0< Cos 41 +cos -02 0.85717 )H 1.90,24.2 ) ~~o~
j 04a (71

120[ 3 - 0 361 degrees (wheu can 03 is negative Up
(,when tan 3 is positive)- X o_3

Cosines and tangentz. are positive. Sines are positive whten Elie

S vangle slopes downward iroa the passive repeater, and'negative
Sign Convention: when the angle slopes upward from the passive repeater. note

that A < always rotates the passive bearing towards Elte path

with the least vertical angle. Slide rule accuracy sufficient.

ISketchI To path #2
-&2%= T 301 (downward)

c1 31
Passive
Repeaer-

~To path #1

00 241 (downward)

M ,1,FLECT CO.,inc.
Reference: Hicroflect Passive Repeater Engineering Manual ., .MF., ,.,,

Lutasomer Copttosby W. Branoh- lbaLe 8-22-67,,. oo - = .a~~o , ,.  JL~ a- -

COPYRIGHT 1967
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S P~~~ASSIVE REPEAME BEIRUiW CALCULAIION hE

Passive SIELocatioun
Size___ _

I1 Horizontal Included angle beceen paths: 2-<- degreesj

1 One-half the horizontal Included angle 40 degrees

* 31 Vertical angle fro horizontal to path 1: 1 0 degrees jDouw

, Vertical angle from horizontal to path 2: 4 degrees

F s Co - 1

6 cos 02 19 CoS-
7 cos 8 + Cos042 _I _ _CO_ _ - COS 42 -__

12[- .si 4,1 Cs 1
si 3 2 ____+__sin______02____

16 tanAoC - t szo s-.26 cos 4 2  ( )

17 A< - degrees toward
COS A-< -

Vs) 03)r cos sin4 1 +u sin -2
19 tan-G3  ()-l, t ~ Cos c < Cos, -0 + COS -02 X 1t

120 4 degre) (when tan 03 is negative Up
-degrees (whn tanu 03 is POsitiv I -i

Cosines and tangents are positive. Sines are positive when the
angle slopes downward from the passive repeater, and negative

Sign Convention: when the angle slopes upward from the passive repeater. Note

that A< always rotates the passive bearing towards the path
with the least vertical angle. Slide rule accuracy sufficient.

Sketch

Reference:.Microflect Pasive Rapeater Engineering anu l MICRO L .CT C .,inc.

Customer 7 -Computations by Date

COPYRIGHT 1%7
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PASSIVE REPEATER BEAIKG CALC1JATIO)N SUET
Passive SITE Loction

Size
1 orizoatal included angle between paths: 2a't - ce

12 [One-half the horizontal included angle degrecs]r31 Vertical angle fro. horizontal to path 1- -91 - degres H ___-]

I4 Vertical angle fro= horizontal to path 2: 42 - degrees

6 cos - 91 cos 2 =7 cos-01 + cs 01 cas-91 2 -as

, oIsn .O - lO=s~-i
- 4 tane><

S2sn "2 - 15 Coso<

3131 sin -0 1 +sino02  -

es ..Cos Cos- (1)
16 a n A c - r Co S - c CO S 4Go

(7)

s7O+ - degrees toward

1181 cosAo< -[(is) (13)I,~,,cosAo. sin 4 1 + sin4 _ _(_11 )
19 tan03 . coso< cos _+co-o - ( ) =

- (is) (7)

f201 .3-ere (when tan 03 is negative Up
degrees (when tan 03 is positive uow-n

Cosines and tangents are positive. Sines are positive when the
angle slopes downward from the passive repeater, and negative

Sign Convention: when the angle slopes upward from the passive repeater. Note

that A-< always rotates the passive bearing towards the path
with the least vertical angle. Slide rule accuracy sufficient.

Sketch

F-tere MICROFLECT CO..Inc.
.,aerence: Hicroflec- Passive Repeater Engineering Hanual M ,,, .3541""T

CutmrComputations by ]Dt

COPYRIGHT 1967
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FOREWORD

A short history of the development of the prediction methods in this Technical Note will

permit the reader to compare them with earlier procedures. Some of these methods were first

reportead by Norton, Rice and Vogler [ 1955]. Further development of forward scatter predictions

and a bett r undt standing of the refractive index structure of the atmosphere led to changes re-

ported in an early unpublished NBS report and in NBS Technical Note 15 (Rice. Longley and

Norton, 19b9J. The nicthods of Technical Note 15 served as a basis for part of another unpublished 0

NBIS ,a .o, t which was int orporatwd In Air Force Technical Order T. 0. 31Z- 10-1 in 1961. A

prtliniinary draft of the ,.urrent technical not, was submitted as a U. S. Study Group V contributic-;.

to the CCII in 196t.

technical Note 101 uses the metric system throughout. For most computations both a

graphitcLi method and formulas suitable for a digital computer are presented. These include simple

and comprehensive formulas for omputing diffraction over smooth earth and over irregular terrain.

as well as methods for estimating diffraction over an isolated rounded obstacle. New empirical

graphs are- included fo, estimating long-tern varability for several climatic regions, based on data

that have het.n made available.

or paths in a .ontinental temperate Llimate. these predictions are pi actically the same as

those published in 1961. l'hr reades will find that a number of graphs have been simplified and that

many of the ta|lulations Air more readil adaptable to .omputer pog, amming. The new material

on timte av, tlabtlity and sea vice probability in several climatic regions should prove valuable for

a-eas oth, r than the U. S. A.

Clhaages it this revision .otaceru mainly sections 2 and 10 of volume 1. annexes 1, 11 and V

of1 vluaaae 2. ,td t ertain % hanges it. itotatiun and symbols. The latter changes make the notation

mure Lonsistent with statistical practice

S -. tion 10. Long-Term Power Fading tontains additional matesial on the effec.ts of atmos-

pherit atatiliation.

1- or convenience in using volume 2. those symbols which are found only in an annex are

ltst,-d anti explained at the end of the appropriate annex. Section 12 of volume I lists and explains

only 'noe symbols used in volume I,

Note. This f t.hnical Note consists of two volumes as indicated in the Table of Contents.

II
Fii
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I.I2TiODUCT10%,

This report preseats eotprehecsive niethods of Calclatice ahiSh .! brcc fvw:j!a uef=

eithetr for eXniaiaing o.- fo.- tredicrimg eC..nnlMa~is e distrri-tice: of :ranks.mntsSiaft loss - ,o & i'

range of radio freqzerneies over al-tzost any typor of eri and in st-tre- Hrinai, g :ions S

quantitative estimates of propagation characterisi..s ihem :o determnt Lem tK.1l proWst

ft ~~~~~~~~SyStems will mee: requirements for satisfec toriF scrVi.ec. fc rmhr i . ..- '

they should provide an important step toward inrv &tzz& tent use A the' rat::o frecn-I i s:- tra~.

M~e need for comprehensiv~e an~d at~sxertc . ul~t ion %-I txd is I .- A.rL~ .. s...

when measurcd transmission lzoss data for a iaeec na:ut ! 1. ah r NIMA . -

tion of path length- in figures L 1 t;.- cf anx 1. tg-errm -djn values 10 awt- - I-

tiure to free space for more than 75to radio paths are plotted -- :rsv.L distance. The txtrent.. 1,

wide scatter of these data is due rratnly. to uath-io-r.ath ditferents := terrain profiles aned ez-F ecive anter-na heights- Valv, s recorded !or 4 Aorg period of tzrne over a single path shb

parable ranges, sontines ex . dirg Ivo. dc. Ap Is. SuLh tr .:., p Ath-to-zmath "-,d It:?.-

___variations must be &a.refully mt-sinred. partit -slarIE in asrs of possible inlerf-.. . * vrr

f:o-c hannel or adjac rt-c hannel svstri. s. 'n.. ud.d an annex I is a me.thod for 4.61aj: p.r

liminary reference valuvs ot transn.-ssitpr loss for a -Aide :ange of Predit lion tiaraoau t, rs

The detailed point-to-point methods dest. ribced here deltend on propagttw. path 1 o~n

tetry, atmospheric reiras. tv~it) nrar the Sur Ia. e of :he tarth. and NIWL ified , hara. t-.7ribti,

antenna directivity. ihcy have been tested dgoinst nwz sure-if ;41s is-. the radit. frtque... rant..

40I to 10. 000 Milx (ws. g.th-rlz ne. .,If Ofis r St.. od). - F tiu-...S .f adi :ao..tic. 4-, ....

m-,ristion and suitt.-- tis! tit radii etisg% Is .r~ s*..~~s., .. I If. I...lI -c * s I .1. .1

I tulit order to extend thte apphit atifin o; these linsettids to fre1itivi, i--s uap tc- l'Z C.. 17.

Calculations of long-term median reference -.alues of tra .sinissi.,fi h.-S!F Art- 4bs.di on

current radio prcpagation theory. A large aample of radio data %%as 'usg i t) de% elop th( , I.-

pirical predictions of regional. seasonal, and diurnal th~sge-s ic. io ,I;-t. rin intdia .s. I ti-
* mates of long-term fading relative to observed medians art, givr%% iou- seve..l ,li-natl.. -,, sI and periods of time, including some regions where fev. observations are available

Calculations of transmission loss for paths within the radio honrizon are h~s'-d .~

geomnetric -opticsa ray theory. For paths with a coninmon htori7-.:c. 1-r- li--Yirt-ho, i;.v.-,

diffraction theory is applied and extended to predi( t diffrat tion altt nall.,r, oi. t isalated 1 1

obstacles. F or double horizon paths that extend only slightl f.- %-. 1 th- Ltcri~nia .4 1'. . . o,

of thie Van der Pol-Bremmer method for (omputing field intenmilk ti if. .r diff. .. itsi... r

F- 75



EX? loz- t

-ms 1-veci ;"I"~. %Ai~~-l Lweycod rjdte horizoM. pr-ki arg- tsed 4=

I.n ,s8. .00. g tbo-iry. Ut-410c ataLi. =. -- sed to gcStir tLe EWfftCI.=Cy .tag 2tOC.-s1= al uar-

a it; : cLe &C sper wbce seckir duuba -%Ast as to gwbi7h 1 at . _ f=

Cosr.aIat,. tralzrislft lo'ss is Calculated 1tn tw arrkoes at %C C resells 4rc . ccn-

I ~ s- go t .~ socn~.utrasmissismu loss for a iro-agt6L nio

"t-. 1 9 .- 2-1 -,'0-51qL I. -.. di zi loag zrashrorizc* parb arc jiircn foliowii; sirt tios 5. -8and '3

* -31- t - I* lick. tion 12 provides 21 list of symtbols Zoe. afobreizitis =sed in tbe text.

" ~ I- :. used oall in an Annex arc defired at the Cnd of the apprprate a:;=eX.

Az:-I includes 3 SCt Of "'ZndArd" Cc--eS Of basic tranSmlisio loss alm cu-es

I~r m.:. i4e-.nation brlons free space for earth space Co.:-==lcatfons. Prepared us;in ti:e

th..'-9. elbecd in the report. SuCh cut-es. and the medians of0 data Sho,== on fizgures l

it--4 a.... ere for- genes al qu l'tativ" analysis. but clearly do Co: take actcunt 0of par-

is aiLON 9, a 2in profiles or . imatie effects tha.t mav fbe encountered ot-er a given path.

Asti.. x I supplements the discussion of transnission loss ard directive antenna gains

,.a.-.Sac. t. ~lon ?_ This annex aoetains a discussion of antenza beam orientation. polariza-

s,.ms. sa saitltlpatli coupling loss-

Assm.-x III s ontains isxdorma-tion required for unusual paths. including exact formulas

i.-s om.rputing line-of-sight transmission loss with ground reflections, as %uell es inodifica-

lions of th.. formulas for antenna beams which are elevated, or directed out of the great_

iIr C 1 Iae Analytic expressions suitable for ise on a digital computer are also included.

Annrx IV reviews tropospheriiL propagation theory with particular attention to the

six-hanisss of for-ward scatter from atmospheric turbulence, from layers, or from small

*.:s.alyoriented surfaces. References to some of the work in this field are included.

Ant.-x V p~resents a discussion of "phase interference fading" as contrasted to "'long-

i. . i. %. i lading", provides a method for computing the probability of obtaining adequate

'..* -It. %!-t presenie of noise and/or interfering signals. and includes a brief summary

tit wv.,y to at Meve optimum use of the radio frequency epectrum.

I's. vio-is NI3s rechiial Notes in this seriez, numbered 95 to 103. describe tropo-

hArr it I t.&I..g.stion phcnomenA and slting problems f Kirby. Rice. and Maloney. 1961.

.. t..ts. ii.. teu. ulogi-a I phenomena and their influence on tropospheriL propagation ( Dutton,

i 'ad. Di).itsn annd rhayer. 19611. synoptic radio meteorology [ Bean, Horn, and Riggs.

e'I. t. . haiques for nmeasuring the refractive index of the atmosphere [ McGavIn. 1962].

.2.~~ adtirfsystem paranietcrs Florman and Tary. 196Z]. performance -'redictloau

I.,: ~ I *uu:ui ation links ( Barsis. No. ton, Rice, and Elder. 1961]. and equipment charac-

lrr I's tt.s £ iI..rghaus en, et al.. 1963].
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2. T~ECCL'CEPTS O7 SrSrEM. Lew. Less. PA7TII AMT Mf~

AMD ?AThi PCX s~AF ER GAM-

m~sfe es.L. pe~ac es ai -x si~lass, PZb. 2=:& aua za!=.

G *a patl a=:en=a pe-wcr Xaiz G - Tgs sectioo resmazes SemDe of- tne j =.-

oidceS a defleiti1CO of 'pat1 lcss L 0 . 0lestrates the =sCed theXsc terms and CCorePCs.

and & ribe nezbadg o et src ow. 1553. i5o Walft 1959J. - heczdCaa Csed

he,-, d~ifers .by rc t;ha: u-sed != RecCotmeeCdat.:oo 341 amci *= Report 11Z 1 CCIR 19i.5a. b

F.or the& freque-cy r=Se cousIdered L-z this report cste= less. tz~msioloss. a=C proCa-

8at!Co Loss can be ceusidered eSua1 =W= elii error I= zlntost anl cases, becanse zmneins

gains and.e aste-a cir-cct resistances are essetial!"T thzose e==-uetecd i3= free space.

Z. 1 System Loss and Tas sioLoss

The system loss of a radio !cirut censistleg off a *rasd!zig antem. receir-ing an-

zema. and the !crelgPropaga:3=o =edium_ is defined as th-e dimensionlIess :atio, =jsJ.
9 a

where to Is the radio =rrequncy power Imp=t to the ter I-as Of tbe :r mit= :ema and

WA is t.!:- res=ltant radL4O ireenr Signal Dower arailable a::tzr=-;-ls of the receivin=g
a

antenna. The system loss is usually expressed I-- decibels:

L l0 logww) W, - W, do (2.1)
t a t a

Throughout this report logarithrms are to the base 10 unless oilierwAize stated.

The Inclusion of ground and dielectric losses and antenna circuit losses In L 3pro-

vides a quantity which can be directly and accurately measured. In V7opagatlo:% studies.

4 however, It Is convenient to deal with related quantities such as transmission loss and basic

* I transmission loss which can be derived Only from theoretical estimates of radiated power and

* available :ower for various hypothetical situations.

In this report. capital letters are often used to denote the ratios, expressed in db,

dbu. or dbw., of the corresponding quantities designated with lower-case type. For instance.

In (Z. 1). Wt' 10 log wl In dbw corresponds to wv' in watts.
t tt

Transmission loss is defined as the dimensionless ratio w t 1w *where w tis the

total power radiated from the transmitting antenna in a gi.ren band of radio frequencies. and

Wa Is th-eutn aiofeunysra power wihwuldb aalalfo an equivalnt~n

loss-free antenna. The transmission loss is usually expressed in decibels:

L 10 log (wl/w)W - W =.L - L - L db (2.2)
t a t a a et er

L =0 llog I L =0 llog 1 (2 3)
et et' er er
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~Le.-El a IIL asdefied iz aeCZ IM azre 2kmur radatio a~a rcctne
cc er

WafierawiK for tiaC ransmizlng Z= reccivir- A=UezaM. reanectvelly. WELh VSe freq=CrC5es

Z=84 a=:Ce= bez4fls nSCafy Ccside-redfeo trc~nsphezic -c= iogmon circni -S. thLese
cffzcercies are nearly t=nioy and thed ~wre-nce, be~irem L 5a--d L. snelj~ Wit a-

rennas a F-rcso e~ a aWzeC=tb ab*Ve arc=Y4 as Zbey Csrally are at lower fre qC=EzCiS. Znd

t-- 3!17 wvbti -. rrc pelarizatioa io asad- L a-;d L. are ove zeji~e., be- are

tit.Ornced st:!szz!E'ly hT Cb p--ece of the Corzd and ote r'arb PC~ ed the a-

cc--a ervsr-CCen=2-

Fro --a=smiVer ec:p-t CO receiver inp=t tbe followig synosare :e,-:

Tranrndtter Power TOWa Available Power Available Pow-er Available Pow-er
Out-pmt I=%put to Radiated at Loss-Free at Acft"a at
Power An-tenna Power ReceivingZ Antenna Receiving Antenn-a -Receiver input

w - W' W - W - W2 W
Itt a I

L t*e

aa

It should be noted that Lf and L Irare conceptually different. Since W Itand

Wrepresent the power observed at the transmitter and at the transmitting antenna. respec-

tiveiy- L, includes both transmission line and mismatch losses. Since W1 and W
£ta Ir

represent available power at-the receiving antenna and at the receivcr. mnismatch losses must

be accounted for separately. since L Irincludes only the transmission line loss between the

antenna and thr receiver. Available power and effective loss factors are discussed In annex II.
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Z.. ~DirCcdi.e Gain Zrd power Gjain

A rs~i~ a Eaas a dire=tive pi= &(r) fn the directEZsn ef a Cni:t VecTor if:

(1) it adiaes a tcCa! of W =ams rnCgh the s--face of 2-y large s_ ere

*wicth e z~e= at its ce=-er. zn-?

(Z) it radZtes g W j(4) =2=5 per St.=d!ia in the airecti= -F.

The samte -an=e has a Power gain S';U ) in tCe direction S f:

(1) tels ctoe !a-c ira !t los th"Ae:ztrnnlg sw n

tt
(2) i: radiates gvI(4 ) .n s per s eradiat in tee direction p.

tt

The antenna power gain S' is smsallar thhana t:hne directive gain gt sibt ouly as a result

of the loss factor f -it follows that
et

t(S Gt et

expressed in decibels above the gain of an isotronic radiator. Note that the antenn-a power

gain Gt(F) is less than the antenna directive gain G t E by the amount Le d, where the

power: radiation efficiency Il/le is independent off the direction F.

The gain of an antenna is the same whether it is used for transmitting or receiving.

F'or a receiving antenna, the directive gain G (F) and power gain Gr(F) are related by

r er

The remainder of this report will deal with directive gains, since the power gains

may be determined simply by subtracting Let or L e. The maximum value of a directive

gain G(f) is designated simply as G. As noted in Annex 11, it is sometimes useful to divide

the directive gain into principal and cross-polarization components.
An idealized antenna in free space vith a half-power semi-beamwidth 6 expressed

in radians, and with a circular beam cross-section, may be assumed to radiate x percent

of its power isotropically through an area equal to r6 on the surface of a large sphere of

unit radus, and to radiate (100-x) percent of its power isotropically through the remainder

of the sphere. In this case the power radiated in the direction of the main beam is equal to

xw t1O0 ¢6) watts per steradian and the maximum gain g is, by definition, equal to

4wx/(100w6 2 ). One may assume a beam solid angle efficiency x = 56 percent for parabolic

reflectors with 10 db tapered illumination, and obtain g = 2. Z4/62 The maximum free

space gain G in decibels relative to an isotropic radiator is then

G I0 log g 3.50 - 20 log 6 db. (2.5)

2-7
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V' a-cfrmubal and veriical bea=_nwidtbs U6 gtd Z6 are diff-rent±

6 = X = iZ. 6)

Tlhe atiiver analysis is useful in connection with =easured antezna radiation vatters.

For antennas such as horns or parzboi!. reftectors whbih have a clearly definable

physical apcrt-re, the concept of antenna aperture efficiency is useful. For example, the

free space maxinsuin gain of a parabolic dish with at 56 peice-t apert .re efficiency and a ai-

s,,rtr D is thr ratio of 56 percent of its area to t.e effective absorbing area of an iso-

ir.-,ic radLitor:

G =10 luo56 14 / zog D + ZOlog f- 4Z.10 db .7)t

whrre D .t.d . are in meters and f is the radio frequency in megahertz, MHz.

Equations (2. 5) and (2.7) are useful for determining the gains of actual antennas only when

tht:ir lvan, solid angle efficiencies or aperture efficiencies are known, and these can be de-

trrmin,-d accurately only by measurement.

With a dipole feed, for instance, and 10 < D/) < Z5, experiments have shown the fol-

I..wing enspirical formula to be superior to (2. 7):

G= 23.3logD+23.31ogf- 55.1 db (2.8)

wler. I) is exprebsed in meters and f in MHz.

Cozens [ 196Z] has published a nomograph for determining paraboloidal maximum

gain .sr..1 function of feed pattern and angular aperture. Discussions of a variety of commonly-

n. e.d anltt-i are given in recent booki [Jasik, 1961; Thourel, 1960).

M.uch more isq known a' -nplitude, phase, and polarization response of avail-

,Il,- anlennab in the directions of maximum radiation or reception than in other directions.

Most of the theoretical and developmental work has concentrated on minimizing the trans-

mi.4.ioi loss between antenias and on studies of the response of an arbitrary antenna to a

standard plane wave. An increasing amount of attention, however, is being devoted to maxi-

inizing tl transmission loss between antennas in order to reject unwanted signals. For

this purpose it is important to be able to specify, sometimes in statistical terms, the

'Itrectivity, pluse, and polarization response of an antenna in every direction from which

m,-kiipath components of each unwanted signal may be expected. A large part of annex I is

levohd io this subject.

For the frequencies of interest in this report, antenna radiation resistances r at

any radio frequency P hertz are usually assumed independent of their environment, or

else the immediate environment is considered part of the antenna, as in the case of an

.nntcnna mounted on an airplane or space vehicle.

Z-4
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2.3 Polarization Coupling Loss and Multipath Coupling Loss

it is sometimes necessary to minimize the response of a receiving antenna to un-

wanted signals from a single source by way of A;(eret paths. This requires attention

to the amplitudes, polarizations, and relative phases of a number of wZves arriving

from different directions. in any theoretical model the phases of principal and cross-

pnri~-":!c -e o&,onen s of each wave, as well as the relative phse response of the re-

ceiving antenna to each component. must be considered. Complex voltages are added

!at the antenna terminals to make proper allowance for this amplitude and phase infor-

mation.

In annex II it is shown how complex vectors e and e may be used to represent

transmitting and receiving antenna radiation and reception patterns which will contain

amplitude. polzrization. and phasc infiormation [Hales, 1951] for a given free-space

wavelengtb. X. A bar is used under the symbol for a complex vector e =e + i e
-- c

where i = 4 and e , e are real --ectors which may be associated with principal and
p c

cross-polarized components of a uniform elliptically polarized plane wave.

Calculating the power transfer between two antennas in free space, complex polari-

zation vectors P:) and I (--) are determined for each antenna as if it were the trans-

mitter and the other were the receiver. Each antenna must be in the far field or radiation

field of the other. The sense of polarization of the field e is right-handed or left-handed

depending on whether the axial ratio of the polarization ellipse, a I is positive or negative-
x

a =e /e (2.9)
x c p

The polarization is circular ifI Je e and linear if e = 0. where e =-- is in
pc p pp

the principal polarization direction defined by the unit vector i . The polarization couplingP

loss in free space is

Lcp= -10 log 2 db, (2.10)

In terms of the axial ratios a and a defined by (1148) and (1I. 50) and the acute anglex xr
41p between print Ipal polarization vectors e and e , the corresponding polarization

pp pr

efficiency may be written as 2 2a )Z2.rl *pa% l iZp xr
P i 2 2 (2. 11)- r(a + Ilar + l)

x xr

This is t' same as (. 62). Annex II explains how these definitions and relationships are

extended to the general case wbere anlennas are not in free space.

There is a maximum transfer of power between two antennas if the polarization el-

lipse of the receiving antenna has the same sense, eccentricity, and principal polariza-

tion direction as the polarization ellipse of the Incident radio wave. The receiving an-

tenna is completely "blind" to the incident wave if the sense of polarization is opposite.

NI.F2-5
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the eccentricity is !he same, and the principal polarization direction is orthogonal to that of

the incident wave. In theor.y this situation would result in the complete rejection of an un-

wanted signal propagating in a direction -2. Small values of g(- 4 ) could at the same time

discriminate against unwanted signals coming from other directions.

When more tian one plane wave is incidsnt upon a receiving antenna from a single

source, there may be a "multipath coupling loss" which includes beam orientation, polariza-

tion coupliug. and phase mismatch losses. A statistical average of phase incoherence ef-

*fects, such as that described in subsection 9.4. is called "antenna-to-medium coupling loss."

Multipath coupling loss is the same as the "loss in path antenna gain," L , defined in thegP
next subsection. Precise expressions for L may also be derived from the relationships

gP
in annex II.

2-6
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Z. 4 Path Loss, Basic Transmission Loss, Path Antenna Gain, and Attenuation Relative to

Free Space

Recorded values of transmission loss are often normalized to "path loss" by adding the

sum of the maximum free space gains of the antennas, G + Gr , to the transmission loss, L.t r
Path loss is defined as

L =L+G +G db. (2.12)

Basic transmission loss, L is the system loss for a situation where the actual an-

tennas are replaced at the same locations by hypothetical antennas which are:

(1) Isotropic, so that G (P) = 0 db and G (-P) = 0 db for all important propaga-
t r

tion directions,

(2) Loss-free, so that Lt 0 db and L =0 b.
et er

(3) Free of polalization and multipath coupling loss, so that L =0 db.
cp

If the maximum antenna gains are realized, L ° = Lb .

Corresponding to this same situation, the path antenna gain, G , is defined as the~p
change in the transmission loss if hypothetical loss-free isotropic antennas with no multi-

path coupling loss were used at the same locations as the actual antennas. Assumptions used

in estimating Gp should always be carefully stated.

Replace both antennas by loss-free isotropic antennas at the same locations, with no

coupling loss between them and having the same radiation resistances as the actual antennas,

and let Wab represent the resulting available power at the terminals of the hypothetical iso-

tropic receiving antenna. Then the basic transmission loss Lb. the path antenna gain G ,P

and the path antenna power gain G , are given by
PP

Lb W -Wab L +G db (2.13)

Gp= Wa "Wab L bL db (2.14a)

G W' W L L db (2.14b)
pp a ab b s

where Wt , W ,W1 and L are defined in section 2.1.
a a s

In free spac-, for instance:

Wa = W + Gt(P) + Gr(-P) - L + 20 log dbw (2. 15a)
a t t r cp 4 -r)

Wb = W +20 log /-hXr> dbw. (Z. 15b)

A special symbol, Lbf, is used to denote the corresponding basic transmission loss In free

space:

L 20 log -)= 32.45 + 20 log i+ 20 log r db (2.16)Lbf

2-7
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where the anitenna s-aparation r is expressed in kiloreters and the free space wavelength X

equals 0.2997925/f kilometers for a radio frequency f in megahertz.

When low gain antennas are used, as on aircraft, the frequency dependence in (2. 16)

icates that the service range for UI1F equipment can be made equal to that in the VIIF

band onily Iv kising additional power in direct proeortion to the square of the frequency. Fixed

Ioiit-lo-p'iht vommunications links uistually employ high-gain antennas at each terminal, and

for t given antenna size more gain is realized at UHF thai at VIIF, thus more than com-

pensating for the additional free space loss at UHF indicated in (2. 16).

C:o,,paring (2. 13). (2. 14), and (2. 15). it is seen that the path antenna gain in free

G lit is

Gpf= Gt(i ) + Gr(-i) - L db, (2. 17)
t r cp

o'r uost wanted propagation paths, this is well approximated by Gt + G r . the sum of the

tndximu:lI mitenn&a gains. For unwanted propagation paths it i often desirable to minimize

pf. This can be achieved not only by making G t() and r(-r) small, but also by using

different polarizations for receiving and transmitting antennas so as to maximize Lcp

In free space the transmission loss is

L- Lbf -Gpf db. (2. 18) Q
Ih'h tont ept of basic transmission loss and path antenna gain are also useful for normalizing

the reui,,lts of propagation studies for paths which are not in free space. Defining an "equiva-

lent free- space transmission loss". LC as

Lf f Lbf Gp, (2.19)

note th.at to tit (2. 19) is not equal to G + G unless this is true for the actual propagation

path. It is often ionvenient to investigate the "attenuation relative to free space". A, or

the basi transmission loss relative to that in free space, defined here as

A = Lb - Lbfn L- Lf db. (2.20)

I'his definition, with (2. 19), makes A indep6ndent of the path antenna gain. G pWherep
terrain has little effect on line-of-sight propagation. it is sometimes desirable to study A

rather than' the transmission loss, L.

Altihv,tgai (,p varies with time, it is customary to suppress this variation [ Hartman.

)iit' I and to cstimate G as the difference between long-term median values of L b andp bP12 multipath t oupling loss. or the "loss in path antenna gain", L gp, is defined as the

dtifervt.,e between path loss j.. and basic transmission loss Lb:

2-8
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L -- L= G -G qrb.v (Z..Zl)SpI 0r P

Th e loss in~ rath ant&--- gain will ther- fore. In Semeral. leclode cc--pocc=!x of bea= *orIe~a-

Clom loss zed polarization coopilog loss as weni as any &per -e-to-=edl cocpLrx loss tha:

may result f-to-- scattefrjm by the troposphere, by rocgh or irregular tcr.rzi=, or by £rralm

cltter suzch as vegetation.. bmtILas brIeges, or power ILles-

The relatioshiAps betweem traz-stmssio~ less. propagation loss az~d field ctrength are dis

cussed I-m anex H-
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wbere it to the ezzface mfa sam. ibm
Wa

Az _ (3.1RI)
r ex

Ki~sAC K rba; V deep(-0.Z me)3 I= 13- R

WBWere 35 e Sarace waUM CE a rate of aboazRa=k by zzai, &--I r is an weex: e
ra~bariu- disaeeP. Figures 3.10 -3.13 shows r versas r fcor several values Cd S

a~ .Tbe carves I m- were cmp=T&I asi (3. 1ZO.

A "sada-d 1mg-term coZaetr dzstr:b-- of --a= abscrpcke is est-aed,

Cs=Sg=e~ stalistics from Cue ammysed by BOMSTe 11930]. Wbo restes the czCa=ivEM die-

ftrai CE pubasei averas" radefl ratese for 25. w0. amd 1Wki e es,

respetiveIty. wihthe CO~z&s 7 dusz--^a !-- a slzie rsk= 0jaze Cf Ue-*!czzr-. =C-kr

sand two-h=u mesa zasf razes, recoraed far a m=n. Tibe towa acl raimfani GLC;io is

RA-Mfall ftatitics va-Y Ccusiderably fromic to rergit. sOe:es frorm y~ear

to ea.Z:Md dft- i k the dirTeCtI: of a PS& (with Or acrcOS prewailisg wjeds). F=rutae

i= Northb A~erica, east-west systerms seem pafliodarly vu-Irerabae, as they lie a!-cug the

Fal Off e'- - heav sboweso

For very !Oft paths. time c==IruTivs distuibci= of instansameo-nS path average rain-

fall rates. R. depends cc ZOrn a~ varies w!it dlevatior above the surface amd upor the Cor-

relatior of r- fal with distance aozg the path. Figure 3.1It provides estin~atcs ed the

=staiareors path average rairf*Ul rate R rezceoded for 0. 01, 0. 1. 1, ard S percert of the

year as a furctior ef rerand zorzralized to a to*i =As rai-fall of 100 c=. To obtain A

from~ (3. 1).replace R . i= (3.1Z)with ir. from figure 3.14, cultiplied by the ratio of the

total arual rai-fall and 100 cm. Thxese estimates are a estrapdiation of the results given

by Bussey 11950) and are intened to allow for the average variation of R with beight, as
given by (3. 1-2)ed allowed for In the I-E-Wtl of r ,* and for the correlationa of surface rain-

fall rate R rewith distance along tlw, surface, as analyzed by Bussey.
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3.4 A M:&ai= c ua

Qan drzrxers are regarded brr as tbise W~er =r Dcer ar:=IeS hawal eadia :0=2er

C~amB --- = .zro 0.-1 cr. hUu2'= a =Lpoo aggrdccaeh rzo ZRhe Fraace f ari

clouds. ==S Cazsi6r dL-=-sz is= -om il is =Mce P===23a to speak ef tke warer c~c

ofClos rather the d=C9p~ -s digraoz tdze es.~so hpreers

arc scarce. Buz it Es OSSL le to =ake reasrE r- nso e 'aatr cccoe=o M. dd a

cleoat frei= a k=Sledge of thoe Vertical eP2coe: C6 tbe cloud aud the vradients CC ;resscre.

te~erzzrea~z mEiin razip. Wkeb is ehe rat=o CST te =ass eff Water waporr to tbe =ass

A -K ad (3.13
C I

where A is the tota abscrp-tc auerU=a:Eoc wi thc cloud., N is an tertc cefcct

'ralces for aeicb are Zi'E in tablie 3.!1. aud 3d is the liqoE Wrater ccort CE the doCCd,

ruieasmred- in Zgra-s per ccbi;c icer. The zic peiitli ater,. ina Sgwem

prrssore layer cam be c5Cained by evalcag the average ziim r in the layer. i-irltiiyi:

by the pressure dffree,&0 an- di'.iding by the graTy. USg tBis =e td -ceai ning M

znd the V-alues CC K Iircen tabae 3-1 , it is possible :o Se: a fairly reliaae estinate of the

absor~tiC= of raED e.ergy by a do.

Sevreral l=portant facts are dLe__ostrated bf :able 3.1. Time i-crease in atte- atio

.t.% increasing freqcecy isc learly shown. The vales clbage by about am order of rag-tde

fr= 10 :o 30 GHz. C cd attenuatio can be safely zeglected below 6 GC-H. The data

presented bere also snoir that attenuation increases with decreasing termperatare. These

elatiso are a reflection of the dependene of the refractive index on bcth wavelength zad

temperature. The different dielectric properties of water a:d ice arc illustrated by the

difference in atte--aticn. Ice clouds gzve attenuatioms about two orders of magnitude smnaller

than water clouds of the same water content.

TABLE 3.1

One-Way Attenuation Coefficient, KI, in dbjkrm/gm/m 3

Temperature

(OC) Frequency, G Hz,

33 24 17 9.4

Water 20 0.647 0.311 0.128 0.0483
10 0.681 0.406 0.179 0.0630

Cloud 0 0.99 0.532 0.267 0.0858
L -8 1.25 0.684 0.34 0.112

(extrapolated) (extrapolated)

Ice 0 8.74X 10 - 3  6.35x 10 - 3  4.36X 10 - 3  -. 46 X 10- 3

-10 2.93x 10- 3  2.11 X 10 "3  1.46X 10 - 3  8.19 X10 . 4

Cloud 331--0 2.0 x 10 3  1.45x 10- 3  1.0 X 10 - 3  5.63x 10 - 4
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SKY NOISE TEMPERATURE DUE TO RERADIATION BY OXYGEN AND
WATER VAPOR
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Thebanin U9a adi ry a i pas" dheqar)6 die aiWerVBWre ES rargear demetzae

grOn &aivot ori rebactue Emdu% Str der eozrs d jirrOac.hodz

AVAA 21tAiaA Eien at leaseWithi the Exiraxjete 25m Chet s4--bac. A= "'eeCive

.asiWS radic- Es de1isd as a icio via AXa e £ C=G CE rae Srace

No = (m -l1) X 1

Wbri ia ame aft"pezic refractive iades at tbe sarface Of the earth._

in the Uid States the fdlnurin empiical resias]p has bee= estamisbed he~zxeeni

SLV=ARL= 2ad CUC m=an zC'_-CEciZT, radient &n in eshe Erst sio eer- a7eve the suxface:

&j Njim =-7.32 esp(O.C05577 NO). (4.2)

-im3ar values have been. established in Wet verimnyand in the Uaited Kizgd=s [CI963eJ -

is this paper values o_4 N s are ased to ociaractierize average atmospheric cooditiocs

during periods of mWinrum field strength. In the =ortlern temperate monce. field stre gzhs

and values of N mcbsiimtsm values duin -inter afternoons. Throghou the worlad

regional changes in expected-values of transmisI sion loss depend on minimu-m naofthlly mean C
vleofarelated quatity. N . whc represents surface refractivity reduced to sea leveE _

NI=N xp(-O. 1057 h (4.)

where h is the elevation of the surface above mear. sea level. in kilometers, and-the

refractivity N is read from the map shown in figure 4.1 and taken from Bean, Horn, and

Ozanich f1960).
Most of the refraction of a radio ray takes place at low-elevations. so it is appropriate

to determine N and h for locations-corresponding to the lowest elevation of the radio rays
0 S

most important to the geometry of a propagation path. As a-practical matter for -within-the-

horizon paths. h ais defined as the ground elevation immediately below the lower-antenna

terminal. and N is determined at the same location. For beyond-th-horizon paths, h
0

and N are determined at the radio horizons along the great circle path between the antennas,
*0 0

and N, is the aver age of the two values calculated from (4.3). An exception to this latter

- rule occurs if an antenna is more than 150meters -below its radio horizon; in such a case,

h and N should be determined at the antenna location.
0s

The effective earth's radius, a, is given by the following expression:

a =a [-0. 04665 exp(0. 005577 N)] (4.4)

* 1- 4-1
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iim s"aIy ira= for par:o Ci te the~e ewer mMCSt reaths. CS7CEdall in, -aritfhee i~es

The average occurre~c ot strcog larer reilecs. s-prref.-actic, &aching. adother

feicwsing ad Atfoccs~ effects of the at~sqxere is takhe izto account in the em!piricalime~

Sewmiemnaan 1957J. and lUeimm [1953].
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5. TRANSMISSION LOSS PREDICTION METHODS FOR WITHIN-THE-HORIZON PAT HS

;rossisd wave propagation over a smooth spherical earth of uniform-ground-conductivity

and dielectric constant. and with a homogeneous atmosphere, has been studied extensively.

Some of the results were presented in CCIR Atlases [ 1955, 1959]. Recent work by Bachynski

[ 1959. 1960. 1963], Wait [ 1963]. Furutu [ 1963]. and others considers irregularities of

eirctrical ground constants and of terrain. A distinction is made here between the roughness

ot terrain Which determines the proportion between speculir and diffuse reflection of radio

waves, and large scale irregularities whoseaverage effect is accounted for by fitting a straight

line or curve to the terrain.

A comprehensive discussion of the scattering of electromagnetic waves from rough

surfaces i given in a recent book by Beckmann and Spizzichino [ 1963]. Studies of reflection

from irregular terrain as well as absorption, diffraction, and scattering by trees, hills, and

itan-made obstacles have been made by Beckmann [ 1957], Blot ( 1957 a, b], Kalinin [ 1957,

1958], KUhn [ 1958], McGavin and Maloney [ 1959], 2ePetrie and Ford [ 1946], McPetrie

and Saxton [ 1942], Saxton and Jane [ 1955], Sherwoed and Ginzton ( 1955], and many other

workert. Examples of studies-of reflection from an ocean &urface imay be found in papers by

Beard, Katz and Spetner [ 1956], and Beard [ 1961].

A semi-empirical method for predicting transm.'saion loss for within-the-horizon paths

is given in annex I.

Reflections from hillsides or obstacles off the great circle path between two antennas j
sometimes contribute a significant amount to the received signal. Discrimination against

such off-path reflectiono may reduce multipath fading problemo, or in other cases antenna

beams may be directed away from the great circle path in order to increase the signal level

by taking advantage of o f-path reflection or knife-edge difiraction. For short periods of

time, over some paths, atmospheric fecusing or defocusing will lead to somewhat smaller or

much greater values of line-of-sight attenuation than th, long-term median values predicted

for the average path by the methods of this section.

If two antennas are intervisible over the effective earth defined in section 4, ray optics

may be used to estimate the attenuation A relative to free space, provideL that the great

circle path terrain visible to both antennas will support a substantial amount of reflection and

that it is reaconable to fit a straight line or a convex curve of radius a to this portion of the

terrain.

5F-1 _0
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5. 1 Line-of-Sight Propagation Over Irregular Terrain

Whcre ray optic s, ormulas, described in:section. 5. Z, are not applicable a: saJsfactory

-estimate of line-of-sight transmission loss may- sometimesbe made-by one of the following

methods:

1. If a slight change in the position-of either antennaoresults in a situation where. ray

optics formulas may beused, then A may be estimated by extrapolation 0r-interpolation.

2. Instead of a single curve fit to terrain as in 5. 2 themethod may, in, some caser, be

extended to multiple curve fits and multiple reflections from these curves.

3. If terrain is no irregular it cannot be reasonably well approximated -by a single curve,

the line-of-sight knife-edge formulas of section 7 may be applicable.

4. Interpolation between curves in an atlas, or standard propagation curves such as

those given in appendix I, may provide a satisfactory estimate, A useful set of calculations

for 0 = 0 is given by Domb and Pryce [ 1947].

5. Empirical curves drawn through data appropriate for the problem of interest may

be useful. For example, the dashed curves of figures I. 1-I. 3 show how values of attenua-

tion relative to free space vary with distance and frequency for a large sample of recordings

of television signals over random paths. The data shown in figures 1. 1-1. 4 correspond to-

a more careful selection of receiving locations and to a greater variety of terrain and cli-

matic conditions.

-5-
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5. 2 Line-of-Sight Propagation Over a Smooth or Uniformly Rough Spherical Earth

Tlhe simplest ray optics-formulas assume that the field at a receiving antenna is made

tip to, two components, one associated with a direct ray having a path length r 0 and the other

Asiin~ted wvithi it ray reflected from a point on the surface. with equal grating aililes 4#. The

refleeted ra~y has a path length r I+ r Z , lhe field arriving at the receiver via the direct ray

dilfer'a from the field arriving via the reflected ray by a phase angle which in a function of the

path length difference, Ar =r I + r2 - rot illustrated in figure 5. 1. The reflected ray field

in also modified by an effective reflection coefficient Re and associated phase lag (w - c),

which depend on the conductivity. permittivity, roughness. and curvature of the reilecting

urface, as well as upon the ratio of the products of antenna gain patterns In the directions of

direct and reflected ray paths.

Let g and g represent the directive gain for each antenna in the direction of
01 01

the other, assuming antenna polarizations to be matched. Similar lactore g rland g riare

drfined for each antenna in the direction of the point of ground reflection. The effective re-

flection coefficient R i, then

grgr 0.~ -6~ q in+
Re MDR ri ra( (.1

where the divergence factor D) allows for t13 divergence of energy reflected from a curved

stirface. and may be approximated as
r Zdd

Ld tan-

1 ~A min - a. t expression for the divergence factor, D. based on tpontctric optics was derived

by Itiblet .and Barker [ 19481. Tne term R represents the magnitux~v s. the theoretical coef-

fi-wst, It~pI - ul ., for reflection of a plane wave front a sir..jotl plane surface of a given

t midti tivity and diele'ctric constant. In most cases c may be set equal to zero and R is very

it. arly unity. A notable exci-ption for vertical polarization over sea wvater is discussed in annex

Ill. V. ltis of it and c vs qi are showtj on figures 111. 1 to Ill. 8 for both vertical and honl-

zuiital polarization over good, average, and poor ground, and over sea water.
Thew grazing angle t, and the other geometrical parameters d. dl. d., and a are shown

on figure 5. 1. T'he terrain roughness factor, orh- defined in section 5. 2. 2, and the radio

wave length. X, are expressed in the same units. The exponent (rh sin Qi/X is Rayleigh's

criterion of roughness.

5-3
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If the product DR exp(-O. 6 a.h sin tp/k) is less than In,, and is less than 0.5,

ground reflection may be assumed to be entirely diffuse and R is then expressed is

R 4 gri grz sinb I (5.3)

01 02

where terrain factors D, R and G'h are ignored. The factor g g grz/ g in (5.3) makes

R approach zero when narrow-beam antennas are used to discriminate against ground re-

flections.

For a single ground reflection, the attenuation relative to free space may beobtained

front the general formula

A-10 log g go1+ R cost - c ra+ + +A a db (5.4)

010 e e p a1

where the path antenna gain G may not be equal to the sum of the maximum antenna gains.

Losses A dua to atmospheric absorption, given by (3.4), may be important at frequencies

above i G1-z. The basic tranumituion loss L is
b

Lb= 32.45+ 20 log f+ 20 log r +A. (5.5)

Over a smooth perfectly-coi cing surface, R I and c 0 . Assuming also that

free space ante "a gains are realizL. so that G 10 log(g g ). the attenuation relative. P 01 0Z

to free space is

A - 6 - 10 log sin (Tr Ar/X) db. (5.6)

Ixact fort'ulas for computing Ar are given in annex III. The appropriate approximations

given in (5.9) to (5. 13) suffice for most practical applications. If Ar is less than 0. 12X,

(5. 4) may underestimate the attenuation and one of the methods of section 5. 1 should be used.

Section 5, 2. 1 shows how to define antenna heights h, and h' above a plane
earth, or above a plane tangent to the earth at the point of reflection. The grazing angle

is then defined by

tan i -- h'/dl = h2'd2 (5.7)

.,e heights and distances are in kilometers and d I and d 2 are distances from each an-

tenna to the point of specular reflection:

5-4
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d1 +d z
= d, d= d(1 + d , d( + % (S.58a)

The distances d I and d may be approximated for a spherical earth by substituting antenna

heights h1 and h2 above the earth for the-heights h, and h.1 in (5.8a). Then these leights

may be calculated as

hh -h d 2 /(Za), h,' h - dZ/(Za (5.8b)

for an earth of effective radius a, and substituted in (5.8a) to obtain improved estimates of

d andd . Iterating between (5.8a) and (5.8b), any desired degree of accuracy may be

obtai ned.

The path length difference between direct and ground reflected rays is

d d+(h'+h') - 4d+('Ih - WZe ZhllhtId(59

where the approximation in (5. 9) is valid for small grazing angles.

Referring to (5. 5) the greatest distance, d o , for which A is zero, (assuming that

R = 1 and that free space gains are. realized) occurs when Ar = X/6. Frpm (5. 9)
Ar m 2h-'hl/d; therefore:

do = 12 h' h /X . .o(5,1a)

This equation may be solved graphically, or by iteration, choosing a series of values for d

solving (5.8) for hi, h', and testing the equality in (5. 10a).

For the special case of equal antenna heights over a spherical earth of radius a, the

distance d may be obtained as follows:
0

Ar /6 2 " h - d 2 /(8a) = 2h 2 /d hd (Za) + d 3 (3Za ) (5. lb)
000

where

dI  dZ  d/2, h =h z = h, and h'=h-d1(8a).

F-114
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For this special case where h = h. over-a smooth spherical earth of radius a. the

angle 4o may he defined is

tan 4, Z h/d - d/(4a) (5. I1.)

and

Ar =d(secdo - 1) d[ _F .Z7-

Let 8 represent the angle of elevation of the direct ray r relative to the horizontal
h 0

at the lower antenna, hi , assume that hI << h 1 << 9 asp and that the grazing angle,-

4j, is small; then, over a spherical earth of effective radius a,

A r_ 2hsin L0 L +4 hlh/(3a) h (5.12)

whether 0h is positive or negative. For 0h = 0, dI  2 h /(3,) .
hh 1 1

Two very useful approximations for &r are

Ar a 2 d 1 d 2/d c- Zh sin kilometers (5.13)

and the corresponding expressions for the path length difference in electrical radians and in

electrical degrees are

2fAr/X = 41.917 f h'h'/d = 41.917 f 12 2 dd 2 /d - 42 f h sin+ radians (5, 14a)

360Ar/X 2401.7 f hh/d 2401.7 f 42 d d Id -2402 f h in4 degrees (5. 4b)

1 21

T * where f is the radio frequency in MHz and all heights and distances are in kilometers.

The last approximation in (5. 13) should be used only if hI is small and less than h 2 /20,

as it involves neglecting dI/(2a) relative to hI in (5.8) and assuming that d2 P d.

As noted following (5. 5), ray optics formulas are limited to grazing angles such that

4r >0. 06. With this criterion, and assuming R = 1, the attenuation A is 15 dB fore

the corresponding minimum grazing angle

tIL _ X-Td/t(d d Z radians

tt~where ante X'ias are barely intervisible. A comparison with the CCIR Atlas of smooth-earth

diffrajztion curves siaows that the attenuation relative to free space varies from 10 to 20

decibels for a zero angular distance (0 0, += 0) except for extremely low antennas.

5-6
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Figurc 5. la shows how rays will bd above an earth of actual radius a0 s 6370 kilo-

tcters. while figure 5. lb shows the same rays drawn as straight lines above an earth o ef-

fective radius a. Antenna heights above sea leveL h and h r are usually slightly greater

than the effective antenna heig~hts h- 8nd hj defined in 5.2.1. This difference arises from

two circumstances: the smooth curve may be a curve-fit to the terrain instead of representing

sen level. and straight rays above an effective earth overestimate the ray bending at high ele-

vations. This latter correction is insignificant unless d is large.

, '4
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5.2. 1 A Ccre-F it to Terraf=

A smooth curve is fitted to terrain visible fr. . both an:en-as. It is used to define an-

te*n helghts h' and h_ as well as to determine a single reflection point where the angle
I

of incidence of a ray r1 is equal to the angle of reflection of a ray rz in figure 5. 1. This

curve is also required to obtain the deviation, cr., of terrain heights used in computing .R

In (5. 1). Exlriece has shown that both h' and h' should exceed 0. i6X for the

following formulas to be applicable. One of the prediction methods listed in subsection 5. I may
be used where these formulas do not apply-

First. a straight line In fitted by least squares to equidistant heights h i(xi ) above sea

level. and x /(2a) is then subtacted to allow for the sea level curvature Ila illustrated in
I

figure 6.4. The following equation describes a straight line h(x) fitted to 21 equidistant

values of h i(x i) for terrain between xi = x 0 and x, = x20 kilometers from the transmitting

antenna. The points x 0 and x20 are chosen to exclude terrain adjacent to either antenna

which is not visible from the other:

h(x) h+ m(x --) (5. 15a)
20

120 __0 __ m 2 D0 hi(i-lO)

It I ho 2 20 = (5. 15b)2' 1 his 2 ,1 m

1=0 77(x 2 0 - x0 )

Smooth modified terrain values given by

y(x) h(x) - x /(2a) (5.16)

will then define a curve of radius a which is extrapolated to include all values of x from

x 0 to x = d, the positions of the antennas.

The heights of the antennas above this curve are

h' ht -h(0), h1 = h -h(d) . (5.17)

If h' or h' is greater than one kilometer, a correction term, Ah, defined by (6. 12)

and shown on figure 6.7 i. used to reduce the value given by (5.17).

Where terrain is so irregular that It cannot be reasonably well approximated by a

single curve. ah is large and R = 0, not because the terrain is very rough. but becausee

it is irregular. In such a situation, method 3 of section 5. 1 may be useful.

5-8
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5. Z. Z The terrain roughness fatoror h

The terrain roughness factor arh In (5.1) is the root-mean-square de-dation of modified 1.

terrain elevations, yi. relative to the smooth curve defined by (5. 16). within the limits of the

first Fresnel zone In the horizontal reflecting plane. The outline of a first Fresnel zone el-

lipse is determined by the condition that

r +r r +r +)LIZ

where r 1 4 r is the length of a ray path corresponding to reflection from a point on the

edge of the Fresnel zone, and r I + r Z is the length of the reflected ray for which angles of

incidence and reflection are equaL Norton and Omberg [1947] give general formulas for

determining a first Fresnel zone ellipse in the reflecting plane. Formulas are given in

annex III for calculating distance@ xa and xb from the transmitter to the two points where

the first Fresnel ellipse cuts the great circle plane.

A particularly interesting application of some of the smooth-earth formulas given in

this section is the work of Lewin ( 1962] and others in the design of space-diversity configura-

tions to overcome phase interference fading over line-of-sight paths. Diffraction theory may

be used to establish an optimum antenna height for protection against long-term power fading,

- choosing for instance the minimum height at which the attenuation below free space is 20 db (
for a horizontally uniform atmosphere with the maximum positive gradient of refractivity

expected to be encountered. Then the formulas of this section will determine the optimum

diversity spacing required.to provide for at least one path a similar 20 db protection against

multipath from direct and ground-reflected components throughout the entire range of refrac-

tivity gradients expected. In general, the refractive index gradient will vary over wider

ranges on over-water paths [Ikegami, 1964].

(-~
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~~~5. 3 So--c_ Ef'fects ofr Clattered--.eraz

~The effects of rerac~io, difactio-. ard absorpton byr trees, hills. and .-=:-ade

obstacles are often im.por*,nt, especiaflly if a receiving installation is low or is surrocnded

b7 obstacles. Absorption of radio energy is probably the least important of these three

factors cept in cases where the only path for radio energy is directly through s,,e tuild-

At

ing snaterial or where a radio path extends for a long distance through trees.

Studies made at 3000 MHz indicate that stone buildings and groups of trees so densev

that the sky cannot be seen through them should be regarded as -opaque objects around wthich

diffraction takes place f McPetrie and Ford, 1946). At 3000 MHz the loss through a Z3-

centimeter thick dry brick wall was 12 db and increased to 46 db when the wall .-as --ho.r-

oughly soaked with water. A loss of 1. 5 db through a dry sash window, and 3 db through

a wet one we.re usual values.
The only objects encountered which showed a loss of less than 10 db at 3000 MHz

were thin screens of leafless branches, the trunk of a single tree at a distance exctedi;ug

30 meters. wood-framed windows, tile or slate roofs, and the sides of light wooden huts.

Field strengths obtained when a thick belt of leafless trees is between transmitter and re-

ceiver are within about 6 db of those computed assuming Fresnel diffraction over an obstable

slightly lower than the trees. Lovs through a thin screen of small trees will rarely exceed

6 db if the transmitting antenna can be seen through their trunks. If sky can be seen tnro-iyh

the trees, 15 db io the greatest expected loss.

The following empirical relationship for the rate of attenuation in woods hs bee:: viven
C by Saxton and Lane [ 1955):

Aw = d(0. 244 log f - 0. 442) decibels, (f > 100 MUZ) ::.18'

w~wre A is e absorption in decibels through d meters of trees in full leafat a & £ioe
w

fmegahertz.

The situation with a high and a low antenna In which the low antenna is located a small

dintarce from and at a lower height than a thick stand of trees is quite different from the

situation in whidh both antennas may be located in the woods. Recent studies at approxi-

mately 500 MHz show the depression of signal strengths below smooth earth values as a

function of clearing depth, defined as the distance from the lower antenna to ,he ed.,, o- the

woods Head, 1960). The following empirical relation is established:

A = 52 - 12 log d decibels ('5. l)
C c

where A is the depression of the field strength level below smooth earth values and -d it
c c

the clearing depth in meters.
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5.4 SarpleCalculation of Line-of-Sight 1Predictions

Attenuation relative to free space is predicted for a short line-of-sightpath shown

in figstre 5.2. Measurements at a frequency of 100 MHz were made using-vertical polari-

z;stiou. eh tratiwanitting and receiving antennas are 4 meters and 9 meters, respectively.

:l,-1~uground.

A straight line is fitted by least squares to the terrain visible from both antennas.

T'err.in sv..ar the transmitter is-excluded because it is shadowed by high foreground terrain.

'rwe:oiy.one equidistait points xi = x0 1 x... x20 are chosen as shown onfigure 5. Za

aitil the :,..rresponding terrain heights, h., are read. From (5. 15) the average terrain height1

-It in V1"31.8 i, lht average distaoce x is 13.0 kill .od the slope in is -6.0 tneters per

kilomeler. The equettion for the straight line is then

i(x) = 1531.8 - 6(x-13) in = 1.5318 - 6(x-13) • 10"3 km.

Au effective earth's radius, a, is obtained using figure 4. 1 and equations (4. 3) and

(.1. 4). For this area in Colorado N is 280 and a = 8200 ki. From (5. 16) the adjustment

I, allow for the sea level curvature is

y(x) = h(x) - x 1(16,400) kmi.

Figure 5 Z, shows the curve y(x) vs x and terrain which has been modified to allow for

lte tva Ievcl curvature.
At the transmitter, x = 0 and h(x = 0) is 1609. 5 m. At the receiver, x d = 19. 75

ki and h(x - 19. 75) is 1491.4 m. From (5. 17) the antenna heights above the smooth reflecting

lat.te are theLn:

Ill, - I- h(O) 1617. 1 - 1609. 5 '37. 6 n = 0. 1376 km,
I tsn

h h - h(d) 1524.0 - 149).4 3 2.6 n = 0.0326 ki.
2 re 11d

where h 1647.1 in and h -- 1524.0 in are the heights above sea level at the transmitter

d eceiver respectively. At 100 MHz(X = 3 in), the criterion that both h' and h' must

exceed 0. 16 ) is met. Neither h nor h, exceeds one kilometer, so no correction factor
2

,Ah. is required. From (5.6) and (5.7) the distances dI and d from each antenna to the

point of s.pecular reflection are

dI = d(l + hI/hI) " 1  10.58 km, d,, d(l I hllhl,) = 9.17 kin,

ond the grazing angle 4i is

tan , h'l/d 1  h'ldZ : 0.003554
22

=' 0.003554 radidns. -

F-1?O
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Froim (5. 41) tlt- path lengtl difference,-Ar, between direct tnd j v-IIc td r.,\:, is

I I

A I (fill + h17] [d + (1 1122 1.Z 3-. l.~l

The approximation

Ar = Zh'h'2/d - 1.2413 x 10-4 km= 0. 124 m ; 0.04A

is also valid in this case. Note that Ar is less than 0. 12h and optical methods int ladig' a

Adivergence factor may underestimate the attenuation.

One should note that.important reflections might occur from the high ground ne , 'rw

transmitter. In this case the reflecting plane would correspond to the.foreground terrain

giving h, = 4 in, h= 50 ni, dI = 1. 53 kin, dZ  18,22 kin and ,r - 0.02 n which is n;i,.h

less than 0. 16h . Optical methods would not be applicable here.

The attenuation relative to free space may he estimated using one of the liethods

described in subsection 5.1. Of these, methods 4 and 5 would apply in this case. Choosing

heights hI = 4 m, h. = 25 m, as heights above foreground terrain, the theoretical sinooth

earth curves in the CCIR Atlas (1959] show the predicted field to b,, about 36 db below the

free space value. The "standard" propagation curves, annex I, figure 1. 7, drawn for 100 MHtz

2 and h1 = h2 = 30 meters show the median basic transmission loss to be about 15 dB below

the free apace loss. Greater attenuation would be expected with lower antennas over irregular

-,-/ terrain, Method 5 using the empirical curve through data recorded at random locations, an-

nex I, figure I. 1. shows the attenuation to be about 20 dB below free space. These data were

recorded with an average transmitter height of about 250 m, and a receiver height of 10 ni

For the very low antennas used on this Colorado path one would expect the lossues o

exceed the values shown on figures I. 7 and I. 1, and also to exceed the theoretical smooth

earth value of A - 36 db obtained from the CCIR Atlas, Spot measurements yield a vahle

of about 40 db.

If a prediction were desired for transmission over tl'e same path at 300 MHz. X = I w.
theni Ar "-" 0. IL4 is slightly greater than 0. !2X and optical methods could be used. Using

the value Ar = 0. 1l4 m the path length difference in electrical radians 2rAr/A = 0.7805

radians. As a check, this quantity may be computed using (5. 14a):

?TAr/X = 41.917 fhih'd = 0.780 5 radians

= 44.7 degrees.

t Equation (5.4) shows the attenuation relative to free space assuming a single ground

reflection from the smooth curve y(x), figure 5. Zb. Assuming that free space gaim.s are

realized so that G. 10 log g g the equation may be written
p 01 0Z

5-12
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A %10 log I+ R ZR cos--
e e VA.

where R i the effective reflection coefficient define-d:by (5. 1):

*g gr \ -0.6a sin PN

e \"go /o (

With f 300 MHz, and tan 4P= 0.003554, figure -11.3, annex Ill shows the theoretical reflection

coefficient R - 0.97 and the phase shift-c = 0 for vertical polarization over average ground. A,

The angle between the direct and the reflected ray is smaU so the ratio of gains in (5. 1) may

be considered to be unity. The divergence factor D and effective reflection coefficient R
e

are
ZdId Z \.A

D + ad tan 0

R = 0.839

Ru 0.839 ex -"
0 6  h sintp,

The terrain roughness factor, h- is the reot-mean-square deviation of modified

terrain elevations relative to the curve y(x) within the limits of the first Fresnel zone in

the horizontal reflecting plane. The first Fresnel ellipse cuts the great circle plane at two

points \ and xb kilometers from the transmitter. The distances x and xb may be

computed using equations (1I. 18) or (I1. 19) to (L1. Z1) of annex II,

B* m0.135, x0 = I0.0Z, x = 9. 12

X =x0 - x= 0.90 km, Xb=X0+X= 19.14 kin

The first Fresnel zone cuts the great circle plane at points 0.9 and 19. 14 km from

the trantiitter with an intervening distance of 18. 24 km. Equidistant points arc chosen at

x i. A .... 19 and corresponding modified terrain heights and values of (x) are obtained.

With height differences in kilometers:

19

Thh (y5 - hi) 2/119. ch 0.008222.
j=

The effective reflection coefficient is then

R e 0.839 exp - 0.01753 0.824
5
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which is greater than 0. 5 and greater than %n iF. The predicted, attenuation relative to free

"°" "-space A is then

10 log I + R2r )! db .90
- 10 + R e  - - = log 1. 6 79 3 = 1.6484 cos 0.705 3 db

Due to diffraction effects,over irregular terrain, the attenuation A is often ob-

served to be much greater than the values corresponding to the ray theory calculations il-

lustrated in this example. Ray theory is most useful to identify the. location and depth of

nulls in an interference pattern'in the region visible to twoantennas. Figure 5. 3 shows an

- interference pattern from an aircraft at 10, 000 ft., transmitting on 328.2 &tz. Measured

values compared with theoretical curves based on ray theoryare shown on the figure.

M

3
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A LINE-OF-:SIGHT PATH NEAR BOULDER, COLORADO
f 100, AND 300 MHz , 'htg 4m,,hrg29 m
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S 1600w
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F- 1580 - -
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OISTANCE ,x.IN KILOMETERS

Figure 5.2
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OBSERVED INPUT VOLTAGE -VARIATION AT GROUND STATION RECEIVER )
FROM AN AIRCRAFT AT 10,000 FEET TRANSMITTING ON 328.2 MHz

IRW4'MIT1FN PNER- 6 WATTS; TRA5MTTUGS AND RECEIVING M4TENA-GAIN: 2,150b (RELATIVETOU AN 156TROM~)
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Figure 5.3
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6. DETERMINATION OF ANGULAR DISTANCE FOR TRANSHORIZON PATHS

The angular distance, 0, is the angle between radio horizon rays in the great circle

plane defined by the antenna locations. This important parameter is used in diffraction theory

as well as ini forward scatter theory. Angular distance depends upon the terrain profile, as

illustrated in figure 6.1, and upon the bending of radio rays in the atmosphere. Figure 6.1

assumes a linear dependence on height of the atmospheric refractive index, n, which implies

a nearly constant rate of ray refraction. If heights to be considered are less than one kilo-

meter above the earth's surface, the assumption of a constant effective earth's radius, a,

makes an adequate allowance for ray bending. Atmospheric refractivity N = (n - 1) X 106

more than one kilometer above the earth's surface, however, is assumed to decay exponen-

tially with height [ Bean and Thayer, 1959 ]. This requires corrections to the effective earth's

radiuq formulas, as indicated in suosection 6. 4.

To calculate 0, one must first plot the great circle path and determine the radio

horizons.

6.1 Plotting a Great Circle Path

For distances less than 70 kilometers, the great circle path can be approximated by

a rhumb line, which is a line intersecting all meridians at the same angle. For greater dis-

tances, the organization of a map study is illustrated on figure 6.2. Here, a rhumb line is

first plotted on an index map to show the boundaries of available detailed topographic sheets.

Segments of the actual great circle path are later plotted on these detailed maps.

.The spherical triangle used for the computation of points on a great circle path is

shown on figure 6.3, where PAB is a spherical triangle, with A and B the antenna term-

inals, and P the north or south pole. B has a greater latitude than A, and P is in the

same hemisphere. The triangle shown is for the north, :n hemisphere but may readily be

inverted to apply to (he southern hemisphere. B' is any point along'the great circle path

from A to B, and the triangle PAB' is the one actually solved. The latitudes of the

points are denoted by DA' 0' and GB', while C and C' are the differences in longi-

tude betveen A and B and A and B', respectively. Z and Z' are the corresponding

great circle path lengths. The following formulas are practical for hand computations as well

as for automatic digital computers. Equations (6.1) to (6.4) have been taken, in this form,

from a well-known reference book [I. T. and T., 1956 ], where they appear on pages 730-739.

The initial bearings (X from terminal A, and Y from terminal B) are measured

from true north, and are calculated as follows:

tan cot -- sin cos 1)

6-1
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Y + x~ B_ A\/ B__Atan - cot - coo z sin B @ (6. Z)

y+x Y'-x Y+X Y x (6.3)

Trie great circle distance, Z, is given by

tan z = tan OB "*A [(gi Y+X)/(.i Y-X (6.4)

To convert the angle Z obtained in degrees from (6.4) to units of length, the

following is used, based on a mean sea level earth's radius of 6370 kin:
Ja

dk = 1.18 Z (6.5s)

The following formulas show how to calculate either the latitude or the longitude of a

point on the great circle path, when the other coordinate is given. The given coordinates

correspond to the edges of detailed maps, and to intermediate points usually about 7.5

minutes apart, so that straight lines between points will adequately approximate a great

circle path.

For predominantly east-west paths, calculate the latitude * for a given longitude

difference C':

coo Y' = Bin X sin C' sin 0A - coa X coo C, (6.6)

cos BI = sin X coso A/sin Y' (6.7)

* For predominantly north-south paths, calculate the longitude difference C I for a

yiven latitude B

sin Y' sin X coso A/Cos B (6.8)
A BI (6.8)

cot - tan cos Z B'n (6.9)

Where the bearing of a path is close to 45 degrees, either method may be used.

6-z
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6.2 Plotting a Terrain Profile and Determining the Location of Padlo Horizon Obstacles

This subsection explains how to determine the sea level arc distance, dLt from an

antenna to Its radio horizon obstacle, and the height, hLt, r of this obstacle above mean sea

level. The horizon obstacles are represented by tho points (dLt, ILt) and (dLr, hLr) in

the groat circle plane containing the antennas. These points may be determined by the tops of

high buildings, woods, or hills, or may be entirely determined by the bulge of the earth itself.

All of'the predictions of this paper replace the earth by a cylinder whose elements are per-

pendicular to the great circle plane and whose cross-section is in general irregular and

determined by the antenna and horizon locations in the great circle plane, When the difference

in elevations of antenna and horizon greatly exceeds one kilometer, ray tracing is necessary

to determine the location of radio horizons accurately (Bean and Thayer, 1959].

Elevations h. of the terrain are read from topographic maps and tabulated versus1

their distances x. from the transmitting antenna. The recorded elevations should include

those of successive high and low points along the path. The terrain profile is plotted on linear

graph paper by modifying the terrain elevations to include the effect of the average curvature

of the radio ray path and of the earth's surface. The modified elevation yi of any point h

at a distance x i from the transmitter along a great circle path is its height above a plane

which is horizontal at the transmitting antenna location:

Yi = It. - x.12 /(2a) (6.10O)

where the effective earth's radius, a, in kilomet-rs is calculated using (4. 4), or is read

from figure 4. Z as a function of N . The surface refractivity, N., is obtained from (4. 3),

where N is estimated from the map on figure 4.1.
0

A plot of y. versus x. on linear graph paper is the desired terrain profile. Figure

6.4 shows the profile for a line-of-sight path. The solid curve near the bottom of the figure

indicates the shape of a surface of constant elevation (h = 0 kin). Profiles for a path with one

horizon common to both antennas and for a path with two radio horizons are shown in figures

6.5 and 6.6. The vertical scales of these three figures are exaggerated in order to provide a

sufficiently detailed representation of terrain irregularities. Plotting terrain elevations

vertically instead of radially from the earth's center leads to negligible errors where vertical

changes are small relative to distances along the profile.

On a cartesianplot of y1 versus x., as illustrated in figures 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6, the

ray from each antenna to its horizon is a straight line, provided the difference in antenna and

horizon elevations is less than one kilometer. Procedures to be followed where this is not the

case are indicated in the next subsection.

6-3
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6. 3 Calculation of Effective Antenna Heights for Transhorizon Paths " -.

If an antenna is located on another structure, or on a steep cliff or mountainside, the

height of this structure, cliff, or mountain above the surrounding terrain should be included

as part of the antenna height. To obtain the effective height of the transmitting antenna, the

averag(' height above sea Invo lt of the central 80 per cent of the terrain between the trans-

mittor and its horizon is deturmined. The following formula M ay be used to compute "hi for

31 e vcly p ,aeed terrain elvations Itth for i -- 0, 1, ?., .... 30, where hto is the height

above sea level of the ground below the transmitting antenna, and, ht3 =hLt:

27

hti ht htsh for ht< hto; (6. lla)

1=3

otherwise

ht M hto - h (6. llb)

where h is the height of the transmitting antenna above mean sea level. The height hr

is similarly defined.

If It or h as defined above is less than one kilometer, ht, r h or h = h
t r t t e r

For antennas higher than one kilometer, a correction Ah e, read from figure 6.7, is used to

reduce ht oi hr to the value Ite or h :

hte = ht . AhN(h ), h hr (hr N). (6.12)

The corroction Ah was obtained by ray tracing methods described by Bean and Thayer [1959].

For ;t given effective earth's radius, the effective ;.,-tenra height h corresponding to a
a to

given horizon distance dLt is smaller than the actual antenna height, ht. Over a smooth

spherical earth with h < I km and h < I kin, the following approximate relationship
ato re

existsa between effective antenna heights and horizon distances:

h d 2 /(? A h d a(Ag) (6.13a)

to Lt re =LrI&I(.1a

'aIf the straight line distance r between antennas is substantially different from the sea level

arc distance d, as in communication between an earth terminal and a satellite, the effective

antenna heights must satisfy the exact relation:

hte a[scc(d Lt/a) - 1] , hrc a[sec(d Lr/a) -11 (6. 13b)

6-4 (
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6. 4 Calculation of the Angular Distance, 0

aThe angular distance, 0, Is the angle between horizon rays in the great circle plane,

and is the minimum diffraction angle or scattering angle unless antenna beams are elevated.

Calculations for cases where the antenna beams are elevated are given in annex HII.

In calculating the angular distance, one first calculates the angles 0et and 0 er by

which horizon rays are elevated or depressed relative to the horizontal at each antenna, as

shown on figure 6.1. In this report, all heights and distances arc measured in kilometevs,

and angles are in radians unless otherwise specified. When the product ed is less than 2,

0 0 0 d/a + + (6.14)0 0 Ot er

whore a in (6. 14) is the effective earth's radius defined in section 4. The horizon ray

elevation angles 0 et and 0 er may be measured with surveying instruments in the field,

or determined directly from a terrain profile plot such as that of figure 6.5 or 6.6, but are

usually computed using the following equations:

h hLt h to dLt h hLr h rs dLr
0st d Lt tsr d Lr r a (6.15)

where ht, h r are heights of horizon obstacles, and hts, h are antenna elevations,

all above mean sea level. As a general rule, the location (hLt' d Lt) or (hLr dLr) of a

horizon obstacle is determined from the terrain profile by using J6. 15) to test all possible

horizon locations. The correct horizon point is the one for whicli the horizon elevation angle

0 or 0 is a maximum. When the trial values are negative, the maximum is the value
et er

nearest zero. For a smooth earth,

0 " 7i for h < 1km.

Ot, er te, re te,re

At the horizon location, the angular elevation- of a horizon ray, 0 or 0, isot or

greater than the horizon elevation angle 0 or 0
Set er

0  = 0 et +dLt/a, 0 06 +d /a. (6. 16)
-t et Lt or er Lr

If the earth is smooth, 0 and 0 are zero, and 0 D /a where
ot or

Do = d-d -dr . (6.17)Lt Lr

Figure 6.8, valid only for 0 + 0 0, is a graph of 0 versus D for various values of
ot or s( surface refractivity, Ns

6-5
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Il the general case of irregular terrain, the angles a and po shown in figure

6. I are it.a'ulated using the ftllowing formulas:

d ~ ht "-h

a = d + 0 + h (6. 18a)00 Ya' et d

d hre " hto
Poo = Ta + er + ---- (6.18b)

'Tlhos *iiglu are positive for beyond-horizon p.aths. To allow for the effects of a non-linear

rtfractivity gradient, a 0 and P 00 are modified by corrections Aa and Ape to give

the ,angles a and p0 whose sum is the angular distance, 0, and whose ratio defines a
0 0

path asynmuutry factor s:

= a + Aa0 (6. 19a)

Po = POO + 4 0~ (6. 19b)

a 0° + Po t 0 a/Po• (6. 19c)

Tho corrections Aa 0 and AP 0 are functions of the angles *ot and 0or$ (6.16),

and of the distances dat and dor from each horizon obstacle to the crossover of horizon

rays. These distances are approximated as

dat= dPoo/0o" d Lt s dr = doo00/0oo dLr (6.20)

The sum of d and d is the distance D between horizon obstacles, defined by
St or a(6.17). Over a smooth earth dt d rD /2.

Figure 6.9. drawn for N = 301, shows &a as a function of 0or and dt.
5 0 o

Similarly, &Ao is read from the figure as a function of 0or and d or For values of

N other than 301, the values as read from the figure are multiplied by C(Ns):

a (N )c(N) 8 o(301), ap o(N) ( CN s ) 0 (301) (6. 21a)

C (N) (1.3 N2 
- 60 N ) x 10 " 5  (6.21b)s 8 " s)

im iti,,am,,, C(-Z50) 0.66. C(301) 1.0. C(350) 1.38, and C(400) 1.84. Figure 6.10

.hows C(N ) plotted versus N

6-6
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For small 0ot r no correction a or &P is required ,or values of dst, r less than

100 Km. When both 1a0 and p are negligible:

00 =a + 0 (6. ZZ)

which is the same as (6. 14).

i 0 ot or 0or is negative, compute

d't = dot - Ja80 t j or d' = d - Jaeo I (6.23)

substitute d' for d.t or d' for dsr and read figure 6.9, using 0 0.
It 1t or or' ot, r

If either 0 ot or 0 is greater than 0.1 radian and less than 0.9 radian,
ot or

determine Aa 0 or AP for 0ot= 0.1 radian and add the additional correction term

Na(9.97 - cotot, r) I - exp(- 0.05 d at, rt] X 10- 6 radians ,

The bending of radio rays elevated more than 0.9 radian above the horizon and passing all

the way through the atmosphere is less than 0.0004 radian, and may be neglected.

Other geometrical parameters required for the calculation of expected transmission

" lose are defined in the sections where they are used.

Many of the grAphs in this and subsequent sections assume that s = ao/op -S 1,

where a and 0o are defined by (6. 19a) and (6. 19b). It is therefore convenient, since

the transmission loss is independent of the actual direction of transmission, to denote as the

transmitting antenna whichever antenna will make s less than or equal to unity. Alter-

natively, s may be replaced by I/s and the subscripts t and r may be interchanged

in some of the formulas and graphs, as noted in later sections.

S
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(POLE CORRISPONOING TO
HEMISPHERE OF 01
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SPHERICAL TRIANGLE FOR
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MODIFIED TERRAIN PROFILE FOR A
LINE-OF-SIGHT PATH
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REDUCTION OF ANTENNA HEIGHT FOR VERY HIGH ANTENNAS
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7. DIFFRACTION OVER A SINGLE ISOLATED OBSTACLEt O A propagation path with a common horizon for both terminals may be consideredas

having a single diffracting knife edge. In some cases, reflection from terrain may be neglected

as discussed in section 7. 1; in other cases, ground reflections must be considered-as shown in

section 7. 2 and appendix III. In actual situations, the common horizon may be a mountain ridge

or similar obstacle, and such paths are sometimes referred to as "obstacle gain paths", I Barsis

and Kirby, 1961; Dickson, Egli, Herbstreit and Wickizer, 1953; Furutsu, 1956, 1959, '1963;

Kirby, Dougherty and McQuate, 1955; Rider, 1953; Ugai, Aoyagi, and Nakahara, 1963]. A ridge

or mountain peak may not provide an ideal knife edge, The theory of "rounded obstacles" is dia-

cussed by Bachynski 119601, Dougherty and Maloney (1964), Neugebauer and Bachynski [ 1960],

Hice [ 1954), Wait [ 1958, 1959], and Wait and Conda [19591. Furutsu [ 19631 and Millington,

lHewitt, and Immirzi [ 1962a] have recently developed tractable expressions for multiple knife-

edge diffraction. In some cases, over relatively smooth terrain or over the sea,. the common

horizon'may be the bulge of the earth rather than an isolated ridge. This situation is discussed

in sectibn 8.

7. 1 Single Knife Edge,, No Ground Reflections

A single diffracting knife edge where reflections from terrain may be neglected is il-

lustrated in figure 7. 1, where the wedge representsthe knife edge. The diffraction loss

A(v, 0) is shown on figure 7. 1 as a function of the parameter vi from Schelleng, Burrows,

and Ferrell (1933) and is defined as

'1 ' v * 2 /''7/ * 'dtana ° tan io) x (7. la)
'.---0 - 0

or in terms of frequency in MHz:

v =2. 583 6 d/d e (7. lb)

where the distancesare all in kilometers and the aigles in radians. The distance

& a r + r - ro - 0 d d 1(2d)1 2 1 12

is discussed in section 5, and the distances d and d from the knife edge to the trans-,
* ,nitter and receiver, .respectivelkr, are shown on figure 7. 1. The radio wavelength, Xt, isin

the same units as the total path distance, d. The angle a ao Po. and 0 are defined in

n nection 6. In this case, hLt = hLr, and since dst dsr 0, no corrections 4a or &P°

are required. For the line-of-sight situation, shown in figure 7. 1 and discussed in section

5. 1, the angles a and P are both negative, and the parameter v is negative. ForS 0 0

transhorizon paths, a and Po are both positive and v is positive.0 0

7-1
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If v is greater than 3, A(v, 0) nay be expressed by: 

A(v,0) u 12,953 + 20 log v db (7.2)

* 4,

Tho basic transmission loss, Lbd, for a knifecdge diffraction path is given by

.dding A(v, 0) to the free space loss:

Lbd- Lbf + A(v, O) db (7.3)

where L is given by (2.16). For frequencies above about 1 GHz, an estimate of the loss

dlu: to absorption (3. 1), should be added to (7.3) and (7.4).

If the angles a ° and P are small. the basic transmission loss over a kidfe-edge
0 0

diffraction path may be written as:

Lbd = 30 logd+ 30 logf+ 10 log a ° + 10 log Po + 53.644 db (7.4)

which, however, is accuiate only if v > 3, d >>X, and (d/k) tan as tang0 > 4.

For many paths, the diffraction loss is greater than the theoretical loss shown in

(7.2), (7.3), and (7.4), because the obstacle is not a true knife edge, and because of other

possiible terrain effects. For a nnmber of paths studied, the additional loss ranged (I)

from 10 to Z0 db.

The problem of multiple knife-edge diffraction is not discussed here, but for the

doibhl, knife-edge case, where diffraction occurs over two ridges, a simple technique may

be used. The path is considered as though it were two simple knife-edge paths, (a) trans-

mitter -lirst ridge-second ridge, and (b) first ridge-second ridge -receiver. The diffrac-

tion attenuation A(v, 0) is computed for each of these paths, and the results added to obtain

the diffraction attenuation over the whole path. When the parameter v is positive and rather

small for both parts of the path, this method gives excellent results. Methods for approx-

imating theoretical values of multiple knife-edge diffraction have been developed by Wilkerson

I1964].

7-2
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. 7.2 Single Knife-Edge with Ground Reflections

Theoretically, received fields may be increased-by as much as 12 - db due to enhance-

ment, or deep nulls may occur due to cancellation-of the signal by ground reflections., Re-

flection may occur on either or both sides of the diffracting edge. When~the reflecting surface

between the diffracting knife-edge and eithet or both antennas is more than.the depth oz a first

Fresnel zone below the radio ray, aid-where geometric optics is applicable, the four ray knife-

edge theory described in annex IllI may be used to compute diffraction attenuation. This method

is used-when details of terrain are known so that reflectingplanes may be determined, rather ac-

curately. Using the four ray theory, the received field may include three reflected components,

with associated reflection coefficients and ray path'differences, in addition to the direct ray

component.

When an isolated knife edge forms a common horizon for the transmitter and receiver,

the diffraction loss may be estimated as:

A A(v, 0) -G(hI) -G(h 2) db (7.5)

where

12.23Z5 B (K. b °) (fal)-3 htei 5,74 (i /a1)3'hte (7.6a)

Z 2.2325 B (K, b-) (fa2!h 5. 74 (f?/a2 h (7. 6b)

a, : d 2t/(2hte, a= d 2(2he).

Lt te 2 L~r re

The parameters b*, K, and B(K, b °) are defined in subsection 8. 1. The knife-edge ittenuation

A(v, 0) is shown on figure 7. 1, and the function G(h) introduced by Norton, Rice and Vogler

1955] is shown on figure 7.2. Effective antenna heights hte, h , and the distances' d
t're Lt'

d are defined in section 6. In these-and other formulas, f is the radio frequency in MHz.
4 Lr

The function G(h, z) represents the effects of reflection between the-obstacle and the

transmitter or receiver, respectively. These terms should be used when more than half of the

terrain between an antenna and its horizon cuts a first Fresnel zone ellipse which has the an-

tenna and its horizon as focii and lies in the great circle plane. Definite criteria are not avail-

able, but in general, if terrain near the middle distance between a transmitting antenna and its•I-

horizon is closer to the ray than 0. 5(AdLt) kilometers, G(h1 ) should be used. The same

criterion, depending on dL, determines when G(h 2 ) should be used. When details of terrain

are not known, an allowance for terrain effects, G(h 1 2), should be used if 0. 5(XdLt, Lr_)7 >

1 hLt, Lr hts, rs /12, where all distances and heights are in kilometers.

7-3
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7. 3 Isolated Roundedi Obstacle, No Ground Reflections

Dougherty and Maloney ( 1964 ] describe the diffraction attenuation retive'to free

space for an isolated, perfectly conducting, rounded knife edge. The rounded'obstacle is

considered to be isolated from the surrounding terrain when

k h[Z/(kr) ] >> 1

where k = 2v/, r is the radius of curvature of the rounded obstacle, and ht is-the
2 21a- 2 Z2V

smaller of the two values I(dLt +r ) -r ] and [(dLr +r ) _r].

The diffraction loon for an isolated rounded obstacle and irregular t rrain

shown in figure 7.3 is defined as:

A(v. p) = A(v, 0) + A(0, p) + Y(vp) db (7.7)

where v is the usual dimensionless parameter defined by (7. 1) and p is a dimensionless

index of curvature for the crest radius, r in kilometers, of the rounded knife edge:

VP = 1. 746 G(fr)' (7.8)

p= 0.676 rkf'6 [d/(rIr 2 )] (7.9) j)

where, f is the radio frequency in MHz, d is the path distance in kilometers, and

r 1 ,r 2 shown in figure 7.3 are the distances in kilometers from the transmitter and receiver,

respectively to the rounded obstacle. For a'. practical applications, r r2 may be replaced

by dId 2 . Where the rounded obstacle is the broad crest of a hill, the radius of curvature,

r, for a symmetrical path is:

r = D/e (7.10)

where D = d -dLt - dLr is the distance between transmitter and receiver horizons in

kilometers, and 0 is the angular distance in radians (6. 19). Where the ratio ao/A ad 1,

the radius of curvature Ie defined in term. of the harmonic mean of radii at and a r defined

in the next section, (8.9). and shown in figure 8..?:

Z D dstds
2 a t dr (7.11)

(j do + dJ
St S riI (7.7), the term A(v, 0) is the diffraction loss for the ideal knife edge (r = 0),

and is read from figure 7.1. The term A(0, p) is the magnitude of the intercept values

j (v = 0) for various values of p and is shown on figure 7.4. The last term U(v p) is a

function of the product, vp , and is shown on figure 7.5.

7-4
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Arbitrary mathematical e.p*$sions, given in annex Ill,, havebeen fitted to the curves of

figures 7.1. 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 for use in programming the method for a digital computer.

The diffraction loss A(v, p) as given by (7.7) is applicable for either~-horizontaly

or vertically polarized radio waves over irregular terrain provided that the following condi-

tiono are met:

(a) the distances d, d1 ' d., and r are much larger than X,

(b) the extent of the obstacle transverse to the path is at least as,great as the width

of a first Fresnel zons

AJkdizl-dl,/d),

(c) the components a ° and of the angle 0 arelessthan 0.175radians, and

(d) the radius of curvature is large enough so that (r r/kf >> I.

In applying this method to computation of diffraction loss over irregular terrain, some

variance of observed from predicted values is to be expected. -One important source of error

is in estimating the radius of curvature of the rounded obstacles because the crests-of hills

or ridges are rarely smooth. Differences between theoretical and observed values are apt

to be greater at UHF than at VHF.

A
*
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'7.4 Isolated Rounded Obstacle with Ground Reflections

If a rounded obstacle has a small radius and is far from the antennas, (7.7) may

neglect important effects of diffraction or reflection by terrain features between each antenna

and its horizon.

Such terrain foreground effects may be allowed for, on the average, by adding a term,

10 exp(-Z.3p) to (7.7). The effect of this term ranges from 10 db for p = 0 to I db for

p = 1. When some information is available about foreground terrain, the G( h1 Z) terms

discussed in section 7.Z may be used if more than half of the terrain between an antenna

and its horizon cuts a first Fresnel zone in the great circle plane:

A = A(v, p) - G(hl) - G(hZ) db (7. 12)

where A(v, p) is defined by (7.7), hi, h by (7.6), and the functions G(hl, 2) are shown

on figure 7.Z.

When details of terrain are known, and the reflecting surfaces between-the rounded

obstacle and either or both antennas are more than the depth of a first Fresnel zone below

the radio ray, the geometric optics four-ray theory described in annex l may be appli-

cable. In this case, the phase lag of the diffracted field with reference to the free space

field must be considered in addition to the ray path differences of the reflected components.

The phase lag O(v, p) of the diffracted field is defined as

*(v, p) = 90 v 2 + 44v, 0) + 440, p) + 44v p) degrees (7. 13a)

where the functions 4(v,0), 40, p), and 44vp) are shown on figures 7.1, 7.4, and 7.5,

respectively. For an ideal knife-edge, p = 0, the phase lag of the diffracted field is

*(v, 0) = 90 v + 4v, 0) for v > 0 (7. 13b)

and O(v. 0) = 0(v, 0) for v :E 0 (7.13c)
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2 .,,y 7 5 An Example of Transmission Loss Prejiiction for a Rounded Isolated Obstacle

The path selected to provldooan example of kfiife-;edge diffraction calculations is lo-

cated in eastern Colorado, extending from a location near Beulah, s6uthwest of Pueblo, to

Table Mesa north of Boulder. The common horizon in formed by' Pikes Peak, with an eleva-

tion 4300 meters above mean sea level. For the purpose of these calculations Pikes Peak is

considered to be a single rounded-knife edge. The complete path profile is shown in figure

7.6. Table 7. 1 gives all applicable path and equipment parametersand permits a compari-

son of calculated and acually measured values.

TABLE 7. 1

Path and Equipment Parameters

Carrier Frequency 751 MHz

Total Great Circle Path Distance 223,3 km

Great Circle Distances from Pikes Peak!to Transmitter Site 77. 3 km
to Receiver Site 146. 0 km

Terminal Elevations above Mean Sea Level
Transmitter Site 1, 905 m
Receiver Site 1, 666 m

Elevation of Pikes Peak
Above Mean Sea Level 4, 300 m
Above, Mean Terminal Elevation 2, 507 m

Transmitting Antenna Height Above Ground 7.3 m

Transmitting Antenna Gain Above Isotropic
(4.3 m Dish) 26.7 db

Receiving Antenna Height Above Ground 20.0 m

Receiving Antenna Gain Values Above
Isotropic (3 m Dish) 23.6 db

Polarization Horizontal

Modulation Continuous

A Wave

Transmitter Power 445 watts

Calculations are given for single-ray diffraction, neglecting possible specular reflections
from foreground terrain.

The minimum monthly surface refractivity N (referred to mean sea level) from

figure 4.1 is 300 N-units. From Table 7. 1 the terminal elevations are 1905 and 1666 m,

respectively. Corresponding surface refractivity values N are 245 and 251 N-units (4.3),
a

and the average of these values is N = 248. In this example, N is calculated for the
8 5

terminals, as the antennas are more than 150 m below their 4300 m radio horizon. Using
(4.4) or an extrapolation of figure 4.2, the effective earth radius a for N 248 is found

5

to be 7830 km,

7-7
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Ihi angldar distance 0 in radians and related parameters are calculated.using

(i,. IS) ..id (i.|t 1a, b): 0et = 0.008581 er 0.02593 M 0.021827 oo 0.041M, In

Ilis 4.%,l,,llh. l. st and dor are neglilgibly small, and the corrections Au and 0 C

(is. iia,, I). II 11 i, t.vd. I .hs, 0 0 u 001 , and 0 - 0.061054 ratdlatia.

71w Hi ,,11--41 t, loss ;and the Attenuation relative to free space art, computed con.

..itvriii Iik.,. Pi.ik to b, a wiii.le isolated rounded obstacle. From a study of large-scale

Iiitnl..hj. ,6 lp. tij, (lik.stantv D a between the radio horizons at the top of the peak is esti-

m.,icti it. li oI t t) kil. With I = 751 MA, dI ; 146.0 km, and d, a 77. 3 km. we deter-

v - 11.73 (v is positive, as both a and go are greater than sero) (7. ib)

r = 0. 4344 (7. 10), vp= 0.858 (7.8) and pa 0.0271

T'ht' t-~ut described in section 7. 3 shows that the assumption of an isolated obstacle

is .ppi, abh. The components of basic transmission loss are then determined as foUower

Free-space Lose L bf 137.0 db (2.16)

A(v, 0) , 43.0 db figure 7. 1

A(0, p) a 6.0 db figure 7.4

U(v, p) a 5. 1 db figure 7. 5)STotals are: A(v, p) m 54. 1 db, and from (7. 3), Lbda L bf+ A(v, p) a 19 .1 db. -

The average atmospheric absorption term, A , from figure 3.6 is 0. 7 db. Thena

the total basic transmission lose value Ldr a 191.8 db, which is equal to the long-term ref.

erence value L cr. This reference value, is strictly applicable only to those hours of the

year which are characterized by a surface refractivity of approximately 250 N-units.

The expected behavior of the hourly median basic transmission lose for all hours
of the year over this path can be determined using the methods described in section 10. A

function V(0.5, d e) which is used with Lcr to compute the long-term median transmission

loss for a given climatic region is described in subsection 10.4. A function Y(q, d ) do-

scribes the variability relative to this long-term median that is expected for a fraction of

hours q. The total cumulative distribution for this path in a Continental Temperate climate 4

is computed as shown in subsection 10. 5.

Since this is a knife-edge diffraction path, it will be necessary to calculate cumula-

tive distributions Y(q, d ) separately for portions of the path on each side of Pikes Peak and
e

to combine the results as described in subsection 10.8. Effective antenna heights are com-

puted as heighte above curves fitted to terrain on each side of Pike's Peak using (5. Is) and

(5. 1b. The curves are extrapolated to each antnna and to Pike's Peak. The effective heights

are then the heights of the antenras and of the Peak above these curves. From Beulah to Pikes

ii" 7-8 -(
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"Pe.ik the terrain near the Peuk is excluded because it is partially 'hadowed. Twentl -.,11.

,,vi'uily wupiaeetl points. x i , from d a 3.3 km to d = 70 km were selected and the cor-

resgiandiang terrain htights x i were read. From (5. 15b) h= 100 n, x = 36.6 kiii, sii

it,, 45. 5, and the straig h line fitted to terrain is

h(x) = 4100 4 25. 5(x - 31. 6) meters.

At lit. lts- la.h .ntiien., x = 0 and h(x) = 1167 meters, at Pikes Peak x 7 1. kil,,t'

.,aid h(u) 109* ii'troi. The effet*iv a tiih lieighlu art- Oitn 738 andil I (sti ,. v

llitit (Ill. I) to ( 11.,i) tie, distances • ?64. 5 kin. d 33.2 Mool, l has i t - 1P
do, in 31.111,ttit'e d itN +tll lil

Slmilarly 11 the Table Mesa title much of the terrain Is .haduwe-l lay the. s.,ii jz .

;daitut 144 km ,aind by the elevated arevi at about 20Z km. The curve lit is ilh.o.kfmo % 4 .. 1
her thai bimtorvetng terrain with 1. 5 km and o 00. 5 kiwi. Uaiig .'I oi,. l..

terrain heights betwemt theei points (5. 15b) gives Tv = 05 im, Z 1 161. , kii. ,ond a. .

1~riiei (b. 1i5) h(x -
" 75. 5) a .47. h(x r 443.3) a 1448 meters. The pifectie ,,in . I. ni.

ars' theit 1-173 nlot 421 meters (5. 17). d1  M22. 5, d u 33.2 kin, and the -fMietit. Y., i v
at

if 74. 3 kim.

We thus htve two pathas in tandem whore the effective distaint-eu ai 34. Q ;. t ,.

resjaetivuly. Cusiiulative distributtit .4ru oltained using figures 10. 13, 10. I4, 10. I

tllonas (10.4) tO ( 10. ?). The frequency factors are g(0. , I) uJ.33, g(0.9, 0 .. °

Table Mesa Side lleittali sit'

v(Q . oi., , I 0.2 I. ::~tr, Ii. II

Y(. ,.( 10 h Mll?) -3.1 -).6 ligur' i0. 11

Y(O. 1) 6.3 1. 6 (10.0o

Y(0.9) -4.0 -0.77 Io,. 6)

Using the reference value L o: r 191.8 1b .iad the r~atiois ,i ,v a ini (10. 7) h, I..-.' *,, a.

aiaiitlaa ;tive distribttions for both portiosts aa tl tea klc t it i r p,4lh Ia't I., lar lit. la, dI la. A

Lblq) iit lb

q Table Mesa Beulah Enli,'.t 1..0

0.0001 17o.6 186.5 Vga

0.001 174.4 187.4 .

0.01 179.0 188.6 171%. 6

0.1 185.3 190.2 14. •

0. 5 191.6 191.8 ! !.

0.9 195.6 19Z.6 1

90.9't 198. 9 193.2 i'.".

0.991) 41.2 193.7

.1. 9.119 2(..2194 0
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I-- * IA% .fimarip-1i.-.. @4 prso-shrt,! 6sic transmission loss for the -ntir- j'a bh

= .- I.d • .. , w ,* i si- ti 0s for r-adh part of thc path, as described ini sub-

I~i.f IVA x I -M hi ~ ~istribution Es skot-n graphically in figure 7. 7 together with

*fl ritmxi-m Orks .- ria.-, frot"S tsaa urats over this pa1k reflecting 1056 hours of data ob-

a ! 2 ,
I ~ ~ ~ ~ A-n.r- P~ 7g .--.. (B% I1db given in (V.40) has been increased by 4 db ~uallow

* g~ .1 u~aw-n an'!r~s'ina rrors.
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KNIFE EDGE DIFFRACTION LOSS, A(vo)
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DIFFRACTION LOSS, A(Vp), FOR A ROUNDED OBSTACLE
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INTERCEPT MAGNITUD)E AND PHASE FOR DIFFRACTIO
OVER A ROUNDED O&STACLE
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-A4 L k W- - 8,4::a1 am POCv EoraeS IFS =Or C6 We-S=S K A~ 6

.. .~. .-t~5 k. 6Z.d .Ifirr fi.-= 1C.-= 06 uLaL resiaze 3ercs. i: is

~ z(..3 > -x( ) 335. for~ af I.6O7. (K~ .'(La

I .s I..-~ . I l' btw-C= Ib S nw i ts, linear in e pl ation between. zbe AN X)

. - .e 22:tr. EI.And thr two n vnalzes in (8L5) jves a fair zpproziina~ion of :be

r-~--.a..I,1s~ 4 (#;-1)- Usizx linear nierpolation:

x 335 - 24IZ.6 (L607- B) (S. 7a)

%jI) i. 1-607) 1 1. 103 (1.607- D) I A(x.O0.700) - Aix. 1.607)1*(.b

AI n. tits5f) .iml Ax. 1.607) -ire the values read from Mc tnper and lower curves of AM in
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Is.? uff""csi Osr rgda TerraIs

Caftce ff-crm anft" O.er r"Psithesix& iWIE earws

rawi a3 x" a ad ee fsaim Ime de asmes aaru dbrir awi-ssr aal tie: rai
0 ?.

a"d a at Che vezraim belloe badis &.14sa ta he C-rsemar 7psiat of Nize rars are

II

at 1) d I(Sd 1. a Z D 4 I
a t orS r S.

Mkke a"Wg " 1) aP. 4 " a -m? ade dE~ a..fctrag~aeg b Ce .0 Ih
ad dae a,=Iar &Stace S are &aB ft seccion x.

Mbear four radi are ased ft ($.4) sa (8_113 to O&MIs valnes of Ka) KC 2.Z. for Cpsl

aL the fwer radi. Careepain 'r"he .61 B 1 are C~tn reCAd != Ejre S.3I far eai

The diffractio afiestim relaive to free space is thea

A = Q-01 - F*s1) - F(- - E (K 1, 2 ?) fA a

wbere A ais Che ataepheric absorpliom decaed by (3. 1). a=d is =egligible ;'67 freqcencies

lesth" 1Gfz. axd 'El (,K1  is the weigbted average of C I(K Ib) azdC K.b

read from figure 8.-4:

-E (N. 2 (Zi C1 (K1 ) * 2C 1 (i(2)I(mi * x2)(8

X "Z . x B.dLr (S. Za)

x0 1 t dst* 0Or dsr "1 4£ (b-..12b)

B = ilC, B. B =f~c B2 (S. l3a)

B tfj3C 2 B B =f!C B (S. 3b)
0? 0? t or or r

This irethod is app~icable to computation of diffraction attenuation over irregular ter-

rain for both vertical and horizontal polarization for transborizon paths. The method mayifIbe somewhat simplified for two speclal cases: diffraction over paths where d stP dsr

4 and for most paths when horizontal polarization is used.

8-3
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- •11 Sir

h W vrI A-r. ta diSLtm. as d and d arc equal. the paranwtrr x 0s.ay be

acasa".- Lb. Vrss.'. No ansd 11he :orr-apoadingc cgfh's radius a

X0 - Dt a s  t (. 14)

I . d - a = D !I. C =(*t4971a ). B :B(K . b- (5.1.a)
s Sr a S 05 S S s

B : f'C 1 B (5C
3s (5.. aI,,b)

I

S:.- t :and 1 Z are defined by (8. IZ). The diffraction attenuation is then comp, ted using

(. go).

I. ?. - jor horizontal oolarization

IF-.r Lorizontallr polarized radio waves. at frequencies above 100 MHz. and with

K(.) 0 a I. the parameter B(K. b) approaches a constant value. B 1.607. and
.I (K. 14 ZO-o .ris Assuming B 1-607 and C 1 = 20.03. the diffraction attenuation may

LW * am1j.t.-.t as follows:

A G(x) - F(x - F(az) - Z0.03 db (8. 16a)
S -~ S 2

X 669Pd sLt./a I x = 669s i$ d LrIa
"  

(8. 1tb)

X0 -669 f3 03 D xi +x, (8.1 6 c)

air I.

I * %

D (d d (d 4 d3' (d 4 d )
str at sr rt r at sr

Ili.- ;..r...,-sr Is is shown in figure 8.8 as a function of d and d
adr st sr

Pm1 .. lhsq whert- d S dsr . using horizontal polarization, the parameter x0 sim-

plifiri. I.,

2

x 0  669 f(8 D + x + x, (H. I.6d)
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8.3 Single-Horizon Paths, Obstacle not Isolated

In some cases, over rather regular terrain or over the sea, a common horizon may

be the bulge of the earth rather than an isolated ridge or mountain. For such paths, the

patth distance, d. is just the sum of dLt and d Lr, and in this case, the method described

in section 8.Z is simplified to one with only two earth's radii instead of four. The para-

meters x I and x are defined by (8.1Z), and x 0 = x I + x 2 . The diffraction attenuation

is then computed using (8. 10).

The diffraction loss predicted by this method agrees very well with observed valuv-3

over a number of paths in the United Kingdom and the United States where the commn

horizon is not isolated.

For transhorizon paths of short to medium length, when it is not known whether

diffr:ctio, or sc:tter is the dominant propagation mechanism, both diffraction and sc.tIl'r

Ioss should bc computed. The next section shows how to compute scatter loss, and h-w t,,

:ombine the two computed values when they are nearly cqual.

8-5
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9.3 The ScaUtcrii* Efficiency Correction. F

The correction term F in (9. 1) allows for the reduction of scattering efficieniy ato0

great WSign the atfmosphere:

: .o,,,1-0(,,q (.-k - . L db (9.7)

where a"h az a deined by(9.3) ad h s -definedas

I

hI =sD 91(1+s) D s a d - dLt -dLr (9.8)

i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h b eiSs of the horizo obstaclese hLt bh and the horizon distancesdtdr rdeid

of-~ ~ ~i~ Lr sE dunnLt. dLr aredeid
in sectiom 6. All heights and distances are expressed in kilometers.

The correction term F exceeds 2 decibels only for distances and antenna heights so
0

large tha h exceeds hI by more than 3 kilometers.

I

9-5
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9.4 Expected Values of Forward Scatter Multipath Coupling Loss

Methods for calculating expected values of forward scatter multipath coupling loss are

givetn in steveral papers, by Rice and Daniel [ 1955], Booker and de Bettencourt [ 1955], Staras

[ 19571, and llartman and Wilkerson [ 19591. This report uses the most general method available

based on the paper by Hartman and Wilkerson [ 1959].

As cx )Iained in section 2, the path antenna gait is

G = G + G - L dh (9.9)p t r g p

where t and G are free space antenna gains in decibels relative to an isotropic radiator.
t r

The influei't-" of antenna and prqpagation path characteristics in determining the loss in path

dntenna gain or multipath coupling loss L are interdependent and cannot be considered
91)

steparattely.

'his section shows how to estiniate only that component of the loss in path antenna gin

which is due to phase incoherence ol the forward scattered fields. This quantity is readily ap-

proxiinated from figure 9.6 as a function of rl , defined by (9. 3), and the ratio 0l, where
s

i = Z6 is the eflective half-power antenna beamwidth. If the antenna beamwidths are equal,
- a , and if s , values of L from figure 9.6 are exact. When antenna beamwidths

t r 
gp

are not e'qu.il the loss in gain may be approximated tising Q

The relation between the tree-space antenita gain (G in decibels relative to an iso.

tropic radiator and the half power beamwidth Q = 25 was given by (2, 5) as:,.

G = 3.50 - 20 log 6 = 9.52 - 20 tog i db

where 1) and it are in radians.

Assuning 56% aperture efficiencies for both antennai,

0/11 z 0(11tUr 0.3350 exp [0,0576 (G t t Gr)] (9. i0)

where 0 is the angular distan e in radians and Gt, Gr are the free space gains in tecibels.
Set lion Z shows that the gain for parabolic dishes with 56% aperture efficiency may

be -oniputed as (Z. 7):

G = 20 log D+ 20 log f - 42. 10 db

where D is the diameter o the dish in meters and f is the frequency in MIlz.

For dipole-fed parabolic antennas where 10 e D/\ e 25. an empirical correction

gives the following equation for tht: antenna gain(2.8).

G 23.3 log D + 23.3 log i - 55 1 db.
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The general method for calculating L requires the following parameters:

v is/2, M6r/A8a=1s/. r r6t (9.11,\

For spa> 1. ns /*6 . For sas 1, n=p/6 (9.1 )
o t 0

aI (n + 0.03v)/f(v) (9. 12b)

f(v) 1. 36 + 0. 116v] l + 0. 36 exp(-O. 56v) 1  (9.13)

wh*- r a, s, a and 00 have been defined, 6t and 6 are the effective half-power setni-

heatawidths of tho transmitting and receiving antennas, respectively, and f(v) as defhted by

('). 13) is shown on figure 9.7.

Figure 9.8 shows L versus n for various values of the product su. For sit < I readgP

figure 9.8 for lI(sa) instead of sci.

9. 5 Combination of Diffrattion and Scatter Transmission Loss

For transmission paths extending only very slightly beyond line-of-sight, diffraction

will be the dominant mechanism in most cases and scattering may be neglected. Conversely,

for long paths, the diffracted field may be hundreds of decibels weaker than the scattered

field, and thus the diffraction mechanism can be neglected. In intermediate cases, both mech-

Anentls have to be considered and the results combined in the following manner:

' .. # Figurn 9.9 shows a function, R(0. 5), which depends on the difference betwean the dif-
fr'ctiu and s~atter transmission loss. Calculate this difference (Ldr - La) in decibels,

,tetvrotine R (0.5) from figure 9.9 and then determine the resulting reference value of hourly

eidnwhan transmission loss, L cr from the relation

L L * R(0. 5). (9.14)c cr d r

If the difference between the diffracted and the scattered transmission loss values exceeds

IS d5, the resulting value of Lcr will be equal to Ldr if it is smaller than Lsr' or to L sr
if thi i is the smaller value. In general, for most paths having an angular distance greater

th uA 0.0 radians the diffraction calculations may be omitted; in this case. L r L
cr sr'

9-7
F-183
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10. 5 Coeftmemml Teomperat Clies
Dom from the US.. West Germuay. sad France provide ew basis for predicting

imps-er pwr fidig in a Continetl spesat climate MoUwe than half a million hourly

medisa ais of basic trsasndsmso les recorded over some two husdftd paths were used

a is develpig these estinaftes.

Ftgure 10. 14 shows basic estimates Y(q, 100 1, H4 of variability in a continental

temperate climfitse. Curves are draw for fractious Z I1 and 0. 9 of all hours of the day for

summer. winter ad all year for a "typical" year- In the northern temperate some, "summers"

extends from May through October ad "Swinter" from November through April.

A "frequency factar" g(q. 4) shown In figure 10. 15 adjusts the predicted variability to

allow for frequency-related effects:

Y(q =Y(q d. 100 MHz) g(q. f)- (10.6)

The function Xq. f) shows a marked increase In variability as frequency is increased above

100 MiHz to a maxim- at 400 to 500 bi11s. Variability then decreases until values at 1 or

2 Gffz are similar to those expected at 100 MHz. The empirical curves g(q. f) should not

be regarded as an iestimate of the dependne of long-term variability on frequency. but rep-

resent only an average of many effects, some of which are frequency-sensitive. The apparent

frequency dependence is a function of the relative dominance of various propagation mecha-(

nism . and this in turn depends on climate, time of day, season, and the particular~ types of a

terrain profiles f-.,r which -dst are available. For example, a heavily forested low altitudeI.' path will usually show greater variability than that observed aver a treeless high altitude

prairic. and this effect is frequency sensitive. An allowance for the year-to-year variability

ts also included in g(q. f) . Data summarized by Williamson et &L[41960] show that L(0. 5)

varies more from year to year than Y(q) . Assuming a normal distribution of L within each

year and of L_(O. 5) from year to year, L would be normally distributed with a median equal

to 140. 5) for a "typical" year. Y(q) is then increased by a constant factor, which '%as been

included in g(q. f).

Estimates of Y(O. 1) and Y(O. 9) are obtained from figures 10. 14, 10. 15 stnd from equa-

tion 10. 6. These estimates are used to obtain a predicted cumulative distribution using the

following ratios: I

Y(0.0001) = 3.33 Y(0. 1) Y(0. 9999) = Z. 90 Y(0. 9)

Y(0.001) 3rZ.73Y(0.1) Y(0. 999) = 2 f41 Y(0, 9) (10.7)

Y(0. 01) = 2. 00 Y(0. 1) Y(0. 99) =1. 82 Y(0. 9)

For example, assume f 100 MHz, d =112 kcm, and a predicted reference median

basic transmission lose.* L Isc 179 db, so that V(0. 5, de) =0. 9 db. (figure 10. 13),

Y(0. 1. del 100 MHz) =8. 1 db, and Y(0. 9. d . 100 MHz) = -5.8 db. (figure 10. 14), g(0. 1, f)e e
*g(0. 9, f) =1. 05 (figure 10. 15). Theis Y(0. 1) = 1. 05 Y(0. 1, d ' 100 MJ-z) = 8. 5 db, and

e

Y(O 9 1.0 YO. , el100 MHz) -6. 1 db. Using the ratios given above:

10-10
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Y(O.0001) = Z8.3. Y(O.001) 23.2, Y(O.O1) = 8.5,

Y(O.9999) = -17.7, Y(0.999) = -14.7, Y(O.99) = -11.1, Y(0.9) -6.1.

The median value is

Lb(O. 5) = Lbc r - V(O. 5) = 178.1 db

and the predicted distribution of basic transmission loss is;

L(0.0001) = 149.8. L(0.001) = 154.9, L(0.01) = 161.1, L(0. 1) = 169.6, L(0. 5) = 178.1,

L(0.9) = 184.Z, L(O.99) = 189.2. L(0.999) = 192.8 and L(0.9999) = 195.8 db.

These values are plotted as a function of time availability, q, on figure 10. 16 and show

a complete predicted cumulative distribution of basic transmission loss.

For antennas *elevated above the horizon, as in ground-to-air or earth-to-space com-

munication, less variability i. expected. This Is allowed for by a factor f(h discussed in

annex I1. For transhorizon paths f(Oh) is unity and does not affect the distribution. For
line-of-sight paths f(Oh) is nearly unity unless the angle of elevation exceeds 0. 15 radians.

Allowance must sometimes be made for other sources of power fading such as atten-
uation due to rainfall or interference due to reflections fromn aircraft that may not be ade-

quately represented in available data. For example, at microwave frequencies the distribu-

tion of water vapor, oxygen, rain, snow, clouds and fog is important in predicting long-term1< power fading. Let - - - " represent estimates corresponding to each of these

sources of variability, and let piJ be the correlation between variations due to sources i

and j. Then the total variability is approximated as:

OvM m
2 2

Y(q) Yi (q) + 2Y Yi Yjij (10.8)

i+1 i, j+l
I<j

where Y(q) is positive for q < 0.5, zero for q = 0.5, and negative for q >0.5. Section 3

shows how to estimate Y (q) and Yr(q) for atmospheric absorption by oxygen and water

vapor, and for rain absorption respectively. Let p ia be the correlation between variations

Y of available data and variations Y a due to microwave absorption by oxygen and water

vapor. Let p ir be the correlation between Y and Yr . Assuming that pIa 1, Pir = 0.5,

and par = 0,

Y (q) = (Y + Y ) + Y + Y Y (10.9)a r r

This method was used to allow for the effects of rainfall at frequencies above 5 GHz for

fractions 0.99 and 0. 9999 of all hours in figures 1.6 to I. II of annex I.
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Figures 10. 17 to 10.2Z show variability, Y(q) about the long-term median value as a

function of d for period of record data in the followi'ng frequency groups; 40-88, 88-108.C

108-250, Z50-450, 450-1000, and > 1000 MHz. The curves on the figures show predicted

values of Y(q) for all hours of the year at the median frequency in each group. These me-

dians are: 47.1. 98.7, 192.8, 417, 700, and 1500 MHz for data recorded in a continental

temperate climate. Equation (10.6) and figures 10.14 and 10. 15 were used to obtain the

curves in figures 10. 17 to 10. 2Z.

An analytic function fitted to the curves of V(0. 5, d e) and Y(q, de . 100 MHz) is given

in annex I1. Diurnal and seasonal variations are also discussed and functions listed to pre-

dict variability for several, times of day and seasons.

10.6 Maritime Temperate Climate

Studies made in the United Kingdom have shown appreciable differencesWtween propa-

gation over land and over sea, particularly at higher frequencies. Data from maritime

temperate regions were therefore classified as overland and oversea, where oversea paths

are categorized as having the coastal boundaries within their radio horizons. Paths that ex-

tend over a mixture of land and sea are included with the overland paths.

The data were divided into frequency groups as follows:

Bands I and I (40-100 MHz)

Band III (150-250 MHz)
Bands IV and V (450-1000 MHz)L

Long-term variability of the data for each path about its long-cerm median value is shown as

a function of effective distance in figures 10. 23 to 10. Z8. Curves were drawn through

medians of data for each fraction of time q= 0.0001. 0.001, 0.01. 0. 1, )..9. 0.99, 0.999,

0.999). Figures 10. 23 to 10.28 show that it is not practical to use a formula like (10.6)

for the maritime temperate climate, because the frequency factor g(q, f) is not independent

of d , as it is in the case of the continental temperate climate. The importance of tropo-e

spheric ducting in a maritime climate is mainly responsible for this difference.

These figures demonstrate greater variability oversea than overland in all frequency

groups. The very high fields noted at UHF for small fractions of time are due to per

sistent layers and ducts that guide the radio energy. In cases of propagation for great dis-

tances over water the fields approach free space values for small fractions of time. Curves

have been drawn for those distance ranges where data permitted reasonable estimates.

Each curve is solid where it is well supported by data, and is dashed for the remainder of

its length.
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10.7 Other Climates

A limited amount of data available from other climatic regions has been studied. [CCIR

1963f]. Curves showing predicted variability in several climatic regions are shown in annex

III. figures MI. 25 to I. Z9.

At times it may be necessary to predict radio performance. in an area where few if any

measurements have becn n.ade. In such a case, estimates of variability are based on what-

-ver is known about the meteorological conditions in the area, and their effects on radio propa-

gation, together with results of studies in other climatic regions. If a small amount of radio

data is available, this may be compared with predicted cumulative distributions of transmip-

sion loss corresponding to somewhat similar meteorclogical conditions. In this way estimates

for relatively unknown areas may be extrapolated from what is known.

10.8 Variability for Knife-Edge Diffraction Paths

The variability of hourly medians for knife-edge diffraction paths can be estimated by

considering the path as consisting of two line-of-sight paths in tandem. The diffracting knife-

edge then constitutes a common terminal for both line-of-sight paths. The variability of

hourly median transmission loss for each of the paths is computed by the methods of this sec-

W tion and characterized by the variability functions

Vl(q) = V 1(0. 5) + YI(q) db

V2 (q) = V2 (0. 5) + Y2 (q) db

During any particular hour, the total variability function V for the diffraction path would be

expected to be the sum of V 1 plus V2 . To obtain the cumulative distribution of all values

of V applicable to the total path a convolution of the individual variables V and V2 may

be employed [Davenport and Root, 1958].

Assuming that V I and V2 are statistically independent variables, their convolution

is the cumulative distribution of the variable V = V + V Z The cumulative distribution of

V may be obtained by selecting n equally-spaced values from the individual distributions

'41 of V I (q) and V 2 (q), calclilating all possible sums V k = Vii + V Zj and forming the cumu-

lative distribution of all values V obtained in this manner.
k

Another method of convolution that gives good results requires the calculation and
2

ordering of only n, instead of n , values of V. As before V1 (q) and V2 (q) are obtained

for n equally spaced perentages. Then one set is randomly ordered compared to the other

so that the n sums V = V + V are randomly ordered. The cumulative distribution of

these sums then provides the desired convolation of V I and V If the distribution of

V - V is desired this is the convolution of V and -V

Computations required to estimate long-term variability over a knife-edge diffraction

path are given in the example described in section 7.5.
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14 EXAMPLE OF A CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTIQN Lb (q) VERSUS q
140 - - - ! - -

150.

Ito
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0 S IN ,

0.0001 0.001 dol 0405 0.1 0.5 0.8 0.95 0.99 0.999 0.9999

TIME AVAILABILITY, q

Figure 10.16
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SIZ. LIT OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

In the following list the English alphabet precedes the Greek alphabet, and lower-case

letters precede upper-case letterb. As a general rule, upper-case letters have been used for

quantities expressed in decibels, for example wt is transmitter power In watts, and Wt is

transmitter power in decibels above one watt. When the upper-case symbol Is the decibel equiva-

lent of a lower-case symbol they are usually listed together. Symbols that are used only in an

annex are defined at the end of the appropriate annex in Volume 2.

Sometimes a symbol may be used in quite different contexts, In whichi case it is listed for

each separate context. Subscripts are used to modify the meaning of symbols. The order is:

i . Symbol without a subscript h

2. Symbol with a subscript, (letter subscripts in alphabetical h

order followed by number subscripts in numerical order). h I

3. Symbol as a special function. h(x)

4. Abbreviations. ht

Following each definition an equation number or section number is given to show the term

in its proper context. Where applicable, reference is made to a figure.

Throughout the report, logarithms are to the base 10 unless otherwise noted.

a Effective earth's radius, allowing for average radio ray bending near the surface of the

earth, (4.4) figure 4.2.

a An equivalent earth's radius which is the harmonic mean of the radii a and a , (7.10).-. 5 t r
a The radius of a circular arc that is tangent to the receiving antenna horizon ray at the

r
horizon, and that merges smoothly with the corresponding arc through the transmitting

antenna horizon, (8.9) figure 8.7.

a Effective earth's radius factor corresponding to D., (8.15).

a Radius of & circular arc that is tangent to the transmitting horizon ray at the horizon,
t

and that merges smoothly with the corresponding arc through the receiving antenna

horizon, (8.9) figure 8.7.

a The axial ratio of the polarization ellipse of a plane wave, (2. 11).
x

a The axial ratio of the polarization ellipse associated with the receiving pattern (2. 11).xr

a The actual earth's radius, usually taken to be 6370 kilometers, (4.4).
0

a1  Radius of the circular arc that is tangent to the transmitting antenna horizon ray at the

horizon, and that passes through a point h kilometers below the transmitting an-

tenna, (8,8) figure 8.7.

a2  Radius of the circular arc that is tangent to the receiving antenna horizon ray at the

horizon, and that passes through a point h kilometers below the receiving an-

tenna, (8.8) figure 8.7.H 4 1U-1
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('
A Attenuation relative to free space, expressed In decibels, defined as the basic trans-

mission loss relative to that in free space, (2. 20).

A The long-term median attenuation of radio waves due to atmospheric absorption by

oxygen and water vapor, section 3.
Aar, Aat For transhorizon paths, A a = Aat + Aar , the sum of the absorption from the trans-

mitter to the crossover of horizon rays and the absorption from the crossever of

horizon rays to the receiver, section 3.

A Total absorption attenuation within a cloud, (3.13).c

A Total absorption due to rainfall over a given path. (3.7).r

A Rate of attenuation through woods in full leaf, (5.18).
w

A Diffraction attenuation relative to free space at an angular distance 0 = 0 over a
0

smooth earth, section 9. Z.

A(v. 0) Attenuation relative to free space as a function of the parameter v, (7. 2) figure 7. 1.

A(v, p) Diffraction attenuation relative to free space for an isolated perfectly conducting

rounded obstacle, (7. 7), figure 7.3.

A(O, p) The diffraction loss for 8 0 over an obstacle of radius r, (7.7) figure 7.4.

B The parameter B(K, b) corresponding to the effective earth's radius a , (8.15).5 5

B 1. , t, rValues of the parameter B(K, b) that correspond to values of K1, 2, t, r' (8.13).
B1 , t, r 12 ,r 81)

B , B , Defined by (8.2), (8. 13) and (8.15) as the product of several factors, combined for
01 02

Be B or convenience in computing diffraction attenuation.

B' Any point along the great circle path between antenna terminals A and B, figure 6. 3.

B(K. b *) A parameter plotted in figure 8.3 as a function of K and b*, (8.2).

c Free space velocity of radio waves, c = 299792. 5 h 0.3 km/sec.

C (K b ') A parameter used in calculating diffraction attenuation, (8. 1) figure 8.4.

C (K , b'). C I(K# b) The parameter CI(K.b') corresponding to X I and K., also written

CI(K1 ) and C1 (KZ), (8.11).

C (K ) The weighted average of values of C 1 (K1 , b) and CI(K2 , b*), (8. 11).

CCIR International Radio Consultative Committee.

d Great circle propagation path distance, measured at sea level along the great circle

path determined by two antenna locations, A I and A 2 , figure 6. 1.

d Clearing depth in meters, defined as the distance from the edge of woods to the lower
c

antenna -long a propagation path, (5.19).

de Effective propagation path distance, a function of d, f mc, h e' and h re, section 10. 1,

(10.3).

dL  The sum of the horizon distances dLr and d Lt In section 10, dL is defined for a

smooth spherical earth of radius 9000 km, (10. 2) and (10.3).

d Lr. dLt Great circle distances from the receiving and from the transmitting antennas to the

corres,-cnding horizons, figure 6. 1.
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d o d Distance between the receiving or transmitting antenna horizon and the crossover ofsr St

horizon rays as measured at sea level, (6. 20).

£ d' , d' If 0 or 6 is negative, d, or d' is computed (6.23) and substituted for d
sr st or o: sr st sr

or d t in reading figure 6.9.

d The theoretical distance where diffraction and scatter fields are approximately equalSi

over a smooth earth, (10. 1).

d The greatest distance for which the attenuation relative to free space is zero, (5. 10).o

d d Distance from the transmitting, or the re~eivlng antenna, to the crossover of horizon
2

rays, measured at sea level, figure 6. 1.

dl d Great circle distance from one antenna of-a pair to the point of reflection of a re-

flected ray, figure 5. 1.

dB Decibels = 10 log1 0 (power ratio) or 20 log1 0 (voltage ratio). In this report, all

logarithms are to the base 10 unless otherwise stated.

dBu Decibels above one microvolt per meter.

(HU Decibels above one watt.

D Divergence coefficient, a factor used to allow for the divergence of energy due to re-

flection from a convex surface, (5.2).

D Diameter of a parabolic reflector in meters, (2. 7).

D Great circle distance between transmitting and receiving horizons, (6.17), figure 6. 1.

:Dstr  A function of d t, d used in computing diffraction loss, (8. 16), figure 8.8.st s r

c c, ep The positive to negative amplitude of the cross-polarized vector component e c and of

the principal polarization component ce of a complex polarization vector e, section

2. 3 and annex I.

- A complex vector e= e + ie . section 2.3 and annex U.
P c

f Radio wave frequency in megahertz (megacycles per second).
f(V) A function used'in computing path antenna gain, defined by (9. 13) figure 9.7.

F The correction term F allows for the reduction of scattering effic'ion%, at grcat
0 0

heights in the atmosphere, (9. 1) and (9.7).

F(x1 ), F(x2 ) Functions used in computing diffraction attenuation, (8. 1) and figur,.s 8. ' ml,; .

F(Od) The att.nuaticn function used in calculating median basic transmission loss to, S, atii,

paths, (9. 1) figures 9. 1, and 1I. II to III. 14.

4 g r 9t' Gr, Gt Maximum free space directive gains for the receiving and transmitting antt n:ros

respectively, Gr = 10 log gr db, Gt = 10 log gt db, section 2.2.

9'1 . grz Directive gain factori defined for each antenna in the-direction of the point of ground

reflection, (5. 1).

go The maximum value of the operating gain of a receiving system, (V. 7).

go The directive gair for one antenna in the direction of the other, section 5.1.

g' goZ The directive gain of the transmitting. and receiving antennas, each in the direction

of the other, assuming matched antenna polarizations, (5. 1).
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g(p, f) A frequency factor used to adjust predicted long-term variability to allow for

frequency-related effects, (10.6) figure 10.3.

gt(rFo Gt(r) Free space directive gain of the transmitting antenna in the direction i, see also

Sg( ) Gt(r ) = 10 log gt(-) db, section Z. 2.

gt' Power, gain of a transmitting antenna when the power Input to the antenna terminals

S t

g'(r), GI(r) Power galin.of a transmitting antenna in the direction i. G'(r) = 10 log g'(r) db,
t tt t

section Z.Z.

G The maximum free space directive gain relative to an isotropic radiator (Z. 5).

G Path antenna gain, the change in transmission loss, or propagation lose if hypothet-p
ical lose-free isotropic antennas with no orientaion, polarization, or multipath
coupling loss were used at the same locations at the actual antennas, (2. 14).

Gpf Path antenna gain in free space, (2.17).

G Path antenna power gain, (2. 14).PR
G(h) Residual height gain function, figure 7. 1.

G'(ri Power gain, in decibels, of a receiving antenna, (Z.4).

G(hl), G(h 2 ) The function G(h) for the transmitting and receivingantennas, respectively,

(7.5).

G(P) Directive gain of an antenna in the direction F. The maximum value of G(r) is
G , section 2. 2.

G () Directive gain, in decibels, of a receiving antenna in the direction P, (Z.4).r
G(xo) A function used in computing diffraction, (8. 1) figures 8.5 and 8.6.

0

GHz Radio frequency in gigacycles per second.

h Height above the surfaceof the ground as used-in (3. 10), (3.12).

h Height referred-to sea level.

h Equidistant heights of terrain above sea level. (5.15), (6. 10).
i

ShLr Lt Height of the receiver or transmitter horizon obstacle above sea level, (6. 15).

h Height of the intersection of horizon rays above a straight line between the antennas,

determined using an effective earth's radius,, a, (9.3b) and figure 6. 1.

hr' ht The height h or h is defined as the height of the receiving or transmitting an-ro tr t
tenna above the average height of the central 80% of the terrain between the an-

tenna and,its horizon, or above ground, whichever gives the larger value, (6.11).

hr, hte Effective 'height of the receiving or transmitting antenna above ground. For hr, h
re' t rs t

less than one kilometer h h h = h . For higher antennas a correction Ah
re r' te t

is used, (6.12).

h r, h Height of the receiving antenna or transmitting antenna above sea level, figure 6. 1,

(6.11), (6. 15).

h Elevation of the surface of the ground above mean sea level, (4.3).

h The heights above sea level of evenly spaced terrain elevations between the trans-
ti

mitter and its horizon. (6.11).
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hI Height of the crossover of horizon rays above a straight line between the trans-

mitter and receiver horizon obstacles, (9.7) figure 6. 1.

his h 2  Heights of antenna termirnuls 1 and 2-above the surface of the earth, figure 5. 1.

hi, hl Heights of antenna terminals I and 2 above a plane tangent to a smooth earth at

the bounce point (f a reflected ray, (5.8).

h Average height above sea level, (5.15).

h Average height of the transmitting antenna above the central 80% of terrain be-
t

tween the transmitter and its horizon, (6. 11).

_hih Normalized heights of the transmitting and-receiving antennas, (7.6).

h(x) A straight line fitted by least squares to equidistant heights above sea level, (5.15)

h(0), h(d) Height above sea level of a smooth curve fitted to -terrain visible to both antennas,

and extrapolated to the transmitter at h(0). and the receiver at h(d) , (5. 17). -

hi(xi) A series of equidistant heights above sea level of terrain visible to b oth antenna.,

section 5. 1.

H The frequency gain function, discussed in section 9.Z.o

Ho(11 < 1), Ho(qs I) Value of the frequency gain function, H° . where the-parameter ris

is less than or equal to one, respectively, (9. 6).
Ho( S = 0) The frequency gain function when il = 0- which corresponds to the assumption of a

constant atmospheric refractive index, figure 9.5.

Hz Abbreviation for hertz a cycle per second.

K A frequency-dependent coefficient, (3.8)'.

K A parameter used in computing diffraction attenuation, K is a function of the ef-

fective earth's radius, carrier frequency, ground constants, and'polarization,

figure 8.1 and annex 111. 4.

1 K A frequency and temperature-dependent attenuation coefficient for absorption

within a cloud, (3. 13) and table 3. 1.

KI I K 2, K Ks, K Values of the diffraction parameter -K for corresponding earth's radii

ai,a 2  a, a., at , (8.8) to (8. 13).

K(a), K(8497) The diffractiozi parameter K for an effective earth's radius a, and for

a = 8497 km.

K(fG ) A frequency-dependent coefficient used in computing the rate of absorption by

rain, (3.9a) and figure 3.8.

et, Let The effective loss factor for-a receiving antenna, or the reciprocal of the power

er er

Iet' Let The effective loss factor for a transmitting antenna, (2. 3), Let 1 10 log let db.

L Transmission loss expressed in decibels, (2. 2)..

Lb  Basic transmission loss, (2. 13) and (2. 14).

Lbd Basic transmission loss for a diffraction path, (7.3), (7.4).

L Basic transmission loss in free space, (2. 16).
bf
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Lbm Hourly median basic transmission los.

L Reference value of long-term median basic transmission4loss oused on forward scatter C
loss, (9. 1).

L Calculated value of transmission loss.
C

L Polarization coupling loss, (2. 10).
cp

L Reference value of hourly median transmission loss when diffraction and scatter lossesCr

are combined, (9. 14).

Ld Reference value of hourly median transmission loss due to diffraction, (9.14).

I. An "equivalent free-space transmission loss, " (Z. 19).

L Loss in path antenna gain, defined as the difference between the sum of the maximum
gp

gains of the transmitting and receiving antennas and the path antenna gain, (Z. Z1).

LI r' LIt Transmission line and matching network losses at the receiver and transmitter.

L Path loss, .defined as transmission loss plus the suam of the maximum free space gains
0

of the antennas, (2.12).

L The system. loss expressed in decibels, defined by (Z. 1). System loss includes ground
8

and dielectric losses and antenna circuit losses.

L Reference value of median forward scatter transmission loss, used with Ldr to ob-
sr d

tain the rcference value L , (9.14).
cr

L(q), L(0. 5) Long-term value of transmission loss not exceeded for a fraction q of hourly

medians; L (0. 5) is the median value of L(q), section 10.

L (q), Lb (0.) Long-term value of basic transmission loss not exceeded for a fraction q of
hourly medians; Lb(0. 5) is the median of Lb(q)

M Liquid water content of a cloud measured in grams per cubic meter, (3. 13).

MHz Radio frequency in megahertz.

n Refractive index of the atmosphere, section 4.

n The ratio a o 6t or P o/r used to compute fi, (9. 12).

9n Atmospheric refractive index at the surface of the earth, (4.1).

n A parameter used in calculating path antenna gain, (9. 12).
6

N Atmospheric refractivity defined as N = (n-1) X 10 , section 4.

N Surface refractivity reduced to sea level, (4. 3).
0

N The value of N at the surface of the earth, (4. 1).

r, P() Complex -polarization vectors, section 2. 3 and annex U.

~' I Polarization efficiency for transfer of energy in free space at a single radio frequency,
- r

(2.11) and.(..6 2).

Time availability, the fraction of time a given value of transmission loss is not ex-

ceeded, section 10.

q Tho ratio q = r 2 /sr 1 used to compute AHoO (9.5).

r The ength in free space of the direct ray path between antennas, figure 5. 1.

r Radius of curvature, (7.9).

12-6
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r Effective distance for absorption by oxygen in the atmosphere, (3.4) figures 3..! to 3. .1
eO

r Effective rain-bearing distance, (3. 11) and (3.14) figures 3.10 to 3. 13.
er

r Effective distance for absorption by water vapor in the atmosphere, (3.4), figures 3.2
* ew

to 3.4.

r Length of a direct ray between antennas over an effective earth of radius a, figure 5. 1.

r1 , r 2  Parameters used in computing the frequency gain function Ho , and defined by (9.4).

r1 , r2  Distances whose sum is the path length of a reflected ray, figure 5.1.

Direction of the most important propagation path from the transmitter-to the receiver,

or from the receiver to the transmitter.

rlit r2 i Straight line distances from transmitting and rereiving antennas to a point on the ground

a distance x I from the transmitting antenna, figure 6.4.

r. m. s. Abbreviation of root-mean-square.

R The magnitude of the theoretical coefficient R exp[-i(n -c)] for reflection of a plane

wave from a smooth plane surface of a given conductivity and dielectric constant, (5. 1).

R An IeffectiveO' ground reflection coefficient, (5. 1).

R Rainfall rate in millimeters per hour, (3. 10).
r

R Surface rainfall rate, (3. 10).
rs

R Cumulative distribution of instantaneous path average rainfall rates, figure 3. 14.
r

R(0. 5) A function of Ldr - L cr, (9. 14) figure 9.9.

a Path asymmetry factor, s = as0 IP, (6.19).

T Reference absolute temperature, T = 288.37 degrees Kelvin.
0 0

T(r) Temperature in the troposphere in degrees Kelvin.

T a(K) Effective sky noise temperature in degrees Kelvin.

T. A. S. 0. Abbreviation of Television Allocations Study Organization.

U(vp) A parameter used in computing diffraction over a rounded obstacle, (Ill. 26) and figure

7.5.

v A parameter used in computing diffraction over an isolated obstacle, (7. 1).

V(0. 5, de )A parameter used with the calculated long-term reference value, L cr, to predict

median long-term transmission loss, figure 10. 1 equations (15.4) and (11.67).

V (0.5, d e ) The parameter V(0. 5. d ) for a given climatic region characterized b; the sub-
11 e e

script n, (10.4) figure 10. 1.

w W Radio frequency signal power that would be available from an equivalent loss-free re-
a a

ceiving antenna, W a= 10 log w a dbw, (2. 2).

u', W' Radio frequency signal power available at the terminals of the receiving antenna,
a a

W1 = 10 logw' dbw, (2.1).
a a

w t Wt Total power radiated from the trans,.atting antenna in a given band of radio freqaencies,

Wt = 10 log w dbw, (Z. 2).
t t

W Available power at the terminals of ,A hyputh t, .1l loss-i, e isotropik receiving an-
ab

tenna, assuming no orientation, pwoio . atio,,. oi tiultipatn koupling loss bctwueen

transmitting and receiving antennas, (a. I,).
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x A specified value, the discussion preceding (Z. 14).

x A variable designating distance from an antenna, figure 6.4

X i  The i distance fromthe transmitter along a great circle path, figure 6.4.

X x 1 , x 2 Parameters used to compute diffraction loss, (8. Z) figures 8.5 and 8.6.

Zoo x 2 0  Points chosen to exclude terrain adjacent to either antenna which is not visible to the

other in comptting a curve fit, (5.15).

x The average of distances x 0 and x2 0 , (5.15b).

X, Y Initial bearings from anterna terminals A and B, measured from true north, figure

6.3.

Yi Terrain elevations, modified to account for the curvature of the earth, (6. 10).

y(x) Modified terrain elevation, y(x) = h(x) - x 2 /(2a), (5.16).

Y1 Bearing from any point B' along the great circle path AB, figure 6.3.

Y(q) Long-term variability of L or of W in terms of hourly medians, (10.6) and (V.4)m m

Y(q, 100 MHz) Basic estimate of variability in a contineital temperate climate, figure 10. 2.

Y(q, de, 100 MHz) Basic estimate of variability as a function of effective distance, (10.6) figure

10.2.

Z Great circle path length between antenna terminals A and B, figure 6.3.

Z' Great circle path distance between an antenna and an arbitrary point B', figure 6. 3.

F 6
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a The-parameter a is defined in equation (3.9b) and plotted as a-function of'±requency on

figure 3.,9.

Sao' PO The angles a 0 PO modified by the corrections a o p Apo, (6.19).

a 00' OO The angles between a transmitter or receiver horizon ray and a line drawn between the

antenna locations on an earth of effective radius, a, (6. 18) figure 6. 1.

a(f GHz) The function a in (3.9b)-as a function of frequency in GHz, figure 3.9.

Yoo Differential absorption in decibels per kilorneter for oxygen under standard conditions

of temperature and pressure, (3.4).

Yr Rate of absorption by rain, (3.8).

Yrs Surface value of the rate of absorption by rain, (3.11).

Ywo Differential absorption in decibels per kilometer for water vapor under standard condi-

tions of temperature and pressure and for a surface value of-absolute humidity of

lOg/cc, (3.4).

(r) Differential almospheric absorption in db/km for a path length r, (3.1).

Yr(r) Differential rain absorption along a path r, (3.7).

(h), yw(h) Differential absorption in dB/km for oxygen and water vapor, respectively, as a

function of height, h, (3.3).

r(r) Absorption coefficient as a function of path distance r, (3.2) and.(3.6).

6 r , 6t  The effective half-power semi-beamwidth for the receiving and transmitting antennas,

respectively, (9.11) and (9. 12).

6 , 6 Azimuthal and vertical semi-beamwidths, (2. 6).6w 6z I

r. Aao, 0P Correction terms applied to compute ao, PO (6.19) figure 6.9.

A Depression of field strength below smooth earth values, (5. 19).c

Ah A correction term used to compute the effective height for h5,gh antennas, (6. 12) figure
eI6.7.

Ar The path length difference between a direct ray, ro, and a reflected ray, Ar = r - r

- r, (5.4), (5.9) and (7. 1).
& Auxiliary functions used to check the magnitude 4, error in the graphical determination

X I Xz of diffraction attenuation, (8.5) figures 8.5 and 8.6.

AH A correction term applied to the frequency gain function, Ho , (9.5) and figure 9.4.
0 

0

AN The refractivity gradient from the surface value, N , to the value of N at a height

of one kilometer above the surface, (4.2).

&a (N &Po(Ns) The correction terms AaO, APo for values of N other than 301, (6.21)
0 , a (N 0 0 a

figure 6. 10.

Aao(301), AP (301) The correction terms Aa , AP for N 301, (6. 21) read from figure 6.9.

Ah(h N ), h(h , N The correction &h as a function of N and of receiver and transmitter

heights h and h . (6. 12) figure 6.7.
A function of h and N used in computing Fo and H, (9.3) and figure 9.2.

functio ofhadN ue5 ncmuigF aH 0 0 9 )adfgr .2

8 The angular distance, 0, is the angle between radio horizon rays in the great circle

plane defined by the antenna locations, (6. 19).

'( 12-9
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aer aet Hcrizon elevation angles at the receiver and transmitter, respectively, (6. 15). j
0 Angle of elevation of a direct ray relative to the horizontal at the lower antenna. (5. lZ).-

See eb and !(Oh)

0°  Angle of elevation above the horisontal, figures 3. 2 to 3.4.

Ooo Angle between radio horizon rays, assuming straight rays above an earth of effective

radius, a, figure 6.1.

O4r * t The angular-elevation of a horizon ray at the receiver or transmitter horizon. (6. 16)

figure 6.1.

X Free space radio wave length, used for example in (Z. 7).

It The ratio 6 r/6 t used in (9. 12) and figure 9.8.

V A parameter that i half the value of ve, used in computing loss in antenna gain, (9. 11),

(9. 12) and figure 9.7,

Radio frequency in hertz.

w A constant, w a 3. 14159264.

p Correlation coefficient between twQ random viriables.

p Index of curvature for the crest curvature of a rounded obstacle in the great circle

path direction, (7. 8).

Pij '/The corretlation betwesn variation# due to sources I and J, (10.8).

Pla The correlation bet''sn variations Y and Ya* (10.9).

Pir The correlation between variations Y and Y r (10.9).

V It The root-mean-square deviation of great circle path terrain elevations relative to a

smooth curve fitted to the terrain, (5. 1).
2

U (p) The standard deviation corresponding to the variance a 2(p)

E: A symbol to represent the summation of terms, as in (5.15) where . h means the

sum of all values of h from i1a.0 to I= 20.

O(v, p) The total phase lag of the diffracted field over an isolated rounded obstacle with reflec-

tions from terrain, (Y. 13).

O(v, 0) The total phAse lag of the diffracted field over an ideal knife edge with grotnd reflec.

-t!ons (7. 13).

0 A$ 0 Latitudes of antenna terminals A and B, (6. 1) to (6.9) figure 6.3.

.1, 81 Latitude of an arbitrary point along the great circle path from A to B. (S. 7).

+The grazing angle of a ray reflected from a point on the surface of a smooth earth,

(5. 1) figure 5. 1. or grazing angle at a feuillet, annex IV.

in Minimum grazing angle, section 5. 1.

+ The acute angle between principal polarization vectors "; and "e" (Z. 11).
) p pro

Ulr , it The half-power beamwidths of the receiving and transmitting antennas, respectively.

(9.10).
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FOREWORD

A short history of the development of the prediction methods in this Technical Note wiU

permit the reader to compare them with earlier procedui es. Some of these methods were first

reported by Norton, Rice and Vogler [ 1955]. Further development of forward scatter predictions

and a better understanding of the refractive index structure of the atmosphere led to changes re-

ported in an early unpublished NBS report and in NBS Technical Note 15 [ Rice. Longley and

Norton, 1959]. The methods of Technical Note 15 served as a basis for part of another unpublished

NBS report which was incorporated in Air-Force Technical Order T. 0. 31Z-10-1-in 1961. A

preliminary draft of the current technical note was submitted as a U. S. Study Group V contribution

to the CCIR'in 1962.

Technical Note 101 uses the metric system throughout. For most computations both a

graphical method and formulas suitable for a digital computer are presented. These include

simple and comprehensive formulas for computing diffraction over smooth-earth and over irregular

terrain, as well as methods for estimating diffraction over an isolated rounded obstacle. New

empirical graphs are included for estimating long-term variability for several climatic- regions,

based on data that have been made available.

For paths in a continental temperate climate, these predictions are practically the same

as those published in 1961. The reader will find a number of graphs have been simplified and that

many of the calculations are more readily adaptable to computer programming. The new material

on time availability and service probability in several climatic regions should prove valuable for

areas other than the-U. S. A.

Changes in this revision concern mainly sections 2 and 10 of volume 1 and annexeb I, TT and

V df volume 2, and certain changes in notation and symbols. The latter changes make the notation.

more consistent with statistical practice.

Section 10, Long-Term Power Fading contains additional material on the effects of

atmospheric stratification.

For convenience in using volume 2. those symbols which are found only in an annex are

listed and explained at the end of the appropriate annex. Section 12 of.volume 1 lists and explains

only those symbols used in volume 1.

i

Note: This Technical Note consists of two volumes as indicated in the Table of Contents.
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.. , . Annex I

AVAILABLE DATA, STANDARD CURVES, AND A SIMPLE PREDICTION MODEL

The simplest way to predict long-term median transmission loss values would be to

use a best-fit curve drawn through measured data (represented by their overall median values)

plotted as a function of path length. Such a method ignores essentially all of our understanding

of the physics of tropospheric propagation, is subject to especially large errors Qver-rough

terrain, and such empirical curves represent only the conditions for which data are available.

Curves that may be useful for establishing preliminary allocation plans are presented

in section I. Z of this annex. These "standard" curves were prepared for a fixed combination

of antenna heights and assume propagation over a smooth earth. The curves are not suitable

for use on particular point-to-point paths, since they make no allowance for the wide range

of propagation path profiles or atmospheric conditions that may be encountered over particular

paths.

A method for computing preliminary reference values of transmission loss is described

i in section I. 3. This method is based on a simple model, may readily, beprogrammed, and is

especially useful when little is known of the details of terrain.

I. 1 Available Data as a Function of Path Length

Period-of-record median values of attenuation relative to free space are plotted vs.

distance in figures I. 1 to 1.4 for a total of 750-radio paths, separating the frequency ranges

40-150 MHz, 150-600 MHz, 600-1000 MHz, and 1-10 GHz. Major sources of data other

than those referenced by Herbstreit and Rice (1959) are either unpublished or are given by
Bray, Hopkins, Kitchen, and Saxton [i9551, Bullington [1955), duCastel [1957b), Crysdalc

[1958), Crysdale0 Day, Cook, Psutka, and Robillard [19571, Dolukhanov [1957], Grosskopf

[1956], Hirai 11961a, b], Josephson and Carlson 11958), Jowett [19581, Joy [1958a, b]. Ritcher

and Richmond [1957), Kitchen, Richards, and Richmond [1958], Millington and Isted 11950],
Newton and Rogers [1953], Onoe, Hirai, and Niwa 11958], Rowden, Tagholm, and Stark

119581, Saxton [1951), Ugai [1961], and Vvedenskii and Sokolov (1957).

Three straight lines were determined for each of the data plots shown in figures I. 1

to 1.4. Near the' transmitting antenna, A = 0 on the average. Data for intermediate dis-

tances, where the average rate of diffraction attenuation is approximately 0.09 f' db per

kilometer, determine a second straight line. Data for the greater distances, where the level

of forward scatter fields is reached, determine the level of a straight line with a slope varying

from 1/18 to 1/14 db per kilometer, depending on the frequency.

The dashed curves of fC ares 1. 1-1. 3 show averages of broadcast signals rec,,rdied at

2500 random locations in six different areas of the United States. The data were normalized

to 10-meter and 300-meter antenna heights, and to frequencies of 90, 230, and 750 MHz.
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For this data sample [TASO 1959]. average fields are low mainly.because the receiver loca-

tions were not carefully selected, as they were for most other paths for which data are shown.

The extremely large variance of long-term median transmission loss values recorded

over irregular terrain is due mainly to differences in terrain profiles and effective antenna

heights. For a given distance and given antenna heights a wide range of angular distances is

possible, particularly over short diffraction and extra-diffraction paths. Angular distance,

the angle between radi9 liorizon rays from each antenna in the great circle plane containing T

the antennas, is a very important parameter for transmission loss calculations, (see section

6). Figure I. 5 shows for a number of paths the variability of angular distance relative to

its value "over a smooth spherical earth as a function of path distance and antenna heights.

Most of the "scatter" of the experimental long-term medians shown in figures I. 1 -

. 4 is due to path-to-path differences. A small part of this variation is due to the lengths of

the recording periods. For all data plotted in the figures the recording period exceeded two

weeks, for 630 pathslit exceeded one month, and for 90 paths recordings were made for more

than a year.

An evaluation of the differences between predicted and measured transmission loss

values is discussed briefly in annex V. In evaluating a prediction method by its variance

from observed data, it is important to remember that this variance is strongly influenced by

the particular data sample available for comparison. Thus it is most important that these

data samples be as representative as possible of the wide range of propagation path conditions (2
likely to be encountered in the various types of service and in various parts of the world.

To aid in deciding whether it is worthwhile to use the point-to-point prediction method

outlined in sections 4 - 10, instead of simpler methods, figure I. 6 shows the cumulative dis-

tribution of deviations of predicted from observed long-term median values. The dash-dotted

curve shows the cumulatlve distribution of deviations from the lines drawn in figures I. 1 -

1. 4 for all available data. The solid and dashed curves compare predictions based on these

figures with ones using the point-to-point method for the same paths. Note that the detailed

point-to-point method could not be used in many cases because of the lack of terrain profiles.

Figure I. 6 shows a much greater variance of data from the "empirical" curves of fig-

ures 1. 1 -1. 4 for the sample of 750 paths than for the smaller sample of 217 paths for which

terrain profiles are available. The wide scatter of data illsutrated in figure 1. 4 for the fre-

quency rangel -10 GHz appears to be mainly responsible for this. Figure 1.4 appears to

show that propagation is much more sensitive to differences in t rain profiles at these higher

frequencies, as might be expected. The point-to-point prediction methods, depending on a

number of parameters besides distance and frequency, are also empirical, since they are

made to agree with available data, but estimates of their reliability over a period of years

have not varied a great deal with the size of the sample of data made available for compari-

son with them.

1-2
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ANGULAR DISTANCE VERSUS DISTANCE FOR THE 290 PATHS FOR WHICH

TERRAIN PROFILES ARE AVAILABLE

THE CURVES SHOW ANGULAR DISTANCE, 8, AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE
OVER A SMOOTH EARTH OF EFFECTIVE RADIUS a 9000 KILOMETERS

THE WIDE SCATTER OF THE DATA ON THIS FIGURE ARISES ALMOST ENTIRELY
FROM DIFFERENCES IN, TERRAIN PROFILES, AND ILLUSTRATES THE

IMPORTANCE OF ANGULAR DISTANCE AS A PREDICTION PARAMETER
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CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF DEVIATIONS OF OBSERVED
FROM PREDICTED VALUES OF TRANSMiSSION LOSS
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STANDARD PRUW~ATION CU.RVES FOR EARTH-SPACE LINKS
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1. 3 Prelindusr Reference Values of Attenuation Relative

to Free Spa.ce A
7 cr

I *L 3. 1 introduction

Three t.ain elements of the problem of prediction are the iatended application, the

characteristics of available data. and the basis of relevant propagatlon models. The tbeoret-

| jical basis of the :nodel proposed here is simple, and its advantages and limitations are ensily

demonstrated. Preliminary comparisons with data indicate standard errors of prediction con-

lsderably greater than those associated with the specific methods described in volume 1. which

are designed for particular applications. However. the method described below is especially

usefu when little is known- of the details of terrain; it may readily be programmed for a digital

computer; and it is adequate for most applications where a preliminary calculated reference

value A of attenuation relative to free space is desired. The minimum prediction param-
cr

eters required are frequency, path distance, and effective antenna heights. For the other

parameters mentioned typical values are suggested for situations where accurate values are not

known.

For radio line-of-sight paths the calculated reference value A is either a "fore-

ground attenuation" Af or an extrapolated value of diffraction attenuation Ad' whichever is

gre-ter. For transhorizon paths. A is either equal to Ad or to a forward scatter attenua-crd

tion As, whichever is smaller.

1. 3.2 The Terrain Roughness Factor Ah

Different types of terrain are distinguished according to the value of a terrain rough-

ness factor "h. This is the interdecile range of terrain heights in meters above and below a

~straight line fitted to the average slope of the terrain. When terrain profiles are available Ah

to obtained by plotting terrain heights above sea level, fitting a straight line by least squares

to define the average slope and obtaining a cumulative distribution of deviations of terrain heights

from the straight line. Ordinarily Ah will increase with distance to an asymptotic value. This

is the value to be used in these computations.

When terrain profiles are not available estimates of Ah may be obtained from the fol-

lowing table:

TABLE I. 1

Type of Terrain Ah (meters)

Water or very smooth terrain 0-1

Smooth terrain 10-20

Slightly rolling terrain 40-60

Hilly terrain 80-150

Rugged mountains 200-500

4(
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I. 3. 3 The Diffraction Attenuation Ad

ddIf the earth is smooth A d = R is computed using the method described in section 8 of

volume I U U the terrain is very irregular, the path is considered a though it were two simple

knife edges: a) transmitter-first ridge-second ridge, and b) first ridge-second ridge-

receiver. The total diffraction attenuation K is then the sum of the losses over each knife-edge.

C A (v1. 01 + A (vz. o) (L )

These functions are defined by (L 7) to (L 12).

The main features of a transhorizon propagation path are the radio horizon obstacles.
the radio horizon rays and the path distance d. which is greater than the sum dL of the dlie-,L

:tances dt nd dr to the radio horizons of the antenna . The diffraction attenuation A d de-

pends on d, d t, dr the minimum monthly mean surface refractivity Ns. the radio fre-

quency f in MHz, the terrain roughness factor Ah. and the sum 0 of the elevations 6 and

a o of horizon rays above the horizontal at each antenna. The latter.parameters may be meag-~er
ured, or may be calculated using (6. 15) of volume 1.

In gencral, the diffraction attenuation Ad is a weighted average of K and R plus

an allowance Ab for absorption and scattering by oxygen, water vapor, precipitation, and

terrain clutter:(j

Ad = (l -)K+AR+Ab (.)

where A is an empirical weighting factor:

d *-
A=[1+0.045()(e L) 1__ (1.3)

d d +d km (1.4)
'IL Lt Lr

Oe e + d/a radians, (1.5)

a = 6370/[1 - 0.04665 exp (0.005577 Ns)]  J.6)

R.-
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The angular distance 0 Is In radians and the wavelength X is expressed in meters. The

parameter (a 0 + dL)d in (. 5) is unity for a smooth earth, where &hjX is small and A x I

For very irregular terrain, both Ahik and (a0 + dL)Id tend to be large so that A z 0.

The following set of formulas used to calculate K and R are consistent with sections

7 and 8. volume 1.

v 1,z= Z915G[f d L.r(d-d L)I(d-d L4 dLt(17

16.+9. o- 1-27v z for 0< -t 2.4 (1.8)
A~v.O0} = f(1. 8)

1 2 . 9 53+20 ogv for v>Z.4

R=G(x0 )-F(x 1 ) - Fx 2 - C1 (KI, 2) (1.9)

B dLtxZ B dLrx 0 =B D +x +x (1.10)oi t'xZ a r'xO os s 1 x2

B f BI B f3 C B B =f3 B01 OS z 05 Os S

I I

C = (8497/a 11 C = (8497/a 2 ) C (8497 / a)a (I. 11)

a,= dt( he) a.= d /(Z hr) a = D /0 (1.12)

If the path distance d is less than d3 as given by (1. 13), it is advisable to calculate

A d for larger distances d3 and d4 and to extrapolate a straight line through the points

(Ad. d,) and (Ad4 . d4 ) back to the desired value (A, d). The following is suggested for d3

and d :

d d 0. 5(a /If)3 km, d d +(a /f)3 km (1.13)
3 L 4 3

1. 3.4 The Forward Scatter Attenuation, A~s'I The scatter attenuation A for a transhorizon path depends on the parameters d. N.s 5

f 0 e h te hre and A bs If the product ed of the angular distance 8 and the distance d to

~1-31
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treater than 0.5. the forward scatter attenuation A is calculated for comparison with Ad:

IS+ 103.440.33Zgd- 10 log(Od) for 0.5< 9d5- 10

A = 5+97.1 0.ZlZvd-Z Slog(Od) for 10:s 0d-<70 (1.14)
S +86.8+ 0. 1570d+ 5 log(0di for Od- 70

S =I e + 10 log (tO 4 ) - 0.1 (N - 301) exp(-Od40) + Abs (I. 15)

rh or

H - + _' lI[Of 10.007 -0.058 81]o
te h re J L

H = 15 db. whichever is smaller.
o (I. 16)

The reference attenuation A = A if A < A
cr 8 a d

I. 3. 5 Radio Line-of-Sight Paths

For line-of-sight paths the attenuation relative to free space increases abruptly as d
approaches d L , so an estimate of dL is required in order to obtain A . For sufficiently

high ,ntennas, or a sufficiently smooth earth, (see [I. 18]), d t and d are expected to
Lt Lr

equal the smooth earth values dist and disr :

d =%0.00Z a h kn. d z % 0,'0Z a h km (1. 17)
Lit te Lor re

where a is the effective earth's radius in kilometers and ht, h are heights in meters
te re

above a single reflecting plane which is assumed to represent the dominant effect of the terrain

between the antennas or between each antenna and its radio horizon. The effective reflecting

plane is usually determined by inspection of the portion of terrain which is visible to both an-

tennas.

l'or a "typical" or "median" path and a given type of terrain dLt and dLr may be es-

timated as

dt= dis I * 0.,9 exp(- 1. 5 %e-7=h km (.la
Lt Lot te(1 8a

dr d I * 0.9 exp(- .5 4A'7iy ] km. (I. 8b)

Lr Lor re

If for a median path an antenna is located on a hilltop, the plus sign in the corresponding square

brocket in (I. 18a) or (I. 18b) is used, and if the antenna is behind a hill, the minus sign is used.

If i d + d ts less than i'nwn line-of-sight path distance d, the estimates (I. 18a)
L Lt Lr

and (I. 18b) are each increased by the ratio (d/dL) so that d = d.

1-32
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,' For example, in a broadcasting situation with h 150 meters, h 10 meters. and
te re

&h 50 meters, (1. 18) using-minus signs indicates that dt= 0.97 d and d 0.63 d

For small grazing angles. (5.6) and (5.9) of volume I may be combined to describe

line-of-sight propagation over a perfectly-conducting smooth plane earth:

A z ZU log! d h db 19)
1'4w h h (.tc re

where d is In kilometers and h, . h , and the radio wavelength X are in meters. Thiswher d i in iloeter andhte re

formula is not applicable for small values of Xd/(hte h re) where the median value of A is ex-

pected to be zero. It is proposed therefore to add unity to the argument of *'- logarithm in (I. 19).

The expression (I. 19) is most useful when d is large and nearly equal to dL . Better

LL
agreement with data is obtained if d is replaced by dL and the constant 103/{4ir) is replaced

by Ah/k, the terrain roughness factor expressed in wavelengths. Accordingly. the foreground

attenuation factor Af can be written as

A1 = 20 log 1 + dL AhIlht hr) + Abs db. (1.20)

The absorption A defined following (I. Z) is discussed in sections 3 and 5 of volume 1. For

frequencies less than 10, 000 MHz the major component of Abe is usually due to terrain clutter

such as vegetation, buildings, bridges, and power lines.

For distances small enough so that Af is greater than the diffraction attenuation ex-

trapolated into the line-of-sight region, the calculated attenuation relative to free space A
cr

is given by (I. 20) and depends only on hie h, Ah, A and an estimate of d . For long
Ad. re ' be Lline-of-sight paths, the foreground attenuation given by (1. 20) is less than the extrapolated dif-

fraction attenuation A d , so A A
cr d

If dt, dLr, and 0 are known, these values are used to calculate A Otherwise,

Lt' Lr' ed(1. 18) may be used to eotimate dLt and d Lr, and 0 e is calculated as the sum of a weighted

average of estimates of 0et and 0er for smooth and rough earn. For a smooth earth,

= -0. 00 2 h /d radians,
et, r te, re Lt, r

and for extremely irregular terrain it has been found that median values are nearly

3= (Ah/2)/(d L ., • 10 ) radians.st, r J r

Using dLtr/dLet,r and (1 - d LIrhdst,r) respectively as weights, the follo\-ing

formula is suggested for estimating 0et r when this parameter is unknown:.
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m~oos r dLot 1rIZa
et. r = d"-- r" d t. r 1) h-4ht.re radians (I. "l-

0e - et + er or 0- - /a, whichever is larger algebraically, (I. Zlb)

As explained following (I. 12). the formulas for Ad require a path distance d greater

than d 3 . I or a line-of-sight path d is always less than i , so Ad is calculated for the

distances d3 and d4 given by (I. 13) and a straight line through the points (A.. d3) and (A 4 d4

is extrapolated back to the desired value (A, d). This straight line has the formula

A =A +Md db (I.22)

where

M (Ad4 - Ad3)/(d4 - d) db/km (I. 23)

Ae= Ad4 - Md 4  db. (1.24)

The straight line given by (I. 22) intersects the level Af where the path distance is

df= (Af-Ae)/M km. (1.25)

For dsd Acr= Af. (I.26a)

For d>d, Acr =A d .  (I.26b)

I. 3.6 Ranges of the Prediction Parameters

These estimates of A cr are intended for the following ranges of the basic parameters:-

TABLE 1. 2

20 s f5 40,000 MHz 1 - d- s2000 km

x h/2 s h s 10,000 m 250 s N :5 400
te.re a

-d L/as e s 0.2 radians 0 : A s50 db

0. I dLot s dLt 5 3 dLst 0. L d Lr s dLr L 3 dLar

0 s Ah s 500 m

1-34
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I. 3.7 Sample Calculations

Table I. 3 lists a set of sample calculations referring to the example introduced after

f Table 1.1. Vdlues for the following independent parameters are assumed: h 150 m. h -
te re

10 m, Ah= 50m. N 301, f= 700 MHz. d =49. fkm, d 8.2 km. 0 - -0.00634
aLt Lr e

radians, Abe = 0 db. An appropriate equation number is listed in parentheses after each of

the calculated parameters in Table . 3. For these calculations the arbitrary distance d wis
set equal to d + I instead of dL4 0. 3(a I/)

L L

TABLE 1. 3

d = 57.2 km (1.4) a 8493 km (1.6)

Ah/k = 116.8 Af 9.3 db (1.20)

d = 58.2 km d 105. 1 km (I. 13)
3 4

03 = 0.000514 rad. 0 4 0.00603 rad. (1. 5)

v = 0.096 v 1.95 (1.7)

v3= 0.0174 v1 4 = 1.014 (1.8)

v23 = 0.0166 v2 4 = 0.546 (1.8)

v 3 P3 = 0.10 v4 P4 
= 1.87 (1.9)

P3 = 1.04 P4 = 0.96 (1.9)

A(v 3 ,0) = 6.9 db A(v 4 ,0) :8. q db (I. 10)

A(v 1 3,0) = 6.2 db A(v 1 4 ,0) 14.0 db (1. 10)

A(v 2 3 ,0) = 6.2 db A(v, 4 ,0) = 10.6 db (1. 10)

A(0, p3 ) = 16.0 db A(0, p 4) 14.7 db (I. 11)

U (v 3 , p3) = .9 db U (v4. 4  14.7 db (1, 12)

K = 12.4 db K 2 24.6 db (1.6)
3 4

R= 18.1 dB R 55.3 db (1. 5)3 4
a 0 3 + dL a 4 + d

d 1.058 d I o32

3  d4
A 3 = 0.667 4 = 0. 669 (I. 3b)

A = 29. 5 db A = 58.5 db (I. 3a)
d 3 0 3 - 0.0299 d 04 = 0.634

ifo 3. 8 db (1. 16)
'4 04

/ S 4  -"-56. 5 db (1. 15)

A .49 1 b (1. 14)
S4

A = 29. 5 (ib A 49. d
cr3 cra

I For this example, M 0. 619 db/kin, A = - "19 db, and d 3 5 k-1 Ihe corresponding

basic transmission loss L and field strength 1. lor distan, ce It ss than d are 98.65 +
bcr cf

20 log d db and 97.62 - 20 log d db, respect ,ely, corresponding to a Lonstant value A =
cr

Af 9.3 db. In gcneral:,
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L b3145+O 20OSd + 20log i+ A crdb

Ebrz169- 0lgd-Acr db(1.28)
For the exa miple given above, 5 .2 b

Ebcr. 17, 4db. 154.2 er,? 178. 9 db* E c 4 2 . 1db* And

~CII
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Annex II

AVAILABLE POWER, FIELD STRENGTH AND MULTIPATH COUPLING LOSS

II. 1 Available Power from the Receiving Antenna

The definitions of system loss and transmission loss in volun~e I depend on the concept

of available power, the power that would be delivered to the receiving antenna load if its

impedance were conjugately matched to the receiving antenna impedance. For a given radio

frequency v in hertz, let zaV, z , and z represent the impedances of the load, the

actual lossy antenna in its actual environment, and an equivalent loss-free antenna, res-

pectively:

zIV = r,, +ix (iI. 'I)

z' = ri + ixi (I1. Ib)

z= r + ix (iI. Ic)

where r and x represent resistance aid reactance, respectively. Let w LV rep-

resent the power delivered to the receiving ante..na load and write w' and w , respectively,ay' at'
for the available power at the terminals of the actual receiving antenna and at the terminals

of the equivalent loss-free receiving antenna. If v' is the actual open-circuit r.m.b.

voltage at the antenna terminals, then

V12 r

t.When the load impedance conjugately matches the antenna impedance, so that zi IV I  or~v' z

r =Note ndx,, .(.2shw that th(e power dliver t1he oadistequal th

II- IV

*V12 N rote,(I.)shw that theailbe power wro aaneadpn d livre too the oadteistiso h

atper its avan-ilable fromte acv a anthen anc'adi neeneto tela
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imp dance. Comparing (11.2) and (11. 3), we define a mismatch lose factoi

:~ ~ (X 10, V) (t4
mv w 4 rl r

,och that the power delivered to a load equals w' /1 . When the load impedance conju.at' mt'

gatt-ly matches the antenna impedance. Im has its minimum value of unity, and V

w, . Jor any other load impedance, somewhat less than the available power is delivered to

tho load. Thi. power available from the equivalent loss-free antenna is

V

wlvr'e v, is the open circuit voltage for the equivalent loss-free antenna.

conlmparing (1. 3) and (I. 5), it should be noted that the available power w. at the

tvinonals of the actual bossy receiving antenna is less than the available power way s a
for a loss-free antenna at the same location as the actual antenna:

wey rl v ,
Ir P/_ 9- a Iel. M1. 6)

wil r Vv1V

T'', opeo vir,:oit voltage vl for the actual losy antenna will often be the same as the openI
•.a,. till voltsge v for the equivalent loss-free antenna, but each receiving antenna circuit

int I. coasdered individually.

Smtiahtrly, for the transmitting antenna, the ratio of the total power w' delivered to

th. antucina at a frequency v is Iot times the total power wV radiated at the frequency P:

The ,oo04.pt of available power from a transmitter is not a useful one. and Iel v for the trans.

nkitting antenna is best defined as the above ratio. However, the magnitude of this ratio can

fit. obtained by calculation or measurement by treating the transmitting antenna as a receiving

.,,eei, and then determining Ietv to be the ratio of the available received powers from the

,..q(ivdl..ot loss-free and the actual antennas, respectively.

Geoiral discussions of I are given by Crichlow et al.j 1955] and in a report pre-
erve

J)Ared wider CC[n Resolution No. I [Geneva 1963c]. The loss factor Ier v was successfully

11.2
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determined in one case by measurag the power 'v radiated from a loss-free target trans-

mitting antenna and calculating the transmission loss between the target transmitting antenna

and the receiving antenna. There appears to be no way of directly measuring either I or.erv

I without calculating some quantity such as the radiation resistance or the transmission
ety

loss. In the case of reception with a unidirectional rhombic terminated in its characteristic

impedance, I coulcdtheoretically be greater than 2 [Harper, 1941], since nearly halff er vthe received power is dissipated in the terminating impedance and some is dissipated in the

ground. Measurements were made by Christiansen [ 1947] on single and multiple wipe units

and arrays of rhombics. The ratio of power lost in the termination to the input power vac:ed

with frequency ani was typically less than 3 dh.

For the frequency band ve to I it is convenient to define the effective loss fac-
t m

tors L and Let as follows:

VerfLe et

(d m (dw/d') di'

Ler 10 log db (11.8)

i '  t m  (dw, /d') dv

= I0 log ..... d db (11. 9'

(d w /dv) dy&V

The limits v1 annt on the integrals (11.8) and 1II.;) are chosen to include es-m
sentially all of the wanted signal modulation aide bands, but v! is chosen to be sufficiently

large and vm sufficiently small to exclude any appreciable harmonic or other unwanted radia-

mm

tion emanating f the wanted signal transmitting antenna.

C1-313
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I. 2 Propagation Loss and Field Strength /

This subsection defines terms that are iiiost useful at iidio'frequncies-lower-than-

those where tropospheric propagation effects are dominant.

Repeating the definitions of r and r' used in subsection II. 1, and introducingtie new

r. = antenna radiation resistance,

rI  = resistanc. component of antenna input impedancestr

rt, r,,= antenna radiation resistance in free space,

where subscripts t and r refer to the transmitting antenna and receiving antenna, respec-

tively. Next define

L 10 log (r'/rt). L e 10 log (r'lr ) (II.10)

et t er r/rr

Lft 3 10 log (r/rf , L 1r 10 log (r'Irf) (II.11)

Lrt . 10 log (rt/rit) L it (. 12)

Lrr a 10 log (rrr fr) L fr L er (.1. 13)

(.Actua l (1.8) and (11.9) define Let and Let while (11.10) defined rt and r., given r' (Q ")
and rr].

Propagation loss first defined by Wait [1959) is defined by the CCIR

11963a1 as
LpL s  L tL - L rt ' rr db, (U. 14)

Basic propagation loss is

Lpb = Lp +p 15)

Basic propagation loss in free space is the same as the basic transmission loss in free space,

Lbf. defined by (U. 74).

The .ystem loss L defined by (2.1) is a measurable quantity, while transmission loss
s5

L, path loss L0 , basic transmission loss Lb. attenuation relative to free space A, propa.

gation loss Lp. and the iield strength E are dorived quantities, which in general require a

theoretical calculation of L and/or L as well as a theoretical estimate of the loss

in path antenna gain L.

U-4
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The following paragraphs explain why the concepts of effective power, and an

,quivalent plane wave field strength are not re-omnended for reporting propagation

data.

A half-wave antenna radiating a total of w t watts produces a free space field

intensity equal to

s = 1.64 w /(4 watt/kn
2  (I. 16)

at a distance r kilometers in its equatorial plane. where the directive gain is equal to its

maximum value 1.64, or Z. 15 db. The field is linearly polarized in the direction of the

antenna. In general, the field intensity ap at a, point r in free space and associated with

the principal polarization for an antenna is

a p (r) = wtgp(i) I(4 r ) watts/km2  (II. 17)

as explained in a later subsection. In (If. 17), r= r and gp () is the principal polarization

directive gain in the direction i . A similar relation holds for the field intensity S c(r) as-

sociated with the cross-polarized component of the field.

Effective radiated power is associated with a prescribed polarization for a test antenna

and is determined by comparing a as calculated using a field intensity meter or standard0

signal source with s as measured using the test antenna:

Effective Radiated Power u W + 10 log( /a ) = W + G - 2.15 dbw (II. 18)t (pl 0 Gtpt r I

where G pt(F ) is the principal polarization directive gain relative to a half-wave dipole in the

direction towards the receiving antenna in free space, and in general is the initial direction

of the most important propagation path to the receiver.

These difficulties in definition, together with those which sometimes arise in attempting

to separate characteristics of an antenna from those of its environment, make the effective

radiated power an inferior parameter, compared with the total radiated power W t , which

can be more readily measured. The following equation, with W determined from (II. 18),
t

may be used to convert reported values of Effective Radiated Power to estimates of the trans-

mitter power output Wt when transmission line and mismatch losses Lit and the power

radiation efficiency l/e are known:
et

W :Wtl+L~ W +L +L dbw(1.9
It t t t et It

The electromagnetic field is a complex vector function in space and time, and informa-

tion about amplitude, polarization, and phase is requi,,qd to describe it. A real antenna re-

&ponds to the total field surrounding it, rather than to E, which corresponds to the r. m. s.

amplitude of the usual "equivalent" electromagnetic field, defined at a single point and for a

specified polarization,
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Consider the power averaed over each MU cycle setbe "Instataones" avallable

signal power. w

W- .. 2I5t watts

where v is the r. m. a. signal voltage and R 1i the reAl part of the impedance of the re-

ceiving antenna, expressed in ohns. The signal power w available from an actual receiving

attcnnea i a directly measurable quantity.

The field s~trength and power flux density, ou. the other hanid, cannot be measured dU .

rcctly, and both depend on the environment. In certain Idealised situations the relationship

uf field strength e. and power flux density, a. to the aiaiable power may be expressed as

a = e2 /s = w 4W/(X5 w'tt/mZ

where e ti the r. m. a. electric field strength in volts/m, a is the impedance in free space

in ohms. X is the free space wavelength in meters and g is the maximum gain of the re-

ceiving antenna.

The common practice of carefully calibrating a field strength measuring system in an

idealized environment and then using it in some other environment may lead to appreciable

errors, especially when high gain receiving ante--as are used.

For converting reported values of, E in dbu to estimates of W or estimates of

the available power Wfr at the input to a receiver. the following relationships may be use-

ful:

W =E L +L G L - ZO logf - 107.22 dbw (a. 20)
It It+Lft t+ pb

W =E-L -Lfr+G -L -Z 0 logf. 107.22 dbw (11.21)
Ar Ar r p

W =W' -L W L dbw (11.22)
Ar a Ar a ow r

in terms of reported values offield strength Elk in dbu per kilowatt of effective

radiated power, estimates of the system loss, L* basic propagation loss Lpb, or basic

transmission loss L, may be'derived from the following equations.

Le %- 13 9.37 + Let + Lfr . Gp + Gt - Gpt (;) + ZO logf - Eikw  db (H. 23)

Lpb 13 9 . 3 7 - Lt +G - G rt() + Z0 logf - E db (11. 24)

Lb 139 . 3 7 +Lrr +G t G p t ( ^r + 0 1o g f - E  db (11.25)

provided that estimates are available for all of the terms in these equations.

1 11-6
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For an antenna whqse radiation resistance-is iaffected by the proximity of its en-

vironment. L = L = 0 db. L tL et. and Lfr = L . In other cases. especiaily impor-'- rt rrf r er

tant for frequencies less than 30 MHz with antenna heights commonly used. it is often as-

sumed-that Lrt= Lrr = 3.01 db, L t= L et+ 3.01 db. and Lfr= L er+ 3.01 db. corresponding

to the assumption of short vertical electric dipoles above a perfectly-coaducting infinite plane.

At low and very low frequencies. L t. Let. L t. and Lfr may be very large. Propagation

curves at liF and lower frequencies may be given in terms of L or L so that it is not
p pb

necessary to specify Let and Ler.

Naturally. it is better to measure Ls directly than to calculate it using (If. 23. It

may be seen that the careful definition of Ls, Lp, L, or L is simpler and more direct-

than the definition of Lb. Lpb, A, or E..

The equivalent free-space field strength E in dbu for one kilowatt of effective
0

radiated power is obtained by substituting W W t = Effective Radiated Power = 30 dbw,

G t(i,)=G t=Z. 15db, L, t=Lft =0 db, and Lpb= Lbf in (11.18) - (11. 20), where Lbf is given by (2. 16):

E= 106.92 - 20 lngd dbu/kw (11. 26)

where r in (2. 16) has been replaced by d in (11. 26). Thus e is 222 millivolts
per meter at one kilometer or 138 millivolts per meter at one mile. In free space, the

"equivalent inverse distance field strength", EI, is the same as E 0 . If the antenna radia-

tion resistances rt and r are equal to the free space radiation resistances rft and

rf then (1U. 25) provides the following relationship between E and L withfr• ikw b
Gpt(ri) G

E 139.37 + 20 logf - Lb dbu/kw (I 27)
zkw L

Consider a short vertical electric dipole above a perfectly-conducting infinite plane, with an

4 effective radiated power = 30 dhw, Gt = 1.76 db, and Lrr 3.0ldb. From (II. 18) W t = 30.39

dbw, since G (f) 1. 76 db. Then from (I. 26) the equivalent inverse distance field is
pt I

E E + t +L :109.54 - 20 logd dbu/kw (11.28)1 0 Lrt rr

corresponding to eI  300 mv/m at one kilometer, or eI  186.4 mv/rn at one -rle. :n

this situation, the relationship between Eskw and Lb is given by (11. 25) as

SEk 142. 38 + 20 log f Lb  dbu/kw (11.29)

I I1-7
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The foregoing suggests the following general expressions for the equivalent free apace field

strength E 0and the equivalent Inverse distance fieldE:

Eo (W t-Lr + Gt ) 0log d +74.77 diu (l. 30)

EI= 0 +Lrt +Lrr u

Note that 1. in (11. 30) is not zero unless the radiation resistance of the transmittingrt
an tenna in its actual environment is equal to Uts free space radiation resistance. The defi-

nition of "attenuation relative to free apace"$ given by (2. 20) as the basic transmission

lost relative to that in free space, may be restated as

A =L~b-Lbf = L -Lf = EI - E -db (11.32)

Alternatively, attenuation relative to free space, At. might have been defined (as it some-

times is) as basic propagation loss relative to that in free space:

At L p-Lbf=A -L t- L rrE 0 E db (11.33)

F.or frequencies and antenna heights where these definitions differ by as much as 6
(lb, caution should be used in reporting data. For most paths using frequencies above

50 MHz, L + L ts negligible, but caution should again be used if the loss in pathrt rr
aintenna gain L is not negligible. It is then important not to confuse the "equivalent"$

gp
free space loss Lf given by (Z. 19) with the loss in free space given by (2. 18).

U1-8
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torientcd foraiiimu freiaean Uti.plrzto-fii ii~nenai matched

j ~ tot~t of.the init avth slospit anttnanna-i 6 iid ii upldIinglos

t ofea, t re cin wav ei wove ill be actent upon niAlr,'eivxg4?antii ro E6 sidg

A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i " 49,e~aus!9f ifletionl duifcion scteOgf 'fa 6iosuhio-c- inhomoge

In,,eiiel. Mismaethinbetwen e weatve phili 6eWi thse vii, tlitupone~b~

receiving antornna response in difft~rvnt divcioO

which will include orientation, polarization, and phase mismatch ceffee-ts. If niultipth 0050

gatlon involves ndh-uniform %vives whosie aniplitudes, polariiitisi,, and phase& can dil~lbi.

described statistically, the corresponding loss in path antenna gain will inicludi!atiiit.

medium couplig loss"l, a statistical aveiagv uf phase infcoPherence effects.

This part of the annex indicates how multipath-coupling loss maty be caltilatid n~lihiO-

cident waves are plane aiid uniform Withlknoivn -phases, -mitd When the direc'tivity, polariziiii6ii,

and phase response of the rv'elving antenna are knAj'n for every direction. It i siidh

the radiation resistance of the receivbing intoniia ls-iinaiffcted by-its env4irqvnei,; Atthe.i

Studying the response of areceiving attennai to cohierently phised plane wavei W~ith.

several different directions of arrival, it is convivenent to luctot thie it: ,~vinig-ardenfniat-the

center of a coordinate sy~teni. A radio, ray trcivelitig a distance a. frupii a transmittir.to the

receiver may be refracted or reflected .-o that its intiAl and fital (lire*ctsaoi Are dift 'rini'

If - F is the direction of rcipagation at the reitWee, r - itII the yea tor citance fibm the

receiver to the transmitter if the ra~y pathi i. a Iatg~hl l it-, Irt not t hi'rwisc.

A paper by Kales (1951) -4how,. hCv 1hw anplili'.de, phvt-,., mdn polarization of a unifbrim,

monochromatic, elliptically polarivandd luLadl'1 pjdnnn w~ta'.e iay 1w uxe.'essed with the aid

of complex vectors. For instance, -mcha aenuyh x~~c ab the real partpf the sumi-I of two linearly polarized complex plia .eav.', t~7 .x1 4i -m). d i-,Q e._exO(iT). These

components are in tinic phabe qa(rir" ai I IIIt th* '4111Pc (1ir.tioii . where i It

and eand e.are real vector.4 pca'peaa'ia% -.1 t ii a~ Iw. %-ttr v + ie. is then a complex
r I 3 a

vector. Field strengths are denoted ini %t.tsI/.11 (10 It) irvwltz per motor) and field inten-A'sitles in watts/km 2(10- milliwatts por qitaarv a'e) inC,1 .di longths are in kilomeiters.
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The time-varying phase

T - k(ct - r) (. 34)

is a function of the free-space wavelength X, the propagation constant k r Zwk., the free-

space velocity of radio waves c = 29979Z. 5 * 0. 3 km/sec. the timpe t at the radio source,

and the length of a radio ray between the receiver and the source.

Figure 11- 1 illustrates three sets of coordinates which are useful in studying the phase

and polarization characteristics associated with the radiation pattern or responce pattern of

an antenna. Let = r represent the vector distance between the antenna and a distant point.

specified either in terms of a right-handed cartesian unit vector coordinate system i*0 219

2 or in terms of polar coordinates r, 0, 4,:

2 2 2 2

" r=x 0 + 1 x1 + x 2 , r x0 +x +x 2  M 3)

x0 a rcosO, X a r sin cos, x 2 a rsinOsin+ (U. 35b)

f 9(e, ,) si 0 cos + (A1 coSO4 + s2 $in*) sin. (1. 35c)

As a general rule, either of two antennas separated by a distance r is in the far field or

radiation field of the other antenna if r > ZD 2/X, where D is the largest linear dimension

of either antenna.

The amplitude and polarization of electric field vectors a. and e, perpendicular

to each other and to P. is often calculated or measured to correspond to the right-handed

cartesian unit vector coordinate system P9, 401 8 illustrated in figure Ul-. The unit vector

S1 is perpendicular to P and o and 8 is perpendicular to 1S and P. In terms of vector

cross-products:

S. :(9 f x 0 )IsinO r I sino - A2 coso4 (. 36&)

.6 = 9 x X P (go " Pcos o)/sine. (U. 36b)

The directive gain g, a scalar, may be expressed as the sum of directive gains go and

g associated with polarization components a e ee and e a e e, where the coe-fi.

cients e6 and e are expressed in volts/kin:

9 = ge + g , (11. 37)

Subscripts t and r are used to refer to the gains gt and g r of transmitting and receiving

antennas, while g is the ratio of the available mean power flux density and e / o where
0 0

C I :: fI,1

U1. 10
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e as defined by (1T. 38) is the free space field strength at a distance r in kilometers rom

an isotropic antenna radiating w t watts:

6 0 = [,iowt/(4,wr2)] voltslkrn. (IL. 38)

Here, o = 4wc, 10- 7 = 376.7304 * 0.0004 ohms is the characteristic impedance of free

space. The maximum aimplitudes of the 0 and 40 components of a radiated or incident field

are I;,1 4 and 174T1 , where

Ie--e =egy volts/kin, Ie I =e eg volts/km. (U. 39)

If phase's 'r0 and T are associated with the electric field components e-0 and e0 , which

are in phase quadrature in space but not necessarily in time, the total complex wave at any

point r is

+ i1 ) exp (i T) = [ exp (i -r) + e;0exp(i T',)] exp(i-). (1.40)

From this expression and a knowledge of - T we may detexmipe the real and imaginary

components e and e., which are in phase quadrature in time but not necessarily in space:

. a . e a cos T + e cogT (1. , a)
r r r = a * (

e. i e i= e smT0 + e0 sin T, (U. 41b)

The next section of this annex introduces components of this wave which are in phase quadrature

in both time and space.
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I. 3.2 Principal and Cross-Polarization Components I
Principal and cross-polarization components of an incident comzplex wave

4T ( +7 r ie.)exp (i -r) may be defined in terms of a time-independent phase T. which is ar 1 I

function of r [Kales. 1951]. If we write

a + iei = (a I ie2)exp(iT ) (11.42)

and solve for the real and imaginary components of the complex vector e 1 + ie we find that

";Z a a 2S ;e :cOT - rsinTi. (11.43b)

Whichever of these vectors has the greater magnitude is the principal polarization component

a and the other is the orthogonal cross-polarization component e
c

ep C
2 2 2 2 2
a g co COB +ei sin T+~ -a mn(2T, 1.4a

The phase angle i is determined from tk condition that -a 1 .- a 2 0:

2tan (2ir 2- Z~*/(a 2 - a .(11.45)
1 r I r I

Any incident plane wave, traveling in a direction - is then represented as the real

part of the complex wave given by

p c

The principal and cross-polarization directions 8 and 8 are chosen so that their vector
p c

product is a unit vector in the direction of propagation:

SxS =- . (.. 47)
p c

F-327
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A bar is used under the symbol for the complex vector a m-e + is in (11.46) to distinguish-- p C

it from real vectors such as e, e+, •, ea and e. The absolute values of the vector

coefficients e and e may be found using (11.44).p
As the time t at the transmitter or the time ir at the receiver increases, the real

vector component of (11.46), or Opolarization vector",

T[ cog(r+T eain(T + T
p 1 c

describes an ellipse in the plane of the orthogonal unit vectors 9 =- /e and ec = /e le
p p p c c

Looking in the direction of propagation -r (0, 4) with • and ec both positive or both negative,p

we see a clockwise rotation of the polarization vector as T increases.

Right-handed polarization is defined by the IRE or IEEE and in CCIR Report 321 [ 1963m] to

correspond to a clockwise rotation of a polarization ellipse, looking in the direction of prop-

agation with r fixed and t or T increasing. This is opposite to the definition used in classical

physics.

The "axial ratio" e c/e c the polarization ellipse of an incident plane wave.

.- exp[i(T + T )] is denoted he;.- as

o a ec/e p  (11.48)

and may be either positive or negantve depending on whether the polarization of the incident

wave is right-handed or left-handed. The range of possible values for a is -I to +1.
x

,

11-13
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11. 3. 3 Unit Complex Polarization Vectors

If the receiving antenna were a point source of radio waves, it would produce a plane

wave 4_ rexpIi(T + -r)] at a point -; in free space. The receiving pattern of such an

antenna as it responds to an incident plane wave %fTexp[i(r + Tr)] traveling in the opposite

direction -f is proportional to the complex conjugate of rexp (i T) [S. A. Schelkunoff and

H. T. Friis, 195Z]:

[- exp(iTr)]* = (p- i )exp(-iT ) (1.49)
-r r ( pr cr r(1.9

The axial ratio acr/Apr of the type of wave that would be radiated by a receiving antenna

is defined for propagation in the direction P. An incident plane wave, however, is propagating

in the direction -4, and by definition the sense of polarization of an antenna used for reception

is opposite to the sense of polarization when the antenna "s used as a radiator. The polarization

associated with a receiving pattern is right-handed or leit-handed depending on whether a
xr

is positive or negative, where

axr a - cr/epr 0 cr = pr a. (11.50)

The amplitudes l epr I and Ie rI of the principal and cross-polarization field components
opr and cr are proportional to the square roots of principal and cross-polarization directive

gains g prand g cr , respectively. It is convenient to define a unit complex polarization

vector fr which contains all the information about the polarization response associated with

a receiving pattern:

f (8 + ir a )(I  (11.51)

2
axr = gcr/gpr . (H1. 52)

The directions 8 and S are chosen so that
pr cr

Spr X cr = ' (11. 53)

In a similar fashion, the axial ratio ax defined by W.48) and the orientations ep and c

of the principal and cross-polarization axes of the polarizition ellipse completely describe

the state of polarization of an incident wave ,rT';exp i(T + Ti)], and its direction of propa-

gation e x e . The unit complex polarization vector for the incident wave is
p

11-14
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.+/1II p +ic a )(I + a 0)2. (I. 54)

The magnitude of a complex vector + =-e + i- is the square root of the produ,7t of - and- -p C

its complex conjugate e - - 'p c

(ge) ( e) volts/kmn. (11. 55)

11
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31. 3.4 Power Flux Densities

The coefficients e and e of the unit vectors £ and S are chosen to be r.m. a.
p c p c

values of field strength, expressed in voltstkm, and the mean power flux densities ep and

a associated with these components areC

z a 2spa e p 1o watts/kn, sc a C Ino watts/km * (UL 56)

The corresponding principal and cross-polariation directive gains Ip and gc are

r 42 ap/Wt. gC a 4wr 2 a/Wt (U, 57)

where wt is the total power radiated from the transmitting antenna. This to the same re t .

tion as that expressed by (11.39) between the gains go$ g4. and the orthogonal polarization

components e and e.

The total mean power flux density s at any point where 7" is known to be in the radi-

ation field of the transm ting antenna and any reradiating sources is

i s : I~ =ge 2 /,1 o-sp+s u(e te'o /
iiI0 p c p c 0

(2 +2 /n (a2 +02 )v at/ 2

9 = p P +gc = go + to a 4wr 2 s/p t a u o/eo (U. 58b)

where e is given by (U. 38). The power flux density s is proportional to the transmitting

antenna gain St. but in general g is not equal to gt as there may be a frac.tion ap of

energy absorbed along a ray path or scattered out of the path. We therefore write

' 2g pl+ a x =a pgpl I +ax• apst. (IU. 69)

The path absorption factor a can also.be useful in approxniating propagation mechanisms
p

which are more readily described as a sum of modes than by using geometric optics. For

instance, in the case of tropospheric ducting a single do.-inant TEM mode may correspond

theoretically to an infinite number of ray paths, and yet be satisfactorily approxinated by
a single great-circle ray path if a is appropriately defined. In such a case, a will

P p
occasionally be greater than unity rather than less.

11-16
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I

Orienting a receiving dipole for maximum reception to determine s and for minimum
p

reception to determine s'will also determine p and So, except in the case of ciccular polar-
pization, where the direction of 9 in the plane normal to r is arbitrary. In the general

case where 'a) < 1, either of two opposite directions along the line of principal polarization

is equally suitable for S .

Reception with a dipole will not show the sense of polarizat.;orTr:" Right-handed and lvft-

handed circularly polarized receiving antennas will in theory furnish this information, since

may also be written to cnrrespond to the difference of right-handed and left-handed circu-

larly polarized waves which are in phase quadrature in time and space:

+i (lI.LO)IP

The mean power flux densities s and s associated with right-handed and left-handed pular-
r I

izations are

8 = (I + ec/(21) watts/kn 2  (II. 61a)

r p c 0Z18 1 s = (e p- e C) 2/(21o0 w~tts/km 2  
(11. 61 b)

,so the sense of polarization may be determined by whether sr/S I s.greater than or less than

unity. The flux densities sr and st are equal only for linear polarization, where e = 0.

-317F-3 )7
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II. 3. 5 Polarization Efficiency

The polarization efficiency for a transfer of energy from a single plane wave to the

itrminals of a receiving antenna at a given radio frequency may be expressed as a function of

the unit complex polarization vectors defined by (11,51) and (11.54) 'and the angle 41 between

principal polarization directions associated with e and er . This polarization efficiency is

2 cos 24P(axaxr + )2 + sin 2(a X axr) 2

4 (ax + 1)(aZ + 1)
x xr

where

p " pr c cr = Cos t p p " cr pr ' Sc p sin p (11.63)

As noted in section 2 following (Z. 11), any receiving antenna is completely "blind"
to an incoming plane wave 47 _exp [ i "(r + T which has a sense of polarization opposite

to that of the receiving antenna if the eccentricities of the polarization ellipses are the same

(lal I larl) and if the principal polarization direction 6p of the incident wave is perpen-

dicular to Ppr In 2such a case, cos 4p = 0, ax = -axr' and (11.62) shows that the polarization

efficiency Ii. Pr' is zero. As an interesting special case, reflection of a circularly

pola rized wave incident normally on a perfectly conducting sheet will change the sense of

polarization so that the antenna which radiates such a wave cannot receive the reflected wave. (

In such a case a = -a r = ± l, so that If 'Irl = 0 for anyvalue of p

Oni the other hand, the polarization efficiency given by (11.62) is unity and a maximum

transfer of power will occur if ax = axr and Fp = 0, that is, if the sense, eccentricity,

.And principal polarmation direction of the receiving antenna match the sense, eccentricity,

and principal polarization direction of the incident wave.

For transmission in free space, antenna radiation efficiencies, their directive gains,

and the polarization coupling efficiency are independent quantities, and all five must be

maximized for a maximum transfer of power between the antennas. A reduction in either one

of the directive gains g(- ) and gr(P) or a reduction in the polarization efficiency 2

will redtce the transfer of power between two antennas.

With each plane wave incident on the receiving antenn4 there is associated a ray of

length r fr(.m the transmitter, an initial direction of radiation, and the radiated wave

et exp (i (-i + which would be found in free space at this distance and in this direction.

When it ib practical to separate antenna characteristics from environmental and path charac-

teristics, it is assumed that the antenna phase response T, likeTr, is a characteristic
t ro

of the antenna and its environment and that

11-18
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T + T  (II.64)

where T is a function of the ray path and includes allowances for path length differences and
p

diffraction or reflection phase shifts.

Random phase changes in either antenna, absorption and reradiation by the environ-

ment, or random fluctuations of refractive index in the atmosphere will all tend to fill in any

sharp nulls in a theoretical free-space radiation pattern a or e . Also, it is not possible- -r
to have a complex vector pattern Z/r which is independent of r in the vicinity of ant.nna nulls

unless the radiation field, proportional to I /r, dominates over the induction iield, which
2

is approximately proportional to I/r

I
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UI. 3.6 Multipath Coupling Loss

Coherently phased multipath components from a singlw source may arrive at a receiving

antenna from directions sufficiently different so that T. and rr vary significantly. It isS r

then important to be able to add complex signal voltages at the antenna terminal*. Let n = 1,

2, ---., N and assume N discrete plane waves incident on an antenna from a single source.

The following expressions represent the complex open-circuit r.m. s. signal voltage v
n

corresponding to a radio frequency v cycles per second, a single incidont plane wave

-rn exp[i(T + a loss-ree receiving antenna with a directivity gain grn

and an effective absorbing area a n, matched antenna and load impedances. tand an input

resistance r which is the same for the antenna and its load:
v

V n = (4rvan a n) (n.Irn)exp(i(T + Tpn + -Tn Trn)] volts (I7.65)

I o =w a (4w )watts/k (,1.66)

aen grn X /(4t) km (IL67)

2 2 + '/a+ij )i k
)(I " + "si 0pha (11. 68)

in' Irn I (I xn xrn) t(l+a axrn)COS pn +iaxn +axrn)

If the polarization of the receiving antenna is matched to that of the incident plane wave, then

nxn p txrn pn I nvrno

,In 4 [r v-wr apngtngrn X 2/(1trn) O XP[i(T + T pn + T tn -'rn ) ] volts. (.11. 69)

't the coefficient of the phasor in (II. 69) has the came value for two incident plane waves, but

the values of rin- Trn differ by v radians, the sum of the corresponding complex voltages

is zero. This shows that the multipath coupling efficiency can theoretically be zero even

when the beam oriezitation and polarization coupling ,re maximized, Adjacent lobes in a

receiving antenna directivity pattern, for instance, nay be 1.80* out of phase and thus cancel

two discrete in-phase plane-wave components.

Equation (11. 3) sIows the rclation between the total open-circuit r. m. a. voltage

N '

V v V*] volts (11.70)

n=l
m l
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.. , and .ae p, wer wa available at the terminals of a loss-free receiving antenna:

wa = v (4r V) watts (11.71)

In writing wa for w in (11,71), the subscript v has been suppressed, as with almost

all of the symbols in this annex, Studying (I1. 65) - (II 68), (I. 70), and (11.71), it is seeit2
that the expression for w is symmetrical in the antenna gains g, g pr and ( -. x 9p1Sa p p x
gcr = a xrgpr and that wa is a linear function of these parameters, though v is not.

From this follows a theorem of reciprocity, that the transmission loss L = - 10 log (wa/kt)

is the same if the roles of the transmitting and receiving antennas arc reversed.

The basic transmission loss Lb is the system loss that would be expected if the'

actual antennas were "eplaced at the same locations by hypothetical ant.ennas which arc:

(a) loss-free, so that Let 2 Ler = 0 db. See (2.3).

(b) isotropic, so that gt 2 gr = I in every direction important to propagation between
the actual antennas.

2.4 2
(c) free of polarization coupling loss, so that I'P " - = I fr every locally plane

wave incident at the receiving antenna.

(d) isotropic in their phase response, so that -t =r 0 in every direction.

The available power wa . corresponding to propagation between hypothetical isotropic

antennas is then

W Z X (a pna pm) cOS(TP" rpm )
wb S....=7 nl pp rr pm(11.7U)a ( 4 v r) r n r

m=

'he basic transmission lose L b corresponding to these assumptions is

Lb = -I0 log(w abwt) = W t Wab db (U. 73)

The basic transmission loss in free space, Lbf. corresponds to N = 1, ap I, Tp: 0,

r = r:

Lbf 10 log [X/(IlTr)] 32.45+2Ologf+2O log r db (11.74)

where f is in megacycles per second and r is in kilometers. Compare with (2. 16).

As may be seen from the above relations, only a fraction s of the total flux density

s per unit radiated power contributes to the available received power w from N planen W
a 2waves. While s is expressed in watts/km , s is expressed in watts/kin4 for each watt

P-3e
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oi the power wt radiated by a single source:

a/
so = 41w,/( 2wt|  (IILN

For each plane wave from a given source, xp or ) may sometimes

f.: regarded as a statistical variable chosen at random from a uniform distribution, with all

ph..es from -i to n equally likely. Then real power proportional to 1 .0-* 2 may be
n -rn

added at the antenna terminals, rather than the complex voltages defined by (LI. 65)-(II. 68).

Vor this case, the statistical "expected value" <a > of s is

N

<s >u ag I9 S '/(4,r 1176
S I pn tn rn ' I rnrn Ar (.76)

Ira terms of ke, the transmission loss L is

La21.46+20togf- lOlogs db. (11.77)
e

Substituting <e > for a in (n. 77), we would not in general obtain the statistical expected

value < L> of L, since < L> is an ensemble average of logarithms, which may be quite

different from the logarithm of the corresponding ensemble average <e >. For this reasons

mudian values are often a more practical measure of central tendency than "expected"

values. With w and X fixed, median values of s and L always obey the relation

(li. 77) while average values of ae and L often do not.

The remainder of this annex is concerned with a few artificial problems designed

tu ihow how these formulas are used and to demonstrate some of the properties of radiation

and rbpon.4e patterns. In general, information is needed about antenna patterns only in the

few drections which are important in determining the amplitude and fading of a tropospheric

sliia 1. Although section I. 3.7 shows how a complex vector radiation or reception pattern may

he derived from an integral over all directions, it ir, proposed that the power radiation

efficient:es and the gains g r (f) or gt(4i) for actual antennas should be determined by meas-

urements in a few critical directions using standard methods and a minimum of calculations.

r

II~zI
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P IU. 3.7 Idealized Theoretical Antenna Patterns
Consider a point source of plane waves, represented by complex dipole moments

in three mutually perpendicular directions, 2o6 Rio and 9 2' These three unit vectors,

i ustrated in figure 11. 1, define a right-handed system, and it is assumed that the corre-

sponding elementary dipoles support r.m. S. currents of I00 1 II and 12 amperes, respectively.

The corresponding peak scalar current dipole moments are 47 I I ampere-kilometers.

where m = 0. 1. 2, and the sum of the complex vector dipole moments 9 In7 ImIexp(iT

may be expressed as follows:

a a +ia (11. 78a)

aI % 7  (*C 0 +9 c 1  + *2 2 ) a 2 :4 7 t2t 0  +A 1~ 1 + (11. 78b)

1 0 + I I + 1 r2 cm N (IMla) Cos Tma sm a (I r/I) Si ,mO m = 0, 1, 2. (11. 79)

Here, rt TV and T2 represent initial phases of the currents supported by the elementary

dipoles. The time phase factor is assumed to he exp(ikct).

Using the same unit vector coordinate system to represent the vector distance r; from

this idealized point source to a distant point:

7  xo + xt + 2 x2 = Pr (11.80)

where x 0 6 x 1 , and x 2 are given by (II. 35b) as functions of r. 0, 46. The comolhx wavw at

r due to any one of the elementary dipoles Is polarized in a direction

x(9 x F) - P "x /r (11.81)

which is perpendicular to the propagation direction r and in the plane of 9m and P. The

total complex wave at " may be represented in the form given by (H. 41):

e;(r) exp(i T) q1 (e r+ ii)exp)( i T)= (ep + ic)exp i(

; ex pT r+ r)

f [ x (a'x )1 0 o/(2X r) ] exp (iT) (lI. 82)

T k (ct - r) it/4 (11.83)

7 (7a, -[a * 10/-Zk r))] volts/km (LI.84a)

III-23
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.47. (a- . /(Zk..r) volts/jkm. (C- 4b

Thet total mean power flux density s () at i s given by (II. Wa):

- 2 22 . 2 2,s Wr) ae +ea )/'i = (a, - (a1 , + a , /no.1

S-( o  
+ 1 +1 2 x2)/I0) - 2(c x x +Cox x +C exxz)/r ]

4k r2

(U.85)

2
Cmn =(Zm I/I cos (T ) . (-T.86)

The total radiated power wt is obtained by integrating s(r) over the surface of a sphere

of radius r, using the spherical coordinates r, 8, * illustrated in figure IL 1:

2W~ 7i r - 2-fr V o{ I) Z
W, dd rde s(r) sine: 0 watts (U. 9)

0 3%,

From (11.87) it is seen that the peak scalar dipole moment 4111 used to define al and

, in (11. 7$ may be expressed in terms of the total radiated power:

%111 43V W7Iw- ampere-kilometers (U. 88)

The directive gain g(r) is

[I --0) sin2 O cos *

2 sin' 0 sin - (c 0 cos + + c 02 sin ) sin(20) --c 12 a0 sin(2 . (IU. 89)

This is the most general expression possible for the directive gain of any combination of

elementary electric dipoles centered at a point. Studying (1U. 89), it may be shown that no

combination of values for I01 ill I, O, Tit T will provide an isotropic radiator. As

defined in this annex, an isotropic antenna radiates or receives waves of any phase and

polarizatioa equally in every direction.
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For the special cae where I 0  I1 I2 I/4. To =/2, T1 =0, and T 2 ,

(11.89) shovks that

g() = I + sin e sin coso . (I.90)

With these specifications, (l.78) shows that co  0, CI = -c = /"T, a 0

81 s = 0, and (11.78) with (11.88) shows that

1 1 "Z )b  a b  
(IL9la)

b= I w,,(Tq.i) I (11. 9i1b)

Substituting next in (II. 84) with the aid of (U.,2);

- - irZ e (^ ^rw l  b . si 0,(co 2 -0 .at

r o 1 2
00 = r ow~ /(4wr 2 , b=Sil (Cos 4)- sin.)

The principal and cross-polarization gains determined using ill,7) A44 (11.58) are

i2e
9,. , , g ( r ) = I + s i ( s i n e C o s - , ) , ( ̂r ) 5 i l 2h ( } .(0

Thc subscripts p and c in (L9) should be r vers ,d whenever ,(0, ) it less than

sin 0. Minirnunt and maximum values of g are 11 and 3/2 while Up ranges from

1/3 to 1 and g from 0 to 1/2.

The importance of phases to multipath coupling is more readily demonstrated using

a somewhat more complicated antcnna. The following paragraphs derive an expression for
a wave which is approximately plane at a distance r exceeding 200 wavelengths, radiated

oy am antenna composed of two three-dimensional complex dipoles located at -5 X 0 and
+5 X q 0 and thus spaced 10 vavelengths apart. When the radiation pattern has been

deternined. it will be assumed that this is the receiving antenna. Its response to known

plane waves from two given directions will then be calculated.
With the radiated power w divided equally between two three-dimensional complex

dipoles, a is redefined as

- -- - ,a1oa(blqe au I aa +iX (U.95)

1- 25
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Since 5 X is negligible compared to r except in phase factrrs critically depending on (.
r1 - rz, the exact expressionb Or

7, 7 sxor5 =r+ 5Xx (1.96)

lead to the following approximiations and definitions:

r = r( -t), rz =r(l+t) , = 5(/r) coo 0 (I. 9 7)

0 0
r1 =r(l+,)-o aec0, z=(-) o, aecO (1.98)

r xo cos 0 + (^x1 cos + x2 sink) uinO . (11.99)

For distances r ,xceeding 200 wavelengths, t < 0.025 and c is neglected entirely,

so that

r r r :'+5s. (5X.10o)
IIo 2 0 1.10

At a point r, the complex wave radiated by this z.utenna is approximately plane and

may be reIresented as ,

47 te + i exp(i r " .q exp(i T) + Ez exp(i T) (U. 101)

where

T = k(ct. r) + w/4 (11. 102)

11 1 + T , V- V , M TT 10ncos0 . (ll. lC ,)

As in (i1. 2) , the waves radiated by the two main elements of this antenna are represented in

(11. 101' as the product of phasors exp'(i TI) and exp(i T2 ) multiplied by the complex vectors

4 I and 42 , respectively:

- x . X ! a o/(2 Xr) = (eo/Z) A 4- r
L ' l o (II.lO.a)

%, X"-1._ r2 ) 1r/(2 X r) (co/2 ) ' -a - r2

I-6
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Evaluating and with the aid of (I95, al 98). (11.99) and (11.104)

! . r 2(14) Cole.-lse cose ,U 105a1-o L4 -. sc

-o r a bz(l"-)+ i[coo e +(sece- cos ) (U. 105b)

+ i[;O,, ) .- ^r CO. e + ̂r, (,ecO - Z cos 6)]}

dJ

+ i[s^r coo a ° ro o(e} (i. 106b)

Since the sum and difference of exp(i 1  and exp(l1z) are 2coso a exp(i ) and

21 sin ar xp(iT), respectively, •r and " as defined by (11.101) are

- a1 x - 1coSa - +Lr(see - c O J & ) inT (11. 107a)

a a x . oo0 oo-r-bf - gosee1 sin [2 (LI. 107b)

The complex wave + i st a plane wave only when r anci are both per-e r
pendicular to the direction of propagation, r, or when

( + I - s (co 0- sec 0) + sin(co.,. sin.)] =0 (.108)

which requires that , in. i = 0. or a = 0. I a is negligible, the total mean

power flux density in terms of the directive gain g(r) is given by

sG ) (er + e )/ o  g() eo / o 0/.109)

11-27
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g(^) Z(1 + sin 0 sin cosB) cos 2 T (n.I10)

That w t is the corresponding total radiated power may be verified by substituting (U.108)

and (II .110) in (11.87), with the aid of (II. 93) and (II. 103).

Now let this antenna be a receiving antenna, and suppose that direct and ground-

reflected waves arrive from directions 4 (0,) equal to

r (0.32, w/4) = 0.9492 ' + °'ZZ24( 'l + xz (H. I IaW

rz(0.28, 0. 75) = 0.9611 to + 0. 1430 xI + 0.1332 ^x " (U. 1l1b)

Note that r IAnd 'r in (U111.')are not related U ' and r in (11.98) but are two

particular values of r. Corresponding values of r . coo a, and sin Ta are

1. a Z9.82l1 , Coo T - 0.0240 , su r a - 0.9997 (1. 11a)
,at at at

' a 30.19Z45 Coo T a 0.3404 , sin T f - 0.9403 . (I. lI2b)

The incoming waves in the two directions rI and ^ are assumed to be plane, and the

distances rI and r2 to their source are assumed large enough so that t I sinTat

and i Z sin Ta& are negligible compared to coo Tat and coo Ta& respectively. The plane

wave response of the receiving antenna in these directions may be expressed in terms of the

complex vectors associated with r and 2

) W 1U) Ja)
rt +i it %.Z . ( - + 1(0.099 ^0 - O.1 ;I 0. 211

S+l -=0.340 e[(-0.013 ^X + 0.998 . - 1.002 X-) + 1(0.076 ^X . 0.137 0.128^x)

r: j~-0 0 0 ,2

(U. 113b)

Since e rl erz 0. (1.44) with (11.42) and (1.4) shows that Tr= 0, that e and e

are principal and cross-polarization components of the complex vector receiving pattern:

epri cri rt + it (I 1a

S1-F28-338
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These same equations show that r 0.005 and that

epra+ iecrz = 0.340 e0[(.0.013 A + 0.999 xI - 1.001 xa) + 1(0.076 2o - 0.13Z Al - 0.113 ta)pr ca . o 01Z

(U. 114b)

difforing only slightly from (11. II 1b), A t V Tt is ;lmost zero.

The axial ratios of the two polarization ollipses, defined by (11. 50), are

Exr - 0,222 . ar u0.143 (I1 .115)

and the unit comph.x polarir.atlon vectors and defined by (U.51) are therefore

r .674 " (0.06 0.14Z " 0.142 xZ) ( a11 )

(.0.009 t., + 0.692 "X' 0.694 , ) + 1(0.053 ,- 0.095 - 0.089 A . (U. l16b)

The atntt i s tiiI ) ,. ao ti (a ) e t' niven hy(IL 110);

0-~)-aOa~~~ 0. 441 (H.117)

which shows ih;at tlh g;.ai(, cr ' I Z -- *f| It, Lr(J. iss- it-itd with the direct ray is 29.2 db
below thst oi all isotrisIih aitt,,ai.,, ha I, Ili, s.I l, .( ) associated with the ground-reflected

ray is .6. 4 ib. It ,ittighl % \Ia'. h~iI Ili,.I 'd..- I'., ' iaicidaatt wVav.' propagating in the direction
- r wokVld ni'd til lit. t i'Illidl-r,.al il, ts1 Id I a 1 i a II ti oitlt.a 'e ltage at the receiving antenna
ternlinaLls. Stiapposu. 1aa.\ . '. % Ihlu %l. t I III,-: .I-a., t td ray has been attenuated considerably

more than the dirv. t rt,., s* . llI t ti. j~tl- .Isailt aiv itjol factor a is 0.01, while a = 1.

Stippose further that ti,. tl,..ttti K ailt aaa i..ta assoelated with the ground-reflected ray is

6 db less than thai assctlt.ld %ith tht diret ra. t it the mean Incident flux density 2

associted with lh. rttnnd-rv.lected ra will bt, Z6 db less than theaux density SI associated

with the direct ray.

In order to calculate the compl..\ rcceived voltage v given by(U.70) then, the
following is assumed:

r. 52 ohms 6S = 1 watt/km(= .30 dbm/m2

11-29
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NZ 00.005 watts/AM ) 0.0003 km(f 1000 MHz)

a. r0., a .0.4, 1p Iw/Z. *'.1.5

1 7t, + Z 0 . - +. - U , (U. Ile)"it P, tiap ta

It will be seen that these assumptions imply a more nearly complete polarisation coupling loss

between the direct wave and the receiving antenna than between the ground-reflected wave and

the receiving antenna. The affectivu absorbing area of the receiving antenna for each wave,
as given by(UY. 67) is

2 .aes, 1.504 X 10"  k , a 1.726 x I0 (1. 119)

The polarization factors are

U r~ .ZI 1 41 j ira) 0.06Z + 0.236 1 (U. IZ0)

and the phase factors are exp (iT) and exp[i(Tr+ 3.137)], respectively. Substituting these
values in (H. 65). the complex voltages are

v I  " 1.175(10 6 )ijqxp(iT), va = -(1.887 + 7.0711)(106) qxp(ir). (U.II)

The real voltage at the antensa terminals, as givea uy (U. 70) is

* -6
vu = (v1  v)(v1 + v2 )* = 8.33 X 10' volts = 8.33 rnicrovolts (U. 122)

and the corresytmding power w available at the terminals of the loss-free receivinga
antenna is

w 0.334x 10" 1 watts ,  W =- 125dbw= 095dbm (U.123)a a

as given by (11. 71).
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UX.3.8 Conclusions

_ The foregoing -exercise demonstrates -that:

, (1) Even small- changes in antnna beam, orientation, transmies sion los s, polarization

coupling, and rhultipath phasing may have a visiblse fect- on-the available power at the.

terminal@ of a receiving antenna.

(Z) If the formulation of the general relationships for &,completely polarized wave

is programmed for a digital computter, Tit may be feasible to estimat ee:ompletezstat.. -

istics of a received signal whenever reasonable assumptions can be made about the *tat-

istics of the parameters described in thizs annex.

(3) The measurement of antenna characteristics in a few critical directions will often

be sufficient to provide valuable information to be used with the relationships given here.

The measurement of Stokes' parameters, for instance, will provide information about axr

gr@ 0p , and both the polarized field intensity a r and'the unpolarized field intensity so .

~These parameters (Stokes, 1922 ] are

a r + go's total mean field intensity (11. 124)

0 X ar cos(Zp) ¢os(2-9)(.zs

U • r os(ZA) ,i(Z 4p) (U. 126)

r~ p

* 'a.

o~U 3.8 onsions)(/.l

T" here oeon xecs eostae ht

t ltanrn aora•eeiig ne8a

The unpolarited or randomly polaried field intensity is determined from (cp. t24) and the

D identity

s• +U+ (11. 129)

Using standard sources and antenna model ranges, the ain r ray be deerAmined from

istics of team r (d.d13a)
zr  r 0%) e o  t

as asnfiien to e valured, that any power reception eficiency l/ lees than unity

Zwill e af d bothnd e o aldke.
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Finally, a method for measuring relative, phase. responses tr is also needed. In
individual cases, multipath coupling loss may be insufficient to:provideadequate unwanted

signal rejection. Variations of -r may lead to phase interferencef a"igof wanted signals,

just as variations of ap are as@ociatedwith long-term power-fadft , Becaus of the

complexity of these phenomena, they are usually described in-terms of cu mu4 ve distri-

butions -of signal amplitudes-or fade durations. Fortunately, even crude measurements or

simple theories may then suffice to provide statistical formation about T-s

Ir

A

f F -3 0J

It

I1
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1. 4 List of Special Symbols Used in Annex II

d , . a [he effective absorbing area for the nt h discrete plane wave incident on an an-

tenna from a single source, (1II.'67), and for each of two waves (U. 119).

a and' The fraction of energy absorbed along a ray path, or scattered out of it, (II. 59),
th th

and the fraction of energy, a , for the m and n multipath components fromP

a single source, where m and n take on integral values from I to N, (IU. 72)
th

. ,d" ,, a Axial ratios of the polarization ellipse of the n , first, and second plane

wave from a single source, (II. 68) and (11. 118).

, , a ., a Axial ratios of the polarization ellipse associated with the receiving pattern
\ il trI rz th

for the n , first, and second plane wave from a single source, (I. 68) ane (II. 11 5).

d Positive or negative amplitudes of real and imaginary components of P complex

vector: !-= l +i, a a+ a 2 , (11.78).

. .3 The real vector a = a 5, where 2 is a unit vector.

a Real vectors defining real and imaginary components of a complex vector: =

S+ iz (11.78).

a A complex vector: a = a+ i a 2 , (11.78).

a A complex vector defined in terms of the unit vector system i0 xl" X i.95).

The positive or negative amplitude of the cross-polarized vector component ecr
of a receiving antenna response pattern, (II. 50).

The positive or negative amplitude of the real vector ;, associated with a com-

plex plane wave .J'(_; + ie.) exp (iT), where e" and e. are time-invariant andr I r I

exp (iT) is a time phasor, (II.41b).

The positive or negative amplitude of the principal polariration componezt e of
p~r p

a receiving antenna response pattern, (I. 50).

I'he positive or negative amplitude of the real vector conponent e; associated with
r -- r

a complex plane wave %T'(; + ie) exp (ii), where e and e. are time invariant
r x r I

and exp (iT) is a time phasor. (I 41a).

Equivalent free space field strength, (I. 38).

c., '- The positive or negative real amplitudes of real and imaginary components of thi,

complex polarization vector ;, (11. 43).,

40, r The positive amplitudes of real vectors e 0 and e associated with the e and *
c ,mponents of a complex plane wave, (11.4) figure U1.

S, Real vectors associated with cross and principal pole:rization components of a uni-

form elliptically polarized plane wave, annex IL section 11. 3. 2.

S e Directions of cross and principal polarization, chosen so that their vector productp
x E is a unit vector in the direction of propagation, (1.47).p c

1 11- 34
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S ep Cross and principal polarisation field components of a receiving antenna•o pr

response pattern, (11.49).
c e Directions of cross and principal polarization components of a receiving
cr' pr picplcmoet

antenna response pattern, (11.51), (11. 53).

e i  The real vector associated with the imaginary component of the time-invariant

part of a complex plane wave -X + i') exp (Fr), (11 41b).

e The real vector associated with the real component of the time-invariant part

of a complex plane wave NY (Cer + iei) exp (i), (11.41a).

e e• 2 Real vector components of a complex polarization vector e which has been

resolved into components which are orthogonal in both space and time, (I 43)

e 8 , e Real vectors associated with the 0 and + components of a complex plane w'. t

,xp (L ) +- e exp (IT6)] exp (it), where only the phasor exp (xT)

depends on time, (11.40) figure 11.1.

eo A unit vector a X F perpendicular to 8 # and 2 , (11.3 6b) figure 11. 1.

! 8 A unit vector (Q 2 )/*in 0 perpendicular to F and 1 0 1 (11. 36a) figure U. I
0

e,e A bar is used under the symbol to indicate a complex vector: - = e + i e"

e = ep + ie , (11.46).- *. -r pr cr - -. -

• The complex conjugate of e: e =e -tiep c

iI_ .li__r I The magnitudes of the complex vectors e and., (11.55).

le c e cr e I, e pr The amplitudes of the cross and principal polarization components

e , e , e , and ,section 11.3.3.
c cr p pr

F. Field strength in dbu, (11.20).

E The equivalent free space field strength in dbu, (11. 26).

E The equivalent inverse distance field, (1. 28).I
E i kw Field strength in dBu per kilowatt effective radiated power, (HI. 23) -(11 25).

9 Maximum free space directive gain, or directivity, Section 11. 3. 4.,

9 gThe cross-polarization component of the directive gain, (II 57).

grThe cross-polarization component of the directive gain of a receiver, (II. 5 1)

g Principal polarization directive gain, (11. 57).
gpr* gp Principal polarization directive gains for the receiving and transmittingpr p

antennas, respectively, (1. 59).

grn' gtn The directive gains gr and g t for the nth of a series of plane waves. (I. 66)

and (H. 67).

g8 1 4 Directive gains associated with the field components e3 e'. (11. 37).

g (i) Directive gain in the direction P, (11.89).

g c ( 1, g p(r) Cross polarization and principal polarization directive gains in the direction

r, (11.94).

g r 1 ) ' g r1 F 2 Directive gains associated with direct and ground-reflected rays, respectively.( (11.117).

1I-35
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G (F ) Principal polarization directive gain of the transmitter in the direction f
which is the initial direction of the most important propagation path to

the receiver, (H.18) and (U. Z3) to (I. Z5).

I i = r-I.

I Current in r. m. s amperes where m = 0, 1, 2, (11. 76).

.10, 1 12 Current in r. m.s. amperes corresponding to three elementary dipoles in

three mutually perpendicular directions, (1U. 76).

k Ptopagation constant, k = 2w/X, (I. 34).

i Used as a subscript to indicate a load, for example, z , represents the

impedance of a load at a radio frequency Y, (11. 1).

I erg Lert, The effective loss factor for a receiving antenna at a frequency v herts

(1. 6), Lr 10 log I db, (11. 8).

I etv Letv The effective loss factor for a transmitting antenna at a radio frequency V

hertz, (11. 7). L 10 log I db, (.. 9).
etV' ety

I A mismatch loss factor defined by (11. 4).

Lr, L The decibel ratio of the resistance component of antenna input impedance to
fr' ft

the free space antenna radiation resistance for the receiving and transmitting

antennas, respectively, (H. 11).

Lrr r L t The ratio of the actual radiation resistance of the receiving or transmitting

antenna to its radiation resistance in free space, (1. 12), (I. 13).

L Propagation losts, (1.14).

L Basic propagation loss, (I. 15). Basic propagation loss in free space is thepb

same as basic tran,mission loss in free space.

£' - n Unit complex polarization vector for the incident wave, (U, 54), and (. 68).

- -r' krn Unit complex polarization vector associated with a receiving pattern, (1. 51)

and with the receiving pattern of the nt h incident wave, (11. 68).

Ir I -orZ -I The complex i eceiving antenna polarization vectors kr for each of two ray

paths between transmitter and receiver,, (11. 116).

r Resistance of an antenna, (I. 1).

r Magnitude of the vector r = r P in the direction F (0, +), and a coordinate of

the pola. coordinate system r, 8, *, section 11. 3.1.

r fr' r ft Antenna radiation resistance in free space for the receiving and transmitting

antennas, respectively, (11.11), (11. 12) and (11. 13).

rit Resistance of a load, (1.1).

r r, r Antenna radiation resistance of the receiving and transmitting antennas,

respectively, (H. 10).

l r , r# tResistance component of antenna input impedance for the receiving andr t cmoeto
transmitting antennas, respectively, (. 10).

Resistance of an equivalent loss-free antenna, (II. 1c).

r' Resistance of an actual antenna in its actual environment, (II Ib).

i r The vector distance between two points, r =r r , (. 80).

1-36
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I t A unit vector, (11.35)

N? got I, A cartesian unit vector coordinate system, (1. 35) and (11. 36).

* • Total mean power fAux density, (1. 58).

s , a Mean power flux densities associated with cross-polarization, and

principal polarization components, (1. 56).

e The fraction of the total flux density that contributes to the available power,

(11.75).

al, ar Mean power flux densities associated with left-handed, and right-handed

polarization, respectively, (11. 61).,

Ss Free space field intensity in watts per square Vilometer, (11. 16).

< Se> The statistical "expected value of s * (11.76)..

s (r), p (r) Mean power flux densities associated with the cross and principal polariza-

tion components of e" in the direction r', (11.17).

v Complex open-circuit r. m. 9. signal voltage for coherently phased multi-rAth components, (II. 65).

vY The open-circuit r. m. s. voltage for an equivalent loss-free antenna at a

frequency P, (11.5).

v I The actual open-circuit r. m. .. voltage at the antenna terminals at a
2 frequency y. (11.2).

wab The available power corresponding to propagation between hypothetical

isotropic antennas, (II. 72).

wa Available power at the terminals of an equivalent loss-free receiving

antenna at a radio frequency Y, (11. 5).

w a Available power at the terminals of the actual receiving antenna at a radio
frequency v, (11.3).

ww v I-ower delivered to the receiving antenna load, at a radio frequency v, (II. 2).
wTotal power radiated at a frequency y. (U1. 7),

. wtv

t V Total power delive, ed to the transmitting antenna at a frequency Y, (11. 7).

x , , x X Reactance of a load, an actual lossy antenna, and an equivalent loss-free

antenna, respectively, (11. 1).

t One of three mutually perpendicular directions, maO, 1, 2, section 11. 3. 7
" m

9o . All 2 Axes of a cartesian unit vector coordinate system, (11. 35) figure 11. 1.

ZI V Impedance of a load, (11.1).

z Impedance of an equivalent loss-free antenna (11. 1).

aI y Impedance of an actual lossy antenna, (11.1).

•' * The conjugate of a'1 following (11. 2).

11-37
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4 A small increment used in (11. 97) and (Ir. 98). (.
-7

Characteristic impedance of free space, q 0 4wc.10 " , (11.38).

1) A polar coordinate, (ii.35).

v Radio frequency in hert, (cycles per second), section U. 1.

Limits of integration (11.8), (I. 9).

The time-varying phase r a k (ct - r), where c is the free space velocity of

radio-waves, t is the time at the radio source, and r is the length of the radio

ray, (U. 34).

Time element defin,-d by (11. 103).

The time element - corresponding to direct and ground-reflected waves

at the receiving antenna, (11. 112).

T1  A time-independent phase which is a function of 7, (11.4Z), (11. 64).

The time-independent phase for the nth component of an incident wave,

section II. 3. 6.

r r The time-independent phase for two components of an incident wave,
(II. 118).

T , T 0, ,r Initial phase of the current supported by one of m elementary dipoles, where

m = 0,1, 2, (11.79).

T A function of the ray path, including allowances for path length differences

and diffraction or reflection phase shifts, (11.64).
T p' " P!"r 2 Te pasefunction rp for the nth

, The phase , first, and second plane wave incident

on an antenna from a single source, (11. 65) and (11. 118).

r Antenna phase response for the receiving antenna, (11.49).
r th

rn r T rz The antenna prs response, for the n , first, and second plane

wave incident on the receiving antenna, (11. 65) and section 11.3.7.

Tt  Antenna phase response for a transmitting antenna, (11. 64).

T t, T Ill ,r tx The antenna phase response -r, for the n th , first, and second plane wave,

(1. 65) and (Y!, 118).
4, Phases associated with the electrical field components a "' (1.40).

One of the polar coordinates, r, e, *, (It. 89) and figure 1.

P 11 4p2 The acute angle, 4 , for each of two waves, (11. 118).
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K~Annex MI

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION AND FORMULAS USEFUL FOR PROGRAMMING

The material of-this annex is organized into the following sections:

1. Line-of-sight

Z. Diffraction over a single isolated obstacle

3. Diffraction over a single isolated obstacle with ground reflections

4. Diffraction over irregular terrain

5. Forward scatter

6. Forward scatter with antennas elevated

7. Long-term variability

8. List of special symbols used in annex Ill
Section I lists geometric optics formulas for computing transmission lose over a

smooth earth, for cetermining the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient, and for

computing a first Fresnel zone along a great circle path. Graphs of the magnitude R and

phase c of the reflection coefficient are included. Section 2 gives mathematical expres-

slone that approximate the curves A(v, 0), A(0, p) and U(vp) for convenience in using

a digital computer. Section 3 lists geometric optics formulas used to compute diffraction

attenuation when several components of the received field are affected by reflection from the

earth's surface. Section 4 defines the parameters K and b for both horizontally and

vertically polarized radio waves. Section 5 shows the function F(d) for N Z50, 301,

350, and 400, and for values of s from 0.01 to 1. Curve fits to the function F(Od) and

equations for computing H (h = 0) are included. Section 6 suggests modifications of the

prediction methods for use when antenna beams are elevated or directed out of the great

circle plane. Section 7 shows diurnal and seasonal changes in long-term variability.

Mathematical expressions used to compute predicted distributions are shown and a method

of mixing distributions is described. Section 8 is a list of special symbols used in this

annex.

Section 1. 3 of annex I explains an easily programmed method for obtaining ref-

erence values of attenuation relative to free space Acr for a wide range of applications,

These reference values may be converted to estimates of transmission loss exceeded for

100 p u 100 ( I - q) percent of the time by subtracting the quantities V(O, 5) and Y(q) defined

by (10.4) and (10, 5) of volume l and discussed also in section 7 of this annex.

(
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M1. I Line-of-Sight

Simple formula* for line-of-sight propagation which suffice for most applications, are

givenl in tiection 5 of the report. Formulas for geometry over a smooth earth and for deter-

iniiig the magnitude and phase of the reflection coefficient are given here. These formula$

may bt' itid when the great circle path terrain visible to both antenna* will support a substan-

mil amn~t of reflection, and it is reasonable to fit a smooth convex curve of radius a to this

poIrtion uf the terrain.

Figure 5. ib illustrates the geometry appropriate for reflection of a single ray by a

smooth earth of effective radius a. In the figure, * is the grazing angle at the geometrical

rufle.tion point located at a distance dIfrom an antenna of height h Iada distanced

from an antenna of height h?.. The total path distance d x d I + d 2 is measured along an arc

of rac' s a. The difference, Ar. between the reflected ray path length r I + r 2 and the length

of the direct ray, ro, is calculated to find the phase of a radio field which is the sium of ground-

reflected and free space fields. Uf Ar is less than 0.06k~, these ray optics formulas are not

applicable. For almost all cases of interestthe angle 41 is small and the straight line distances

rV r, 2 an-i r 0 are very nearly equal to the mean sea level arc-distances d,, d 2 and d. The

gt-umietric optics formula@ given below usually require double-precision arithmetic,

tanto acot (d /a) -(I +h /a)" cac(d 1 a U .. IU

h d
tan 4'cot (d /a) - (I + h /a)" coc (d~/)~~ 112 ~

1 2 2

ro a{ChIa) + (h./a)2 - Z(hl/a)(ha) + Z[(I + hl/a + h /a + (h /&)(h /a~ll -cos(O/a)]}

(11. 3)

r1 (sin 4' + h (Za +h1) -asin 4# (11l. 4)

L4

Arzr 1 +r2 -ro=41r sin 24P (r1 + r2 + r) (11. 6)

Equd-ting (Ill. 1) and (111. 2) and substituting d - d for din(1.2,tedsacd my
i1(1. ) h ditac 1 ma

be determined graphically or by trial and error, and tan 4, is then calculated using (11.1.1).

41(
111-2
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U si g d ubl p r cis on ari h m e ic, ( M .1) th ro ugh ( M 6) gv e a n accu rate estim ate of the

It either h1or hZ greatly extceeds oam kilometer, ad it it is considered worth.
while to trace rays through the atmosphere in order to determine *' more accurately,
values of d I or d2 # tabulated by bas and Thayer ( 1959 Is may be used. Given h1, h2 s
and the surface refractivity, No, select trial values for *, calculate sIad da. Mnd
contlinue until d1 I +d Zu d. Then (flLl) and (111.2) must be solved for new values of h
and ha if (M1.3). (M1.4), and (DLS) are used to obtalp the path differences
Ar ar r -r

The symbols R in (5.1) and c in (5.4) represent the magnitude and the phase
angle relative to w, respectively, of the theoretical coefficient R eXPtI (w-c))I for reflec-
tion of a plane wave from a smooth plans surface cd a given conductivity reand relative di-
electric constant j . values of R and c as a functiou of the grazing angle 4 are shown in
figures 11.1I to M1.8 for vertical said horizontal polarisation over good, average, and poor
ground, and over sea water. The magnitude R. of the smooth plane earth reflection co-
efficient is designated RV or Rh for vertical or horizontal polarization respectively.
and is read on the left-hand ordinate scale using the solid curves. The phase angle relative
to h eintdc o for vertical or horizontal polarization respettively. a"d
is read in radions on the right-hand scale using the dashed curves. As seen from these
figures in most cases when the angle *' is smalls R is very nearly unity sand C maybe
set equal to sero. A notble exception occurs in the Case Of propagation Over sea Water

using vertical polarisation

in preparing figures DIL I to M3.8, the follwing general Supressions for the mag.
nitdesRv ad h sd lgs v-c) ad (W.- c) were used. In these equatioss,

.is the ratio of the surface diolectric constant to that Of air, W is the surface conutvit
in mhos per meter, f is the radio frequency in megacycles per second# and 4'is the
grazing angle in radians.

4
x a 1. 80x 10 V /f, q a z/(2p) (13L )

2 Puas( gs1e +X +.~ (] ca, (UL $)

P p+q p +q

IU- 3
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Rh = [1+bhlnZsmhsn1]1 + bhsin + at, sin (K3. 1Z)

4 in -p ta+

The angle Cv is always positive and less than w, and ch is always negative with an ab-

solute magnitude less than w. The pseudo Brewster angle, where cv suddenly cha4ea frorn
I.q=

near zero to w12, and where R v to a minimun is in'd pwoa .n.
For grazing angles loe than 0.1 radin, for overland propslgWOn, and for fro,

quencies above 30 Mc/s, excellent approximations to (UILlI) wd (1L12) are providd by

the following formulas:

%~~R X e P(- M %P), ,-6

The assumption of a discrete reflection point with equal angles of incidence &ad

r.4lection as shown in figure S.1 is an oversimplification. Actually, reflection occurs from

all points of the suTtace. For irregular terrain, this is taken into account by a terrain

roughness factor h, (subsection 5. X), which is the r.m.s. deviation of terrain relative to

a smooth curve computed within the limits of a first Fresn4l sone in a horizontal plae. The

outline of such a Fresnel ellipse is determined by the condition thut the length of a ray path,

r I r2 V, corresponding to scattering from a point on the edge of the ellipse is haM r wave

length longer than the geometrical ray path, rI + r2 . where the angles of incidence and

reflection arc ,qual.

The first Fresnel ellipse cuts the great circle plane at two points. xa and %

kilometers from the transmitter. The distances xa and Xb are defined by the relation

1: _____Z___2_2_

% rsin 41+x+\ r. sin 4.+ [(rI+r )cos,.-X :rI + r + X/2. (1. 17)

111-4
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The exact solution for x is

ZXb(l+6)= f(rl+r 2 )(1+6) + (r,-r 2 ) ] cos q (r +r 2 + X/ 2 ) 6l 4rlr2 1[(rir_)2 6 ]

(a. 18)

where

2 2 2 Z Z2 Z 2 + hh
r =h I +d * r 2  h 2 +d 2 , (rI+r 2 ) (h+hz) +dI

coso xd /r I =d/r 2 , sin h=hI r, =h. r2

2
6+ [ r /sin+

di , d2 are defined by (5.7), and X is the radio wavelength in kilometers.

As an alternative method, the points x a and x b may be computed in terms of path

distance, the heights h, an? h and the radio frequency.. In this method, the distance

x 0 to the center of the irst Fresnel zone is first computed, then the distance x, from the

center to the margin of the zone is subtracted from x 0 to give xa, and added to give xb .

x d/2 [I + B f(h' Z. h12 )] km (M1..19)

where
-1

B 0.3dl, + hlh/d+ (111.20)

I + (hi +h1,'})ld z

x 10.548B d2{[fhlh2/d+0.075(1+2hh /d2)] 11+2h'2 ]} (11i. 21)

X x a x -X I km, xb x 0 +x I km.
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The method given in (UZ.19) to (ULA1) is applicable whenever 4 >> X. Uin a.d".

tics, h, hZ' < d , the cosipuation of B, and x, may be simplifed as folalow:

B 0.3 + ) 1 (M. ZZ)

x 0.w d, 2{[f h,,hj/d + 0.0751 [1 +bh)'/d'] (49

I:1
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THE COMPLEX REFLECTION COFFCIN R~(C)
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L .Z Dffruacti over a Single Isolated Obstacle.

The theoretical diffraction ls curves an figures 7.1 to 7.4 have been fitted by

arbitrary mathematical expressions for convenance in using a digital computer.

The diffraction los for an isolated rounded obstacle and irregular terran is given in

section 7 as:

A(v .p) - A(v. 0) A(O0. p) + U(v p) db (7.7)

where the parameter v is defined as

v 4 M7 IN (7.a)

or

v - •.s839 e4ijd (7. lb)

and p In index of curvature of the rounded obstacles is defined as:

p z0.6?6 r/ 3 f I6 (d/r 13)J/ (7.8)

For an ideal knife edge. (p a 0), the diffraction loss is A(v, 0) and is shown on

figure 7.1. For values of v from -0.8 to large positive values, this curve may be

approximated using the following mathematical expressions:

_ _For -0.8 S v S 0.

A(v,0) a 6.02 + 9.0 v + 1.65 v2  db.. (IUL. ,4a)

t For 0O v s 2.4.

A(v, 0) 6.02 + 9.11 v - 1.27 v2  (M. 24b)

Ibr v > 2.4,

A(v.0) 312.953+ 20 log v db. (I. 24c)

The theoretical curve for A(O, p) is approximated by:

A(0, p) a 6.02 + 5.556 p + 3.418 p2 + 0.256 p3 db, (M. 25)

and the curve U(vp) is approximated as follows:

I-is
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For vp S53s t~vp)a 11. 45 v +2. 19 (vp) -O. 06 (VP) 6.OZ db. (13L26a)

For 3< vp:95: U(vp) a 13.47 vp +. OSS (vp) - 0.0446(vp) - .O0 db. (13L26b)

For vp <5: U(vp) aZO vp - 16. Z db- (UL 264)

Ao . average allowance for terrain foreground effects may be made by adding a term

10 exp(-L. 3 p) to A(0, p).. This term gives a correction which ranges from 10 db for

p=0 to 1db for pal .

When reflections from terrain on either or both sides of the obstacle should be con-

side red. the method given in the following section ma~y be used. This method considers the

diffraction lose and phase lag over the diffracting obstacle, and the path length differences

and reflection ecefficients of the reflected waves.

Mf- 16
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M. 3 Diffraction over a Single [iolated Obstacle with Ground Reflections

Diffraction over an isolated obstacle is discussed In section 7. where ways of approxi-

mating the effects of reflection and diffraction from foreground terrain are indicated. Where

the effects of reflection are expected to be of great importance, such as in the case of prop-

I agtion over a large body of water, the following geometric optics method may be used.

Figure M. 9 illustrates four distinct ray paths over a knife edge (Which may be rounded).

the first ray to not reflected from the ground, the second and third are each ;efterted once, and

the fourth ray is reflected once on each side of the obstacle. Each ray is sabject to a diffraction

lose f j(v.p) and a phase tag ( v . P) - 90 v at the knife edge, where j'L Z. 3. 4. Both

f (v, p) and 0 (V. p) depend on the parameters v and p liven in sectionM. Z. When the iso-

lated obstacle i an ideal knife edge, the diffraction loss depends only on the parameter v, which

may be written:

where A , by figure MI. 9 is

&I a r 1 +0 r0 0  
+ r l Z + r12 20 r'

&3 a rto + ral + r22 " r0 3 ' &4 r I I + r12 + r2a + r U r 04  (1U. 26)

Path diferences & used to calculate v in (M22. 27) are closely approximated by the

following tormulas:

Sr e j . d r • d I (Zd) .ej -I + jf

sOi a 0. far a d 1 i. 1/dl. 03 * 2 d a I e4r v if + 03r, (M2. Z9)

The total phase lag for an isolated rounded obstacle path relative to a reference free-

space path of length & + roj is given by

jj* (iv, p) -.90 v a V, 0) + (0. P)i + v. p.) degrees (KU. 30a)

where the functions +(v, 0), #(0, p), and Nvp) are plotted as dashed curves on figures

7. 1. 7.4. and 7. 5. For an ideal knife edge, where the radius of curvature of the crest is zero.

p * 0, and (U!. 30a) reduces to

for v > 0 4ily, O) -90 a, # (vj O) degrees (Ml. 30b)

for v ! 0 #(v. 0) - 90 v • #, 0) 90 v degrees (Ul. 30c)

tj
1i1
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.P three components of the received field which are affected by reflection from the

%., .rfa~e depend also upon effective ground reflection coefficients R* 2 exp(-i(w - c 2 ))

As A fpI.l(w 0c )3. defined'in section S. and upon ray path differences Zr and & 3r

A r ;r1  4 r, - r 0 . a v 2 d1 d1 2 /d1

A)r 21 r 2 oat r "rz- •dzz (an 1)

'.,. t mal be assumed that c a C3  a 0 so that the reflection coefficients are -R CZ

Introducing the propagation constant k a Zw/A red/ meter a 3601k deltees/meter

, * *.%reeving the ray path differences k %r and k r in electrical degrees, the atten.

. q, ,eta*ie to free space is then

Au -0 log f1 exp(.1(0 1 - 90 v~)j - R f ex(I(f -90v
I ~z It

.m f .sp.i -I ('s 2 34 p.( -0v k& 4k ) db
': 43 90 v,4 + 4 ' fr eZ* 4 Zr 3r)

MI. 3)

r. it, ; -eral case of a rounded knife-vdo,. the magnitudes f a f j(v. p) are determined from

los f(v. p) A - A(v, p)lZO, (11. 33)

%.*e A(v. p) is defined in (7. 7) and shown graphically on figure 7. 3. The total phase lag y
. 5 Sa(v.A.s relative to a reference free space path of length r03 is defined in (7. la) and

jo

It.. Components for A(v. pl and l(v, p) are shown graphically in fAgures 7. 1. 7.4

S 4 ?. $. Approximate expressions for the components of A(v. V) are given in section I1. 2.

For the local knife-edge, p 0 0. and the fJ and 0j may be calculated from:

C) -S)

fCj aI -S

C, COG( .r 2 7oo. 34)" "
Cr~ ~ .I o(!f) dt Si &in( ) dt.

•a::.€ [lC5o). and the NBS AMS 55 Handbook of Mathematical Functions [19641 give
,- !e tables. series expansions, and asymptotic expressions for the Fresnel integrals

&d S . Furthermore. if v" is larger than 3;

S&0.22506/v. 4 - v 2 :145 degrees (U! 351
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Figure 111. 10 is a nomogram which may be used in the determination of f(v) and %(v.) for

both positive &,id negative values of v. This nomogram is baied on the representation of

Fresnel integrals by the Cornu spiral.
After 0. d. di. d2. dI. d iz. dzi. d2 2 . +. and 4o2 as shown in figure 111.9 have

bten determined, the following procedure may be used.

1. Calculate 0. and 6 for j = 1. 2, 3. 4. using (111. 29).

2. Calculate v., C., Sj, fj. and V.j - 90 v. using (111.2), (111. 34). (WI. 30) and[ figures in section 7 or equivalent mathematical approximations.
3. Calculate & and & from (I1. 31).

2r 3r
4. Calculate R e and -Re3 from (5. I)-. or assume that Re2 = Re3 = I.

5. Substitute these values in (111. 32).

To check the calculation of each v .* the approximation given in (11. 27) may be used,

with the following formulas for ao d e. /d and 0 oj = d I/d:

*1 = dz Old 01, = dl Old 

u0 2 
= *0! + 2dll 4,1 dI/(d I d) 002 = 10 + Zdl1 pI/d

003 = a0 1 + Zd 2 2 4 2 /d P0 3 = 0, + 2d 2Z p2 dl/(d 2 d)

'*04 " +03 01 004 =oz + 03 - ol (M. 36)

A special case will be described for which (111. 29) and (I11. 31) may be simplified. As-

sume that each reflecting surface may be considered a plane. Let h and h be the heights
tM

of the transmitting antenna and the knife edge above the first plane, and let h and h berm r

the heights of the krfe edge and the receiving antenna above the second reflecting plane. As-

sume that Ar is very small for every ! . In terms of the heights h t, h t hr M h r, the

parameters 8. d 1 and d2 and the parameter dr 3 dI d2/(2d):

Zr = thtm I 3r r 2hrhrm /d2

22A, dr 0, A d r (0 +him AZr

= 4 2 rO 
"
tm r +

a3  dr(0+h A A d(0+h rm a3 (111. 37)

11-19
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11. 4 Parameters K and b for Smooth Earth Diffraction

In section 8, the parameters K and b are shown on figures 8.1 and 8.2 for

horizontally and vertically polarized waves for poor, average, and good ground, and for sea

water.

Assume a homogeneous ground in which the relative dielectric constant c and

conductivity a- of the ground are everywhere constant. K and bo are defined as follows:

For horizontal polarization,

Kh  1.7778 X 10 2 C 0f' ((-l) Z + x 2 ] (III. 40a)

h o

For vertical polarization,

K I +x ) Kh (III.41a)

b tan (cx) - tan- degrees (IL. 41b)

where x depends on the ground conductivity a, in mhos per meter,and the radio frequency

f, in megacycles per second, and has been defined by (I1. 7) as

x= 1.8x 10 4 /f

C is defined in section 8 as
0

C o = (8497 /a)'

where a is the effective earth's radius in kilometers.

When o/f >> (t/2) x 10- , the parameters K and b* may be written as

4 1/6 -1/2
K h ,C 1.325 X 10 - C r a b f 180f IIII. 4Z

K c 2.385 C a. 1 / 2 f-5/ 6  b M 00 (1L1 43)

v 0

and when /f < < (4/2) X 10 " , the parameters K and bo may be written as

K 1.7778 X 10 - 2 C , b 9

Kv h K bv  90 (111.45)

FI1-23
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1. 5 Forward Scatter

The attenuation function F(Od) for No 250, 301. 350, and 400, shown in figure

9. 1, may be used for most land-based scatter links. When a path in highly asymmetrical.

the attenuation for a given value of 6d is less than it would be for a symmetrical path.

Figures 111. 11 to 111. 14 show the function F(ed) for values of a from 0.01 to I, and

for No = 250, 301, 350 and 400. For values of Gd _s 10, the effect of asymmetry is neg-

ligible, but increases with increasing Od. particularly when a < 0. N.
For values of a between 0. 7 and 1, the function F(Od) for N= 301 may be

computed as follows:

for 0.01 s 6d 5 10, F(Od) = 135.82 + 0.33 Od + 30 log (0d) (111.46)

for 10 :5 d :5 70, F(0d) = 129.5 + 0. 212 d + 37.5 log (0d) (M1. 47)

for Od a 70, F(Od) = 119.2 + 0. 157 Od + 45 log (0d). (M1. 48)

The function F(Od) may be obtained for any value of N I by modifying the value

computed for N = 301:5

F(Od, N )= F(8d, No= 301)- [0.1(N-3Ol) e-'d/4O].

The frequency gain function, Hl ,for the special case h = h frequently usedTh reuny anfnt o o  te re

in systems design, is shown as a function of r on figures I1. 15 to 111. 19 for q. = , ., 3,

4. 5, and for s = 1. 0.5, 0.25 and 0. 1. In this case, no correction factor AH is re-
0

quired.

The function H for s 0, shown on figure 9. 5 corresponds to the assumption

of a constant atmospheric refractive index. Except for the special case where h = hte re
this function may be computed as follows:

2(l-h I h
H re te )

H 0 ( ; 0 ) =~ ~ ~ l(o j h ( r , ) - h ( r . ) ] }( 1 .9

where r1 =4wht/X , r =4weh /X ,te '2 re

IU1-24
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h(rl) r, f(rl) , 1(r1 ) = Ci(r sin r , + [I/2 - Si(r] cos r (IIL 50)

and

h(r)=r.f(r )  (rl= Ci(r.lsir.+[w/Z-Si(r) cos r

r r
Ci(r) C .-- dt Si(r)= at tdt. (M. 51)

Values of the sine integral Si(r) and the cosine integral Ci(r) for arguments from

10 to 100 are tabulated in volume 32 of the U. S. NBS Applied Math Series [ 1954 ]. See

also [NBS AMS 1964]. The function h(r) is shown graphically in figures IILZO and IILZ1.

For the special case of equal effective antenna heights, hte = he, equation (111.49)
te re

is not applicable. In this case H = 0) is computed as:

Ho( ,)= 10 log (IIL 5Z)

r [h(r) - rg(r)]

where

g(r) u Cir) cos r - [w/2 - Si(r)] sin r (111.53)

When the effective height of one antenna is very much greater than that of the other,

the computation may be simplified as follows:

For rz < < rI , H 0 ( = O) 10 log {rZ h(r?)] }
For r z >>rl, H( = 0)= 10 log 2 J. (Ill. 54b)

r [1 - h(r l )
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THE FUNJCTION F(Od) FOR Nsz 250

- --- 1 1 TE PAHDISTANCE. d. is EXPRESSED IN IKILWTERS
AND THE ANGULAR DISTANCE. *e. IN RADIANS.
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4T

THE FUNCTION F(ed) FOR Ns= 301
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THE FUNCTION F(Od) FOR Ns=350
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THE FUNCTION F(6d) FOR Ns=4OO
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IIL 6 Transmi ssion Loss with Antenna Beams Elevated

or Directed Out of t*e Great Circle Plane

The methods of section 9 ray be modified to calculate a reference value of long-term

median transmission loss when antenna beams are either elevated or directed away from the

great circle path between antennas. For many applications, the average transmission loss

between antenas with random relative orientation is about 10 db more than the basic trans-

mission loss, which assumes zero db antenna gains.

Figure IILZ2 shows scattering subvolumes at intersections of antenna main beams

and side lobes. A "scatter" theory assumes that the total power available at a receiver is

the sum of the powers available from many scattering subvolumes. For high gain antennas,

the intersection of main beams defines the only important scattering volume. In general,'all

power contributions that are within 10 db of the largest one should be added.

For a total radiated power w

-0.1 L -0.1 L.-0.I sr t
w a/w t  1 10 s Wa /w t = 10 (H1L 55)

where L is the transmission loss and L. is the less associated with the ith power
Sr

contribution, wai:

- . 1 L I
L - 10 log (wa/WQ= -10 log 10 (1IL 56)

L. = 3Ologf- 20log (d ir ) +F(e d) - F.+ H. +A -G G + L . (M.57)
10 ex 01 01 a ti ri gi'

In (111.57) f, d, and A are defined as in (9.1) and the other terms are related to

similar terms in (9.1). If the effective scattering angle 0 . for the ith intersection is
el

equal to the minimum scattering angle 0, then F( eid), F o, Hoi are equal to F({d),

Fo, and Ho , and Gti + G ri - L gi = Gp. Note thata term 20log(r 0 /d) has been added

in (I.57) to provide for situations where the straight line distance r between antennas

is much greater *han the sea-level arc distance d. Such differences occur in satellite com-

munication.

Scattering planes, defined by the directions of incident and scattered energymay or

may not coincide with the plane of the great circle path. Each "scattering plane" is

determined by the line between antenna locations and the axis of the stronger of the two

intersecting beams, making an angle with the great circle plane.

IF-37
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The free space directivo gain patterns of the antenna are replaced by equivalent values

for ease in computation. For an idealised pencil-beam antonna with a half-power boamwitlth

26 md a circular beam cr--:-=:tion, the directive gain g it 4/6 , assuming that all of

the power is radiated through the main beam and between the half-power points. An equiva-

lent beam pattern with a square cross-section and a scmi-boamwidth 6 has a gain ofI/62, thus 6 = 647f, and the maximum free space gains are

G = 10 log g = 4.97 - 10 log 6txvo 6tz °  db (lm. 58a)
t toto

GI= 10 logg = 4.97 - 10 log 6 6 db (M. 58b)
r ro rwo rzo

where the subscript- 'v and z refer to azimuthal and vertical angles. In most cases,
S and 6 may be replaced by their geometric mean, 6 (6 wo6 zo The free space

directive gain of a main beam may be measured or approximated as goet T/(Z 6w6 ). Gains

for side lobes are determined from go and the ratios g1 /got g 2/go, ... , which may be

measured or calculated. The average'gain gb for other directions depends on the fraction

of power radiated in those directions. For instance, if half the total power of a transmitter

is radiated in these directions, and if the polarization coupling loss, Lp, is I db," then

G "Lp = -6db

r ince the definition of the directive gain, Cbt, assumes for every direction the receiving

antec=a polarization appropriate for maximun power transfer.

-igcr-e IU.23 shoms an antenna pover pattern in several different ways, including a
Mer.a:.- ?ro iection of the surface of a unit sphere.

.e .lane :h.t determines the "bottom" of a beam is perpendicular to the great
p-~l ia..e an.e forms an angle iwith a horizon plane:

-ti 2 0 bti - a et ' ri =  0 bri " 0 er (U.L 59)

-s t*-e a.cle o" elevation of the lower half-power point of a beam above the hori-

.. .d -s defined in section 6. If an antenna beam is elevated sufficiently so that
and afe denoted a and o-v be:-.-.c .- v be .-e lecteoi, he angles a e  Ceo e

aeo = (ao + _t) sec . , Peo = (Poo + tpr ) sec . (111. 60)

• "s the angle au ay from the great circle plane. The angles aoo and 00 are

00 0Lc:ne - _r..iection 6 isinc the actual radius, a a 6370 km, instead of an effective radius

L.-38
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When ray bending must be considered, the equations for ae and Pe are

.Ge + -(r N~ ~~ _) .. ,-~~~ ds , N 8  (fL6la)
d tsc d sec

ae aeo tr ( a btOt N )(3L6a

i~ <0 Lr sec < d sec

Pe P eo + O.,' L Ns  br' Z c N) (M 61b)1z
where T(b, d, NS) is the bending of a radio ray which takes off at an angle eb above the

horizontal and travels d kilometers through an atmosphere characterized by a surface

refractivity N . The ray bending T may be determined using methods and tables furnished

by Bean and Thayer 11959 ]. For short distances, d, or large angles, 0b, r is neglig-

ible. If Ob is less than 0.1 radians, the effective earth's radius approximation is adequate

for determining -T,

d sec N I d [ a/( I(I 2T ~~(b' 2-g-- S) a 0- [ l a l (
s ) ] •(I

0

The reference value of long-term median transmission loss Lsr is computed using

(M.56) where the losses associated with several scattering subvolumes are computed using

(IIL57). The attenuation function F(d 0ei) is read from figure 9.1 or figures IELI I - 111.14

as a function of 0 .

The generalized scattering efficiency term F . is

F . = 1.086(%e /he) -2 h °  - h h - h r) 4b (1163)

where

Ge =a +Pe e =ae/Pe h e s d0/(1+se)  Ise = 1(he Ns) (111. 6s)

and the other terms are defined in section 9. In computing the frequency gain function Hoil

if a >a use r 1 ,
= . if e > o use r = , then H.=H +3db. I fbothantennas

e 0 e 0 01 0

are elevated above the horizon rays, H0  6 db. Atmospheric absorption A is discussed

in section 3. The gains Gti and Gri are the free space directive gains defined by (Mf.58),

and the loss in gain Lg i is computed as shown in section 9 replacing Is, s, 6, and 0

by se' Se' 6e and 0.
e e e

I I-39
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In computing long-term varablity of transmissiaon loss for bea=s elevamed ab.-e te

horizon plane, the estimates of V and Y given in section 10 sl.o-u- be .ed=ced by the

factor f(Gh) shown in figure UILZ4. with eh = e

v(j0. 5, de ) = V(O. 5, de) (;( S)

Y e(q, d C Yq, d e ) f(h - (f-615b)

The a3ngle Bh used in (ff3.65) should be the elevation above the horizontal of .he

scattering subvolume corresponding to the minimum value of L.

(
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SCATTERING SUBVOLUMES IN A SCATTERING PLANE
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Ill. 7 Long-Term Power Fading

Long-term power fading is discussed in section 10. Figures 10. 5 to 10. 16 show em- -J

pirical estimates of all-year variability for (1) continental temperate (Z) maritime temperate

overland and (3) maritime temperate oversea climates. The curves shown on these figures

are based on a large amount of data. Estimates of variability in other climates are based on

what is known about meteorological conditions and their effects on radio propagation, but have
relatively few measurements to support them.

Figures IM25 to IIL29 show curves of variability relative to the long-term median,

prepared by the CCIR [ 1963 f ] for the following climatic regions:

(4) Maritime Subtropical, Overland.

(5) Maritime Subtropical, Oversea.*

(6) Desert.

(7) Equatorial.

(8) Continental Subtropical.

In some cases, random path differences have undoubtedly been attributed to climatic dif-

ferences. Available data were normalized to a frequency of 1000 MHz, and the curves

correspond to this frequency. They show au1-year variability Y(q, do# 1000 MHz) about the
long-term median as a function of the effective distance d defined by (10. 3). Variability

estimates for other frequencies are obtained by u~ing the appropriate correction factor g(f)
shown in figure 1. 30:

Y(q) = Y(q, de, 1000 MHz) g(f). (IL 66)

The empirical curves g(f) are not intended as an estimate of the dependence of long-

term variability on frequency, but represent an average of many effects that are frequency-

sensitive, as discussed in section 10.

Variability about the long-term median transmission loss L(0. 5) is related to the

long-term reference median Lcr by means of the function V(0. 5, de) shown on figure 10. 1.

The predicted long-term median transmission loss is then:

L(0. 5) L - V(0. 5, d) (L. 67)
cr e

and the predicted value for any percentage of time is

L(q) x L(0.5) - Y(q). (UL 68)

* Curves for climate 5 have boen deleted. They were based on a very small amount of

data. For hot, moist tropical areas use climate 4, and for coastal areas where prevailing

winds are from the ocean, use climate 3.
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Ill. 7.1 Diurnal and Seasonal Variability in a Continental Temperate Climate

The curves shown in figures 10.5 to 10.16 and 111.25 to 1.29 represent variability

about the long-term median for all hours of the day throughout he entire year. For certain

applications, it is important to know something about the diurnal and seasonal changes that

may be expected. Such changes have been studied in the continental United States, where a

large amount of data is available. Measurement programs recorded VHF and UHF trans-

mission lose over particular paths for at least a year to determine seasonal variations. Data

were recorded over a number of paths for longer periods of time to study year-to-year
! variability.

As a general rule, transmission loss is less during the warm summer months than in

winter, and diurnal trends are usually most pronounced in summer, with maximum trans-

mission loss occurring in the afternoon. The diurnal range in signal level may be about

10 db for paths that extend just beyond the radio horizon, but is much less for very short or

very long paths. Variation with season usually shows maximum losses in mid-winter,

especially on winter afternoons, and high fields in summer, particularly during morning

hours. Transmission loss is often much more variable over a particular path in summer

thanit ib during the winter, especially when ducts and elevated layers are relatively common.

The data were divided into eight ,time blocks" defined in table ill. I. The data were

assumed to be statistically homogeneous -itnin each of the time blocks. With more and

shorter time blocks, diurnal and seasonal trends would be more precisely defined, except

that no data would be available in some of the time bln.ks over many propagation paths. Even

with the division of the year into winter and summer and the day into four periods as in table

11.1, it is difficult to find sufficient data t6 describe the statistical characteristics expected

of transmission loss in Time Blocks 7 and 8.

Table III. 1

Time Blocks

No. Months Hours

I Nov. - Apr. 0600 - 1300
2 Nov. - Apr. 1300 - 1800
3 Nov. - Apr. 1800 - 2400
4 May - Oct. 0600 - 1300
5 May - Oct. 1300 - 1800
6 May - Oct. 1800 - 2400
7 May - Oct. 0000 - 0600
8 Nov. - Apr. 0000 - 0600

In some applications, it is convenient to combine certain time blotks into groupb, fur

instance, some characteristics of long-term variability are significantly different for the

winter group (Time Blocks 1, 2, 3, 8) th.n lor the ,ummcr group (Time Blocks 4, 5, 6, 7).
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In other climatic region@, if the annual range of monthly average values of N i5

less than ZO N unite (figure I1. 31), seasonal variations ari expected to be negligible. One

would also expect lees diurnal change, for example. in a maritime temperate climate where

changes in temperature during the day are loes extreme. In climates where N changes con-

siderably throughout the year. the consecutive 4-6 month period when N is lowest may be
assumed to correspond to "winter", whatever months may be involved.

For the U.S. only, the parameter V(0. 5, de) for each of the eight time blocks and for

"summer" and "winter" is shown in figure M. 32. Curves of the variability Y(q, de , 100 Wia)

about the long-term median for each of these times of day and seasons are shown in figures

III. 33 to I. 42. These curves are drawn for a frequency of 100 Milz. Figures 1I. 33 and

111. 34 show the rafnge 0.01 to 0.99 of Y(q, de 100 MHs) for the winter time blocks, 1,2.3

8 and the summer time blocks 4, 5, 6, 7. Each group of data was analysed separately. Some of

the differences shown between time blocks 1, 2. 3, and 8 are probably not statistically signifi-

cant. Marked differences from one time block to another are observed during the summer

months.

Figures 1. 35 through 111. 42 show data coded in the following frequency groups, 88.

108, 108-250 and 400 to 1050 MHz as well as curves for Y(q) drawn for 100 MHz. In gen-

eral these figures show more variability in the two higher frequency groups especially during

"summer" (time blocks 4, 5. 6 and 7). Because of the relatively amall amount of data no at-

tempt was made to derive a frequency factor g(q, f) for individual time blocks.

The curves for summer, winter, and all hours shown in figures 10. 13 through 10.22

represent a much larger data sample, since time block information was not available for

some paths for which summer or winter distributions were avalble.

The smooth curves of V(0. 5, d ) and Y(q, do$ 100 MHs) versus d shown in fig-

ures 10. 13, 10.14. 111. 25 to I1. 29 and 111. 32 to III.42 may be represented by an analytic func-

tion of the general form:

Y(0. 1) [c Id e f2 ldefl exp (- c 3 d e + f2(d,) (111.69

-Y(0,9)!

where

f2(de) f as + (fMo ) exp'C 2de (111. 70)

The terms c l , c 2 # c 3, n1, n2s n3, f ml and f. in (111. 69) and (Ill. 70) are constants

for any given time block and value of q. The parameters fm and f,, are maximum and

asymptotic values, respectively. Tables III. 2 to 111. 4 list values of the eight parameters re-
quired in (111. 69) to obtain V(0. 5, de) , Y(0. 1, de, 100 MHz) and -Y(0. 9, de, 100 MHz) 'r the

eight time blocks in table Il. 1. and for summei, winter, and all hours. The constants given
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in Tables 0.2 t.o M.4 for su-.~er. wilter ad all kours were -eer.Lred sro cay raeo

° paths for which tLme block Wzor=.stien is available. T'rey do ro .£lc -tW= € e !. I=

. _. figures 10. 13 and 10. 14 of section 10, wh.ich represent a mu.ch larger data xa~ple.

Tables M.L S to MI. 7 list values of the eight paamet.ers in (M-L 69) reqcied to co--pm:t.

i ~~section 10, Volume 1, and section M.r 7 of this an
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tribctions, it is imnportntz to average fractin of dmne rather than levels of transinlas on loes.

Disribtios o caa. or imebloksmay also fe mu-e to proviae astribu11ozo for Omier

perids f tme.For example. dam distribuiie-us for time blocks 1. L, 36 Ana S were

=wxed to provide distribations of data for "winte. When av.erages are properly weighted,

(3)a plocxt of Lat vrsuable for vae of qpero. IZ)to1-l(Z h

ober e cumulative distributiono bevdhul eia ausi banda

Toow (1) to valusruote followeding perocedure is useo largchooeLen to fiftee

levels--f tra (m)stie flostion q-ofhLnrlcoveriang thlus est ane of n fo bomptd

tributions. (Z) at each of these levels. read the value q for each distribution and average

these values. (3) plot each selected level of tranusmission loss at the correiponding average

fraction of time to obtain the "n-ixed" distribution. In tis way, aay.nGmber of distributions

may be combined, if each of them represents the same; want Ci 3i*i). If the numfber of

*hours is not the same. a weighted average value -q should Wg cog~$.* uiing as weights the

number of hours represented by .i4h ditrbia. -- -
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The curves for climate 5. Maritime Subtropl al Oversee, have been deleted. These

were based on a very small amount of data. Data obtained since the preparation of these

curves indicate that the following give good-estimates:

Climate 4, Maritime Subtropical Overland. for hot moist tropical areas or climate

3. Maritime Temperate Oversea, for coastal areas where the prevailing winds are from

the ocean.
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A'111.8 List of Special Symbols Used in Annex III

A(v) Attenuation relative to free space for each of several rays as a function of the

parameter vI where j = 1,2, 3,4, (111. 34).

b The parameter b, a function of ground constants, carrier frequency, and polari-

zation, expressed in degrees: figure 8.2, and equations (111.40) and JIM. 41).

bh  The parameter b for horizontal polarization defined by (111. 40).

b The parametex b for vertic1 polarization, (111.41)v

c A parameter showing the phase change associated with the complex plane wave

reflection coefficient R exp t -i(Tr -c)] corresponding to reflection from an in-

finite smooth plane surface, (5.4) figures III. I through 111.8.
ch cv Values of c for horizontal awd vertical polarization, ruspectively, (I1. 13) and

(111. 14) figures 111. 1 through I1.8.

C Fresnel integral, (111. 33), where j 1, 2, 3, 4.

Ci(r), Ci(r1 ), Ci(r 2 ) Cosine integral asa function of r, (M. 51), r I and r 2 (111. 50).

d Distance used in calculating ground reflections in knife edge diffraction; d is

defined by (111. 29).

d I, d 1 2 , d2 1, d22 Distances used in conrputing diffraction attenuation with ground reflec-

tions, (Ill. 31) figure 111. 9.

ft Diffraction loss for each of several distinct rays over an isolated obstacle,

where j = 1, 2, 3, 4, (M,.32-111. 35).

f1 , f2 , f 3 f4  Diffraction loss for each of four distinct rays over an isolated obstacle, (III. 32).

f(r1 ), f(r 2 ) Functions of the normalized antenna heights r1 and r2, (11. 50).

f(v) A function identically equal to f for v = v, (111. 33) figure III. 10.

f(eh) A factor used to reduce estimates of variability for antenna beams elevated

above the horizon plane, (ILL. 65) figure I1. 22. See 8 and 0
th h b

F 0 Scattering efficiency correction term for the i lobe of an antenna pattern.

(111. 63).

F(8e d) This function is the same as F(Od) with the effective angular distance 0 sub-

stituted for the angular distvnce, 0, annex III, (111. 57).

gb' gbt A high gain antenna radiates gb watts per unit area in every direction not ac-

counted for by the main beam or by one of the side lobes of an antenna. The

gain gb for a transmitting intenna is gbt' section 11.6.

g(f) A frequency correction factor shown in figure 111.30. (I. 66).

Gb, Gbt Decibel equivalent of I Gb 10 log T b' and of gIt annex III section Ill.e.

thGC, G Gains o the i lobe of recpiving and transmitting antennas, respectively,
r ti

(111. 57).

h A height, using elevated beams, that is equivalent to h for horizon rays,• C'

(l. 63).

h rm I h Height of a knife edge above a reflecting plane on the receiver or transmitter

side of the knife edge, (111. 37).

l1. 73
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h(r) A function of r showp in figures 111. 20 and III. Z1.

h(r), h(r 2) A function of rI or r defined by (111. 50) and shown on figures Il. Z0 and

111. 21.

H0 1  The frequency gain function for the ith beam intersection in a scattering plane

(111. 57).

Represents a series of subscripts 1, 2, 3, 4, as used in equations (111. Z7) to

(111.35).

Kh  The diffraction parameter K for horizontal pola-lzation, sectio.n 111.4.

Kv The diffraction parameter K for vertical polarization, section 11. 4.
v th

L Loss in antenna gain for the I scattering subvolume, (ill. 57).
gi th

L Transmission loss associated with the I power contribution, (I1. 55) and

(111. 57).

L,. .... L. ... LN A series of hourly median values of transmission loss arranged in

order from th- smallest to the largest value, section 111.7.

L(q) Transmission lose exceeded a fraction q of the time, (111. 68).

in ni Parameters , *.d in computing the magnitudes R and R of the smooth
v h v

plane earth reflection coefficient R, (111. 10).

inho. A unit of conductance, the reciprocal of resistance which is measured in ohms,

figures I1. I to 111.8.

p A function of the dielectric constant and grazing angle used in computing the

)lane wave reflection coefficient, (11.8).

q A parameter used in calculating a plane wave reflection coefficlent, (111.7) to

(III. 14).

r i0 rlF rl 1 , r Distances to and from the bounce point of reflected rays, (IIl. 28) fig-

u~re 111. 9

Ith  Plane earth reflection coefficient R for horizontal polarization, (II. 12) and

figures IUI. I to 111.8.

R Plane earth reflection coefficient R for vertical polarization, (Ill. 12) figures
V

111. 1 to I1. 8.

s Path asymmetry factor for beams elevated above the horizon, a a /P

(111.64).

Si(r) Sine integral as a function of r, (Il. 5.
S 1 ressnel integral, (111. 33).

The parameter v for each of j paths over an isolated obstacle, (111. 27).
i thw a Cont-ibution to the total available power from the i scattering subvolume,

(II. 55) and (IV. 11)

xa , b Points at whit h a first k resnel ellipse cuts the great circle plane, 111. 18 to

IW. 3.

a e 01 , The angles between the bottoms" of transmitting or rectiving antenna beams

or site lobes and , line joinitig the artnlaias, (111. 61).
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aei' eia Angles a and P for the it' lobe ofran antenna pattern.

ae, Oeo When beams are elevated sufficiently that there is no bending of the ray due to

- atmospheric refraction a- = a .e P eo (III. 60); whei ray bending must be
e eo e so'

considered- a and P are computed using (l1 61)..

%it Poi The angles -ao , PO made by each of j rays, over an isolated obstacle, (111.36).

ao ,ua Io I o The angles a and A. for each of four, rays over an isolated obstacle,
o01 0oil 0 05o 0- 0

(m. 36).

6 A parameter used in computing the first Fresnol zone in a-reflecting plane,

(111. 18)=

F. The effective half-power senii-beamwidth of an antenna, section-III. 6;

6 The effective half-power, keni-?beamwidth of an antenna that is elevated or di-

rected out of the great circle plane, section M1. 6.

6 The semi-beamwidth of an equivalent beam pattern with a square cross-section
0

66%Gr7 section M1.6
6 o , 6 Azimuthal equivalent semi-beamwidths with square cross-section, '(II. 58)
rwo two

figure=Il. 23 .,

& rzo6 to Vertical angle equivalent semi-beamwidths with square cross-section, (111. 58)

figure ill. 23.

6 Azimuthal equivalent semi-beamwidth with square cross-section, -section II. 6.6wo

6 Vertical angle equivalent semi-beamwidth, section 111. 6.6z° th

A, Thej value of Ar, where Ar = r + r roll (111 27) and (I-.r9).
1 2 '(1.7ad(1.9)

Al AZa A3 , a4 Ray path differences between a direct ray and a ray path over a single iso-

lated obstacle with ground reflections, (III. 28) figure i(1. 9).
4 1r' A2r' 3r' A4 r Ray path difference between strait-,.t and ground reflected rays on

either side of an. isolated -obstacle, (Ii. 31), (111. 37).

Ratio of the dielectric constant of the earth's surface to the dielectric- constant

of air, figures 8.I and 8.2, annex 111. 4.

4rl' ti Angle-between the axis of the main beam and the axis of the-first side lobe of.
an antenna pattern, figure MI. 22.

twl' , tw2 Azimuth angles of the first and second lobes of a transmitting antenna relative

to the main beart axis, figure III. 23.

4 tzl' I tz2 Elevation angle',('the first and second lobes of a transmitting antenna relative

to the main-beam axisi figure 11,.23.

tThe angle that a scatterig plane makes ,ith th, great circle pline, (I1I. 60),

- (111. 61), and figure 11., 22.

A function of h and N used in computin~g Fo and iH for scatterin, from

antenna, beams directed a 6 , ti ho rizon or a-% i'or . thv z L'vt circ le plane,
(III; 61).

0 Angle of clvation of the' owt-r half pov, r -lt L4 a. Int.nna beam abo-u the

b _ hori;:ontal, (III. 42). ic: n1, and '( ,.
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1) O Values of e for the receiving and transmitting itenngi, respectively ,(M.,6l)?

Shi1' 0 bti Values of 0b for the .tth beam intersection, (III. 59).

0 The angle between iadiorays elevaited'above the horiaon'and/6oaway from the

great vlrcle plane, (111.64).

0' The angle 0e at theL i th intersection of radio rays elevated'above the horizon

utnd/or away from the great circle plane, (III 57).

(I . U Th.- angle 8 for the first, second, ... n intersection of radio ray.,
l figure -111. 2?..

'~Il "{h Aoglh. (.f -. evation of a knife edgle relative to the horizontal at the~resivin& or
tranntlttil, autenna, (111. 38).

0 Angle between directand/or reflected ray over i kniie-edge, where - x 1, 2, 3, 4,1

ci shown in figurir, 111.9.

0. An&1ea defined in (IM. Z9), where 3 = 1i', 3, 4, which are added to 0 to determine

j Jr
S0,l., %, 0. Values of , for J= 1,2, 3, 4,(M1. 49).

t11 0 3 0.4 The angle btwten rays from the transmitting and receiving antennas over an

isolated obstacle with-ground reflections, figure M1.9.

Surfioe conditt.tivity In mhos per meter, figures 8.1 and 8.Z, section M1.4.

The :mount dio ray bends in the atmosphere, (111.6Z). a v d
r0 (1l, oN s  1,,ending of a raoio r. - that takes Off at an Initial an~le eb  n rvl

kllometers through an atmosphere characterized by a surface refractivity N ,

1, (V. (1) Compoine.t of phase lay, due to diffracti6n-ovei an idealised'knife edge, (7. 13)

ffgurr: 7, 1, afd (i r7. 30)'.

01" 4,(copon ent ot phase lag due to diffraction over an isolated perfectly-conducting

rounled obstacle, (7.13) figure 7n. h a = 30).

]'he t oipont of the phase lag of the diffracted field over-an isolated perfectly.
i ,'rnductingi rounded obstacle for v = 0 , (7.-03) 'figure 7. 4 and (ULI 30).

I The phase lag of the diffreacte field for the j rayover an iolatedperfectly-
I: Conducting roun~ded obstacle (M1. 30i), where 1j - ,, 3. 4 .

It N (, p) The pbas..'lag uf the diffracted ray over an isolated rounded obstacle for the J,

Jray, j (v,-p) - 1 j, (11.I .30). t
,D.(V, O) Tlhu phease lag owver an Ideal knife edge for the j ray. (MI. 30).

'' 4 %.1 'Tht phase lag & (v, p) for values of j = 1, 2, 3, 4, (I1. 32).

The angle betwee the plane of the .)wer half-power -point of an antenna beam
and the reveiver or transmitter horizon plane, (M1.60).

The angle q)r oi- q for the i lobe of an antenna pattern, (111. 59).

ipl' 1P/. Anglo of refliction at the ground of a reflected riy that passes over a knife-'

.dge, (I1. 36) figure 111.9. C .
I-76
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The half-power beemwidth, 0- 26, (9. 10) and figure U!.22.

Q ro,r , r l't Hali-power beamwidthe corresponding to i6o 261 for the rei~oving and

transmitting antenna patterrs, rospectively, figure L. 22.
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Annex IV

FORWARD SCATTER

IV. 1, ientral Discussion

This annex discusse some of the similarities and differences between forward scatter

from refractive index turbulence and'forward scatter or4ncoherent reflections from tropo

spheric layers.

to icatie-is to spread at random over,a surface or through a space or substance.

Sca:ttering which tends to be coherent is more properly called forward scatter, reflection,

refracti0 Jocusing, diffraction, or all of these, -depending on thecircumstances . Modes of
scattering as well as mechinismslof propagation bear these namesi For example, -we may

speak of the reflection, refraction, diffraction, focusing, scattering, and absorption of a radio

wave by a single spherical hailstone, and all of these modes can be identified in the formal

solutions of Maxwell's equations for this problem.

The large volume of beyond.the.horiaon radio transmission loss data available in tfie

frequency range 40 to 4000 MHz and corresponding to scattering angles between one and three

degrees indicates, that the ratio, 10"A / 10 corresponding-to the-transmission loss, A, rela-

tive to free space is approximately proportional-to the wavelength, X, or inversely propor.

tional to the radio frequency, f, (Norton, 1960], so that the ratio 10
"Lb/ 1 0 corresponding

to the forward scatter basic transmission loss is approximately proportional-to %3 or to f3

This circumstance is more readily explained in terms of forward scatter from layers [ Friis,

Crawford, and Hogg, 1957) or-in terms-of glancing or.glinting from brilliant points on ran-{ domly disposed "feuiliets", ' duCastel, Misme, Spissichino, and Voge, 196Z], than in terms

of forward scatter from the type of turbulence characterized by the modern Obukhov.

Kolmogorov theory[ Obukhov, 1941, 1953; Batchelor, 1947, 1953). There is recent evidence

jNorton and Barrows, 1964 -that the wavenumber spectrum of refractivity turbulence in a

vertical direction has the same form-as themore adequately studied spectrum of variations

in space in a horizontal direction. Some mechanism other than-scatter from refractivity

turbulence must be dominant most of the time to explain the observed transmission loss

5 -- values ovir a majority of-the transhorizon tropospheric paths for which dataare available.

4Scattering from refractivity turbulence and scattering from sharp gradients are mechanisms

which c6exist at all times( in any large scatterinZ volume. Sharp gradients always exist s6mu-

where, and the atmosphere betwoeen them it &lways somewhat turbulent. Power scattered
4 by these miechanisnis is occasionally supplemented by diffraction, specular reflection from

strong extended layers, and/or ducting.

A tropospher' , duct exists, either ground-based or elevated, if a substantial amount

of energy is focused toward or defocused away from a receiver as super-refractive gradients

V of N exceed a cri al value called a "ducting gradient." This gradient is about -157 N-units

4per kilometer at sea level for horizontally launched radio waves. The duct thickness must

IV-l
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exceed about 5062 f" meters with f in MHz (Kerr, 1964) for a duct to'completely trap (I
Huch radio waves. A few useful references in this connection are cited at the end of section

4, Volume 1.

A more or less horizontully homogeneous "kink" in a refractive index profile may in-

dwiatv the possibility of ducting for very short wavelengths, the pre 3ence of a rcfracting

luyt, tfor some of the longer waves, and mernly a slight and random perturbation of average
alin,,spieric conditions foi other frequencies, antenna locations, or antenna beam patterns

awl elevatiot angles. The layer that presents a sharp discontinuity for radio frequencies

from 10 to 100 MHz (X = 10 to 3 meters) may represent a relatively gradual change of re-
fractive Index at 300 MH7. (% = I meter) and highar frequencies. A tropospheric layer or

"fetillet" requires a sufficiently abrupt change in refractive index, usually associated with
fine wea-ther conditions, to reflect i, substantial amount of radio energy at the grazing angles

and frequencies of interest. These may be horisontal changes, in thermals, for instance,
as well as changes of refractivity, N, with height.

Almost specular reflection from tropospheric layers is often observed between 30
MHz and Z00 MHz. At higher frequencies, where fo.owing, defocusing, and ducting are

common, and wherle extensive layers are not sufficiently abrupt or sufficiently numerous to
provide strong reflections, a number of small and randomly oriented surfaces come into

play. A recent summary of the role of the layer structure of the troposphere in explaining

tropospheric propagation (Saxton. Lane, Meadows, and Matthews, 1964] includes an exten-
sive list of references. Also useful are general discussions of tropospheric propagation by

Bullington [ 1955]. duCastel [ 1960], Crawford, Hogg, and Kummer [1959). Pengler [ 1964].

Fengler, Jeske, atid Stilke [ 1964), Kirby, Rice, and Maloney [ 1961]. Johnson [ 1958], Rice
and Herbstrett [ 1964), Shkarofsky [ 1958], and Vvedenskii and Arenerg [ 1957].

There are at least three distinguishing features in most theories of forward scatter

from clouds, precipitation, refractive index turbulence, layers, or feuillets. A calculation

is first made of the expected or average forward scattering pattern, reradiation pattern, or
diffraction pattern of a scatterer or a group of scatterers, usually located in free space, and

usuially assuming an incident plane wave and a distant receiver. Second, a decision is made

that the relative phases of waves scattered from individual raindrops or subvolumes of re-
frativity turbulence or feuillets are random, so that we may simply add the power contri-
btitjtis from these elements and ignore the phases. This is an essential feature of a random

sLtt.r the-,, y. And third, some way is found to relate the actual terrain, atmosphere, and
ant-nna parameters to the theoretical model so that a comparison may be made between data

and theory.

IV. 2 Models for Forward Scattering

The mechanisms of scattering from refractivity turbulence, reflection from elevated
layers, and ducting are much more sensitive to vertical refractivity gradients than to the

IV-2
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horizontal gradients CUMmunItly observvil. "ht- forward sg.attvr the.ory used to develop tO'

prediction methods ui section 9 assumes that only vortical scales of turbulence or lay.,i.

thicknesses are important. The radio wave scattered forward by all the scattering sub.

volumes visible to both antennas or by all the layers of feuillets visible to both antennAs is

most affected by a particular range of "eddy sizes", I , or by layers of ant averag( thi,4-

n 1/ I. A stack uf eddies of size I must satisfy the Br-gg condition that reradili.. ,b

adjacent ddnit shall add in phase. Re flevtions from the t xteriv, aitd interior boun;., i,

ul a layer will ddd in phasr if the ray tr averaing the interior of the layer !a an odd niambtz

of wavelengths longer than the ray reflected from the exterior boundary. Either tht mc.'

anism of forward s"attor from refractivity turbulence or the mechanism of reflecton from

layers or ftuillets selects a wnvenumbur direction ; that satisfies the specular reflec.tion

condition corr(,sponding to Shells law that angles of incidence and reflection, j , are eCudl.

Mathematically, these conditions are represented by the following relations:

A A o+

where Ae and A are unit vectors from the centers of radiation of the transmitting ati. re .

ceiving antenna, respectively, towards an elementary scattering volume, or towards 'he

point of geometrical reflection from a layer. The angle between Ai and A0 is the scat.

ttering angle S illustrated in figure IV.l and is thus twice the grazing angle t for reftec-

tion from a layer:

0 k= Cos (.R * A ) radians. (IV. 2)
0

The plane wave Fresnel reflection coefficibnt q for an infinitely extended plane

boundary between homogeneous media with refractive indices n1 and n2 and for horizon-

tal polarization [ Wdit, 1962] is

2(- -n,) + (n, **1)? +s~~*
qo - , (IV. 3)

s + Z(nl" nZ.)+ (n U.2) +sin 241

2 2
The follbw.ng approximation, valid for (n- n2 ) < sin +<4 1 is also good for verti,:al

polarization:

A" °q nZ"n e-pt.'- 2 lZ(Z/) 1: I Zn

A 0 24) Lj 112 - U- 2S( ,(IV. 4)
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A diff'rential amplitudt, reflection coefficient dq for a tropospheric'layer is next
do.fined ais proportional tM the difference between two gradients of refractive index. m and

III whor. )I is the average rt-fractive index gradient dn/dz across the layer, and m

s:, th ,ivvr,Le rcv|'a ti\ve index .radient for the regit.n in which the layer is embedded. Let

tiht la.r i xtend in d.p h from . - 0 to z = z in thi, wavenumber direction ; defined by

(TV. 1), miatd writt: tht, difft rctial reflection coefficient as

IV.:d (In - mo0)/l(., z  (IV. 5)

A phiir ,.p [ -i /X(4n ) 1>)] is asociated with dq, and the power reflection coefficient

1 lot, I Iropspori I.tyer .f thickness z is approximated as
0a

2 4

M , assuM coo (4w 4zX)]l(4w)4 . (IV.6b)
2

11t Mii assumed continuous at . a 0 and z x s , somewhat smaller values of q and m

will result [Wait, 1962].

Friis, Crawford, and Hogg [ 1957] point out that the power r.eceived by reflection

tront a finite layer can be approximated as the diffracted power through an absorbing screen

with the cinensioni of the laver projction normal to the direction of propagation. They

wh.n cantider layers of largv, small, and medium size compared to

2x = 2(%RoRld) . dot R + R (IV.?)

which is th. width of a first Fresnel zone. Let b represent the diriensions of a layer or

feUiilet in any directi n perpendicular to . Since ; is usuially nearly vertical, b is

usuaily a horizontal dimension. Adopting a notation which conforms to that used elsewhere

iii this report, the available power w at a receiver at a distance d from a transmitting

a -tnna radiating w watts is

-w gg 2 q2
w =  wttg L [C 2ltt) + S U)]I [2 (v) + S 2 v)] (IV.8)

(4v d)

In terms of Fresnel integrals given by (HI1. 33). where

U •r. vb-i/ (IV. 9)
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and and g are antenn, directive gains. For large u and v,

C (u) a S (u) a C (v) a S(v) Y4

and for small u and v, C (u) a u, "CZ(v) v2
, and S (v) :.

For large layers, where b > > 2 x

w "wtgtgr X4 6 d2 M , (IV. l0a)

For intermediate layers, where b Wl x:

Sw a 8 wttgr X 3 (RRod)l b2 M. (IV. 10b)

For small layers, where b < < Zx

' wtstgrka 4 a~' b4

Wa a wg"  r (RR0) b M (IV. 10)

Forward scatter from layers depends on the statistics of sharp refractive index

gradients in the directions K defined by (IV. 1). The determination of these statistics from

radio and meteorological measurements is only gradually becoming practical. A study of

likely statistical averages of the meteorological parameters M, b 2M. and b4 IM indicates

that these expected values should depend only slightly on the wavelength X and the grating

angle 41. as was assumed by Frils. et al.[ 1957). The expected value of

[ -cos (4w oz /)j
0

can vary only between 0 and 2 and is not likely to be either 0 or 2 for any reasonable

assumptions about the statistics of a
0

Available long-term median radio transmission loss data usually sho\% the frequency

law given by (IV. 10b) for mediilm-size layers. Long-term cumulative distributions of short.

term available pcwer ratios on spaced frequencies rarely show a wavelength law outside the
2 %4range frm X2 to ) [Crawford. Hogg, and Kummer, 1959; Norton 1960]. An un-

reported analysis of 8978 hours of matched simultaneous recordings at 159.5, 599, and

Z120 MHz over a 310-kn path in Japan shows that this wavelength exponent for transmission

loss Wa/Wt is within the range from 2 to 4 ninety-eight percent of the time. This cor-

responds to a wavelength exponent range from 0 to 2 or a frequency exponent range from

0 to -2 for attenuation relative to free space values, and to corresponding ranges X to
.-Z f-4

or 2 to f for values of basic transmission loss, Lb.
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Figures IV. 1(a) and IV. lib) illustrate forward scattering from a single small layer .

and from refractivity turbulence in a single small scattering'subvolume of the volume V of

space visible to two antennas. Figures IV. l(c) and IV. l(d) illustrate models for the addition

of power contributions from large parallel layers, and from scattering or reflection sub-

volumes, respectively. Contributions from diffraction or ducting are ignored, as well as

returns from well-developed layers for which a geometrical reflection point is -not visible 'to

both antennas.. Combinations of these mechanisms, though sometimes important, are also

not considered here.

For each of the cases shown in figure IV. 1, coherently scattered or reflected power

wat from the neighborhood of a point Roi is conveniently associated with a scattering sub-3ci
volume d3 R a dv v (i ), so that the total available forward scattered power at a receiver

is
volulme

where

%Yvi a/v 1  w,,(Ro, A
(IV. I)

is the available power per unit scattering volume for the ith scattering subvolume, feouillet.

or layer, and it is assumed that only N such contributions to w are important.v

Each of the power contributions wa is governed by the bistatic radar equation. Omit-

ting the subscript I. this equation may be written as

w' "vR ".c) watts (IV. 13)

where a c is the effective scattering cross-section of a single scatterer or group of5 p
scatterers, including the polarization efficiency c pof the power transfer from transmitter

to receiver. The first set of parentheses in (IV. 13) represents the field strength in watts

per square kilometer at the point t , the second factor enclosed in parentheses shows what
0

fraction of this field strength is available at the receiver, and z g /(4w) is the absorbingr
area of the receiving antenna.

The key to an understanding of scattering from spacecraft, aircraft, rain, hail, sacw,

refractivity turbulence, or inhomogeneities such as layers or feuillets is the scattering ci oss.

section a c defined by (IV. 13) or the corresponding scattering cross-section per units p
volume a v , defined from (IV. 12) and (IV. 13) as

iv.
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(40)3 (% wvl(wt, s8r %) porkv. (IV. 14)

This quantity is usually osomated by isolating a small volume of scatterers in free

space at large vector distances Vo and VR, respectively, from the transmitter and receiver.
0

U both antennas are at the same place. (IV. 13) becomes the monostatic radar equation, cor.-

responding'to backecatter instead of to forward scatter.

The scattering crossosections per unit volume for large, medium, and small layers,

assuming a density of Na layers per unit volume. may be obtained by substituting (IV. 10&) to

(IV. 10c) lw(IV. 14):

For large layers, where I >> Zxt

4 3.6 a
%I1 u4 - M N1 a% 46 (RoR/d) M N1 ' (IV. Is)

For intermediate layers, where bU 2 x:

.4
a vax b MN, a%* (RoR/d)b 3 M N, (IV. 16)

For small layers$ where b '( Zx:

4 a 0 4 a
b "4' MN a% ' b MN (IV.l7)

avs

The modern Obukhov.Kolmoorov theory of homogeneous turbulence in a horizontal

direction, when extended to apply to the wavenumber spectrum of instantaneous variations

of refractive index in a vertical direction, predicts a %'I or fi law for the variation with

wivelenph h or carrier frequency f of either a or attenuation relative to free space, or5/ .S/ 3 v t

a X513 or f* law for variations of the transmission loss wa/wt. Theoretical studies of

multiple scattering by Beckmann [ 1961a), Bugnolo ( 1958), Vysokovskii [1957. 1958], and others

suggest that single scattering adequately explains observed phenomena. Descriptions of at-

4 mospheric turbulence are given by Batchelor ( 1947, 1953), do Jager [ 195Z), Heisenberg

(1948), Kolmogoroff [ 1941), Merk-4lov [ 1957], Norton [ 1960), Obukhov [ 1941, 1953), Rice

and Herbstreit [ 1964), Sutton (1955), Taylor [ 1922]. and Wheelon [ 195, 1959).

The observed wavelength exponent for the Japanese transmission loss data previously

noted was below 5/3 less than two tenths of 9ne percent of the time, and an examination of

other data also leads to the conclusion ti t forward scatter from Obukhov.Kolmogorov turbu-

lence can rarely explain what is observed with frequencies from 40 to 4000 MHz and scat.

tering Angles from one to three degrees.

(
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Early recognition of this fact by Norton, Rice, and Vogler 1955 led to the proposal

of a mathematical form for the vertical wavenumber spectrumfwlh would achieve agreement

between radio data and the theory of forward scatter from refractivity turbulence [Norton,

1960 ]. Radio data were used to determine the following empivical form for av, upon which

the predictions of section 9 are based:

a X to u - M (IV.l1)v

Z I
Ma 3 <(An) >/(32 A) (V.19)

where

Aa n - <An> (IV. ZO)

is the deviation of refractive index from its expected value <Am>, and 1o is a "scale of

turbulence" (Rice and Herbstreit, 1964 j.

Values of the variance <(An) > of refractivity fluctuations and scales of turbulence

Ao obtained from meteorological data lead to good agreement between (IV.18) and radioo0

data when an exponential dependence of M on height is assumed, substituting the corre.

sponding value of w in (IV.i1). It is not yet clear how the estimates of m, mo as, b,V

and N, required by the theory of forward scatter from layers of a given type can be
obtained from direct meteorological measurements, nor how these parameters will vary dI)

throughout the large volume of space visible to both antennae over a long scatter path. It

does seem clear that this needs to be done.

Data from elevated narrow-beam antennas that avoid pome of the complex phenomena

due to reflection and diffraction by terrain, and which select small scattering voiumes, sug.

gest that for scattering angles exceeding ten degrees, reflections from large layers can

hardly be dominant over reflection from intermediate and small layers or from refractivity
turbulence. Prellminary results indicate that field strengths decrease more slowly at a

fixed distatnce and with scattering angles 0 increasing up to fifteen degrees than wouldbe pos-

sibe with the 0 - 6 dependence of a given by (IV. 15) added to.a probable exponential decay
vwith hv.ight of the expected value of the meteorological parameter MN for large layers.

The wavelength and angle dependence of forward scattes characterized by the Obukhov-

Kulmogorov turbulence theory is nearly the same as that for small layers, given by (IV. 17).

uri scattering from refractivity turbulence:

r(1/6) < (An) >
M° 4-Z) 13 / 3 r(i/3) A 2/3 (IV. 22)

0
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Although most of the propagation paths which have been studied rarely show this frequency

dependence, some occasionally do agree with (IV.ZL). In general, the radiowave scattering

cross-section per unit volume av is a weighted average of scattering from all kinds of

layers or feulilets and the turbulence between them.

Summarising the argument:

a avavIa +av 5  n U+ ,8 N (IV. &3)

for 10' <X < 10 ki, 0.01 < 4# < 0.03 radians, where M has been determined from

radio data, subject to the assumption that M decreases exponentially with height above the

earth's surface. Equation (IV,&3) Is intended to indicate the present state of the twin arts of,

formulating theories of tropospheric forward scatter and comparing these theories with avail.

*Pble long-term median transmission lose data. A great deal of available data is not forward

scatter data, and it is for this reason that estimates of long-term variability as given in

section 10 and annex III are almost' entirely empirical.

Also, for this reason, estimates of LSp as given in section 9 are restricted to long.

term median forward scatter, transmission loss. Available measurements of differences in

path antenna gain agree withti the limits of experimental error with the values predicted by

the method of section 9 whenever the dominant propagation mechanism is forward scatter.
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GEOMETRY FOR FORWARD SCATTER
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IV. 3 List of Special Symbols Used in Annex IV
a Radiowave scattering cross-section of a single scatterer or group of scatterers,

(IV. 13).

a Radiowave scattering cross-section per unit volume, (IV. 14).
V

a Radiowave scattering cross-section from refractivity turbulence, (IV. 21).
a v avs Radiowave scattering cross-sections per unit volume for large, medium, and

small layers, (IV. 15) to (IV. 17).

b The dimensions of an atmospheric layer. or feutilet in any direction perpendicu.

lar to i, (IV.9).

C Polarisation efficiency of the power transfer from transmitter to receiver.

(IV. 13).

C(U), C(v) Fresnel cosine integrals. (IV.).

I A range of eddy sites or layers; the radio wave scattered forward is most af-

fected by a particular range of "eddy siseb' I, or by layers of an average

Ethickness A It, that are visible to both antennas, (IV. 1).

1 , Scale of turbulence, (IV. 19).

m Average refractive index gradient. dn/da, across a layer. (IV. 5).

m°  Average refractive index gradient for the region in which a layer Is imbedded,

(IV. 5).

M A term defined by (IV.6) used in the power reflection coefficient q
M°  A term defined by (IV.22) used in defining av, the scattering cross-section

from rafractivity turbulence.

n 1,n Refractive indices of adjacent layers of homogeneous media, (IV. 1).

N The number of layers per unit volume of a scattering cross-section, (IV. 15)
to (IV. 17).

N vThe number of scattering subvolumes that make an appreciable cc-itribution

to the total available power. (IV. 11).

The power reflectior, coefficient, q , for a tropospheric layer is approxi.

mated by (IV. 6).
The plane wave Fresnel reflection coefficient for an infinitely extended plant

boundary, (IV.3).

R, Vector distances from transmitter and receiver, respectively, to a point 0

Re K Unit vectors from the centers of radiation of the receiving .and transmitting

antennas, respectively, (IV. 1).

Rot A point from which power is coherently scattered or reflected, (IV. 11).

SM). Sv Fresnel sine integrals, (IV.8).

A parameter defined by (IV. 9).

v A parameter defined by (IV. 9).
th

v The I scattering subvolurne, (IV. 11).
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w v  Available power per unit scattering volume, (IV. 11,).

W vi Available power per unit scattering volume for the Ill scattering subvolume,

(IV. 1z)

x Half the width ofa first EXreenel none, (IV. 7),

a Thickness of a tropospbcric layer, (IV. 6).

0o The thickness of a tr..ophertc layer, (IV6).

An The deviation of-refractive-index from it expected value,. (IV.Z 0).

< An> The expected value of refractive Index, (IV. 20).
2<(An) > The variance of fluctuations in refractive index, (IV, 19).

- A wave number direction defined by (IV. 1).

4The grazing angle for reflection from a layer, (IV.Z).
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Annex V

PHASE INTERFERENCE FADING AND SERVICE PROXABILITY

Asa gezwral rtole, adequate serv~ctt over a radiopath requires protection against nuisle

wil'-. p'op;gation onditiohs are poor, and-rt.quires protection against inteorirence front

vchlutol or adjaccunt viaruiol signals when propagation conditions are good. Optimum use

E of the. radio spectum 't,,qnires systems so desigovd that the reception of wanted signals is

prut-tvcitd to'the great'st drov practi.blh from interferonce by unwanted radio signals %rid

by Itiise

The short,4orm fading of the instantencuus receivedpower within periods of time

r. k.ging fr.r, ;, f% w minutes up to one hour or more is largely associated with random fluctu-

,1141s in the relative phasing between component waves. Those waves arrive at the receiving

antoemit afton propagation via a multiplicity of propagation paths having electrical lengths that

va ryf ro n iond to Rocond and from minute to minute over a range o( a few wavelenths. A

small part of this short-term fading and usitally all of the long-term variations arise from

mitiute-t-minute changes in the root-sum-square value of the amplitudes of the component

wI.v.s, I. e., in short-term changes in the mean power available from the receiving antennis.

In te analysis of short-term fading, it is convenient to consider the effects of these pliase

antd root-sutin-squaro amplittide changes as being two separate components of the insti.titaneous

fading. Multipath or "pli to interference fading" among simultaneously occurring modcs

of propagatnin ,i,-,ally cdotermines the statistical character of short-term variability.

Over most transhorizon paths, long-term variability is dominated by "power fading".

due to slow changes in average atmospheric refraction, in the intensity of refractive index

turbulence, or in the degree of atmospheric stratification, The distinction between phase

interference fading and power fading is somewhat arbitrary, but is nevertheless extremely

useful. Economic considerations, as contrasted to the requirements for spectrum conserva.

I tion, indicate that radip receiving systems should be designed so that the miaimum practicable

transmitter-power is required for satisfactory reception of wanted signals in the presence

of noise, Fading expected within an hour or other convenient "short" period of time is

allowed for by comparing the median wanted signal power w available at the receiver with

the median wanted sign 5 l power w which is required for satisfactory reception in the~mr
presence of noise. This operating sensitivity w assumes a specified type of fading

mr
signal and a specified type of noise, but does not allow for other unwanted signals.

In the presence of a specified unwanted signal, but in the absence of other unwanted

- signals or appreciable noise, the fidelity of information delivered to a receiver output will

increase as the ratio r of wanted-to-unwanted signal power increases. The degree ofu
fidelity of the received information may be measured in various ways. For example, voice

signals are often measured in terms of their intelligibility, television pictures by subjective

5'
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observation, and teletype signals by the percentage of correctly interprettA received charac-

ters. A specified grade of service provided by a given Wanted sign~al will guaranteca

corrusponding degree of fidelity of the information delivered to the receiver output, For

example, a Grade A teletype service could be defined as one providing 99.99 percent .

error-free characters, while a Grade B service could be defined as one providing 99.9 per-

cent error-free characters.

The protection ratio r required for a given grade of service will depend upon the

nature of the wanted and,unwanted signals; ie., their degree of modulation, their location

in the spectrum relative'to the principal andespurious response bands of the receiving system,

and their phase interference fading characteristics. The use of receiving systems having

the smallest values of rur for the kinds of unwanted signals likely to be encountered will

permit the same portions of the spectrum to be used simultaneously by the maimum num.ner

of users. For instance, FM with feedback achieves a reduction in r u for . .ochannel

unwanted signal by occupying a larger portion of the spectrum. But optimum lie of the Spec.

trum requires a careful balance between reductions in rur on the same channel and on

adjacent channels, taking account of other system isolation factors such as separation between

channels, geographical separation, antenna directivity, and cross-polarization.

Note that the operating sensitivity w mr is a measure of the required magnitude of

the median wanted signal power but r involves only the ratio of wanted to unwanted signal

powers. For optimum use of the spectrum by the maximum number of simultaneous users,

the transmitting and receiving systems of the individual links should be designed with the

primary objective of ensuring that the various values of r u exceed r for a large per.

centage of the time during the intended periods of operation. Then sufficiently high trans.

mitter powers should be used so that the median wanted signal power w m exceeds wmr

for a large percentage of the time during the intended period of reception at each receiving

location. This approach to frequency assignment problems will be unrealistic in a few cases,

such as the cleared channels required for radio astronomy, but these rare exceptions merely

serve to test the otherwise general rule [Norton, 1950, 196Z and Norton and Fine 1949] that

optimum use of the spectrum can be achieved only when interference from other signals rather

than from noise provides the ineluctable limit to satisfactory reception.

This annex discusses the requirements for service of a given grade g, how to esti.

mate the expected time availability q of acceptable service, and, finally, how to calculate

the service probability Q for a given time availability.

v-2
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V.1I Two CempeaesaW et 7adig
Both the wanted and the unwanted signal power available to a receiving system will

usually vary from minute to minute in a random or unpredictable fashion. It is convenient to

divide the, "instantaneous received signal power" W a 10 log W into two or three additive'

components where ww is defined as the avwrago power for & single cycle of the 'radio frequency,
2so as to eliminate the variance of power associated with the time facto$ -e (wt):

W W +Y ,W (0.)+Y+Y dbw (V.1)In m i w

W is that component of W which Is not affected by the usually rapid phase interference fading
a W

and is most often identified as the short-term median of the available power W at the receiving

antenna. W m (0. 5) is the median of all such value of Wm and is most often identified as the

lonl-torm, median of W w . In terms of the long-term median transmission loss Lm (0. 5) and the

total powew Wt radiated from the transmitting antenna:

W (0. 5) W - L (0.5) dbw (V. 2)

The characteristics of long-term fading and phase interference fading, respectively. Are de-
scribed in terms of the two fading components Y and Y in (V. 1):

Y W m - w i (0.5). Y WwiW (V.3)

The long term for which the median power, W (0. 5), is defined may be as short as
one hour or as long as several years but will, in goenerali consist of tt . hours withtnk a speci-

%ied period of time. For most continuously operating services it is ,.onvenient to conai±.'-r

Wm(0.5) as the median power over a long period of time, including all hours of the day and
all seasons of the year. Observations of long-term variabilty, surrnmarized in section 10

and in annex II, show that W is a very nearly normally distributed random variable
characterized by a standard deviatlon that may range from one decibe) within an hour up

to ton decibels for periods of the order of several years. These vhltei of standard deviation
are representative only of typical beyond-thie-horizon propagation paths and vary widely fot

other propagation conditions.

For periods as short as an hour, the variance of Y is gen erally greater than the
It

variance of W The long-term variability of W is identified in aection 0 with the
variability of hourly medians, expres2ed in terms of Y (q):

Y(q) a W (q) -W (0.5) t L (0.5) -L (q) (V. 4)
Ta in i m

where Wn .(q) is the hourly median signal power exceeded for a fraction q of all hours, and,

'~ L (q) is the corresponding transmission loss not exceeded for a fraction q of all hours.

V-3
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Often, data for a path are avAilable in terms of thi lonj-t4rm cumulative distribution

of instantaneous power, W ; that is, we know W (q) versis q, 'butfO f6W (q) versus 4. 'An

approximatlon to the cumulative distribution function L (4) verius'q is given by

L olq),u L . sy, EY [ (lq) + 0 i (q)],

The plus sign in (V. 5) is used for q > 50 percent, and the minu, sipn for q < 50 percent.
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For studies of the operatin setwittvity w , . ;rse ,e o a-.

rapidly fading wanted signal, and for studies of t ."

ratiogR required for a grade g sovicf..it .pi i t~~r~ri~rtt

istical model which may be used to describe phase interference fading. Minoru Nakagami*

119403 describes a model which depends upon tke'adtifft 9PIA4hswiasilal *nd kay'1gh

distributed random signal [Raylsigh 1880; Rice., l; Vqtou._ogler., Mansfield and Shrt,I

1955; Beckmann, 1961a, 1964]. In this model, the root.sum-square vilue of the amp litudes

of the Rayleigh components is K decibels relative to the' WOI NWof"W .1 hcoentant' knponent,

K x+,O corresponds to a constant received signal. For a Rayleigh distribution, K z -,

and the probability q that the instantaneous power, w , will exceed w (q) for i given value

of the short-term median p'qwer, w , may be expressed: . ... ,,m •

w(q) log Z
qw > w(q)1w Ia exp if" e = . (V.6a)

m

Alternatively, the above may be expressed in the following forms:

q[Yif > Yi(q)] e exp . yi(q) log e3, [K

.V.6b)

Y(q) a 5.21390 + 10 log (log(il/q)3 , [KII •-" ." (V. 6c)

Figures V. I-V. 3 and table V. I show how the Nakagami-Rice phase interferetce fading

distribution Y (q) depends on q, K, and the average Y and standard devisatiOs w Of
1 "

It is evident from figure V. 1 that the distribution of phase interference fading depends 'only on

K. The utility of this distribution for describing phase interference fading in ionospheric props-

gation io discussed in CCIR report 1963k] and for tropospheric propagation is demonstrated in

papers by Norton, Rice and Vogler (1955], Janes and Wells [1955], and Norton, Rice, Janes

and Barsis [ 1955]. Bremmer (1959] and Beckmann (1961a] di;cuss a somewhat more general

fading model.

For within-the-horizon tropospheric paths, includintg either short point-to-point ter-
restrial ppths or paths from an earth station to a satellite,- K. pill tend 'to have a large
positive value throughout the day for all weasons of the eAr. 4A the 1Vrth o the te.West~ial

propagation path is increased,or the elevation angle of a satellite is decreased,so that the

path has less than first Fresnel zone clearance, the expected %lues of V will decrease

until, for some hours of the day, K will be less than zero and the phase interference

fading for signals propagated over the path at these times will tend to be closely represented

~~~V-5 •.
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by a Raylei-3h distribution. For most beyond-the-horizon paths K will be less than sero

most of t1 time; For kiife-edge diffration paths .K is often much greater than zero, When

siga's ;,r rive at the receiving antenna via dur's or elevated layers, the vales of K may

c , values muchgreater th n zeroevn s frecorin risondropagation paths . Fora

givnr beyond-the -horizon Ath, K will tend to b positvely correlated with the median

p Awnr leel s W d i.e., large values of K are expected with large values of W 3 For

som within -the -horizon laths, K and W tend bo be negatively correlated.

mm

It is assumed that a particular value of K may be associated with any time availability

V. q, however, few data analyses of this kind are presently available. A program of data

analysi s clearly desirable to provide empirical estimates of versus q for particular
climates, seasons, times of day, lengths of recording, frequencies, and propagation path

characteristicsh It should be noted that K versus q expresses an assumed functioal
relationship.

An analysis of data for a single day's recording at 1046 MHz over a 364-kilometer

path is presented here to illustrate how a relationship between K and q may be established.

Figure V.4 shows for a single daythe observed interdecile range W (0. 1) - W (. 9)

L,(0.9) - L,(0. i) for each five-minute period plotted against the median transmission los

L for the five-5itute period Figure V. I associates a value of K with each value of

Lo(i9)bL(O ), and the cumulative distributian ef L m a vailabilityese crue adlqite

with each value of L. In figure Vl, K appears to increase wi increasing L for

the hours 0000 - 1700, although the usual tendency over long periods is or to decrase

with L The straight line in the figure is drawn through medians for the periodsm

r0000- 1700 and 1700- 2400 hours, with linear scales for K and Lms as shown by the

*tinset sor figure VA.s The corresponding curve of K versus q is compared with the data
~in the main figure.

Flour,: V. 5 showA for f =2 GHz and 30-meter antenna heights over a smooth earth

a possible estimate of K versus distance and time availability. These crude and quite

.. ! speculative estimates are given here only toprovide the example in the lower part of

, i figure V. 5 which shows how such information with (V. 6) may be used to obtain curves of

' L (q) versus q . The solid curves in the lower part of figure V. 5 show how L, (q)

Svaries with distance for q =0.0001 .O01, 0. S 0.99 and 0.99,99, where L, Isthe

i ~ ~transmission loss associated with the instantaneous power, Wf ".f.

ilk,
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by a Rayliijh distribution. For most beyond-the-horizon paths K will be less than zero

most of ti . time. For knife-edge diffraction paths K is often much greater than zero, When

siunals ;,r rive at the receiving antenna via dvr's or elevated layers, the valhes of K may

o values much greater than zero even for transhorison propagation paths. For a

given beyond-the-horizon path, K will tend to be positively correlated with the median

power levl W ; i.e., large values of K are expected with large values of Wm . For

some within-the-horizon paths, K and W tend to be negatively correlated.m

It is assumed that a particular value of K may be associated with any time availability

q, however, few data analyses of this kind are presently available. A program of data

analysis is clearly desirable to provide empirical estimates of K versus q for particular

climates, seasons, times of day, lengths of recording, frequencies, and propagation path

characteristics. It should be noted that K versus q expresses an assumed functional

relationship.

An analysis of data for a single day's recording at 1046 MHz over a 364-kilometer

path is presented here to illustrate how a relationship between K and q may be established.

Figure V.4 shows for a single day the observed interdecile range W (0. 1) - W (0.9)

LYT(0.9) - Ll(0 1) for each five-minute period plotted against the median transmission loss

L for the five-ninute period. Figure V.I associates a value of K with each value of
m

Ln(O.9 ) - LI(O.1), and the cumulative distribution of Lm  associates a time availability q

with each value of L m . In figure V.4, K appears to increase with increasing Lm  for

the hours 0000 - 1700, although the usual tendency over long periods is for K to decreale

with L The straight line in the figure is drawn through medians for the periods
m

0000- 1700 and 1700- Z400 hours, with linear scales for K and Lm , as shown by the

inset for figure V.4. The corresponding curve of K versus q is compared with the data

in the main figure

Figure! V. 5 showa for f = 2 GHz and 30-meter antenna heights over a smooth earth

a possible estimate of K versus distance and time availability. These crude and quite

speculative estimates are given here only toprovide the example in the lower part of

figure V. 5 which shows how such information with (V. 6) may be used to obtain curves of

L (q) versus q. The solid curves in the lower part of figure V. 5 show how L. (q)

varies with distance for q = 0.0001, 0.01, 0.5, 0.99 and 0.9999, where LT is the

transmission loss associated with the instantaneous power, WR .

L (
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THE NAKAGAMI-RICE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF THE INSTANTANEOUS FADING
ASSOCIATED WITH PHASE INTERFERENCE

q IS THE PROBABILITY THAT Yr m(W-w Win) EXCEEDS. Yw (q).
AS K DECREASES WITHOUT LIMIT, THE NAKMGAMI-RICE

DISTRIBUTION APPROACHES THE PAYLEIG DISTRIBUTION

{ IF

I

z

II II I 'T

THE E SVE TOWAND HEAIGH OFADN CMPEN

Figure 3E.2
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CCP 70 -1STANDARD DEVIATION a ,AND M EAN , FOR

THE NAKAGAMI - RICE PHASE INTERFERENCE DISTRIBUTION
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Figure :7.3
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TENTATIVE ESTIMATE OF K VERSUS q ANDd
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V.3 Noise-Limited Service
A detailed discussion of the effective noise bandwidth. the operating noise factor, and

! the operating sensitivity of a receiving system is presented in a recent report, "Optimum Use

of the Radio Frequency Spectrum." prepared under Resolution 1 of the CCIR [Geneva, 1963c].

The median value of the total noise power w watts in a bandwidth b cyclesnn

per second at the output load of the linear portion of a receiving system includes external

noise accepted by the antenna as well as noise generated within the receiving system, includ-

ing both principal and spurious responses of the antenna and transmission line as well as th

receiver itself. This total noise power delivered to the pre-detection receiver output may be

referred t? the terminals of an equivalent loss-free antenna (as if there were only external
noise sources) by dividing w by goo the maximum value of the operating gain of the pre-

detection receiving system.

The operating noise factor of the pre-detection receiving system, f , may be ex-
op

pressed as the ratio of the "equivalent available noise power" wm/I to the Johnson noise

power kT b that would be available in the band b from a resistance at & reference absolute

temperature T a 288.37 degrees Kelvin, where k a 1.38054K 1023 joules per degree is
0

Boltzmann' s constant:

w n/
io = -Ir (V. 7)i - o

0

->- or in decibels:

F OP (W IM-G) " (B-204) db . (V.8)

The constant 204 in (V.8) is -10 log (kT ).

Note that the available power from the antenna as defined in annex IU has the desired

property of being independent of the receiver input load impedance, making this concept

especially useful for the definition and measurement of the operating noise factor f as

defined under CCIR Resolution I (Geneva, 1963c . op

At frequencies above 100 MHz, where receiver noise rather than external noise

usually limits reception, f is essentially independent of external noise. In general, fop op I
is proportional to the total noise w delivered to the pre-detection receiver output and so
measures the degree to which the entire system, including the antenna, is able to discriminate

against both external noise and receiver noise.

1~
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Let W represent the median available wanted signal power associated with phase

interference fading at the terminald of an equi,'alent lops-free receiving antenna, and let

the "operating threshold" W mr(g) represent the minimum value of Wm which will provide

a grade g service in the presence of noise alone. The operating threshold W assumesmr
a specified type of wanted signal and a specified type of noise, but does not allow for other

unwanted signals. Compared to the total range of their long-term variability, it is assuned

that Wm and W mr(g) are hourly median values; i.e., that long-term power fading is negligible

over such a short period of time. Let 0 represent the hourly median operating signalms

gain of a pre-detection receiving system, -xpressed in db so that W + 0 m very closely

approximates the hdurly median value of that component of available wanted signal power

delivered to the pre-detection receiver output and associated with phase interference fading.
The median wanted signal to median noise ratio available at the pre-detection receiver

output is then

R = [Wm + Gms" Wrnn db (V. 9a)

and the minimum value of R which will provide a desired grade of service in the presence
m

of noise alone is

R (g) W (mr(g) +G reI -W db. (V. 9b)

m1mr m

k/
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V.4 Interference-Limited Service

Separation of the total fading into a phase interference component Yn and the

more slowly varying component Y as described in Siction V. 1 appears to be desirable

for several reasons: (1) variations of YTT associated with phase interference may be

expected to occur completely independently for the wanted and unwanted signals, and

this ficilitatee making a more precise determination of the required wanted-to-unwanted

signal ratio, Rt (g), (2) the random variable T follows the Nakagami-Rice distri-
bution, as illustrated on figure V. 1, while variations with time of Y are approximat1y

normally distributed, (3) the variations with time of the median wanted and unwanted

signal powers W and W tend to be correlated for most wanted and unwanted

propagation paths, and an accurate allowance for this correlation is facilitated by

separating the instantaneous fading into the two additive components Y and Y and

(4) most of the contribution to the variance of W with time occurs at low fluctuation

frequencies ranging from one cycle per year to about one cycle per hour, whereas most

of the contribution to the variance of Y. occurs at higher fluctuation frequencies,

greater than one cycle per hour. Only the short-term variations of the wanted signal

power wn and the unwanted signal power wu associated with phase interference

fading are used in determining ru , the ratio of the median wanted signal powerur(g),
w to the median unwanted signal power w required to provide a specified grade

of service g. Let R denote the ratio between the i'stantaneous wanted signal
UT!

power W + Y and the instantaneous unwanted signal power W + Y
m TV um uTI

Ruf W + Y -W - y R + Z (V.10)
ta! m T! um ul u rI(.0

where
Z a Yn- Y and R W -W (V. 11)

uT u In urn

Note that the cumulative distribution function y (q, K) for Y vil usually be different from

the curhulative distribution function Y,(q, K ) for Y since the wanted signal propagation

path will differ from the propagation path for the unwanted signal. Let Z > 7,(q. K, K)

with probability q; then the approximate cumulative distribution function of Z is given by:

z K , K) Y 2 .J K)Y (. Ku (V. 12)

In the above, the plus sign is to be used when q < 0.5 and the minus sign when q >0.5; note

that -"Za (l-q, K, Ku) = Za(q. K, Ku). This method of approximation is suggested by two ob-

servations: (1) service may be limited for a fraction q of a short period of time either by

downfa~es of the wanted signal corresponding to a level exceeded with a probability q or by

V-15
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upfades of an unwanted signal corresponding to a level exceeled with a probability 1-q, and

(Z) the standard deviation of the difference of two uncorrelated random variables Y and Y uT

equals the square root of the sum of their variances, and under fairly general conditions Z aq)
is very nearly equal to YI(q) + Y ( I - q). Equation (V. 11) is based on the reasonable as-
sumption that Y and Y are independent random variables and, for this case, (V. 11)

would be exact if Y, and YuTT were normally distributed. The departure from normality of

the distribution of Y, , i6 greatest in the limiting case of a Rayleigh distribution, and for this
i special came, the following exact expression is available Siddiqui, 196z]:

Z (qo oo) = 10 log (V. 13)

Table V.Z compares the above exact expression ZT(q, .o) with the approximate expres-

sion Z" (q, -, co). Note that the two expressions differ by less than 0.2 dBfor any value of

q and, since this difference may be expected to be even smaller for finite values of K, it

appears that (V. 12) should be a satisfactory approximation for most applications and for

any values of K and q.

Table V. 2

The Cumulative Distribution Function ZTq* o, o) for

the Special Case of the Ratio of Two Rayleigh-Distributed Variables

Z q,o, co) Z r(q,o ) z -z a

db db db

0.0001 39.99957 40.0178 -0.01"823

0. 0002 36. 98883 37. 0362 -0. 04737

0.0005 33. 00813 33. 0757 -0. 06757

0.001 29. 99566 30. 1099 -0. 11424

0. 00Z 26.98101 27. 1216 -0. 14059

0 005 22.98853 23. 1584 -0. 16987

0.01 19.95635 Z0. 1420 -0. 18565

0.02 16.90196 17. 0949 -0. 19294

0.05 12. 78754 12 9719 -0. 18436

0. 1 9. 54243 9 7016 -0. 15917

0.2 6.02060 6. 1331 -0 11250

0.5 0 0 0
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Let R uro(g) denote the required value of Ru for nonfading wanted and unwanted

signals and it follows from (V.10) that the instantaneous ratio for fading signals will exceed

Ruro(g) with a probability at least equal to q provided tbt:

Ru > Rur (g u q K. Ku  R uts(g) -Z11 ' q, KU) (V. 14)

The use of (V. 14) to determine an allowance for phase interference fading will almost
always provide a larger allowance than will actually be necessary since (V. 14) was derived

on the assumption that R uro(g) is constant. For most services. R uro(g) will not have a

fixed value for non-fading signals but will instead have either a probability distribution or a

grade of service distribution; in such cases Ru (g) should-be determined for a given q
ur*

by a convolution of the distributions of .uro(g) and - Z . In still other cases the mean

duration of the fading below the level (q. K, K u ) will be comparable to the mean duration

of the individual message elements and a different allowance should then be made. In some

cases it may be practical to determine R as a function of g, q, K, and K in the

laboratory by generating wanted and unwanted signals that vary with time the same as YV

and Yu1 This latter procedure will be successful only to the extent that the fading signal

generators properly simulate natural phase interference fading both as regards their ampli-

tude distributions and their fading duration distributions. As this vpex is intended

to deal only with general definitions and procedures, functions applicable to particular kinds

of wanted and unwanted signals which include an appropriate phase interference

fading allowance are not developed here.

The ratio R u defined as an hourly median value equal to the difference between

W m(0. 5) + Y and Wum(0. 5) + Yu will also vary with time:

R 5W -W =W (0.5)-W (05)+Z (~~

u m um m um (0. Z(V. 1)

Z MY Yu (V. 16)

The random variables Y and Yu tend to be approxima .ely normally distributed with a

positive correlation coefficient p which will vary consi erably with the propagation paths

V-17
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and the particular time block involved. For the usual period of all hours of the

day for several years preliminary analyses of data indicate that p will usually exceed 0.4

even for propagation paths in opposite directions from the receiving point. Z will exceed a

value Za (q) for a fraction of time q where the approximate cumulative distribution func-

tion Z a(q) ol Z is given by

* Y 2(q) + 2 (1 - q) + z p Y(q) Yu(1 - q) (V. 17)

where the plus sign is to be used for q < 0.5 and the minus sign for q >0.5 while
Za( 0.5) E 0. It follows from (V. IS) and (V. 17) that Ru will exceed R ur(g) for at least

a fraction of time q provided that

W m(0.5) - W urn(0. 5) > R ur(g) - Za(q) * (V. 18)

In some cases it may be considered impractical to determine the function R ur(g)

by adding an appropriate phase interference fading allowance to Ruo(g); in such cases it

may, be useful to use the following approximate relation which will ensure that the instantan-
eous ratio Rt > Rro ) for at least a fraction of time q:

W (0. ()-W (0. 5) >R urog) Z (q)+Zn q. K. Ku (V. 19)

Iii tho,..ahuv,, the minus sign is to be used for q < 0. 5 and the plus sign for q > 0.5.
Ailithigh (V.19), or its equiv.alest, has cften been used in past allocation studies, this usage

IS It.131.C .awLrl si.Lt' it does iiot provide a solution which is as well adapted to the actual nature

of the prblin .t% the separation of the fading into its two components Y and Y and the

t'.Iitr.at'. , k U1 (V 14) and (V.18). Note that (V.19) provides a fading allowance which is

to% sindl uzIipared '6ith that ustiniated using (V. 14) and (V. 18) separately. The latter

torm da, .trv cc aninencied. They snake more appropriate allowance for the fact that

(0IM111i4aiutdtiOnS at particular times of the day or for particular seasons of the year are

especiAlly dillicult.

V-18
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V. S The Joint Effect of Several Soprces of Interference Present Simultaneously

The effects of interference from unwanted signals and from noise have so far been

considered in this report as though each affected the fidelity of reception of the wanted signal

independently. Let w (g) and r (g)w denote power levels which the wanted median
Mr ur urn

signal power w must exceed in order to achieve a specified grade of service when each

source of interference is present alone. To the extent that the various sources of

interference have a character approximating that of white noise, this same grade of servie

may be expected from a wanted signal with median level

wM Wm wmrlg) + I rur!.')- ;,22r

when these sources are present simultaneously.

An approximate method has been developed [Norton, Staras, and Blun, 1952 Z. or

determining for a broadcasting service the distribution with time azid receiving location of the

ratio

wII wmr(g) + I fur (g)wurm

Although this approach to the problem of adding the efiects of interference will probably

always provide a good upper bound to the interference, this assumption that the interference

power is additive is often not strictly valid. For example, when intelligible cross-talk IromHanother channel is present in the receiver output circuit, the addition of some white noise

will actually reduce the nuisance value of this cross-talk.

Frequently, however, both w (g) and w will be found to vary more or less
mr urn1

independently over wide ranges with time and a good approximation to the percentage oi time

that objectionable interference is present at a particular receiving location may then be

obtained [Barsis, et al, 1961 1 by adding the percentage of time that w is leqs than

wmr(g) to the percentages of time that w is less than each of the values of r ur(g)wAM

When this total time of interference is small, say less than 10%, this will represent a

satisfactory estimate of the joint influence of several sources of interference which are

present simultaneously. Thus, when the fading ranges of the various sources of interference

are sufficiently large so that tlis latter method of analysis is applicable, the various values

of w (g) and of r (g)w will have comparable magnitudes for negligible percentages
mr ur urn

of the time so that one may, in effect, assume that the various sources of interference occur
essentially independently in time.

Minimum acceptable wanted-to-unwanted signal ratios r may sometimes be auar

function of rms the available wanted signal-to-noise ratio. Whena r is within 3 db of

rr, an unwanted signal may be treated the same as external noise, a, n t sindair lash.on,
mr'

long-term distributions of available vai,ted-to-unwdnted signal rtxob rn.'y be determxn, d for

each class of unwanted signals for which r is nearly the same
urF5
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V. 6 The System Equation for Noise-Limited Service

Essential elements of a noise-limited communication circuit are 8urmnarized in the

following system equation. The transmitter output V dbw which will provide Wt

dtn of total radiated power in the presence of transmission line and matching network losses

:i.t db. and which will provide a median delivered signal at the pre-detection receiver output

which is R db above the median noise power IN delivered to the pre-detection receiver

output is given by

W = L tL +R +(W -G ) bw (V. ZO)
It it in m inn ins

in the presence of a median transmission loss L and a median cperai-ng receiving system

signal gain G . The operating signal gain iq the ratio of the power delivered to the pre-iss

detection receiver output to the power available at the terminals of an equivalent loss-free

antenna. Let G be the maximum of all values of operating signal gain in the receiver pass0

band, and G the median value for all signal frequencies in the pass band. (WreM - Gin)

in (V. 20) is the equivalent median noise power at the antenna terminals. as defined in section V. 3.

It is appropriate to express the system equation (V.20) in terms of the operating

noise factor F O defined by (V.8). rather than in terms of Wmn or (W tn - G n) in

order to separate studies of receiving system characteristics from studies of propagation.

For this reason all predicted power levels are referred to the terminals of an equivalent

loss-free antenna, and receiving system characteristics such as F o, G G m, and (op o1ins

B 1 10 log b are separated from transmission loss and available power in the formulas.

Rearranging terms of (V.8), the equivalent median noise power (W - GmJ delivered

to the antenna terninals may be expressed as

where G and Gme are usuallynearlyequal. Assuming that LIt, Go, Gi ns and B

art, constant, it is convenient to combine these parameters into an arbitrary constant K
0

K0 = Lt + G o - 0 Gs B - 204 dbw (V.22)

and rewrite the system equation as:

W IK o+L + R +F dbw (V. 23)in in op

In general, if unwanted signals other than noise may be disregarded, service exists

whe.never R (q) exceeds R mr(g). where R m(q) is the value of R exceeded a fraction q

of al] hours. With G and W assumed constant, so that
mns rn

R(q) W(q) + Gs - Wmn (V. 24)

V-20
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service exists wheever W (q) exceeds 'W or wiheever L ()is less th:an the max-
mrl

nrn allowbk trzns=mss-.o- loss L (;:) . An e-c svaler.: satemen -tay be made interms

04 the systent eCC-aton. The granb'ntc~r power INIt(q wich will provide for a f ractzo=

Of all boours at lrast the grade g serv:ce defined Zry the reqoireod sga-onieratio

0t- 0 q) 00 M

Where L ()is :h!c hourlymedia tra-"nis-sion loss nat txceeded for afraction- c of l

hours.

For a fixed transmitter power W 0dbwx. the signal-to-noise ratio exceeded q percent

of all hours is

it (c) =W - K - F - L (q) db (V. 26)
Mn o 0 Cp m.1

for a "r-ecian" propagatz-on palM fcrr wnic:-. :b service probabiL-ty. Q0. is by defiriftion equal to 0. 5.

The mainnallowable transnmission loss

L (g) =w -K - F - R () (V. 27)
Ino o o op Mr

is set equal to the loss L -(q,QC) exceeded during a fraction (1 q of all hours with a probability

Q. This value is fixed when P , K , and R , (g) have been deternined, anil for each
00 mr

time availabili;ty q there is zcorresponding service probability. O(q). Ssetion V. 9 Xill

explain how to calculate Q(q).

When external noise is both variable and not negligible, the long-term variability of

F must be considered, and the following relationships may be used to satisfy the condition
OP

R (q) > R (g) (V. 28)

R M(q) vE R I (. 5) +- Y M(q) (V. 29)

R (0. 5) ;1 W - K -F (0. 5) -L (0 5) ( 0
M 0 o op M V.30

Y M q) 25 Y (q) + Y nI q) -
2 p tnY(q) Y n(I1-qI (V. 31)

Y(q) E L M(0. 5)- L'(q), Y n(q) --F op(q) -F op(0.5) (V. 32)

-- e t is the long-term correlation between W Mand F op. Though p t could

theoretically have any value between - 1 and 1, it is usually zero.
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V- 7 Ib Tin AvQiLabiJily i rferencc-Limi=d Service

i1 -ni,- th o --r .- rrvl.tiun bo-tw-en W and " the power ex-
In U

i"'" I t..t 1.- -aim,.b- -It le.st q percent of all hours at the terminals oi an tquivalcnt loss-

I: ?.-. --iW' antr.tz=-. ir-,m '-st-tcd and u mzut.- d attac:ws radiatin. a Sa.d W atsl.,

n- -p)-w - . (.,'|d!Aa

i WW . - 1i ), , Wu. q) W. - L.(q t lI (V. 33)

= l0lo - db.A- W = 10 log w dbw (V.34)
0U

mh-- trit-r.. for scr-'ic- o. at least grade g in the presence of a single unwanted signal and

zh. :h.nr h en other tiwanted signals or appreciable noise is

Ru q ) >R ur(g. q) (V.35)

R (q) R (0. 5) i- Y (q) (V.36)
Ru  W(0.5) - W W O (0.5) (V. 37)

Y(q Y q) + Y (:I - q)- Z Y(q)Y ( I -q) (V.38)

Y u(q) (uq) - W ur(0.5) - L ur(0.5) - L um(q) (V. 39)

If W n, %m and Fo were exactly normally distributed, (V.31) and (V.38) would be

exact; they represent excellent approximations in practice.
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V.8 The Estination of Prediction Errors

Consider the calculation of the power W m(q) available at the terminals of an equiva-

lent loss-free receiv.ing antenna during a fraction q of all hours. W (q) refers to hourly median

values expressed in dbw - For a specific propagation path it is calculated in accordance with

the methods given in sections 2-10 using a given set of path parameters (d. f. 0, hie, etc.). De-

note by W (q) observations made over a large number of randomly different propagation paths,

whichhowever~can all be characterized by the same set of prediction parameters. Values of

W .o(q) will be very nearly normally distributed with a mean (and median) equal to W (q).

and a variance denoted b" e (q). This path-to-pate variability is illustrated in Fig.V. 6 for

a hypothetical situation which assumes a random distribution of all parameters which are not

taken into accoant in the prediction method.
2

The variance a of deviations of observation from prediction deoends on availablec

data and the prediction method itself. The most sophisticated of the methods given in this re-

port for predicting tratismission loss as a function of carrier frequency, climate, time block,

antenna gains, and path geometry hay.- been adjustzd to show no bias, on the average, for the

data discussed in section 10 and in annex I.

Most of these data are concentrated in the 40-1000 MHz frequency range, and were

obtained primarily for transhorizon paths in climates 1, 2, and 3. Normally, one antenna was

on the order of 10 meters above ground and the other one was higher, near ZOO meters. Even

the low receiving antennas were located on high ground or in clear areas well removed from

hills and terrain clutter. Few of the data were obtained with narrow-beam antennas. An at-

tempt has been made to estimate cumulative distributions of hourly transmission loss medians

for accurately specified time blocks, including estimates of year-to-year variability.

SA prediction for some situation that is adequately characterized by the prediction

parameters chosen here requires only interpolation between values of these parameters for

which data are available. In such a case, c(q) represents the standard error of prediction.
ic

The mear. square error of prediction, referred to a situation for which data are not available, is

ac (qi plus the square of the bias of the prediction method relative to the new situation.

Based or. an analysis of presently available transhorizon transmission loss data, the

variance a (q) is estimated a'

2 2 2
S(q) = 12.73 + 0. 12 Y (q) db (V. 40)

2
where Y (q) is defined in section 10. Since Y (0. 5)- 0, the variance c (0. 5) of the difference

between observed and predicted long-term medians is 12. 73 db-, with a corresponding stand-

ard deviation a (G. 5) 3.57 db.
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It is occasionally very difficult to estimate the prediction error a. (q) and the
C

service probability Q. Where only a small amount of data is available there is no adequate

way of estimating the bias of a prediction. One may, however, assign weights to the curves

of V(0.5, de) in figure 10.1 3 for climates 1-7 based on the amount of supporting data avail-

able:

Climate Number Weight

1 300

2 120

3 60

4 2

5 (deleted)

6 5

7 5

As an example, for de = 600 kin, the average V(0. 5, d ) weighted in accordance with the above

0 0 2
is 0. 1 db. and the corresponit4in clifnato-tO-,elmte variance of V(O. 5) is 3.1 db . If a

random samplinj of thehsb hiaWk4 d~sred the pedicted median value L0. 5) is Lcr -

V(O. 5) = L -0. 1 db, with a standard error of prediction equal to (12. 7 + 3. I)l z 4 db,cr

where 12.7 db is the variance of V(O. 5) within any given climate.

If there is doubt as to which of two particular climates i and j should be chosen, the

best pr.diction of Lb(q) might depend on the average of V1(0. 5. d) and V (0. 5, d) and the

root-meansquare of Y , d) and Y (q,d )I*
i e 3 e

L(q) - 0. 5[V,(0. 5. d + V (0. 5, de) 1 -Yjq de) db, (V. 41)L) cr de)

Y(q., d) 0.+0.5 Y Y(q. d db (V.42)

The b this prediction may be as large as 0. 5 V (0. 5,d) - V (0. 5, d) db. The

root-mean square pred tion error may therefore be estimated as the square root of the sum of
the variance, r (0. 5) d the square of the bias, or

12. 73 0. 12 Y(q.d 0db.

According to figure 10. 13, V(o. S. d) is expected to be the same for climates 1 and 8.
e

This conclusion and the estimate for Y(q, d ) shown in figure I1. 29 for climate 8 are based
e

solely on meteorological data. In order to obtain these estimates, the percentages of time for

which surface-based ducts existed in the two regions were matched with the same value of

Y(qd ) for both climatus. In this way, Y8 (q, de) was derived from Y 1(q, de) by relating q8

to q for a given Y instead of relating Y8 to I for a given q.
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V.9 The Calculation of Service Probability 0 for a Given Time Availability q

For noise-limited service of at least grade g and time availability q. the ser-

vice probability Q is the prQbabilty that

L (g) - I (q) >0 (V.43)

if external noibe is negligible. L mo(g) is defined by (V.27) . The criterion for service

limited by vat table external noise is

R (q) - R (g) > 0 (from equation V. 28).
M mr

For service limited only by interference from a single unwanted signal,

R U(q) - R ur(g. q) > 0 (from equation V. 35).

Combining (V.22) and (V.27), (V.43) may be rewritten as

W - L - G0 + Gits - B + 204 - Fop - R mr(g) - L M(q) > 0 (V.44)

where the t re ,tr-. i d, fitned in (V.8) and set ion V.6. Assuming that tht .rror of .stimation

of thcov terin, fron &II, iiiu to isotem is it, gligibh t pt fur it&, path .t-~ path viariantL v a (q)
c

tl L (q) it to .onvenivnt to represent the da- i t r pruimbility Q ,b a ,t.am tiun of the standard

normal deviate t.
nio

LI. Ln(q)
mo =  ¢(q) (V. 4.)

which hab A mcan of zero .nd A variance of unity L tit Identified As the transmission

lois exceeded a fraction (I -q) of the linte with a protability 0. whi.i% is expressed in terms

of the error Lunaction as

Q(mo }  + -rtnl(z / ) • (V. 46)

Figure V.7 is a graph of Q verbus a

mo
For the method described her,, the condition

0.1 Y(q) z (Q) < - a (q) (V. 47)
mo c

is sufficient to xsnure that the service probability Q Increases at the time availability q
i-, decreased A leSb rebtrictive condition is

Y(q [L - L (0. )] . lob db (V. 48)mo m 0  
V 8
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Frtecase ef ser-4ic B--:d oa4 =7 fe--e~e .4rc a simgie =w-ammed radio

siga" (7-. 3% IT-V 3%' =a bhe uewi- as

£_~5+ @.Ty(- g~O (V- 53)

- 3

a (r - 1 jw EP- tbe E., S:t ee tc=e-s C6 (I. 51 zi; ~ a -xai-ac& z ic~e eslia-e of R (g, e)

th 1-C w2-ia~e ic ei azT cstE-a: c! tbe service crizeia Owe= 67 (Y. 53) zay be writte

as

2w z

wim-c -Z~s 3ixe-- t (W. -m carrespaIe&=6 stamar c di eriat z is:-

azte~c&C-rie Zaa QCj ig giwe- 6b- jy. 46 i"ir z re:a ed bw z -The waria-xe

C =af rai rx- di :o wery =-z t:~ '?alrs.-~ res-ii (V-. 47) a~d (7-. 48)

&P:- amr cc -tp7a-ed =,y %C a~d za:d .1- 106 i= (1' 4) replaced bry
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V. 10 Optimum Use 0; t -c Rad-o Fre jencyp- tu

The business of the talecornmuni.-ations engneMer is to deveiop efficient radio systerns.
and the principal tool for improving effici-ency is to ad;=st rte various parameters t0 their

optimum values. For example, it ts us;;a1y more eco-ornzcal to use lower effective radiated
powers from the transmitting systems by reducing the operating sensitivities of the re-

ceiving systems. Rece~ving system sens--i::v:ti;es car. be reduced by (a) reducing the level of

internally generated notse. (b) tusing a:-tezu.a ci1rec"_'Wty to reduce tize effects of external noise,

Cc) reducing- man-made :io-sc e'csb- ;. :- supre ssorb on no~se :;enerators such as i-
nition systems, relays, power tra;:snission systemns, c-c. * and (d) using spate or time di-

versity and coding. The use of more spectrum in a wide hand FM system or in a frequenc

diversity system can also reauce tne recceving systemn operating sensitivity as well as re-

duce the acceptance ratios agai-nst unwanted signals other t:-an noise.
Unfortunately. unlike other natural rgcsources such as land, minerals, oil. and

water, there is curt ently no valid method for placing a monetary value on each hertz of the

radio spectrum. Thus, in the absence of a common unit of exchange, these tradeoffs are

often made unrealistically at the present time It is now generally recognized that the use of

large capacity computers is essential for up, -niP'ng the assignment of frequencies to various

classes of service including the development of optimum channelization schemes. Typical

inputs to such computers are:

1. Nominal frequency assigmns

Z. Transmitting system locations, including the antenna heights.

3. Transmitting system signatures; i.e., thte radiated emission spectrum charac-

teristics including any spurious emission spectrums.

4. Transmitting antenna characteristics.

S. Receiving system locations, including the antenna heights.

6. Spurious emission spectrums of the receiving systems.

7. Operating sensitivities of the receiving systems in their actual environments

which thus make appropriate allo-ance for the effects of both man-made and

natural noise.

8 Required values of wanted-to-unwanted phase interference median signal powers

for all unwanted signals which could potentially cause harmful interference 'to

the wanted sign~al; these acceptance ratios include appropriate allowances for

rediuctions in the effects of fading acheved by the use of diversity reception and

coding
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o. ng-term rmedi- refcreucc values od basic transtission loss and path aa

gain for the wanted pad: and all of the u=wanted signal propagatioz paths; these

path antenna gains u--cla allowances for ntna-- orien a polarization, and

n~ltipath phase inisnratch cor ling tossers.

10. Distributions with time of .c transmissio= loss for the wanted signal path and

all of the unwantcd signal pA:ths-

I I. Correlations between the transmission losses on the wanted and cc each of the

umwanted propagation paths.

IZ. Transmissic line and antenna circuit losses-

13. The spurious ermssion spectrum of any ,-wantcd signals arising frox nli-

censed sources such as diat.hermy machines, electronic heaters, welders,

garage door openers. etc.

14. As.Fi-Zn.ed h o:rs of operation of each wanted and each =wanted emission.

The output of the computer indicates simply t.e identity and nature of the cases o har=iful

interference encountered. Harmful interference is defined as a failure to achieve the speci-

fiid gra..- I st-rVt. ,- to .r. : ,it. " rI.zuir:t taitio. oL time during thc assigned hours

o0 op-r.atil. Changing some of the inputs to Lte computc., an iterativ-e process can be

defined whtich rn..y lead to a= asziS..-nxnt plan with no cases of harmful interference.

It is assun-.ed that a giv'en band of radio frequencies has been assigned to the kind of

radio scrvice under considcration and that the nature of the services occupying the adjacent

frequency bands is also known. Furthernore, it is assumed that the geographical locations

of each of the transmitting and receiving antennas are specified in advance, together with the

relativu value, of the radiated powers from each transmitting antenna and the widths and

spacing:. of the radio frequency channels. In the case of a broadcasting service the speci-

ficatxwu. of the intended receiving locations car. be in terms of proposed service areas. With

this information given, use may be made of the following procedures in order to achieve

optimum ube of the spectrum by this particular service:

(a) The system loss for each -,f the wanted signal propagation paths sho-,Id be mini-

nmzcd .uid for ,ach of the unwanted signal propagation paths should b- maximized;

this may be accomplished by maximizing the path antenna power gains for each of the

wanted signal propagation paths, minimizing the path antenna gains for each of the

unwanted propigation paths, and in exceptional cases, by appropriate antenna siting.

The path .ntenna gains for -he unwanted signal propagation paths may be minimized
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by the use ea _ hig-ganrasiz azd eceivlx,, a~enas go-iEh epe&=uz sid Uabe
suprezsm and fneot-to-back razios and, != ao cases. bF heb use of aiereage
polarizatifta- for geograpkically atjacent strus or by appr opriate shieldig

(b) Thte req9..red protecdi ratio-i r W) should be =dimied.b (1) appropriate

radio system cesigr, (Z) the tuse of s=abe tra=;sinig and receiving oscillators,

(3) the use af liiar rasiigand recrivieg c; _pnwnt (4) the age ;A ramnt

and =wanted; si;,-. propagation paths havijg Onc edi practicable piase ir?.er-

ferenec ia&--, ranges; brc~tand 6- to band 9 (0.3 to 3CGO IrHz4. nii= prmase in-

tceierence fading zrtav be achieved by the '-um oi the =axi-- practtcable zsitn

and receiving ate-na heights. anod (5) the use ot. *pace diversitu. tL-me diversity. and

t coding-

(c) Wanted signal Propagation paths should be empioycd having the minjnun= practi-

cable l~g-.erm power fadin ranges- In bands 5 an-d 9. znmu Iding may be

achieved by the use of the axm practicable tramsmiui and receivingatea

heights.

The above procedures should be carried cut with various choices of !ransmitting and receiv-

Ing locations, relative transtnitter powers. and channel spacings -,tI a plan is developed

w ih provides the reqluired service with a mn imum total spectru= usage- After the un-

wanted signal interference hass bee-- s=_ pressed to the niaxizn um practicable extent by the

above methods so that, at each receiving location each of mhe vaakes of r exceeds the
U

corresponding protection ratio r (g) for 3 sufficiently large percentage of the time, thenu.
the following additional procedures should be adopted in order to essentially eliminate inter-

ference from noise:

(d) T-he syStem lois an each of the wanted signai propagztion paths should be mini-

mnized; this may be accomplished by (1) the usc of the highest practicable transmit-
ting and receiving antenna hecights in bands F and 9. and (2) -maximizig the path
antenna power gains for each of thec wanted signal propagation paths. The path antenna

power gains of the wanted signal propagation paths may be maximized by using the

2* jantenna circuit and polarization .Pling losses. The minimization of the system

loss or. each of the wanted sigi Ak propagation paths will already have been achieved to

a large extent in connection with procedures (a), (b), and (c) above.
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(e) = genral. l.receivin systen. SBood be emp1od wtia have the lowest practi-

cable valzes of aperaingZ sensidivity w()

(1) Finally. scfiie=:Jy biez trcs:zr powers shcald be csed I keepfug tze relattre

powers azz the egg===i relaf~ve vates det.ern:ined by procedures (a), (b), and,,c)

so t~zt dhe w-.---d signal powtr w will exceed Lbe cperating sensitivity ,-tx)

nrJ

for a scffiriently large fraction of the d~n Ldur-ing zke intended- period of operalien

at everyf receiving lbaum..

Altbough it ridght- at first seer- i:9racticable, serloas consideration should be given to the

tnse of auxiiary clharnls from= Wanted receivers to wanted transmritters. The provision of

such cba els might well be feasible in thos cases where two-way tzazsndssions are im-

vebucd and mnight lead ro important ecomozris in both powmer and specu OCCUPsc7

SHitchcock and Morris, 196 j -

U!tnately. w- e c pr-mu use of the spe has been achieved, it will not be possi-

ble to find a single receiving location at which radio noise rather than either wanted or

=wanted signals can be observed for a large percentge of th time throughout the usable

portions of the radio spectrum not det-oted to the study of radio noise sources, as is the radio

astronomny service- Although everyone will agree that the attainment of this ideal goal of

interference-free spectrum usage by the maximum number of simultaneous users can be

achieved only over a very long period of time because oi t.e large investments in radio

systemns currently in operation, nevertheless it seems desirable to have a clear statement of

the procedures which should be employed in the future in order to move in the direction of

meeting this ultimztely desirable goal wherever appropriate opportumties arise.

I
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SV. Us elmaa Li ofSymbels for A=" IV

IN. S _ffec:iWe" dth.rdLd b. of a receiver i cy!cles per sece". 3= 10 1o b dtibec!S.

f . F eCratieg =oise factor of s ore-4eftetimo receiwift system= F IV leg 0b.

s(V . T 4=6tv A4
£Grad . sc.-rt . A spec (jed grade €f servLe provided by a tgrn si/=-al s.

s~orescciagdegree of fidelity of the inforatiom delivered c.. chc rr-

cei.wer n.c

go" G The rrzxLz-.-n value of tte aperaing gain of a pe-detectiom receiving sysern--

Go = 10 lo~g 6 eb. iV. P, ana ,,V. -).
00

* g. s . G Tr.* he L r y nean operating sigal gain of a pre-detection receiving system.

0 M =1 ~lolgg1 da (V-. -23... 610-Z3
k 'a constant k = 1. 38054 X0 jocles per degree. (Y?.

kTb Jo3--so*sc' n-.i:sei power that --oud be available in the badadt b c~cles :erse- "e

at a referen-ce absolute temperature T 0= Z83. 37 degrees Kelvin. (V - 7).

K The decibel ratio ef the amplitude of the constant or power-fading compoent o a

received signal relative to the root-sum-square value of the amplitudes of the

Rayleigh co-ponents. figure V. 1.

K An arbitrary constan: that combines several parameters in the systems ecqat iC::.
0

(V. 22.

Lit Transmission line and matching network losses at the transmitter. (V. ZO-

L Hourly median transmission loss. (V.20).m

Ln(q) Hourly median transmission loss not exceeded for a fraction q of all hours, o:

exceeded (l-q) of all hours. (;. 5ZJ.

L (q. 0) Hourly median transmission loss exceeded for a fraction Cl-q) of all hours witis

a probability Q. section V. 6.

Median value of L (q) . (V.2 ).

L motg) Maximum allowable hourli median transmission loss for a grade g of servit e.

(V. 2-).

Lo(q) Observed values of transmission loss not exceeded a fraction q of the rc, ord(ng

period, (V. 5).

L um(q) Hourly nmedian transmission loss of unwanted signal not exceeded for a fra.-ion q

oi all hours. (V. 33).

L (0.5) Long-term median value of L ur(q). (V. 39).
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L Trazsmissiom loss associated with the itaaeospower V - (V. 6 and..

figuree K.Z

Rl :Tie ofvthelhoily inedliae and signal pe totehurymdanoeain.os

mr nit spciie proablite of cuse im mstio beeceedfra lataspcf fato

V.og dl. V.)

r . Rt Ratio ofth hourly medi ante tuwanted signal power avtabea the horymda precegive

Roe.R = 10og dlog (V14.(.9

r mr R niA specified value of r mwhich must be exceeded for at least a specified fraction C
of time to provide satisfactory service in theFpresence of aose alanted sRgna

R u= 1lor.db. (V. 14)

r R) A speciThed minlum aoetaf sinrt os ai which will bexeddfralasaspocifide fervcieof
mr vir

af tive torde saifcorgevc in the~pabsence of asnl unwanted signals.te hnnie ~
It10 log r(g db. (V.)-

mr u
r(g). Rt (g) The minomaccepabesinloonos ratio hc weqilelt provide aseiidgaeo service g.
ur ar.u

a ie (grad logr inhedbsenceiofsunwandV.sgasohrta.os.R Q

ur u
It (q) The value of Itexceeded at least a fraction q of the time. (V. 24).

R ((J-5) Trhe niedian vaslsac of R (V. 29).

Rt (q) A specified value of R exceeded at least artraction q of the time. (V 36).
H (0.51 ~The median value ofA. V 3)

It q~ c) rhe required ratio Rurto provide service of griade g for at least a fraction q

of the tinme. (V. 35).

1A. (g) The required r~.tioi R H for nion-fading wanted and unwanted signals. (V 14).

R Ff he ratio Isetwoeen thtr inastantaneous wanatedi and untaaated signal powers, (V. 10).

T Iteferen- . .. sulhzic at iislivr iliare Tc 28fl4. 37 dtvart t -i KIla. (V7.

V(O. 5). d'.) A pasrameter used to..utjust tia, predi.t id r,.i.- iint it aedian for %.. ri.ats *laniatac

regions or lit rods ofi timen. sc tion V - 8ayi dsertilin 10. volume I
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VO. 5.d) . V(O. 5. The parameter V(O. 5. de) for each of two climates represented by
i ? ,w su~bscripts i and j. {V.41)-

cM W n -Themedian wlanted signal per. available at a receiver, W 10 log wm dbw.

-) The median value of te total noise Dower is w watts. W 10 log w dbw.. mn MM Mn mn mn

.s7 a.d tV.he

W.r Operating threshold, the median wanted signal power required for satisfactory
Mir M-1

service in the presence of noise. W = 10 log w dbw. (V. 9).

Wu . A fixed value of transmitter output power w in watts. W = 10 log w dbw. (V. 26).

W W Total radiated po-w-er in watts and in dbw. section V. 6.i 
t  

t

. W Power radiated from an unwanted or interfering station. w watts. W =
U U u u

10 log w u dbw. (V. 3M.

w W Median unwanted signal power w in watts, W = 10 log w dbw.(V. 33) and
urn urn urn urn urn ,

(V. 34).

w W = Unwanted signal power associated with phase interference fading, w in watts.
I = 10 log - dbv. se.'tion V. 4.

w * W Wanted signal power associated with phase interference fading, w is defined as

the average power for a single cycle of the radio frequency. W = 10 log w dbw,

(V. 1).
W Transmitter output power. (V. 20).

; It

W W(q )  rransmitter power that will provide at least grade g service for a fraction q of
it

all hours. (V.25).

W m (q) The hourly median wanted signal power exceeded for a fraction q of all hours,

(V. 24).

W m(0.5) Long-term median value of Wm. (V.2).

WMo (q) Observed values of Win(q) made over a large number of paths which can be char-

acterized by the same set of prediction parameters, section V.8.

Wmr (g) The operating threshold of a receiving system, defined as the minimum value of

W required to provide a grade of service g in the presence of noise alone. (V. 9).
m

W (q) The hourly median unwanted signal power W expected to be available at least

a fraction q of all hours. (V. 33).

W (0.5) The median value of W (q), (V. 37)..4j1urn urn
W (q) The "instantaneous" power W exceeded for a fraction of time q, (V. 6).

W (0. 1), W (0.9) The interdecile range W (0. 1) - W (0.9) of the power W (q), equiva-
iT IT IT I

lent to the interdecile range of short term transmission loss shown on figure V. Z.

Y A symbol used to describe long-term fading, (V. 1) and (V.3).

Y Long-term fading of an unwanted signal, (V. 16).
u
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Phase interference component of the total fading of an unwanted signal, (V. 10).

Phase interference fading component for a wanted signal, (V. 10 .

(,l} 1.ong-terji variability Y for a giyen fraction of hourly mediAns q,. defined by

(V.4).

" (1). 5) The median value of Y . which by definition is zero.
V (q. 4d ). (q, de Values of Y for climates i and j, (V. 41) and (V. 4Z).
N ('q. d The root-mean-square value of the variability for two climates, (V. 42).

1, (.a) I ong-term variability in the presence of variable external noise, (V. 31).

Y (q) Variability of the operating noise factor, F , (V. 31) and (V. 31)j
op

.." ( } Long-term variability of the wanted to unwantted signal ratio, (V. 38):.

Y (q) Long-term variability of an unwanted signal, (V. 39).
Y n (N) The phase interference fading component of the total variability of an unwanted

signal, section V.4.

Y (q) The phase interference fading component of the total variability of a wanted signal,

section V. 4.

Y Y8 Values of Y for climates I and 8, section V.9.

* z Standard normal deviates definedby (V.45), (V. 52) and (V. 55),

The decibel ratio of the long-term fading, Y; of a wanted signaland the long-term

fading, Y , of an unwanted signal, (V. 16).1 u

" (q) The approximate cumulative distribution function of the variable ratio Z, (V. 17).

/ (0.5) Median value of the variable ratio. Z. Z (0.5) a 0

Z The decibel ratio of the phase interference fading component Y for a wanted

signal and the. phase interference fadin& component Y u for an unwanted signal,

(V.11).

7. (q. K. Ku) The approximate cumulative die.tributionifunction of Z . (V. 12).
a u k 7

The normalized correlation or, covarlance between path-to-path variations of

W m(0.5) and W u(0.5), (V. 54).

"he lqng~term correlation betvwesn Wm and F op (V. 31).

T he long-term correlation between W and Wu, (V. 38).
Illm urn
The path-to-path variance of deviation@ of observed from predicted transmission loss.

section V. 8.

(o) The path-to-path variance of the difference between observed and predicted values

of transmission loss expected for a fraction q of all hours.

&(O. 5) The path-to-path variance of the difference between observed and predicted long.

term median values of transmission loss, (V. 40) and the following paragraph.

The variance of the operating noise factor F , (V. 51).
F op

0-' () Total variance of any estimate of the service criterion for service limited only by
Op

external noise, (V. 51).
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Zcrq) Total varianci of any estiffAts of the seovice .rterion for service limited only by

inter/¢tere J,;qm a sigle unwsmaa eswc*. (V. 14).
C2 Varivit I tho 01jamae 04 a (p. , JV, 54).
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Figr 3. 600-Hz band surrounding the refer-
comlbined effects of phase jitter. noise.
and singpe-fre wercy anerference is of
little value in locatig the source of "TN
the problem, All of these effects hawe
different causes. A composite mieiare-
ment wAll simply indicate that there is
a problem without identifying the
cause.

CAUSES OF PHASE JITTERI
Most of the early problems ntributed
to phase jitter followed the introduc-
tion of high-speed data modems, and
wre associated with frequency-dvs- A ~f~~f.Of~O
sion multiplex systems-primarily t 0 ,2 e e0

1-carrier. Here it was found that the
jitter was caused mainly by poWer
supply ripple modulating the master FREOUENCY.Hz
carrier frequency generator.[

As the frequencies were multiplied up Figure 3. Band-limited C"Bel-standard"J jitter merasurementr responds to frequency
____in the carrier modulation scheme, the components in the hand 20-300 Hz each side of test tone.
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fc= -Aigecnetzues.i cetrsdte omxso f re s -o - rior inodgeuentl of

tore estits, n a owersspu-to-oise ok" est one.A wies ntch reciable hainionic: Content cancasA
rio ad an increase in -jitter- rol elect thoas jitter compwnemt mntepretation of the notch noisereain, filngwithin its stopband, a"n with teat rfults

teholding toe-e If bawjims that
*This is a valid technique only f no- alPhase OWte compionhlts we rie- This should not be take as an indict-

sigrial- cofrelatret noise is invoivol- It jected by the notch brid not indludied mnent of the notched noise test. One, of
will not distznpish betwen true phase in the ii asued siUaal-tciotse ratio. te reasn or lowrin the test fre-
jitter and the effects of signal-corre- Cne3 can refer to a curve of signal-to- quency for the notched noise test is to
fated nise. Little attention ha be noise ratio vs. phase jitter (in degees include: the contribution of harmocnics
paid to signal-correlated noise until to find the contribution that the noise in the test. This mikes it a moire
q~uite recently. However. it is assuming makes to the jitter reading. By corn- valuable test for overall circuit evalua-
increasing impaortance as more and
mnote circuits include at least one link
of T-carrier or N-carrier S"igacorre- - - - r '-r-------
lated nuise is produced by such factors I1 I
as compandor action and quantizing - -I

noise It occurs only when a signal is
present Since it is tied directly to
sional level, it goes up and down with

esetaI osatsignal-to-noise --

rati Thu th porionof the jitter
redn otiue ysignal-corre-. -. . . -

Idednosebeavs nexactly the same
way trejte eae sthe reference
level is varied. Becau2e of the in-

creainguseof Tcarierand large
number oif compandored carrier cir-
cuits. varying the reference level is no
longei an effective mneans to identify
phase litter

Notched Noise Test Figure 4. Spectrum analyzer shows both high harmonic content and phase jitter.
The standard test for signal -correlated 174nce anotched noise measurement would respond to harmonics, indicating a noisy
noise is to mdrke a "notched" noise circuit. phase jitter reading might be ignored
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so OW uppe Onit of V.e diano phum P-io on the duwuwi but that stast to m 5 this situaiion to a

buhdth xuio the test tone A*SWi noise is preset In dhig cm relatively widced opemato. The
and its hormai F~e 5 shoos a Owee wud be phase Jitte readkW in ~hs jitter readia is IL0 derees.
cnw -- of V.e test set response in both V.e baxiW~mu aid whibn .tle V.he an readig gs 160

emtwo opet modes From the iodes. However, the "idbd reed- de~eMs The standard phase itter reao-
curs i is ONimi the V.ideband ing is sensitive to a mnudi wider band- ing is low than the sidebard reading
=*armw of the instrurnant is com~pare- widt. Hsec. we would expect tie because it sees a narrow bard of
be owat noidu noise test (withverv idebaid reaing to be substaitially noise. iWee nows thrvr~out the
Burp nothu s V.e test tone fro- highe. full 3-kHz channel width is :he pri-
qumncy and its hwnwioac frequendpqj. mnary contributor to both readingt.
This measurwent -sees aW noise These two came are MLustrated by and little or no phase jitter is pr~eent,
contributions, whether siglnal corte- actal spectrumn analyzer traces in Fig- it can be diown that the standard
bead or unc~xratsd. without recog- ures 6 and 7. In both cam substantial phase jittei; reading will be apgxox:-

nizing direte harmtonic comnponents. harmonic content is present. However. mately ont~ialf that of the widebard
Furthermore, since the detetor char- due to the inherent nature of the mode. This is becaus the effectire
^a:teristics and the nuasirement units, phase jitter measurement, this does bandwidthof the standard phase jitter
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0 200 400 O o 1000 1200 1400 1100O WO 2 2M 40

ACTUAL VF CHANNEL FAEOUENCY, Hr

t Figure 5. STANDARD measurement mode responds to approximately 700 Hz bandwidth centered about test tone, While

WIDEBANO mode provides virtualry flat response above 300 Hi with notches at harmonic frequencies. Comparison of readings

in the tw" mode,; provides the basis for isolating true phase jitter from the effects of noise.F-489
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S, low frequenci-Agaitn,asinpliecom-

pion technique may be utilized by a
I relatenly unskilsed operator. It the

two readings are the sam-. fte low
- - -frequency components ae negligible.

However, if the standard plus low
" frequency reading is higher, it is read.'

.1 , Dly obvious that sutantia low fre-
- - ;quency components are present.

"" HARDWARE
l - "- " rTTI's phase jitter measurement tech-

nique "a rests on Patented* circuitry
which measures zero crossing varia-

tions digitally. Its post-detection signal
.-, contains no vestige of the fundamental

, - reference frequency. Since there are
S" "-- -no arbitrarily imposed restraints on
...... _ _the bandwidth that the instrument can

F.jute 6. Specrium analyzer sfova high phs- jiir and refaiuly low noise (Test see measurement bandwidth can be
Set ,Ike not r=pand to h. rwnics). NearV 6,endMI STANDARD and WIDEBAND selected at will.
readn9s 18. b nd9.0r indikatete phase jitter. The TTI 1200 series phase jitter test

sets reflect the use of multi-pole,
active, computer-designed filters to

" I - - ""--------- --- provide the sharpest practical cutoff at
I JI' the band edges. This approach pro-

S I * !- vides dearly defined information for
'I - - J use in interpreting phase jitter read-

ings.

' ,TTI 1200BPHASEJITTER: . . .. . ; ,TEST SET
, ,TTI's basic phase jitter set is the

-,•• , . _ 12008, a second-generation version of
:1 I i the widely known 1200. The 1200B

' , , provides the three operating modesA described on the previous pages. These
three operating modes are designated;
"standard," "standard plus low fre.

-'iJ'quency," and "wideband." A compari.
, ._. .son of the readings in these three

modes permits even a relatively un-

............. skilled operator to distinguish between

Figure. 7 Spcrun dnalyzer shows widehand noise and no phase jitter. Comparison true phase jitter. wideband noise, andlow-frequency jitter. Interpretation of
of STANDARD and WIDEBAND readings (8.0" and 16.0J indicates the "phase the-readincy mery r reatglance

fitter' reatiig is due to noise effects, ind not true phase jitter. the readings merely requires a glance
at Table 1, which shows the results to

be expected in each of the three cases.
mode is essentially one touirth the tr,e efforts aimed towards locating a
bandwidth of the widebind mode. non-existent source of phase jitter. The instrument has been carefully
Assuming a fldt distribution of noise With the wideband mode comparison designed throughout to b easily used
across the channel the standard phase the problem with the channel is im- by even non-technical personnel. At

litter mode will see only one fourth of mediately determined to be one of the same time however, it is an accu.

the noise power seen by the wideband high broad-band noise, rate and powerful tool for the more

mode This represents a six dB differ- skilled operator who may be attempt-

enco between the two measurement A similar comparison technique can be ing to trace a particularly "knotty"

modes. Since the degree readout is a used to isolate the effects of low jitter problem. The test set is designed

voltage representation, a six dB signal frequency jitter (below 20 Hz). For strictly on a plug'in-and-read basis.
difference shows up as a two to one this test we can switch out the sharp The phase lock circuitry automatically

difleunce In readings. In the example 20 Hz highpass filter following the locks to the incoming signal fre.

illustrated by Figure 7, a phase jitter phase litter detector, leaving all other quency. Furthermore, there are no
test alone would have indicated a parameters the same. Figure 8 shows a level adjustments to make. The instru-

difference ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~mn shwapacwot n hststw a wth utesap T eps lock circutr tomalev ly
marginal itter reading Without the comparison of the instrument response ment accepts any test tone level from
wideband mode comparison, this in the standard phase jitter mode vs. -40dBm to +10dBm.
might hdve led to unwarranted correc- what we choose to call "standard plus Patent No. 3.737.766
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Figure 8. STO + L F measurement iode responds to low-frequency perturbations, as wiell as standard phase jitter. A4 higher STD
LF reading verifies the presence of low frequency phase jitter. (The plots have been expanded on each side of the reference

tone to show more clearly the low-frequency fflter characteristics.)

Table 1. Isolation of transmission impairments by comparison of operating modes. In the standard mode the instrument
raccepts a reference signal frequency of

MEASUREMENT 1020 Hz ±40 Hz. Should the reference
STD + LF. STANDARD WIDEBAND IMPAIRMENT frequency go outside these limits the

display automatically blanks. These
X X 2X Wideband noise. same reference frequency limits apply

X X X True Phase Jitter. to the "standard plus low frequency"
mode. However, in the wideband oper-

>X X X Phase pertvwbation below 20 Hz ating mode the instrument will accept
any reference frequency from 500 Hz

X X >2X Single F-equencV" Interference. to 3 kHz.

The digital display provides an unam-
biguous jitter reading with resolution
of 0.1 degree over the entire range of

.  -the instrument. For rapidly varying
jitter frequencies, a push-button damp-
ing switch allows the operator to slow
the refresh rate, averaging the fluctua.
tions over a one-second interval.

Input impedance is pushbutton select.
able for 600 or 900 ohms, terminating
or bridging. An input return loss

1*,,,greater than 30 dB is met throughout
the VF band.

A stable 1010 Hz oscillator is incorpo-
rated in the 1200B. A convenient
front panel jack makes this reference
signal source immediately available.
The output level is switch selectable
for 0 dam or -29 dBm-normal data
transmit levels at a subscriber drop or

-I'VF patch bay, respectively.

Terminals on the rear panel provide a
convenient analog output which may
be connected to an oscilloscope, spec
trum analv/er oi other display device

Fiouri 9 The basic Phae hitter Test Set ,n the 12008 which ran be equiped with for detailed analysis of the detected
the 120 a 64it Monii h wr. 'n Figure '1)i ohase ittpr ignal
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